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Overview

1.

The WMO workshop on Cloud Measurements for the Forecast of Weather and Clirnate was
convened to address problems associated with providing the observations needed by those who model
clouds. The workshop, held in Mexico City, June 23 - 27 on the campus of the Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM), was instigated by the WMO, EC panel/CAS Working Group on Physics
and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather Modification Research, whose representatives recognized that the
currently available observations are not always adequate for meeting the needs of the modeling community.
Observations are needed by modelers for comparisons with forecast output products, real-time assimilation,
clirnate monitoring, parameterization improvements, and understanding of fundamental cloud
microphysical processes. Observations and models also serve one another in additional ways, e.g.,
(i)
The representation of sub-grid processes in models is a general problem which can only be
addressed with specific methods founded in detailed understanding of those processes
derived from observations;
(ii)
Understanding the sensitivity of a large system (climate or weather) to cloud parameters
that may not be explicitly modeled is needed for obtaining relevant measurements;
(iii)
TI1ere are gaps in the understanding of fundamental cloud processes and in the evaluation
of integrated cloud properties that can only be resolved through combined obsen'ational
and modeling studies.
The status of present in situ and remote sensing systems has been discussed in previous wmkshops,
e.g., "TI1e WMO Workshop on Cloud Microphysics and Applications to Global Change'" had
measurement needs as one of its components, but the lack of adequate representation from the remote
sensing commnnity during this meeting limited the depth of discussions with no clear conclusion if
scientific needs were being met by the observations.
The workshop discussed in this report was plam1ed specifically to provide a forum for
observationalists to discuss measurement problems in the context of model applications. The goals of the
workshop were:
• To review currently available clond measurements with respect to their accuracies, resolutions and
limitations.
• To review the status of currently used algorithms for extracting cloud properties from remote
measurements.
• To identifY major measurement problems and make recommendations for addressing these
prob Iems.
Section 2 of tlus report describes the workshop organization and methodology and Secti,)ns 3-5
report on the major issues that jointly involve modelers and observationalists. Section 6 discusses each of
the major problems that were identified by the working groups with recommendation of solution strategies
and a list of steps that conld be taken to implement the reconnnended actions. The principal results and
recommendations are discussed again briefly in Section 7.
There were 50 poster presentations at the workshop (see Section 2). The majority of these have
been written up for publication and are listed by topic area in Section 8.

2.

Workshop Methodology

TI1e workshop topic was, in general, about meeting the measurement needs of the modeling
cmmnunity. The meeting was publicized, however, with more of a slant towards the obsenmtional
connnunity. This path was chosen principally to concentrate on the status of measurements and to insure
1
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that those most closely associated with making these measurements would be attracted to the workshop. As
discussed in greater detail below, tbere are critical issues to be resolved between the in situ and remote
sensing measurement conmmnities that are integral to the needs of the modelers. In order to present tbe
needs of the modeling community to this group of observationalists, two well-respected cloud and climate
modelers were invited as keynote speakers.
The workshop was organized around the philosophy tbat oral presentations should be minimized to
maximize the amount of discussions by the participants. To expedite this philosophy, five scientists were
invited to the workshop to give keynote talks that introduced the workshop topics. William Cotton
(Colorado State University) and Anthony DelGenio (Goddard Institute for Space Science) spoke on tbe
need for observations in weather and climate models, respectively. Gabor Vali (University of Wyoming),
Patrick Minnis (NASA Langley Research Center) and Antbony Illingwmth (University of Reading)
discussed the limitations and progress in the areas of in sitn, passive remote sensing and active remote
sensing, respectively. The five keynote talks succinctly sul111narized the current status of models and
observations and produced a lengthy list of discussion topics for the subsequent working groups.
Complementing the invited talks were the 50 posters that were presented at the evening session of
tbe workshop the second day. The poster topics could be categorized into seven subjects germain to tbe
workshop objectives (the bracketed numerals identify the number of posters that were in this category):
Sensor Technology [111
Cloud droplet measurements
TWC/LWC
Phase function
IN
Temperature
Lidar
Radar

Brenguier/Chalon
Nevzorov; Korolev; Twohy
Gayet; Lawson
Rogers
Haman
Eberhard; Sassen
Vali

Single Sensor Measurement Interpretation !13)
Cloud Droplet Measurements
Baumgardner; Pawlowska
Precipitation Retrieval
Brandes;Cuddapah; Reinking
LWP
Hagerty;Liu; Reinking
Scale Dependency
Gultepe;Malinowski
Pontikis; Mirmis
Effective Radius
UV Measurements
Clark; Loxsorn
Multiple Sensor Measurements [91
Lidar/radar/radiometer ·
Multiwavelength Passive
Radar/Satellite
Radar/radiometer
SSMI/SSMT

Eberhard; Sassen
Katsaros,Kumar; Lcmus·Deschamp
Cuddapah; Knnuncrow
Stasenko
Lin

Sensor Intercomparisons [9]
LWC/CSD
Radar/Satellite
Lidar/Aircraft
Radar/ Aircraft
Satellite/Rain gage
RadiometerIAircraft

Baumgardner;Korolev: Twohy
Cuddapah
Couture
Vali
Lachlan-Cope
Haggerty; Liu

2

Measurement/Modellntersomparisqns/1\ssimilations [1 Oj
Optical Properties
Lemus-Deschamp; Raga; Wendisch
Precipitation
Reinking; Hudak; Guichard; Hu
Cotton; Gultepe; Lin
Aerosols
Cloud Observations [27]

In Situ Cloud Properties
Aerosol
Active Remote
Cloud Properties
Passive Remote
Cloud Properties

ParameterizationsJ2l
Aerosols/CCN
Convection
Cloud Properties

Breed; Gayet; Korolev; Lawson; Martinez; Nevzorov;
Wendisch: Yu
Raga: Rogcrs: Gultepe
Brandes, Reinking; Sassen; Vali; Hudak; Kununerow
Cess; Clark; Loxsom; Lemus-Deschamp; Cuddapah;
Haggerty; Liu; Muloshi; Pontikis; Ying

Cotton; Gultepe; Lin
Guichard
Hu; Hicks; Hudak; Lemus-Deschamp; Pontikis

These poster presentations provided examples of how models utilize observations, the capabilities
and limitations of the instrumentation, and data sets that could be used for future comparisons with models.
The period following the keynote talks and poster presentations was used for the working groups to
meet ~md discuss the issues that were raised by the invited speakers and the poster presentation;;. Four
working groups were formed with each group having an even balance of in situ sensing, active remote
sensing, passive remote sensing, and modeling specialists. This distribution of participants in each group
was selected to promote active clialogue among the three different interest groups and to have evenly
balanced viewpoints during the discussions. The working groups were led by the invited speakers who used
the first session of their individual meetings to select a subset of the suggested discussion topics on which
they chose to focus their attention. This methodology produced an interesting perspective since each group
tended to focus on topics that the majority of the group felt they had adequate expertise to address.
Different groups, mostly by chance, though partially because of the expertise of each group leader, selected
discussion issues that were almost unique from the other groups yet had sufficient overlap to ';oalesce
cliscussions when the groups met in plenary sessions.
At the end of the first full day of working group discussions a plenary session was held where the
group leaders sununarized the results from their groups. The findings were discussed by all the participants
and issues were further refmed. A second half-day of working group sessions ensued with another ;:.lcmuy
meeting at mid-day. At tlmt point, tl1e groups elected to spend the final half-day by fonning into tl1ree
groups composed of in situ, remote sensing, and modeling interests. These groups took the results of the
previous days' discussions a11d generated a number of reconunendations designed to address the problems
that were identified and discussed previously.
The remainder of this report provides a stm1mary of the workshop discussions and the
recommendations that were suggested by the workshop participmlts.

3.

Observations and Forecasting

Weather m1d climate forecast models use a variety of tcclmiques to diagnose atmospheric
phenomena and to predict how a variety of weather and climate variables will behave under different

3

environmental conditions. All of these teclmiques, regardless of the methodology used to implement them in
the models, are founded upon our current tmderstanding of the underlying physics of atmospheric
processes, an nnderstanding built upon years of theoretical and observational studies conducted in
laboratories and in the natural elements. Thus, a principal value of observations is for understanding
atmospheric processes in sufficient detail that they can be accurately represented in the models. Once these
processes are thought to be sufficiently understood and are parameterized in the models, then the
observations are utilized for model testing. This testing can be done in a number of ways and depends upon
the type of model and what aspect of the model is being tested. Sometimes the goal is to compare the fmal
forecast products of a model, e.g., precipitation amount or cloud optical thickness, with observations of
that same parameter. More often, however, observations are needed to compare with intermediate products
of the model, e.g., liquid water content, cloud droplet concentration or effective radius. 2
The way in which observations arc utilized by the models depends upon how the observations are
made (in situ or remotely), the spatial and temporal scales of the measurement (millimeters to kilometers),
and the specific type of model that is being assessed with the observations, e.g., CRM or GCM. In situ
cloud measurements can be surfaced based and are nonnally used for measuring properties of fog or
mountaintop clouds. More often, in situ measurements are from airborne platfonns such as tlxed wing
aircraft, dirigibles, or balloons. Such measurements can be of very high resolution and frequency (e.g.
Haman. 1997, this report) but are still constrained to be one dimensional, i.e. measuring fluctuations only
along the flight track of the aircraft with no infonnation about what might be happening in orthogonal
directions from this path. Mounting remote sensors such as radars, lidars, or microwave sounders on the
aircraft has greatly enhanced the capabilities of airbome research platforms to expand the measurement
vohune into three dimensions (e.g. Haggerty, 1997; Vali, 1997; this report). The strength of the in situ
measurement, however, is that it is the best way to examine microphysical processes in great detail. This
detail, while not always essential for parametcrizing larger scale processes, is still needed to accurately
model the cloud microphysical processes that control the evolution of the most important weather and
climate forecast variables, i.e. precipitation and albedo.
Remote measurements from passive and active sensors on surface, airbome or satellite platforms
are able to scan the much larger volumes of the atmosphere that are needed to match tl1e model grid spacing
and time scales. These remote sensors do not measure clond microphysical properties directly, with the
exception of Doppler radars that measure air motion. TI1ey measure cloud optical properties, eitl1er through
the reflection of an electromagnetic signal transmitted from active sensor s (e.g., radar and lidar), from
measurements of solar or tl1em1al infrared radiation scattered or emitted by cloud particles (e.g. AVHRR
and GOES satellite sensors) or from measurements of microwave energy emitted or scattered by water and
ice particles (e.g. SSMI and AIMR). Remote measurements are not as likely to be used for studies of
fundan1ental microphysical processes since they cannot directly measure the critical parameters or measure
at tlre length scales tl1at are important to these processes. Measurements of tl1e radar reflectivity stnwture
are crucial elements for diagnosing processes of particle development in ways that the in situ measurements
can't do. A further link is in evaluating the realism of cloud-scale models with respect to the spatial
distribution of hydrometeors and air motions.
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This comparison process is frequently given the name "validation" but there is a reluctance by some in the
modeling and observational community to apply this term because of the implication that the observations are
valid, i.e. the absolute truth. Observations, with their finite limitations and uncertainties, can only approximate the
absolute tmth, yet they are still the primary means of assessing the accuracy of the models. There may be a better
tenn or terms to describe this assessment process, but for the sake of discuss.ion, and keeping in mind the caveat
with its usage, we will continue to use the term "validate" throughout this report to describe this type of
assessment.
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Remote measurements are also invaluable for providing the observations necessary for validating
the final products of the forecast models, e.g. precipitation, cloud cover, cloud albedo. These validation
measurements, however, are usually derived quantities that reqnire their own validation before they can be
used to compare with model outputs. Titis is where in situ observations are necessary. LWC, LWP,
precipitation, and particle effective radius, to nan1e just a few of the derived products from remote
measurements, are extracted from satellite radiance or radar reflectivity measurements using algorithms
that model the relationship between. these derived variables and the fundamental measured quantity. These
algorithms were fommlated from theoretical models and observations and many assumptions about the
state of the environment must be applied since the measurements are constrained to only a few directly
sensed parameters. The validity of these assumptions and the robustness of the algorithms can only be
evaluated by comparing the derived variables with direct measurements.
Another principal application of observations in models is in data assimilation. In recent years
studies have shown that forecast models can be vastly improved if they can be tuned in real time with
observations that are used either to initialize the models or to use variational techniques to adjust model
paran1eters based upon the values of near real-time measurements. In situ measurements from aircraft, e.g.
airliners instrumented with temperature, pressure and humidity sensors and transmitting to some central
data distribution center could provide infom1ation for assimilation. Remote sensors such as the NexRad
system or water vapor from GPS are the best sources of inunediately available data that can be
assimilated. Once again, the data being assimilated must be initially qualified through studies that compare
the assimilation products with in situ observations.
TI1e limitations of both the in situ and remote measurement systems are discussed in Section 5.0.
The next two sections discuss the current status of weather and climate mode ling and list the observations
that are most needed at this time by these models. Sections 3 .I and 3.2 are summaries of the invited talks
by William Cotton and Anthony Del Genio, respectively. The complete text of these talks is found in
Section 8.0. Both Cotton and Del Genio emphasized that they tried to represent their respective cloud scale
and climate modeling communities but that the views expressed were their own and should be interpreted in
that conteA.1.

3.1

Weather Forecasting

Cloud resolving models such as RAMS, are currently capable of forecasting winds, temperatures,
precipitation, agriculture and aviation impact variables in real time. Prototype forecasts with bullc
microphysics by these models show that it is now possible to make mesoscale forecasts with grid spacing
as small as one to five kilometers witl1 relativdy modest investments in computer hardware over limited
domains of a few hundred kilometers. Such high-resolution forecasts with explicit bulk microphysics permit
applications of the models to prediction of precipitation rate and precipitation type (e.g., hail 'IS. low
density graupel vs. rain, and freezing rain vs. snow), lightning, ceiling and visibility (including cloud cover,
fog), aviation-impact variables including aircraft icing, turbulence, downbursts, and severe weather, and
surface temperatures.
Physical processes represented in the model include vapor and heat diffusion, collision and
coalescence between all possible pairs of hydrometeor types including self-collection, melting and freezing,
heterogeneous nucleation of ice through contact and deposition freezing, homogeneous nucleation of cloud
droplets and haze into ice crystals, shedding of liquid water by hail, and sedimentation. Number
concentration prediction for cloud droplets still requires an accurate cloud nucleation scheme, however, and
a method has been developed for evaluating CCN activation and initial growth simultaneous with vapor
and heat flnxes to larger ice and liquid hydrometeors which permits long computational time steps in
RAMS. The method employs a pre-computed table of CCN activation numbers and droplet sizes. Tltis
table is a function of five atmospheric parameters: temperature, two CCN activation parameters, dynamic
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supersaturation production rate, and fraction of CCN already activated. The activation scheme serves as
the correction to supersaturation.
RAMS is very close to being operational with the capability for real-time forecasting that includes
direct activation of cloud droplets from CCN. Existing versions of RAMS and other bulk microphysics
models simply input fixed concentrations of cloud droplets. CCN spectra are not used directly in those
models. In future versions of RAMS, however, an important input parameter is the spectra ofCCN. Thus,
in forecast models in which the model domain covers coastal regions, continental interiors, and polluted
boundary layers, it will be necessary to introduce the concentrations of CCN as a model forecast
parameter. The model will have to be able to predict the local variations in CCN concentrations due to
vertical and horizontal advection, and local sources and sinks of CCN due to microphysics and local
sources.
In addition to CCN, the concentrations of ice nuclei (IN) and their spatial and temporal variability
is also of great concem. This is a much more challenging problem because IN spectra may vary depending
on the mode of activation (i.e., deposition/condensation-freezing nucleation vs. contact nncleation vs.
ill111lersion freezing). Moreover, estimating sources of IN is much more difficult than for CCN. There is
also an interest in upper tropospheric concentrations of haze particles that can serve as sites for
homogeneous freezing. The haze particles may require an additional category of aerosol than needed for
just CCN activation. The concentration of CCN, however, does not provide complete information about the
potential of a cloud to produce rain by collision and coalescence. Numerous studies over the years have
suggested that giant and ultra-giant aerosol particles can greatly enhance warm-rain production. Large
concentrations of l ftm particles can accelerate the formation of drizzle-sized drops, which can have
significant effects on both warm-rain formation and precipitation processes in supercooled clouds.
Once forecast models begin the use of "dynamically-active" aerosol, they then need to address how
to measure these particles over the region covered by tbe forecast model. There are no routine
measurements of CCN, haze particles, and IN. It seems unlikely that any national weather service will
introduce routine soundings of CCN and IN so the models may be able to make use of climatological
estimates of CCN and IN sources for various regions over the forecast area. A larger database of CCN and
IN measurements IS needed for such a calibration.
Cloud microphysical models of greater and greater complexity are being implemented in forecast
and climate models ranging from mesoscale model grid spacing of a few tens of kilometers to general
circulation models of 100 km or so, to single-column turbulent closure models. The magnitude of ve1tical
motions explicitly resolved by these models range from a few tens of centimeters per second to one
centimeter per second, to zero, respectively. These microphysics models are being applied to the simulation
of cirrus clouds, middle tropospheric stratus clouds, boundary layer stratocumuli, and fogs where actual
cloud-scale vertical velocities that drive cloud microphysics processes are 0.5 to a few meters per second.
There are a number of implications of a mismatch between model-resolved cloud forcing and
actual cloud-scale velocity forcing. In a model with explicit supersaturations, such a mismatch ignores
subgrid scale correlations in the aerosol-mass spectrum and the supersaturation spectrum, which are
responsible for activating cloud drops near cloud base and detennine the concentrations of activated cloud
drops. Moreover, subgrid scale correlations in the collection equation are ignored which may significantly
retard the initial growth of drizzle drops. The mismatch in velocity scales in large-scale models also affects
the residence times of cloud hydrometeors in cloud, which affects the overall gro,vth of hydrometeors, and
the tendency for size-smting such that small droplets ascend in moderate intensity updrafts and larger drops
settle through tl1e cloud.
These mismatches in velocity scales affect the optical properties of clouds, their precipitation rates,
and cloud diabatic heating. What is needed is to develop paran1eterizations that either implicitly or
explicitly introduce cloud-scale vertical motions (or their effects) in large-scale models containing explicit
representations of cloud microphysics.
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A dynamically-a<;tive aerosol/microphysics model requires additional inputs over those for current
forecast models. Validationmight. entail examination of forecast products such as rainfall on the ground, or
visibility, or icing and so forth. The problem is that these products are the end result of a long-chain of
physical processes as well as potential errors caused by initialization of base-state upper and surface
meteorological data, ground soil moisture, vegetation coverage, sea surface temperatures, and the
uncertainties of CCN and IN inputs. Thus if the model is in error it is nearly impossible to determine the
sources of those errors.
In sunnnary, for improving weather forecasts, observations are needed to test prirnary forecast
products, to provide an understanding of fimdamental microphysical processes for purposes of
pararneterizations, and to be assimilated in near real time by forecast models. The types of observations
needed for these different purposes have been placed in Tables I - IV. All of the observations listed are
important; however, tl1ey have been listed in a loose order of priority based upon the consensus of opinion
within the meeting working groups and the specific application of these parameters to the models. Thus,
Table !lists the six categories of measurements deemed most necessary for assessing the general fidelity of
the model for forecastmg specific weather related paran1eters. Table !I lists the ideal parameters that would
be most usefitl in data assimilation. Table Ill prioritizcs the data types that are needed for generating and
validating parameterizations, ru1li Table IV lists what inte1111ediate and final forecast products need to be
measured to validate the models.
Associated with the desired observables in each of the tables are assessments of where we presently
stand with respect to supplying the required measurements. "Adequate" indicates that the capability for
making the measurements presently exists ru1d additional improvements are not necessarily needed, at least
not in this application. "Inadequate" denotes the complete lack of the desired measurement ru1d the:re is, at
present, minimal effort to improve the situation. "Improving" means that adequate measurements are not
yet available but that new capabilities are under development or in limited use that will improve the
situation. A number of the desired observations were not discussed sufficiently to warrant any rumotation in
this repott. "Not applicable" is placed under a sensor type that would not be used to acquire the requested
variable.
A large number of the observations required by the models were discussed at length throughout the
meeting . Problems with supplying some of these measurements were identified and rec01mnendations made
that would help address these problems. These problems are discussed in Section 5.0 ru1d then again in
Section 6.0, accompanied by recommended actions m1d implementation plans that address the probkm. The
number shown in the individual cells in Tables I-IV refer to the specific sections where these measurements
are discussed.
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Table I 3
Cloud Resolving Model Testing Needs and Status of Observations

In Situ Obs ervations

---1-----

Water Vapor

Improvmg
5.1; 6 .1.1
NotApp licab1e

Cloud Cover

~------------+--------- -

Precipitation
[amount, type,
severit
Heating Rates

Cloud
Microstructure
TOA/SRB

lmprovmg
5.1; 6.1.2

Inadequate
lmproving
3.1; 3.2; 5 .1; 5.2;
6.2 .2
Not Disc·us sed

·-

---

' -Remote 0 bservatwns
Remote Observations
[Active]
-- ---- [Passive]
Improving
Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5
52; 6_1:_~--- 1-Improving
Improving
5.2; 6.2.1
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1
Improving
Improving
5.2; 6.12; 6.1.4
5.2; 6.1.2; 6.1.4
-

Inadequate
}1;6.1.5
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 5.2; 6.2.2

Improving
3.1;6.1.5
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 5.2; 6.2.2

Not Discussed

Not Discussed

-

-------

..

Table II
Cloud Model Assimilatiou/Iuitialization Needs and Status of Observations

Divergent Component
of Winds [50 Km

In Situ
Observations
Not Applicable

scales]
--Not Applicable
Diabatic Heating via
Precipitation
Measurements [25-50
Km scales)
Water Vapor [BLand
Improving
Upper Troposphere
5.1;6.1.1
(iillO Km scales]
Layer Clouds [Fine
Not Applicable
scale vertical
resolution]
CCN/IN directly or via
Improving
parameterizations3.1; 6.1.6; 6.2.4
Source inventories rregional scales1
3

Remote Observations
[Passive]
Inadequate
3.1

Remote Observations
[A~Ctive]

Improving
3.1

-

-

-

-

Improving
3.1; 6.1.5

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.5

Inadequate
3.1; 6 1.6; 6.2.4

--

---

Improving
3 1:. 6.1.6; 6.2.4

Numbers refer to report section number where these measurements problems are addressed
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Improving
3.1; 6.1.5

Table m
Cloud Resolving Model
Parameterization Development Needs and Status of Observations

In Situ Observations

Remote Observations
[Passive]
--··Improving
Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.4
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.4

-

Warm Rain/Ice
Precip. /Precip.
Efficiency
Cloud Heating
Cloud Moistening
Momentum
TranS(!Ort
Cloud-scale motions;
w'; fluxes;
covariances
Cu/StratCu
entrainment/detrain.
3D Cloud Fractional
Coverage
Ice Initiation

Drizzle Formation

Aerosol <-> Cloud
[CCN;IN;Cloud
Drop]
Microphysics
Statistics
[Scale Corrected]

-

Inadequate

.

Improving
3. l; 5. I
Not Applicable

Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2

Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6.!.4

--

··- --

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2
I-Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1
Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7

Inadequate
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.7

-

-

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2

Adequate
3.1; 5.1

-

Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 6.3.3

--

Remote Observations
[Active] _ _ _
Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.4

Inadequate
5.2; 6.!.2; 6.1.4
..

Inadequate
3.1: 5.2; 6.!.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
'--Improving
3.1; 3 .2; 5,2; 6.3 .3

Improving
3.2; 5.2

Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2
Improving
3.2; 5.2
Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1_ _
Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7

--

Improving
5.2; 6.1.2; 6.1.4-

--

Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 61.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6J.3

--
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Table IV
Cloud Resolving Model
Observational Data Needs and Status of Observations

··--

-----

Remote Observ ations
Remote Observations
[Passivtl.
··--Improving
lnadequate
Aerosol Size Spectra
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
<-> CCN, IN
6.2.4
6.2.4
··- ---·------ .
f.----.------Improving
Improving
Improving
Liquid Water
6.2,2
5.2; 6.2.2
5.1;
6.2.2
5.2;
Content
.
Inadequate
Inadequat
Ice Water Content
e
Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.l.8; 6.2.2
3 .2;1_2; 6 \.:!; 6.2.2
3.2; 5.1; 6 1.8; 6.2.2
-Improving
lnadequate
Inadequate
Cloud Droplet S1ze
3.1; 5.1
_ _l_l; 5.2; 6.2.2
Svectra
- - 3.1; 5.2; 6.2 .2
Precipitation Size
Improving
Inadequate
Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.1:4; 6.2.2
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.4; 6.2.2
Suectra
. __3_:l.;2J_;_6 .1. 4; 6 .]:.:]
lnadequate
Improving
Cloud/Precipitation
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6 .1.7;
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7; 6.2.2
Ice Particle Habits
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 6.1.7;
6.2.2 6.2.2
lnadequate
Inadequate
WaterVapor
Inadequate
Sunersaturation
3.1; 5.1; 6.1J
In Adequate
Improving
Cloud-scale Vertical
Adequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6:.c.l:c;.3::__+---~ 3.2; 5_.2; 6.1.3
Velocities
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 6.1.3
-Cloud-scale radiative
Improving
Not Applicable
lmproving
3.2; 6.2.4
flux diver2ences
3 .2; 6.2.4
1-------Cloud Particle
Improving
Inadequate
h1adequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2
Scattering Phase
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 6.2.2
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2
Functions

In Situ Observations

---

.

-------

3.2

Applications to Climate Forecasting

The current generation of global climate models (GCMs) produces a wide range of estimates of the
climate's sensitivity to anthropogenic perturbation. Uncertainties in how cloud macrophysical,
microphysical and radiative properties will respond to external forcing account for much of this
disagreement. A number of major cloud para.meterization issues confront climate modelers and the types of
observations and analyses required to address them. Observations relevant to the cloud paran1eterization
problem can be divided into three basic categories: Validation data, process measurements, and climate
change detection observations. Validation data are defined here as the global distributions of those
quantities which determine the planetary and surface energy and water budgets. The most glaring absence
of information is any kind of estimate of the global distribution of ice water path. State-of-the-art GCMs
with prognostic cloud water parameterizations do not come close to agreeing on whether there is globally
more ice or liquid water in the atmosphere. Considering the potential influence of phase changes between
ice and liquid on clinmte sensitivity, this must be considered the single highest priority item for atlllospheric
remote sensing research.
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Other cloud parameters are more well-defined globally though not without problems. Cloud cover
is fairly well-known except in the polar regions, where traditional visible-infrared detection teclmiques are
rendered ambiguous by underlying snow-ice surfaces and temperature inversions. Combined analyses of
ISCCP and SSM/I data, using the time domain to separate cloud and sea ice variability, show some
promise for improving this situation. Liquid water path estimates from passive microwave sensors are
finally converging after a decade .of widely varying estimates, but the microwave technique is fairly
insensitive to clouds with visible optical thickness less than about 5. Cloud particle effective radius is now
retrieved nearly globally using the 3. 7 micron channel of AVHRR, but it samples only the cloud top in
optically thick clouds, and the retrieval of the effective size of irregular ice particles is fraught with
difficulties. Precipitation patterns are fairly well defined by a variety of techniques, but accuracy is
difficult to detennine because of the severe sampling problems, and teclmiques developed for tropical
convective systems may not translate well to midlatitude stratiform systems. Cloud vertical structure is
completely unknown globally, although recent estimates at radiosonde locations using relative humidity
threshold criteria have provided some information.
To actually develop GCM paran1eterizations, infonnation about processes is required, and this
necessitates both data on the cloud scale and information relating it to the large-scale. The following
process questions probably account for most of the disagreement in total cloud feedback estimates among
climate GCMs:
(1) Since the radiative properties of water in its vapor phase differ from those in either of the other two
phases more. than they differ from each other, ti1e most fundamental issue for GCMs is how to
parameterize cloud cover as a function of relative humidity and other large-scale predicted
variables. Little guidance is available on this question from data, but little attention is being paid
to it by observers. A related question for cirrus clouds is how to determine the vapor concentration
required to initiate nucleation: saturated with respect to ice or liquid, or somewhere in between, as
a function of temperature and what other external conditions?
(2) The question of whether cloud forms as liquid or ice is important in its own right: shifts from ice
to liquid clouds with greenhouse warming produces a strong negative feedback in one GCM but
the temperature at which this is assumed to occur detennines whether the albedo or the greenhouse
effect of the cloud change dominates the feedback. Existing observations provide conflicting
evidence on when significant cloud water no longer exists in the liquid phase.
(3) Thick cumulus anvil clouds in the tropics account for most of the shortwave cloud forcing there,
and detrainn1ent of cumulus condensate from updrafts i1\to those anvils is thought to provide a
significant fraction ofti1e mwil ice. Idealized climate change simulations suggest that the inclusion
or exclusion of anvil condensate detraimnent can control tile sign of the overall global cloud
feedback but no direct observational link between convection and anvil reflectance exists m1d no
guidance is available on how to parameterize this detrai111l1ent in large-scale models.
(4) 1l1e difference betwen high- and low-sensitivity climate models can often be traced to whether their
low-level clouds become optically thinner or thicker with warming. Conventional wisdom tased on
adiabatic lifting of a moist parcel suggests tiJat clouds should thicken with wanning, but ISCCP
satellite observations indicate that this is only true at high latitudes and cold seasons; elsewhere,
especially over ocean, low clouds tend to ti1in with warming instead. To understand this requires
coincident information on cloud liquid water, physical thickness, and particle size variations.
·
(5) The indirect effect of aerosol, i.e. the "Twomey Effect" still remains one of the largest sources of
uncertainty in all the factors that affect the earth's radiative balance. The understanding of ti1is
effects awaits a much more extensive data set of CCN and cloud droplet concentration
measurements, coupled with conconnnitant measurements of the cloud optical properties.
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Regardless of the advances made in parameterizing cloud behavior, the ultimate test of climate
models will be their success in reproducing long-tenn trends in cloud parameters that can explain observed
temperature trends. To date, the only such data sets consist of regional cloud cover trends over a few
decades and 20th Century trends in precipitation over land areas. Satellite data can in principle be used to
monitor climate changes in clouds, but gaps in the observing record and calibration uncertainties preclude
using existing time series from multiple satellites for this purpose. Some of these changes are quite small
and test the limits of observing capability, but many are within the realm of capabilities of the most
sensitive existing remote sensing techniques such as interferometry, polarimetry, and lidar if appropriate
satellite sampling and calibration approaches are taken. Unfortunately a coherent long-term climate
monitoring strategy designed to actually detect cloud feedbacks does not currently exist.
Finally, it is worth conunenting on some reasons why current data sets have not been fully
exploited. Typically, acquisition of data is assigned higher priority by funding agencies than is analysis
and interpretation of those data; model-data comparisons have the lowest funding priority of all. Most
clinmte modelers remain fairly naive about data and have neither the resources nor the knowledge nor the
desire to spend significant time analyzing data themselves. As a result, when data sets are not readily
available in standard archives or via the World Wide Web in easily-read formats, their potential is not
tapped; this is specifically a problem for aircraft observations, which are often not even known to exist by
modelers.
As a result of Del Genio's presentation and extensive discussions in tl1e working group and plenary
sessions, tlrree tables have been compiled that list the observations that climate modelers would like to have
available for comparisons with the model outptrts and for developing better parameterizations. Table V
lists in rough order of priority the five major categories of observations needed for detecting climate
change. Table VI are the variables that need parameterizing and Table VII lists all the atmospheric and
cloud properties that should be measured to better understand microphysical processes as well as providing
information that can help in parameterizations. The contents of the cells in each table were explained in
Section 3.1.

Table V
Climate Model Testing Needs and Status of Observations

..
In Situ Observations

Remote Observations
_____ (Pas sive] _____ __
[Act.cciv-:'e],_____
-Improving
lmprovmg
Inadequate

Cloud Cover

Not Applicable

-

Cloud
Microstructure

hnproving
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 5.2;
6.2.2
Improving
5.1; 6.!.1

Water Vapor

[amount, type,

5.2; 6.2.!

-

TOA/SRB

p-;
..
recipitatmn

--=---Remote Ob servations

.

5.2; 6.2:.::.1_ _ _1

lmproving

Not Applicable

Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5. 1; 5.2; 6.2.2

3.!; 3.2; 5.1; 5.2; 6.2.2

lmprovmg

-

Inadequate
5.1;6.1.2

seve~·ity]

hnproving

5.2; 6.2.5

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5

Improving
5.2; 6.1 .2; 6.1.4

Improving
5.2; 6.1.2; 6.1.4
---'-------------'
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Table VI
Climate Model
Parameterization Development Needs and Status of Observations

In Situ Observations

Remote Observations
[Passive]
Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1

Remote Observatio~;-[Active]
Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1
Improving
3.2; 5.2

3D Cloud Fractional
Coverage

Not Applicable

Cu/StratoCu
entrainment/detrain.

Improving
3 1; 5.1

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2

Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.1; 6.3.3

Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.3.3

Microphysics Statistics
[Scale Corrected]

II·
...
ce mtlatwn
Warm Rain/Ice Precip.
/Precip. Efficiencr__
Cloud Heating
Cloud Moistening
Momentum TnmsP.ort
Drizzle Formation

Aerosol <-> Cloud
[CCN;IN;Cioud Drop]
Cloud-scale motions;
w'; fluxes; cova.riances

-

-- -·--

·---

Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.3.?

--

Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7

Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7

Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.4
Improving

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.4
Inadequate
3.2; 5.2

hnproving
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.4
hnproving
3.2; 5.2

Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 6.1.7

Inadequate
5.2; 6.1.2; 6.1.4

Improving
5.2; 6.1.2; 6.1.4.

Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Improving
3.1;5.1

Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Inadequate
3.1; 3.2; 5.2

Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Improving
3.1; 3.2; 5.2

Inadequate
3.1; 5.1; 6.1.7

-

--

--

--

--

--
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Table VU
Climate Model
Observational Data Needs and Status of Observations
··-

--------- ---

--------

Remote Observations

Inadequate
3.2; 5.1; 6.2.4

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2; 6.2.4

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2; 6.2.4

Adequate

Inadequate

-

Cloud Fraction sufficient to affect
TOA (~ > 0.1)_ _ _ ,____
Optical Thickness

-

Remote Observations
[Passive I
Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1

In Situ Observations
Inadequate

Cloud Top, Bottom

_j~cJiyel

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.1

---

Adequate
5.2; 6.2.1

5.2; 6.2.1

-

Improving
5.1; 6.2.2

Ice Water Content

Improving

Inadequate

Inadequate

Precipitation Size
Spectra

Improving
3.2; 5.1; 6.1.8; 6.2.2

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2; 6.1.8; 6.2.2

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.1.8; 6.2.2

Cloud Top
Temperature
Effective Radius

-

Aerosol <-> CCN/IN

Temperature/Winds

WaterVapor

-

Improving
5.1; 6.2.2

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2

Adequate

Improving

Improving
3.2; 5.1; 6.2.2

lmprovmg
5.2; 6.2.2

-- -----·-

Inadequate
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2

-----

Inadequate

-- f----------:------ -lmprovmg
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2

Improving
3.1; 5.1; 6. 1.6; 6. 17;
6.2.4
Not Discussed

Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
Not Discussed

Improving
5.1;6.1.1

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5
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--

----- --------.-----

Liquid Water
Content

Cloud Particle Phase
Functions

Improving
5.2: 6.2.2

·-

-

Improving
3.2; 5.2; 6.2.2

Inadequate
3.1; 5.2; 6.1.6; 6.1.7;
6.2.4
c--Not Discussed

Improving
3.1; 5.2; 6.2.5

--

4.

The In Situ <->Remote Sensing<-> Model Gap

The observations needed by models for validation, process studies, parameterization, assimilation
and monitoring have been summarized i11 Section 3. but in addition to acquiring tbe necessary observations
tbere is tbe problem of getting these measurements into a form where they are usable by the models. This
problem has several facets: measurement scalability, format, quality control, documentation, and
accessibility.
The spatial resolution in weather and climate models varies over a large range extending from
hundreds of meters in CRMs to hundreds of kilometers in GCMs. Likewise the temporal resolution of
these models span tbe range from seconds to several hours. In order to compare observations witb models,
regardless of how these comparisons are being utilized, they need to be put on similar scales. This is not
necessarily as simple as averaging over sufficient space and time to match tbe model resolutions, arcb.ough
this approach can be taken as a first step. Averaging may mask smaller scale stmctures that are
microphysically and radiatively significant but that are inadequately simulated in the models, features like
entrainment and mixing, or turbulence that leads to enhanced coalescence. In addition, it is not just
averaging over small-scale, sub-cloud stmcture tbat is the problem since global models are paramekrizing
ensembles of many individual clouds, not a single cloud, within an area hundreds of km on a side. A cirrus
cloud could be adjoining a supercooled altostratus, as opposed to a single mixed-phase cloud, in the largescale region. Thus, if measurements are averaged to match model grid scales, additional statistics should
accompany these averages that describe important sub-grid scale features. In-situ measurements are onedimensional, i.e. along the flight track of the aircraft. This may not accurately represent tho four
dil'nensionalnature of clouds. Vertical profiles may help improve the statistics of cloud structure, but if
tbese profiles are made over periods of tin1e that are greater than tbe time scale of cloud processes, then
tbey will not necessarily be representative of a cloud's vertical cross section. Thus, in situ measurements
are essential for understanding microphysical processes, but may not provide adequate in1brmation for
comparing witb larger scale models. For this, observations from remote sensors are superior since they can
view cloud volumes that are more similar to the grid scales of models, accumulate adeqnate statistics over
time to put aircraft measurements into context, and provide similar measurements in locations other than
tbose sampled directly by the field campaign. T11e remote sensors, however, may not measure directly the
cloud properties tbat are tbe products of model forecasts, e.g., rain rate, cloud albedo, liquid water path.
Passive sensors measure radiances and active sensors detect reflectivity and backscatter. Conversion of
these parameters to cloud properties requires algorithms that model the expected optical properties of cloud
particles and water molecules to derive cloud properties. These algorithms are derived iiom theoretical
calculations and compared with in situ measurements, e.g , precipitation rate as a function of radar
reflectivity or liquid water path as a function of microwave transmission. Thus, comparing cloud properties
forecast from models with those derived from remote sensors must be done with tbe caveat that the
uncertainties in the remotely derived variables should be well understood before assessing the quality of the
comparison. The en-or bars associated with remote sensor products can be of similar magnitude as those of
tb.e model output. These lead to the issue of quality control.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, modelers are not necessarily aware of all of the precautions one
should use when interpreting observations. In situ measurements are not without tbeir uncertainties (Section
5 .I) and a number of cloud properties derived from remote sensors are still only order of magnitude
estimates (Section 5 .2). The literature is filled with examples of observations that were used to support
theoretical studies but failure to nnderstand tbe caveats that accompany the measurements led to erroneous
conclusions. Those who make tbe measurements are responsible for reporting tbe limitations and
uncertainties associated witb their measurements. Assessing these uncertainties is not trivial and tbere may
be disagreement among researchers as to the magnitude of these uncertainties. Witbout an honest appraisal
of an instmment's limitations, however, it will be difficult to interpret subsequent comparisons b•;tween
instruments or between observations and models. Modelers have a similar responsibility to place error bars
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on their predicted variables. These error bars can be assessed through sensitivity studies or by using the
observations to estimate expected uncertainties in the parameterization schemes.
Finally, data documentation and accessibility is essential if the gap between the in situ, remote
sensing and modeling communities is to be bridged. An enormous quantity of data has been gathered over
the years from both in situ and remote measurements. A large number of these measurements were made
during projects that had very focused scientific objectives. These projects were planned someti.mes with no
thought given to possible links with models or comparisons between in situ and remote measurements.
Great scientific benefit clm be found in the planning of fiJture field projects with these links in mind.
Because so many data sets have been acquired over a range of geographical regions and seasons of the
year, there is a potential pool of information that could be utilized in model comparisons as well as in
situ/remote sensor comparisons. This is where documentation, easily available through well organized data
bases or web sites, play a critical rok If data sets were described in tem1s of the parameters measured, the
region :md ti.me period covered, and statistics that described features of scientific interest, then the value of
these data sets would increase enormously. Data sets also need to be described in terms of the prevailing
weather pattern at the ti.me of flight and which part of the weather system was flown through, and how the
system evolved in time dnring the days prior to and after the flight.
Unfortunately, funding agencies are more likely to support new measurement progran1s and do not
emphasize enough the need to make these data easily available to the broader col11lllunity in easily readable
and accessible fonnats.
These issues are revisited in Section 6. with reconunendations for possible avenues that the
scientific col11lllrn1ity could take to resolve the problems.

5.

Status of Observations

The needs of the forecast community for cloud property observations were summarized in Section
3 and the specific parameters to be measured listed in Tables I-VII. These tables indicate that many of
these parameters are either not presently available or may be available but not accurate or precise enough
to meet the needs of the forecast community. These limitations were the primary focus of the meeting
working groups whose membership consisted of a broad range of observationalists with expertise :in in situ
sensors and in active and passive remote sensing systems. Gabor Vali, Patrick Minnis and Anthony
Illingworth introduced the topic of insl!umentation status in their invited talks. Section 5.1 and 5.2
summarize these talks and the subsequent working group discussions.

5.1

In Situ Measurements

The atmospheric and cloud variables that are important for forecast models, particularly for
studying cloud processes, are temperature, water vapor, cloud scale motions, CCN, IN, LWC, IWC, eland
droplet spectra, precipitation spectra, and ice crystal habit.
The advent of GPS coupled with inertial reference systems <md sensitive five-hole gust probes have
increased the accmacy and precision of wind measurements to the point that they are adequate for
measuring small scale clond motions with accuracies better than a meter per second. Larger scale vertical
velocities over kilometer scales with magnitudes of tens of centimeter per second cannot be resolved by
these system. In-cloud measurements of temperature are still inadequate and in need of new techniques,
particularly when LWC is large and temperatures are above freezing. Some radiometric teclmique show
promise but are not routinely available. Significant progress has been made in very small scale temperature
measurements in non-icing clouds (Haman, this report) and millimeter scale features can be detected with
this new technology. Water vapor instrumentation, unfortunately, is still inadequate. Snpersaturation with
respect to water or ice cmmot be measured directly, measurements when humidity exceeds 98% are only
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accurate to ± 5%, and very low hw1lidities are hard to measure with sufficient accuracy or time response.
There is hope on the horizon, however, as new TDLs are available with water vapor absorbing
wavelengths. Recent field projects, like the NASA SUCCESS and POLARIS missions, have demonstrated
the capability of these instruments to make fast response, sensitive, and very accurate measurements of
water vapor in clouds. CCN can be measured with the accuracy and precision needed by the models but the
primary problem is the lack of observations. There is currently only a single investigator that makes full
spectral measurements of CCN from aircraft (lames Hudson at the Desert Research Institute). The other
CCN measurements being made are with static chambers that can only measure down to 0.2%
supersaturations. These levels only activate larger nuclei and don't approximate the range of
supersaturations seen in natural clouds. There is a need for other investigators to make spectral CCN
measurements and also a need for intercomparisons between measurement teclmiques. There are new CCN
instmments currently m1der development that will hopefully expand the number of platforms that carry
such instruments, e,g. a new teclmique is being developed by Cooper and Radke at NCAR and a
miniaturized version of the Hudson system is being developed for the Navy by a private company in
California.
The problem with IN measurements is much more severe than CCN. Measuring IN is complicated
because IN can nucleate by three different mechanisms that are difficult to separate with current
technology. Recent measurements of IN by Rogers (tllis report) are very encouraging as well as surprising.
The composition of IN in cirrus clouds and aircraft contrails was somewhat unexpected, because of the
lack of sulfate particles, and points to the need for more extensive measurements that characterize IN
properties so that they may be better parameterized in the models.
Hydrometeor spectra measurement had reached a plateau during the past five years w::th most
investigators relying solely on PMS probes to provide size distributions over the droplet and precipitation
diameter range. Droplet spectra appeared to be broader than predicted by theory and serious discrepancies
existed in the overlapping size nrnges of particle probes in the region from 10 - 200 iJXll. Recent st:Jdies by
Baumgardner, Korolev and others have decreased these discrepancies and modifications to the PMS FSSP
by Brenguier (this report) have decreased the spectral spread observed with umnodified FSSP. The value
of improved data processing teclmiques has also been demonstrated by Pawlowska and Brenguia (this
report) who have applied im1ovative statistical analysis to lower sampling rn1certainties. In addition, new
spectrometers are being developed that provide much better measurements in the critical size range from 50
- 200 >tm (Lawson, this report) and also provide previously unavailable measurements of the phase
function of single particles (Law son, this report) and ensembles ofparticles (Gayet, this report).
Bulk measurements of LWC with hot wire devices such as the JW and CSIRO (King) pwbe have
been adequate for conditions when the major fraction of the water is in droplets smaller than -30 run but
they underestimate the LWC when the mass moves into larger droplets, There have been onl:y a few
instruments until recently that could measure the TWC, e.g. the Nevzorov probe and the evaporator used
on the MRF C-130. The Nevzorov probe shows great promise of not only being able to measure TWC, but
can also differentiate water and ice when the water is in sizes smaller than drizzle drops (Nevzorov;
Korolev, this report). This device is just beginning to see wider usage since it was only used on Russian
aircraft until a few years ago when the AES began making measurements with it on Canadian ~ircraft.
Another device that is gaining in usage on research aircraft is the CVI for measuring total condensed water
content (Twohy, this report). It can not differentiate ice from water but, in combination with other devices .
like the Rosemorn1t icing probe and King hot wire, may be able to separate the two phases. The PVM is
also being installed on more aircraft for measuring LWC and under some circumstances, when particles are
relatively small and approximately spherical, appears to measure IWC. However, it cannot diffe:~entiate
water from ice and does not measure water contained in the larger particles (Baumgardner, this report).
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5.2

Remote Measurements

Passive remote sensors are primarily used to measure the fractional coverage of clouds, their
altitude, thickness and optical depth, and some microphysical properties such as phase, particle size, LWP
and precipitation amount. There are a large number of data sets currently available that provide global
coverage of these parameters (Minnis, this report). These data sets are not without their uncertainties, and
tl1ere are a number of areas with problems.
Cloud fraction includes vertical as well as horizontal coverage. The uncertainty in these estimates
increases as clouds become smaller and fill less of a pixel volume. Thin clouds become harder to
differentiate from the underlying surface and polar, noctumal, and inversion clouds are problematic for tl1e
same reasons. TI1e other condition under which passive remote sensors cannot accurately measure cloud
fraction is when multiple layers of cloud exist, particularly when high clouds overlap low ones. Cloud top
height can be estimated with reasonable certainty from measurements of cloud temperature when clouds are
optically thick (> 0.05) and when good, vertical temperature profiles exist from radiosondes. Cloud
thickness, however, is less certain, particularly in mixed phase clouds or cloud with large inhomogeneities
in structure like fair weather cumulus.
The optical depth derived from measurements of extinction is limited in broken clouds, clouds with
significant ice, or layered clouds. An additional uncertainty is introduced by drifts in the calibration of the
sensors on satellite systems and by uncertainties in the clear sky and surface albedoes that must be assumed
in order to derive optical depth.
Derivations of cloud droplet concentrations are still very much in the developmental stage and the
remote measurements of CCN concentrations, needed by ilie CRMs and weather forecast models, are not
being measured remotely at all Ratios of different spectral bands and various other combinations of
available wavelengths from A VHRR, GOES and SSMI are being used to derive cloud effective radii and
liquid water path (Liu; Haggerty, this report). The algorithms for deriving these parameters from radiances
are very dependent upon the parameterization used that relates the optical properties of cloud particles to
their microphysical properties. Whereas this is relatively well understood for water clouds, the introduction
of ice into clouds greatly complicates the problem.
Research is ongoing to resolve some of the more difficult problems, but it is unlikely that
measurements with passive sensors alone can provide the level of accuracy and precision needed by the
models. One major limitation is the inability to detect cloud over snow/ice covered surface in the polar
regions. Another significant shortcoming is the inability to define the microphysical properties of ice
clouds. Other limitations appear to be measurements of high thick clouds overlapping low clouds over
terrestrial, inhomogeneous surfaces, microphysical properties of noctumal clouds, and broken or small
cloud elements. There is the additional problem of knowing the properties of clear sky, particularly in
regions where aerosols may predominate because of volcanic debris, anthropogenic sources, or wind driven
dust. TI1e stability of satellite sensor calibration remains an issue as does the need for more efficient and
rapid data staging and throughput so that satellite products are more quickly and easily available. There
has been a significant lack of collaboration between the remote sensing and in situ measurement
communities to compare observations and refine the algoritlm1s used in retrieval of cloud properties from
satellites. This remains a high priority yet funding agencies appear reluctant to support such collaborations.
The key to better observations for model /remote sensor comparisons is in the combination of
passive and active remote sensor technology, with even better results obtained by combining remotes
sensing with in situ sensors. In his invited talk, Gabor Vali showed how powerful a measurement tool an
airbome millinleter wavelengtl1 radar can be for both measuring microscale stmcture of clouds while
covering the volumes of cloud needed for model comparisons. Deriving cloud properties from active
measurements, however, has problems that limit their accuracy and usefi.llness to the models.
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The problem with radar is that the measurement of reflectivity is sensitive to particle diameter to
the six power, whereas LWC, lWC, and rain rate are proportional to the diameter cubed, and optical depth
is proportional to diameter squared. Hence, derivations of these cloud properties are highly sensitive to the
algmithms that relate reflectivities to these parameters. The relationship between reflectivity and rain rate
appears to be relatively well characterized for warm cloud conditions where little or no ice is present with
estimated uncertainties of 30%. Mixed phase conditions, however, are less well characterized and require
additional research to better understand uncertainties. Significant progress has been made in wam1 clouds
for deriving precipitation size spectra from measurements of reflectivity coupled with Doppler
measurements of droplet velocity. These techniques can separate vertical wind components from droplet
fall velocities using spectral measurements of the droplet velocity. Tenninal velocities must be assumed for
the particles, however, so the introduction of ice into the cloud can cause large tmcertainties. Theory has
also demonstrated that application of dual-wavelength radar (K-band and X-band in particular) sh:Juld be
effective in measuring snowfall rate.
Lidar measurements of particle backscatter provide information about the fine scale structure of
thin clouds but attenuation minimizes lidar' s effectiveness when cloud optical thickness is much more than
-3. Additional problems arise as clouds become 1hicker and multiple scattering corrfi1ses the results,
although this is dependent to some degree on the lidar geometry and the particle phase. Doppler lidar
measurements can provide very useful information on the cloud scale vertical velocities at cloud
boundaries.
A number of poster presentations were made on combining active and passive sensor
measurements for deriving cloud properties, e.g. Eberhard et al, Kummerow et a/, and Sassen, (this report)
and a great deal of discussion in the working groups and plenary sessions of the meeti11g focused ou such
combinations to address the present problems of deriving cloud properties or estimating cloud fraction from
remote sensors. Spaceborne radar, e.g. TRMM, will greatly improve the estimation of precipitation in
tropical latitude, although attenuation will remain a problem when sampling deep convection. There is also
a problem with insufficient sampling in some regions during some time periods. Radars in combination
with passive sensors can also improve the accuracy of LWP and LWC estimates from clouds. The use of
multiple wavelength in passive sensors is leading to derivations of LWP and effective radius and some
progress is being made in estimating the optical depth and surface area of aerosols from such techniques.
Kumar (this report) shows that the chemical pH of clouds and LWC can also be derived from passive
radiometry if appropriate spectral bands are selected.
TI1e habit of ice crystals is much more difficult to deduce from remote measurements. Som<> work
is being conducted to derive ice pm1icle properties from measurements of birefringence but this work is in
its infant stages and almost no comparisons have been made ;vith in situ measurements. Minnis (this report)
has shown promising comparisons between satellite derived a11d in situ measurements of effective radius in
wave clouds where particles were relatively small and nearly spherical. Deriving effective radius from ice
clouds is problematic m1d it is not clear what physical interpretation could be made from such a parameter,
since particles can be very aspherical a11d the term "radius" would be nebulous. Polalization radar provides
the means to estimate ice particle habit when clouds are reasonably homogeneotJS in habit in the horizontal
(Reinking, this report). In other studies it has been demonstrated that measurements of velocity and
reflectivity with a vertically pointing, cloud-sensing Doppler radar, combined with an IR a11d microwave
radiometer, can be used to estimate reflectivity-weighted ice particle fall velocities, characteristic ice
particle size and size distributions, and optical thickness in cinus. In general, however, derivation of IWC
and IWP is presently :very limited and LWC/LWP is largely unusable in the models when clouds are of
mixed phase.
Water vapor in clouds cannot be measured with active or passive techniques, but Raman and
DIAL techniques are proving to be very promising for obtaining water vapor profiles needed to initialize
forecast models. Water vapor profiles from GPS are also looking very good for obtaining m:destly
accurate values in data poor regions of the earth. Using exactly the smne plinciple, there is work being
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done, principally at McGill University, on obtaining low level mesoscale variations in humidity from
Doppler radar. A paper by Fabry, Fmsh, Zawadzki, and Kilambi is in press in J. Atmos. Oceanic Tech.
entitled "Extracting near-surface index of refraction using radar phase measurements from ground targets".
There are still a number of major gaps in observations from remote sensors, not only in mixed
phase clouds, but precipitation measurements are either lacking or unobtainable with present technology in
extratropical regions, particularly over the polar regions and over inhomogeneous terrestrial surfaces. As
discussed by Minnis (this report), however, improvements in satellite sensors and in extraction algorithms
will provide more accurate estimates of cloud properties in the future. More collaborations between the
remote sensing and in situ measurement communities are needed .

6.

Recommended Actions

As a result of the many discussions with the individual working groups and the follow-up
presentations during the plenary sessions, the principal measurement problems and problems in interfacing
between the measurement and modeling communities were identified. Recmmnendations were made for
what actions should be taken to rectify or at least address these problems and steps were suggested that
could be taken to implement these recommendations. These problems have been stratified according to
whether they are mostly dealing with weather or climate forecasting needs or whether they are more related
to bridging the gap between the modeling and measurement communities.

6.1

Meeting Weather Forecasting Needs

6.1.1

In Situ Water Vapor Measurements
Airborne measurements of water vapor are currently unsatisfi:tctory when humidity is larger than

90%. Instrumentation for the measurement of very low water vapor, density and pressure has not been
widely deployed and the database of such measurements is limited. In addition, it is very difficult to
measure supersaturations in cloud and there are very few cases where this has been done.
Recommendations
The airbome research community should make the measurement of water vapor one of its highest
priorities and seek ways to improve their current capabilities.
Implementation
I)
A workshop should be held that focuses on water vapor measurements from aircraft,
evaluates the capabilities of current measurement teclmiques, identifies new technology that can
by-pass the limitations of these older sensors, and recommends a strategy for bringing new
technology rapidly into use in future field projects.
2)
Collaborative efforts should be initiated between university and government labs that
develop new techniques for measuring water vapor.
3)
A measurement program should be platmed to compare multiple techniques under a range
of environmental conditions.

6.1.2

Precipitation Rates

Precipitation rates, particularly those of snowfall over polar regions, are inadequately estimated
from satellite sensors in extra-tropical regions atlcl over inhomogeneous land masses. Ground-based radar
measurements of rain rates using Z-R relationships are flawed, and those of quantitative snowfall rates are
completely inadequate.
Recommendations
This is a problem that needs further evaluation. No definitive solutions for satellite derived
precipitation rates were suggested except the possibility of putting additional active sensors in
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asimilar fashion as TRMM, which is being launched for tropical rainfall. lt was suggested that
lightning flash rate measurements hold potential for estimating precipitation rates, but this
technique is still in the exploratory stage. There is greater optimism for rain ra:te measur,;ments
from groundbased active sensor, particularly the use of polarization radar measurements of
specific differential phase. Polarization and dual-wavelength radar techniques should be tested and
used for their potential in improving measurements of rain and snowfall rates, respectively.
(Brandes, Reinldng, this report)
Cloud Scale Dynamics
Precipitation development is largely driven by cloud-scale dynamics yet there are a limited number
of observations that adequately characterize these dynan1ic over a range of cloud types and with sufficient
three dimensional coverage to describe their statistics.
Recommendations
Acquire measurements of cloud-scale winds from a wide range of sununer /wintt.r and
continental/marine cloud types. Develop an archive of these measurements that can be used for
model testing and comparisons.
Implementation
I)
Equip airborne platforms with Doppler radar to measure 3D winds, with an emphasis on
vertical wind, and verify these measurements witl1 in situ sensors.
2)
Implement field programs that focus on cloud scale dynamics and emphasize comparisons
of groundbased radar measurements of winds with in situ measurements.
3)
Evaluate groundbased lidar measurements of vertical velocities at cloud base with in situ
wind measurements. Develop and deploy airbome Doppler lidars for the measurement of wi>1ds at
cloud boundaries.

6.1.3.

6.1.4.

Drizzle Formation
Previous measurement limitations have left gaps in our understanding of the microphysl.cs of
drizzle formation and its climatology, e.g. particle probes inadequately measured the I 0 fU11 to 100 J.l1l1
range and TWC measurements have not been widely available.
Recommendations
Measurement programs should be planned that have as one of their primary components the study
of warm drizzle formation. Measurements with newly available instrumentation for LWC, TWC
and PSDs should be an essential component of these programs. Measurements should be made of
the cloud structure on as small a scale as possible, i.e. them10dynamic, turbulent and microphysical
features should sensed on as similar and small of scale as possible.
Implementation
I)
Measurement facilities should acquire through purchase, lease, or cooperative agre<J:ments
the instruments like the CV! [Twohy, this report] or Nevzorov TWC probe [Nevzorov, Korolev,
this report] needed to measure total water content and make them available for use globally on
research aircraft. Likewise, these facilities need to acquire new particle spectrometers to measure
the PSD in the critical size range from 10 flm to 100 flln [Gayet, Lawson, this report].
2)
Select cloud types where the dynamics or microphysics are simplified in order to study
specific microphysical processes where more complex processes such as entraimnent and mixing
can be isolated or minimized, e.g. warm orographic clouds or drizzle producing fogs.
3)
Explore the possibility of utilizing unconventional measurement platforms such as
dirigibles or UAVs to minimize sampling problems.
6.1.5

Diabatic Heating
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Forecast models are not assimilating diabatic heating into their algorithms and are not initializing
with adequate diabatic heating rates.
Recommendations
Estimates of diabatic heating rates need to be provided from observational facilities and assimilated
appropriately into the forecast models.
Implementation
1)
Conduct simulations to assess the accuracy of calculations that derive diabatic heating
rates from precipitation measurements.
2)
Implement a measurement campaign that couples measurements from remote sensors with
in situ measurements to evaluate rain rates derived from radar with airborne precipitation and
thermodynamic measurements. Use these measurement to derive empirical relationships between
precipitation rates derived from radar measurements and heating rates found from airborne vertical
profiles of 8v. Compare airborne vertical profiles with RASS profiles of 8v in the sub-cloud layer.
3)
Develop algorithms for assimilating radar and RASS derived heating rates operationally
into forecast models.

6.1.6

Cloud Condensation Nuclei
The present data set of CCN observations is sparse and inadequately characterizes spatial and
temporal properties of CCN, their sources, and their subsequent activation and growth as cloud droplets.
Recommendations
Develop new techniques for the in situ measurement of CCN and integrate these sensors globally
on research aircraft. Collect observations in a wide range of conditions with appropriate
supplemental observations. Develop remote sensing techniques for measuring profiles of CCN
from groundbased or satellite sensors.
Implementation
I)
Evaluate the capabilities of current in situ CCN sensors and the quality of measurements
that they provide. IdentifY new technology and encourage research facilities to make CCN
measurements a part of their standard measurements when conducting field experiments.
2)
Use existing data sets of CCN or plan a specific measurement campaign to compare CCN
and total aerosol measurements with eo-located measurements of aerosols ±rom multi-wavelength
passive and active sensors. Develop algorithms to link remote measurements of aerosols with in
situ CCN measurements and provide an empirical link between aerosols, CCN and cloud
development.
3)
Develop algorithn1s that combine active and passive remote measurements to estimate
aerosol properties and assess the need for new sensor developments.
6.1. 7

Icelnitiation
The ice initiation question needs fundamental studies, patticularly with respect to heterogeneous
nucleation and secondary ice production (other than the Hallett-Mossop mechanism).
Recommendations
Platl and conduct a field study that focuses on the formation of ice. Temperature and humidity are
the controlling factors so measurements must concentrate on accurate humidity measurements at
cold temperatures, at vapor pressures near saturation with respect to ice and water.
Implementation
1)
Conduct a workshop to identifY the critical processes that lead to ice initiation, the
measurements necessary to measure the parameters key to these processes, and the availability of
sensors to make these measurements.
2)
Encourage and support the development of sensors for measuring the critical process
parameters, e.g., very low humidities, CCN, atld IN.
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3)
As part of the measurement program, select clonds where ambiguities in the ice fonnation
process can be minimized, e.g. lenticular clouds; however, such clouds should only be used to help
to understand fundamental physics and should only be a subset of more commonly occurring
clouds that have greater impact on weather and climate forecasting questions.
4)
Utilize new instnnnentation [e.g. Gayet, Lawson, this report] to measure the optical
properties of mixed phase clouds

6.1.8

Mixed Phase Clouds
The LWC/IWC fraction in mixed phase clouds is not well characterized with respect to its
climatology or the physical mechanisms that control when it occurs and its magnitude. Information on
mixed phase clouds is important for model parameterization as well as the interpretation of remote
measurements, i.e. knowing when mixed phase clouds are present and what tl·action of the water is in liquid
or Ice.
Recommendations
Expand the cunent database of mixed phase cloud measurements with analysis of previous cloud
measurements and with field programs that utilize newly available sensor technology that
discriminates between water and ice.
Implementation
1)
There are a number of data sets already available that have sufficient information to
distingnish LWC/IWC with the Nevzorov probe when supercooled drizzle or rain is not present.
These data sets should be analyzed, documented and publicized. The Nevzorov probe is cu:crently
used on only a limited number of aircraft and should be made more widely available.
2)
The CVI measures TWC and, in combination with the Rosemount icing probe or another
hot wire probe, will provide a measure of the LWC/IWC fraction. The CVI should be further
developed and made more "~dely available.
3)
The CVI and Nevzorov probe have not received the same degree of evaluation that the
PMS instruments have and should be fi.!rther evaluated to establish uncertainties and limitations.
An intercomparison with other LWC/IWC sensors in an icing wind tmmel would be valuable, as
well as comparisons on research aircraft.
4)
IWP and LWP measurements . are becoming available from remote microwave
measurements. Some information on LWC/IWC is also possible with combinations of active and
passive remote sensors. All of these remote sensing techniques require extensive cross-comp·<trisons
with the in situ measurements through systematic intercom]iarisons with in situ measurements.
5)
Utilize airborne and surface based polarization Doppler radars, passive microwave
sensors, aod polarization radars to explore temperature dependence of water phase and tc
determine the cloud evolution of ice crystals.
6)
New measurements of humidity in clouds are becoming available but require extensive
evaluation.
6.2

Meeting Climate Forecasting Needs

6.2.1

Cloud Cover
Insufficient statistics are available on the horizontal and vertical extent of cloud cover. The most
severe difficulty is detennining the vertical depth and the degree of cloud layering. Good progress has been
made in measuring cloud coverage over water sur±aces from satellite but serious difficulties remain in
detennining cloud cover over lands masses of varying terrain and vegetation and clouds over snow/ice, at
night, and very thin clouds.
Recommendations
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Implement a plan to gather more extensive and accurate statistics of 3D cloud coverage.
Accumulate these statistics over a range of time scales to compare with both CRMs and GCMs.
Implementation
1)
Conduct theoretical and observational studies that evaluate optimum combinations of
groundbased and satellite passive remote sensors that can determine the fraction of broken, thin
clouds under low-contrast conditions. Other evaluations are needed to detennine measurement
strategies for detecting thick clouds, particularly over low-contrast surfaces.
2)
Develop techniques to estimate the vertical structures of clouds using passive sensor
combinations and test these teclmiques with measurements from surface-based and airborne
platfonns.
3)
Promote the development of spaceborne, scmming, active remote sensors (nun-wave or
lidar), in concert with passive sensors, for definitive detennination of cloud vertical stmcture
(particularly multilayerd clouds)
Microphysical and Optical Properties of Cloud Particles
Insufficient statistics are available on cloud microphysical and optical properties <md precipitation
efficiencies over a broad variety of cloud types, scales, and geographical locations. Satellites and groundbased remote sensors cannot adequately measure ice water content or ice particle habits and have trouble
identifYing mixed phase conditions. The quality of existing data is compromised by non-stm1dardized sensor
calibration techniques, data processing algorithms, quality assurance and uncertainty documentation.
Recomme11dations
A multi-prong effort should be coordinated to identifY existing data sets from in situ and remote
sensing measnrements and to analyze those most suitable for incorporation in weather/climate
models. Programs should be initiated that take advantage of new in situ and active/passive remote
sensing techniques that provide higher quality or more accurate information about cloud
microphysics.
Implementation
1)
Multispectral remote sensors cm1 be used to accumulate large scale microphysical
properties of clouds once algoritlnns have been evaluated with in situ measurements. Future field
progrmns should be planned with such evaluations in mind whenever possible.
2)
New techniques utilizing space-borne passive and active (multi-wavelength with
polarization) sensor combinations need to be developed or evaluated. These combined techniques
will provide both profiles m1d path integrated cloud properties.
3)
Special emphasis is needed on improved in situ measurements of ice crystal shape, size and
phase functions. New instrumentation is becoming available [Gayet, Lawson, this report] but needs
encouragement and support from the research corrnnunity to further develop these capabilities.
Measurements from these instruments should be compared to profiles and path integrated values
detennined from ground-based remote sensors.
4)
Cloud-sensing polarization and Doppler radars should be combined with LW sensing
radiometers and other remote sensors to provide i~1rther measurements of the coexistence and
evolution of LW and ice, m1d the ice particle habits, in importm1t types of mixed phase clouds, and
existing data sets on this should be further exploited.

6.2.2

6.2.3

Nocturnal Clouds
The microphysics and radiative properties of uocturnal clouds are poorly understood or
characterized.
Recommendations
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Implement research efforts that gather more statistics on the properties of noctumal clouds and that
provide infom1ation on fundamental microphysics and dynamics of the clouds compared to daytime
clouds.
Implementation
I)
Analyze existing ground-based remote sensing measurements to determine diumal
differences in similar cloud types.
2)
Evaluate MBL diurnal cycle (especially night time portion) to verify model simulat1ons of
deeper clouds.
3)
Develop improved passive remote sensing sensors or extraction algorithms for dete:mining
night time properties of clouds.
4)
Encourage the use of newly deployed active remote sensors on satellites for studying nighttime clouds.
5)
Field programs should include night time measurements of clouds as an essential
component of their experiments.

6.2.4

Microphysical and Optical Properties of Aerosols
There is a dea1th of global inventories of aerosol optical and microphysical prope1ties. The link
between aerosols and clouds is ill-defined and will remain ill-defined as long as we don't have widespread
measurements of either CCN or cloud droplet number concentration. Remote measurements of backscatter
and optical depth won't suffice since you have to assume optical
properties that vary from one aerosol type to the next.
Recommendations
Develop reliable satellite-derived aerosol profiles and encourage wider spread measurements of
aerosols from surface and airborne sensors.
Implementation
Spaceborne lidar coupled with passive sensors can provide vertical profiles of optical depth and
backscatter from which aerosol properties can be derived. A much broader inventory of CCN and
associated droplet concentrations is needed, however, before remote measurements 'an be
interpretted

6.2.5

Watei' Vapor

The spatial and temporal distribution of water vapor is insufficiently characteriz\:d for
implementation in climate model comparisons and parameterizations.
Recommendations
Better measurements from remote sensors are needed through the development of new sensors,
combination of active and passive sensor or improvement in algorithms used to derive water vapor
from current sensors.
Implementation
1)
The AMSU-A and AMSU-B satellites will provide improved water measurements but need
extensive comparisons with airborne measurements.
2)
Continued development is needed of Raman Lidar and DIAL systems. These show great
promise for both surface and airborne applications but require extensive evaluation before they can
be routinely deployed.
3)
Deploy unattended lidar systems for long term monitoring of water vapor profiles.
4)
Continue developing better humidity sensors in radiosondes, particularly for measurements
at both very low temperatures and very high humidities. The current sounding network should be
maintained or even expanded
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6.3

Bridging the In Situ <->Remote Sensing<-> Model Gap

6.3.1

Planning of Field Programs

Field projects are often planned and implemented that fail to recognize the opportunity for meeting
some of the critical needs of either the modeling or the remote sensing cmmmmity. Measurement strategies
could be optirnized that would provide better data sets for comparisons with either models or remote
sensors while still meeting the scientific objectives of the measurement program.
Recommendations

Close collaborations between modelers and in situ/remote sensor observationalists must be
actively encouraged before, during, and after field projects. The coupling of in sitn measurements
with remote sensors is cmcial to bridging the in situ<-> remote sensing gap.
Implementation
I)
The modeling/remote sensing community should be made aware of opportunities to
participate in the planning and implementation of field projects where the observations will enhance
and complement the fidelity of CRMs and GCMs. Project budgets should include support for
participation by modelers during the project
2)
More remote sensors should be evaluated for installation on airborne platforn1s and should
be made patt of the standard suite of instruments.
3)
Emphasis must be placed on interpreting remote sensor measurements in tenus of the in
situ measurements of hydrometeor characteristics and cloud dynamics; and emphasis must be
placed on relating in situ measurements to the greater cloud context using the temporal and spatial
coverage of ground-based and satellite remote sensors.
4)
The strength of combinations of satellite and grotmd-based remote sensors should be
utilized in field campaigns.
Data Assimilation
Forecast models are infrequently assimilating ground-based or satellite observations for updating their
algorithms. There is a scarcity of observations that can be assimilated in near real-time and the tools for
assimilating observations are still evolving.
Recommendations
Develop new observational facilities that include suites of groundbased and satellite passive and
active remote sensors to interface with a four-dimensional variance assimilation system.
Implementation
I)
Conduct a workshop that convenes experts from the active and passive remote sensing
C0111111llllity and from the weather forecast community, assess the capabilities of current sensors for
providing observations for model assimilations and initializations, evaluate optimal combinations
of sensors that can make the necessary measurements, atld recormnend courses of action that make
these observational systems available or identify new sensor development needs if the current
systems are inadequate.
2)
Conduct tests of a 40 Assimilation system using existing cloud radar and satellite systems
and evaluate both tl1e observational systems and the assimilation algorithms.

6.3.2

Data Accessibility and Format
The modeling community is not aware of many of the data sets that exist and many of these
measurements are not always easily accessible or well enough documented such that the forecast
community can recognize their value witl1 respect to comparisons with models. In addition, many data sets
would be valuable for intercomparisons between in situ and remote measurements if both of these
measurement communities were more aware of each other's needs and activities. Finally, the measurements

6.3.3
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in data sets are not always in a form that can be conveniently used for parameterization stiJClies or
intercomparisons.
Recommendations
Selected data sets should be supplied with descriptive information that provides users of tbe data a
means to quickly assess the relevance of the data for application in model applications or sensor
intercomparisons/evaluations. Modelers should supply observationalists with a description of the
form they would prefer to have measurements presented and the scales over which statistics should
be acquired. At the same time, observationalists should try to anticipate the needs of mociders by
sununarizing and presenting results in fmms that are suitable for such comparisons.
Implementation
1)
A workshop focused on data descriptors, fonnat, and scales should be convened tbat
would include those most actively involved with model/measurement comparisons and in
situ/remote sensing intercomparisons. This workshop would discuss ru1d reconunend:
a)
Data format and mechanisms for publicizing these data more widely.
b)
Statistical fonnats most usef11l for model usage, e.g., averages, vanances,
frequency distributions, correlations, power spectra, eo-spectra.
c)
Lengili/tin1e scales appropriate for different modeled processes.
d)
Definitions for cloud structure homogeneous/inhomogeneous cloud domains that
use both the data characteristics ru1d extemal constraints, e.g. satellite
measurements.
e)
Definitions of model diagnostics that best correspond to what is actually being
observed.
2)
Workshops focusing on developing "standard processed" data sets should be convE:ned for
the in situ and remote sensing cmmnunities. These workshops would discuss and recommend
standardized:
a)
Processing algorithms.
b)
Sensor Calibrations
c)
Qnality assurance
d)
Uncertainty analysis
3)
Managers of observational facilities should support strong scientific expettise within their
facilities in order to expedite the continued scientific assessment of the data sets provided by these
facilities.

6.3.4

Lack of Observations
There is a general lack of cloud observations made over a climatologically significru1t pt:riod of
time, with time resolutions adequate for comparisons with CRM, made with tl1e exact srune set of sensors
calibrated in the same way and at a large number of global locations.
Recommendations
A suite of passive and active sensors should be selec.ted that provide the optimum measnements
from which the microphysical and optical properties of clouds cru1 be derived. Locations should be
distributed worldwide where these instmments can be easily operated ru1d maintained but that also
represent locations where cloud types occur frequently that are significant from either the stand .
point of significant weather or climatological chru1ge. Suggest focusing on precipitation fo,mation
situations that entail key physical processes in cloud systems witb relatively simple dynamics,
where modeling and in situ and remote sensing studies could all have important and overlapping
contributions. Calibration techoiques should be selected that will be applied routinely to these
suites of instruments.
Implementation
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1)
A workshop should be convened that brings together experts from the remote sensing and
cloud modeling conununities to discuss the properties of clouds that would be most beneficial to
measure from the view of gathering cloud statistics over long periods of time. This workshop
would identify optimal locations for monitoring these cloud properties and would recommend the
possible combinations of active and passive wavelengths trom which these properties would be
derived.
2)
Plan a pilot program that would assemble a large number of candidate remote sensors at a
single location and over a period of time measme clouds reflectivities, backscatter and radiances
with these sensors while making in situ measurements with aircraft in these same clouds at several
altitudes. Repeat this experiment but at a different location where clouds with significantly
different characteristics form.
3)
Analyze the results of the pilot program, convene a follow-up workshop to assess the
results of this analysis and from this assessment recommend optimum sensors for global cloud
monitoring stations.

6.3.5

Model and Remote Sensor "Validation"
The accuracy of model predictions and cloud properties derived from remote sensor radiances or
reflectivities require some means of testing and evaluation. This evaluation process is often referred to as
"validation" but from a semantic point of view, "validation" implies that there is an absolute tmth to which
these models and derived parameters can be compared. "Validations" are most frequently canied out using
in situ measurements whose values carry their own uncertainties in addition to the problem that tl1eir spatial
and temporal scales are often quite different from those of the model or sensor being "validated". A
number of workshop participants were reluctant to use tbe tenn "validation" for such evaluation studies
and urged the modeling and measurement communities to select another phrase for describing these studies.
Recommendations
The workshop recommended in [6.3.5] above would provide the ideal fomm for a discussion of
model/sensor evaluation studies.

7.

Summary and Conclusions

The workshop was successful in focusing on specifi.c instrumentation issues relating to forecast
model needs and clearly identified measurement areas where additional research and development is needed.
This meeting also defmed avenues of communication and collaboration that will further the understanding
by modelers and observationalists of mutual concerns and needs for better data sets.
Out of the eighteen recommendations can be gleaned the most salient points that should be
conveyed to the scientific community as a whole:
Water vapor measurements in general must be improved, particularly in and aro•md clouds where
relative humidities approach I 00%. This is not an insunnountable problem as teclmology is
currently available that can fill this gap for both in situ and remote sensing applications.

In Situ measurements of cloud microphysical properties have been greatly improved and a number
of the measurement gaps can be filled if new teclmology is more widely applied on research
platforn1s. Cloud microphysical properties derived from remote sensors are still bracketed by large
uncertainties, particularly in mixed phase conditions. Remote measurements of ice water content is
still largely unresolved.
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The key to deriving more accurate cloud properties from remote sensors is to combine various
passive and active sensors and di±Terent wavelengths. "01is is proving very effective is some select
cases and needs much more study to explore the many possibilities.
The current data set of aerosol measurements, particularly of CCN is sparse and needs to be
supplemented with a more diverse regional data set from varied sources and made by more than a
single investigator. There is a great need for new sensors to measure IN. The derivation of aerosol
properties from remote measurements is still in its infancy.
Precipitation measurements, while improving in tropical regions over the ocean, are still sr-verely
limited over extra-tropical regions, particularly over inhomogeneous terrain. Combined sensor
technology, as well as polarization and dual"wavelength radar technology, hold much promise for
resolving this problem.
Modelers request that observational facilities provide the measurements in convenient formv.ts and
adequate documentation that describes the data, i.e. discussion of instrument accurac•<.m and
limitations, statistics that characterize the salient properties of the measurements that can b<o easily
compared with models or measurements from other platforms, quality assurance, and additional
armotation that points ant features of scientific interest.
In addition to the eighteen reconm1endations the workshop pmticipants agreed that workshops are
a cost effective method to solve problems and suggested a number of future workshops: In situ and ;,:emote
sensing of water vapor, ice initiation processes and how to measure them, data assimilation in weather
forecast models, scaling data and statistical properties of observations for forecast models, and ground··
based facilities for monitoring clouds.
This workshop, while emphaSizing the lack of many crucial observations, also showed tha( major
inlprovements in measurement systems are in progress or are on their way. There are new technologies,
only recently tapped, that offer significant progress in addressing scientific problems that up till now were
apparently insurmountable . What remains is for the scientific cmmnunity and the agencies that support
this c01mnunity, to recognize the need for continuing research and development carried out m an
environment of cooperation and collaboration between the mode ling and observational communities.
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1. Introduction
Since 1991 a prototype forecasting version of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS) has been running in realtime on high-performance workstations to predict winds, temperatures,
precipitation, agricnlture and aviation impact variables (Thompson, 1993; Cotton et al., 1994; Beitler,
1994; Cotton et al., 1995). Beginning in 1995 the forecast model has been mn with explicit bulk microphysics described by Walko et al. (1995). This version of the microphysics contained prediction of one
moment of the hydrometeor categories, except for ice crystals where two moments was predicted. Gaudet
(1996) showed that the use of tl1e explicit bulk microphysics resulted in greatly improved forecasts of
precipitation in the form of snowfall for high-elevation sites in Colorado. Forecasts at lower elevation
sites, however, such as mountain valleys were of poorer quality because the 16 km grid spacing and the
use of silhouette-averaging resulted in poor representations of the terrain in those regions. Nonetheless,
this work has shown that mesoscale forecasts with explicit bulk microphysics is possible even 0•1 relatively modest computer workstations.
B~ginning in1996, a parallel-processing version of RAMS has been running on a clnsler of IBM
RISC workstatious, and on an IBM SP·2, and more recently on a 8 processor HP/Convex Exemplar.
Prototype forecasts with bulk microphysics with these models show that it is now possible to make
mesoscale forecasts with grid spacing as small as 1 to 5 km with relatively modest investments in computer hardware over limited domains of a few hundred kilometers. Such high-resolution forecasts with
explicit bulk microphysics permit applications of the models to prediction of precipitation and precipitation type (e.g., hail vs. low density graupel vs. rain, and freezing rain vs. snow), lightning, ceiling and
visibility (including cloud cover, fog), aviation-impact variables including aircraft icing, turbulence,
downbursts, and severe weather, and surface temperatures.
In this paper we use RAMS microphysics and new developments expected in the next few years
to illustrate the state-of-the-art and the potential impacts on microphysics measurements in suppo1t of realtime forecast models.

2. Overview of Current 2-Moment Microphysics and Coupled Radiation Model
The RAMS bulk microphysics parameterization prognoses both mixing ratio and number concentration for rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail, and predicts mixing ratio for cloud
water. It is a ftuther evolution of the microphysics model from the two-moment shceme described by
Meyers et al. (1996). Number concentration prediction for cloud droplets still requires an accurate cloud
nucleation scheme, which is currently under development and described below. Physical processes represented in the model include vapor and heat diffusion, collision and coalescence between all possible
pairs of hydrometeor types including self-collection, melting and freezing, heterogeneous nuclea.tion of
ice through contact and deposition freezing, homogeneous nucleation of cloud droplets and haze into ice
crystals, shedding of liquid water by hail, and sedimentation. lee crystals are allowed to take on 5 different habits that are diagnosed based ou cloud top temperature and humidity.
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a. Computing heat, vapor dijfo.sion and supersaturation
The latest two-moment version of the model employs a direct, non-iterative implicit algorithm
for representing vapor and heat diffusion between the air and all hydro meteor species simultaneously.
The vapor and heat diffusion equations are fommlated implicitly based on future hydrometeor and air
temperature and future vapor mixing ratio. The method makes use of the ice-liquid potential temperature
that is a prognostic variable and is conservative in both advective and vapor diffusional processes. Inputs
to the set of equations are current air and hydrometeor temperatures, vapor mixing ratio, and hydrometeor mixing ratio and number concentration, which are updated following the evaluation of advection,
turbulent diffusion, sedimentation, and hydrometeor collisions. The implicit solution to the system of
diffusion equations provides a stable and accurate solution to hydrometeor and vapor temperatures and
mixing ratios. From these, an accurate supersaturation may be derived as long as activation of CCN is
not occurring simultaneously.

b. Prediction ofCCN activation and initial cloud droplet growth
A method has been developed for evaluating CCN activation and initial growth simultaneous
with vapor and heat fluxes to larger ice and liquid hydrorneteors which permits long computational time
steps in RAMS. The method employs a pre-computed table of CCN activation numbers and droplet sizes
based on integrations of a detailed cloud model run on a very small time step for the duration of the
longer time step used in the dynamic model. This table is a function of five atmospheric parameters:
temperature, two CCN activation parameters, dynamic supersaturation production rate, and fraction of
CCN already activated. The activation scheme serves as the correction to supersaturation. The two CCN
activation parameters that are independent parameters of the table are C and k in the well-known CCN
activation equation ofTwomey and Wojciechowski (1969).
N=C Sk

'

where C and k are empirical properties of the local CCN population and depend on the number, size distribution, and chemistry of the CCN. We constmct the CCN activation tables by independently varying
C, k, tl1e number of CCN assumed to be already activated, the dynamic production rate of S, and a fimction of pressure and temperature, and mn a detailed model of vapor diffusional growth of newly activated CCN for each combination of the five parameters. Other parameters were found to be of negligible
importance in determining results of the detailed model and, hence, tl1e table values.
In normal simulations in RAMS, values are accessed from the pre-computed tables to determine
the number of newly activated CCN and the mass of water of newly activated cloud droplets each timestep. Initial tests of this scheme show the method to be compntationally stable and to give fair results.
However, evaluation of air parcel histOiy in terms of an Eulerian grid cell rather than as a Lagrangian
parcel have proven to cause unacceptable errors in predicted cloud droplet number in some cases. Thus,
tltis method for evaluating CCN activation is being reformulated into a Lagrangian form prior to implementation in RAMS.

c. Current implementation ofLevel 3.5 in 2-moment bulk microphysics
Improvements have been made to the RAMS bulk microphysics code that employ results of a
full bin model to more accurately represent the dependence of physical processes on hydrometeor size.
The parts of the code in which this approac.h has been implemented are autoconversion of cloud droplets
to rair~ collection of cloud droplets by raindrops, and sedimentation. TI1e new scheme, as described by
Feingold et al. ( 1997), is designed to capture the essence of a bin microphysical scheme but with significantly lower computational expense. The scheme used a double basis function (lognormal or gan1ma)
representation of the drop spectra and carries a total of four prognostic variables (mass and number of
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drops for each of the cloud and drizzle/rain spectra). A constant breadth is assumed for each of the spectra. The new approach differs from other parameterizations that use basis functions in that it accounts for
the detailed bin interactions for collection and also allows for a differential (size-dependent) sedimentation. Efficiency is enhanced through the use of look-up tables that are prepared once, at the beginning of
a simulation.
For autoconversion and collection, 36 bins are employed to represent the entire liquid water
spectrum, where each successive bin represents a doubling of droplet mass from the previous bin. The
mass and number traasfer rates are accessed from a table in order to make the parameterization computationally efficient. TI1e scheme, thus, combines the accuracy of a full bin computation with the computational speed of a bulk approach. For sedimentation, 50 bins are used to represent different sizes from the
hydrometeor spectrum. As done for antoconversion and collection, a mapping is computed before the
model 1un for the necessary range of parameter space which includes hydrometeor mean size, atmospheric density (which affects fall velocity), and grid cell where the hydrometeors fall from on the given
time-step. These values are entered into a table and efficiently accessed during a model nm.

d Htture implementation ofLevel 3.5
Use of bins to pre-compute collection parameters are being extended to ice categories. The
major requirement for this development is defining appropriate kernels for collision efficiencics between
cloud droplets and the various forms of ice. The efficiencies are known to be a strong function of cloud
droplet diameter, as well as ice diameter and shape.

e. Coupled radiation parameterizalion
Coupled to the two-moment microphysical model is a flexible two-stream radiative t·ansfer
model which includes the effect of gaseous absorption by H2 0, C0 2, and 0 3 . The model has 3 solar and 5
infrared bands; cloud optical properties are computed for each of these bands depending upon the level of
the microphysical model. Water drop computations utilize Lorenz-Mie theory, while for variom habit
ice crystals we use a method for non-spherical particles described by Mitchell :md Amott (1994) and
Mitchell (1997). Further development is needed here on the ice scattering and absorbing propertie.> since
we are not exactly sure how well these scattering and absorbing coefficients describe true ice properties.
Coupling to aerosol scattering and absorbing properties will require data describing the optical
properties of various aerosol for comparisons. Parameterization of the aerosol optical properties will be
more difficult than parameterization of water and ice optical properties because of the diversity of aerosol composition and the effects of aerosol deliquescence.

3. Numerical Weather Prediction with Dynamically-active Aerosol
As can be seen from above we are getting very close to being operational with a model capable
of realtime forecasting that includes direct activation of cloud droplets from CCN. Existing ver8ions of
RAMS and other bulk microphysics models simply input fixed concentrations of cloud droplets. CCN
spectra are not used directly in those models. In f·uture versions of RAMS, however, an important input
parameter is the spectra of CCN. Thus, in forecast models in which the model domain covers coastal regions, continental interiors, and polluted boundary layers, it will be necessary to introduce the cor<ccntrations of CCN as a model forecast parameter. The model will have to be able to predict the local
variations in CCN concentrations due to vertical and horizontal advection, m1d local sources and si.nks of
CCN due to microphysics and local sources. We refer to a model which predicts the sources and sinks of
aerosol including their advection as a model with "dynamically-active aerosol."
In the dynamically-active aerosol model the values of C and k are diagnosed each time-step on
each grid cell based on the number, size distribution, m1d chemistry of the hygroscopic aerosol present.
Any number of chemical types and size distributions of hygroscopic aerosol may be prognosed in the
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model, but it is planned to use three categories as a standard. Prognosis of these categories will include
advection, turbulent diffusion, natural and anthropogenic source terms, and sinks such as nucleation and
precipitation scavenging. Accurate prediction of hygroscopic aerosol will require defining the locations
and strengths of standard aerosol sources, plus typical or currently observed background aerosol concentrations.
In addition to CCN, we are also concemed about the concentrations of ice nuclei (IN) and their
spatial and temporal variability. This is a much more challenging problem, because we suspect that IN
spectra vary depending on the mode of activation (i.e., deposition/condensation-freezing nucleation vs.
contact nucleation vs. immersion freezing). Moreover, estimating sources of IN is much more difficult
than for CCN. Also, in the upper troposphere, we are interested in concentrations of haze particles that
can serve as sites for homogeneous freezing. The haze particles may require an additional category of
aerosol than needed for just CCN activation.
4. Data Needs of a Dynamically-active Aerosol/microphysics NWP Model
Once forecast models have opened up "Pandora's box" of dynamically-active aerosol, we then
need to address how to measure these particles over the region covered by the forecast model. This is indeed a very challenging task since there are no routine measurements of CCN, haze particles, and IN.
How then can we initialize a forecast model with dymunically-activc aerosol?
It seems unlikely that any national weather service will introduce routine soundings of CCN and
IN. Certainly a balloon-born disposable CCN/IN sensor does not appear to be on the horizon. We may be
able to make use of some more or less climatological estimates of CCN and IN sonrces for various regions over the forecast area. Tlus is possible over the oceans and certain land areas and may be possible
over certain urban centers. A trial and error process of "parameterizing" sources of CCN and IN maybe
required. Certainly a larger database of even occasional measurements of CCN and IN is needed for such
a calibration.
Measurements of CCN spectra with a system such as Hudson's (1989) and IN with continuous
flow diffusion chambers such as that developed by Rogers (1988) at varions locations and throughout the
troposphere are needed. B11t there are only a few of these systems operational, and their use is limited to
a few field campaigns. Perhaps a CCN/IN processing center should be set up in which filter processing
of IN such as Rosinski and Morgan's (1988) scheme be used for IN :omd an analogous CCN filter processing system be developed. In this way CCN and IN soundings and measurements at various locations
and times could be sampled on prepared filters and then sent into the filter·-processing center. This could
expand the database for CCN climatology.
We have also considered the possibility of retrievmg CCN (IN?) from remote sensors. This has
the advantage of being able to provide long term monitoring of CCN at various locations and heights
without the intensive manpower a11d costs of aircraft and balloon measurements.
a. Retrieving cloud condensation nucleus properties fi·om Doppler cloud radar, microwave radiometer,
and lidar
We have explored the possibility of using K,-band Doppler radar, microwave radiometer, and li·
dar as a means of retrieving cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) properties in the stratocumulus-capped
marine boundary layer. The retrieval is based on the intimate relationship between the cloud drop number concentration, the vertical air motion at cloud base, and the CCN activation spectrum parameters.
The CCN properties that are sought are the C and k parameters in the N=CSk relationship, or altematively, lognormal size (rg) a11d number concentration (N,) parameters of the accumulation mode. Cloud
droplet concentration at cloud base is retrieved from a Doppler cloud radar combined with a microwave
radiometer following a previously published technique (Frisch et al., 1995) Cloud base is determined
from a lidar or ceilometer. Vettical velocity just above cloud base is determined from the verticallypointing Doppler cloud radar, or by a Doppler lidar. By combining the retricvals of drop number, and
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ve~tical velocity, and assuming theoretical relationships between these parameters and the aerosol parameters, the C (or N,) parameter can be derived. If a calibrated backscatter lidar measurement is available, a further iteration enables retrieval of both C and k, or N, and rg parameters. The retrieval ha.s been
demonstrated for a data set acquired during the ASTEX experiment. Figure 1 shows values of C and k
parameters retrieved over the course of two hours on the morning of June 22, 1992 on the island of Porta
Santa. Measurements are characterized by a good deal of variability in C but a fairly robust k on the order of 2.5. Although no collocated in-situ CCN measurements are available, a nearby over:flight of the
region by the UK C-130 plane indicated a continental airmass with several very distinct haze layers and
very sharp concentration transitions (100/cc -2000/cc). The measured CCN parameters were C>=1390;
k= 1.3. Retrieved C values are therefore not inconsistent, although retrieved k values are somewhat larger.
Clearly, further validation of the proposed technique against in-situ measurements is required.
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Figure 1. C and k values for an activation spectmm N=CSk retrieved from cloud radar, lidar, and radiometer data during the ASTEX experiment.
5. Measurements Needed to Verify and Refine a Dyua!I)ically-active Aerosol/microphysics Mndel
As seen from above, a dynamically-active aerosol/microphysics model requires additional inputs
over that for current forecast models. But what about veriftcation of such a model? One could examine
just the forecast products such as raiufall on the ground, or visibility, or icing and so forth. 'fl1e problem
is these products are the end result of a long-chain of physical processes as well as potential errors caused
by intialization of base-state upper and surface meteorological data, ground soil moisture, vegetation
coverage, sea surface temperatures, and the uucertaiuties of CCN and IN inputs. Tims if the mode~ is in
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error it is nearly impossible to determine the sources of those errors.
In order to diagnose the fidelity of the dynamically-active aerosol/microphysics model and
CCNIIN retrieval techniques, we need measurements of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

aerosol size spectra and activity as CCN and IN
cloud liquid water contents
cloud droplet concentrations and size-spectra
mixing ratios and concentrations of all relevant hydrometeor classes
cloud-scale vertical velocities
cloud supersaturations
ice crystal habits
cloud-scale radiative flux divergences

6. Summary
We have used RAMS physics and planned physics to be implemented in the next few years as a
template for what can be expected in mesoscale forecast models in the not very distant futnre. Numerical
weather prediction with dynamically-active aerosol/microphysics models is potentially just around the
corner. These models require inputs of aerosol information in realtime that are currently not available nor
even technically feasible to obtain today. Moreover, assessment of the fidelity of such models will require intensive field campaigns that measure a whole suite of microphysical parameters along with highresolution upper-air and surfuce meteorological data.
The availability of such forecast models places quite a burden on the cloud microphysics measurl;jrnt~nl

con1munity.
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1. Introduction 1
Cloud and precipitation studies continue to have a very strong empirical component. In situ observations
from aircraft 2 are indispensable for documenting tbe composition of clouds and tbereby providing diagnoses
of the processes within them. The importance of such observations is well demonstrated by the progress tbey
helped to achieve over the last 40-50 years. Advances were quite spectacular over tbis period botb in aircraft
capabilities and in the instmmentation carried by them. Over the past decade or so, and at an increasing pace,
aircraft are also equipped witb remote sensing instruments for observations of cloud-scale characteristics.
These observations may stand on tbeir own, but are most useful when combined with the infom1ation derived
from the direct sampling probes. Furthennore, in most studies the aircraft observations are combined witb
data from grow1d-based and space-borne remote sensors (radars, lidars, radiometers, etc.); the latter provide
the larger-scale context into which the aircraft measurements are embedded.
For many of the measurements made by in situ probes on aircraft there is, simply, no snbstitute. While a
number of remotely sensed, and hence integrative, measurements can be used to interpret cloud composition
in. terms of the phase, size and shape of the hydrometeors, these interpretations are neither firm nor detailed
enough for process studies. Hence, the evolution of a cloud, or the formation of precipitation within it, can
only be diagnosed but not w1derstood on the basis of remotely sensed data. Conversely, the interpretr,tion of
in situ data in terms of radiative properties and other impacts has proven to be severely limited by two
factors: insufficient sampling rates of the in situ probes, and the complexities of three-dimensional cloud
structure. It is the result of this difference ru1d complementarity that makes advances in cloud studies
dependent on both approaches to observations.
The scope of tbe measurements now required for descriptions of clouds - whether from process,. impact
or climatology perspectives ·- has increased enormously over the past decades. This demand is dJ iven by
increased understanding, and by the capacity of models both to utilize detailed inputs and to predict detailed
outcomes. Also, it is increasingly clear that clouds cmmot be studied in isolation, but must be treated in
coupling with tbeir envirorunent. The question often debated in the '70s, whether dynmnics or microphysics
is most critical for an understanding of cloud and precipitation evolution, has been answered, for the majority
of cases, by a 'both'. Measurements of parameters relevant to both types of processes are thus considered
indispensable for further progress.
When considering aircraft instmments for aerosol and cloud observations, it is evident that tbese systems
have also benefitted greatly from tbe miniaturization of electronic, and to a lesser degree, optical aud
mechanical components. Technological advances opened many new possibilities, and promise more. So,
botl1 the demands and the possibilities grow - at uueven pace, and subject to limitations in ideas and in
resources. Looking at the progress made in different directions, the most evident advances were in tbe
capabilities of data systems. Regarding instrumentation, it appears that the most significant advances over .
Some material for tllis paper was taken from a review the author presented at the wotkshop "Theoretical and Practical Aspects of a Regional
Precipitation Enhancement Program for the Middle East and Mediten·anean" held it1 Bari, Italy, November 1996.
2.
Although not exclusively so, aircraft are certainly the principal means to obtaining in situ cloud observations. Blimps, kites, balloons,
rockets, dropsondcs ure some of the other means; the instrumentation requirements for tJse on these vehicles are often Gifferent from thos<l for

aircraft. These approaches are note discussed in this paper.
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the past decade or so have been in remote sensing, spurred by the space program and by military teclmology.
Aircraft measurements also benefitted from advances in navigation (the GPS, and the laser-ring INS). In situ
probes for hydrometeors have gotten a major jump in development in the 1970's with the Particle Measuring
Systems (PMS) devices. For over twenty years after that, much work has been dedicated to the improvement,
calibration and evaluation of the various PMS probes, but very few new devices were introduced. Only in the
'90s is there a renewed push to develop a new generation of hydrometeor probes. Another recent factor in
instrumentation is the more open exchange between scientists from the two blocks of the cold war.
In the following sections of this paper brief sm1m1aries are presented of what current measurement
capabilities exist, principally for cloud composition and structure. Cloud composition is considered fi·om the
physical and not from the chemical point. of view, i.e. nmnber, size, mass, shape, etc. of the hydrometeors.
Linked to composition are the state paran1eters, and also condensation and ice nuclei. Cloud structure here
means the spatial distribution of its content and the air motions that shape that distribution. Other
characteristics of clouds, such as optical, electrical and chemical properties, as wdl as trace gas, turbulent
flux and other measurements, are important elements of the overall effort to tmderstand cloud processes and
cloud in1pacts, but are not discussed in this paper.
2. Cloud composition - condensed phase.
a. Water and ice mass measurements.

The mass concentration of condensed water (liquid water content, LWC; ice water content, IWC; and
total water content, TWC) is still a difficult parameter to observe with accmacies better than several tens of
percent. Major difficulties arise from the need that the instruments respond to a large range of particle sizes,
that they have large sampling rates, that they measure mass concentration over a range of more than two
orders of magnitude (from near 0.02 g n.f3 to above 4 g n13 ), that they be independent of phase of the
hydrometeors or distinguish between ice and water, and that tl1ey have rapid response tin1es. Particle C011l1ting
and sizing instrmnents, to be discussed in following section, can also be used to obtain integral mass
concentrations. Tins is, however, an inhereutly imprecise approach, because of the tl1ird power of size which
enters the calculation, and because, for ice particles, there is the additional variable of density. Also, the
sa111pling rates of the spectrometers are at best marginal for sampling the larger particles which contribute
much of tl1e total water content.
I) CLOUD DROPLETS
While, strictly speaking, LWC should include the mass of all liquid hydrometeors, in practice, LWC is
often used to refer to the mass coucentration of cloud droplets (<50 11111 diameter). This usage is justified by
the fact that cloud droplets usually contribute much more to the total mass than drizzle drops or raindrops.
Nonetheless, it is important to state clearly what is meant in cases where there is the possibility of ambiguity.
With the two most widely used instnunents (.Johnson-Williams, JW3, and CS!RO-King4 probes), LWC is
derived from the cooling effect exerted by cloud droplets impinging on the heated sensor element that is
exposed to the airflow outside the aircraft. A third version is described by Nevzorov (1980) and Korolev et
al. (1996). The Jolmson-Wi!lia111s probe references the sensor element to another element that is cooled by
the air but is not exposed to cloud droplets. The main features of the CSIRO-King probe are: the temperature
of the sensor is kept constm1t (at about 160°C), buffer coils protect tl1e sensor from heat loss to the
3.

The Johnson-Williams probes arc no longer made.

4.
There are many versions ofthis probe in use. Some were manufactured 'iu-house' by the users and there are a1least two commercial finns
marketing such probes
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supporting structure, and LWC is derived from the power needed to maintain the sensor temperature
constant. Cooling due to the air alone is predicted from heat-transfer equations and is set using
measurements taken in clear air (free of cloud). The Nevzorov probe uses a reference element that is not
exposed to cloud and the active element is compensated (using alternating current) for the power m.eded to
keep the elements at constant temperature; the additional power needed to react to cooling by cloud droplets
is measured by a separate direct cmrent signal. All these instruments have detection limits of about 0.02 g
m· 3, and have decreasing detection efficiencies for larger droplets (>30 J.lm diameter for the JW, and >60 J.lm
for the CSIRO-King and Nevzorov probes). This limitation is due to the increasing probability that larger
droplets disintegrate on impact, and that some of their mass gets blown off the sensor prior to full
evaporation. The CSIRO and Nevzorov probes can provide measurements up to about 10Hz frequenr;y. The
accuracy of these devices appears to be about I 0% tmder good conditions but larger errors are not uncmmuon
and not well understood.
A device originally designed to serve as a detector of aircraft icing (Rosemom1t icing rate detector), has
been added to several cloud physics aircraft, and its quantitative use explored in the laboratory by
Batm1gardner and Rodi (1989). Field results arc also quite encouraging (Heymsfield and Miloshevich, 1989),
especially for the detection of very low LWC values. This device can operate only at temperature:l below
0°C, since it measures the mass of the accmnulated ice on the probe tip. The instnunent becomes inoperable
at high LWC (0.5.. 1 g nf3, depending on temperal<rre and airspeed), because of incomplete freezing of the
impacted water mass and because of the large fraction of time spent de-icing ti1e sensor rod.
Optical response, rather than direct collection of cloud droplets, is the basis of two LWC measming
instnunents. They operate on similar principles: scattered light from a volmne containing a large number of
droplets is analyzed with a special optical filter to yield various moments of the droplet size spectrmn, among
them the third moment, i.e. mass. The Gerher-PVM (particle volmne monitor) instrmnent (Gerber et al.,
1994) has been extensively tested both in wind-tmmels and in flight and has shown good stability and
accuracy. It is limited to measuring droplets of< 50 fllll diameter by ti1e design of ti1e optical fillet. The
instrument of Lawson and Cormack (1995), the 'SPEC-CDS cloud droplet spectrometer', is designed to
measure to larger droplet sizes; so far it has been used little on aircraft, but has seen extensive ground testing
(on Mt. Washington).
Another approach to in situ mass concentration measurements is that of Ruskin (1967), and of Nicholls
et al. (1990), In these instruments air is passed through an evaporator, so ti1at all hydrometeors (liquid and
solid) are vaporized, and the total water vapor content of the air is detennined using a Lyman-ac absorption
hygrometer. The devices have a reported sensitivity of 0.005 g kg·' and an accuracy of 0.15 g kg' 1, The mass
concentration of the condensed phases is obtained by subtracting the saturated vapor content from the
measured total. Air is taken into the instrmuent through a tube of several centimeter in diameter. The
instrument is located either inside the fuselage or in some external housing, In one particulru-Iy pwductive
version of this principle (Striim and Heintzenberg, 1994), the sample is taken with a counterflow virtnal
impactor (CV!) which separates droplets or crystals above a threshold size (say 2 f.lm) from the airstream and
thus concentrates them; the result is a higher water to air mass ratio and greater sensitivity. With the
addition of a particle com1ter, the residues of the evaporated droplets or crystals can also be counted and thus
their number concentration in the cloud determined (asstuning ti1at each droplet or crystal leaves a single
non-volatile residue). In general, these evaporator measmements rely on a simple and direct principle and
that makes the data reliable and unambiguous. The CV! application is specially promising.
2) DRIZZLE, RAIN, ICE AND TOTAL MASS
Adequate sampling of larger drops' and crystals requires large sampling rates, because of tre usual
strong decreases in number concentrations with increasing sizes.
5. The definition adopted throughout this paper is: 'droplets' are< 50 j..t.m in diameter, 'drops' arc> 50)-UU in diameter. Drops may fi.uther be
classified as 'drizzle drops' and 'raindrops', with 500 j.UU as the ~•pproximate demarcation point.
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Because larger drops and crystals have a tendency to break into fragments upon impact at aircraft
speeds, a simple scaling up of !be cloud droplet instnunents is not practicaL Yet, the principle of mass
measurement via the power needed to evaporate the hydrometeors has been applied in at least two
heated-element collector devices for larger drops and crystals. Principally for the measurement of !WC, an
instrument based on !be principle of !be CSIRO probe was built by King and Turvey (1986). The heated
element was made much larger (about I cm width) and was given a convex cylindrical shape to allow
particles to remain in contact with !be element long enough to be evaporated and not be blown off the probe.
Some field tests showed tbis approach to be promising, but it has not been given sufficient attention yet.
Nevzorov (1980) introduced a similar probe, using a convex depression in the end of a cylinder to hold !be
impinging drops and crystals. Korolev et al. ( 1996) present promising results obtained witb this probe,
!bough the size-dependence of the collection efficiency is not yet published. In general, due to tbeir larger
physical size and possibly low collection efficiencies for small objects, these collector devices may in fact not
be sensitive to cloud droplets, so !bat to obtain the TWC the data from them may have to be combined with
that from a probe for cloud droplets. Uncertainties in the overlap in size sensitivity between the two types of
probes requires attention.
The CV! measmement mentioned earlier is also applicable to larger hydrometeors; in fact it yields TWC
regardless of the size (above the threshold) and phase of the hydrometeors. CV! measurements of !WC in
cirms were reported by Str6m and Heintzenberg (1994). A recent comparison (Gerber et aL, 1997) showed
that both the PVM and the CV! perfonned well in measuring !WC in cold wave clouds. Ice particles were
nearly spherical and <50 f.lm in size, !bus within the range of the PVM. Witb maxima near IWC=O.OI g m-3 ,
the two instruments agreed witbin 5%.
3) REMOTE SENSING
Aircraft-carried microwave radiometers are very allrucl.ive additions to in situ measurements. A
feasibility study and some initial testing of a 'tomography' method to derive the three-dimensional distribution
of LWC was reported by Warner et al. (1985) and Warner m1d Drake (1988). Principally for the validation
of microwave mcasm·ements from satellites (SS M/I, TRMM), similar aircraft-mom1ted instnunents have also
come into use. For exmnple, an airbome microwave imaging radiometer operating at 37 and 90 GHz is
intended for the measurement of liquid water path. This measurement is linnited to where !be emissivity of
!be tmderlying surface is knovm, which in practice means over the ocean. Heymsfield et al. ( 1996b) and
Olson et al. (1996) explore the use of a downward looking 10.7 GHz microwave radiometer for determining
rain amount, and higher frequencies for the detection of ice regions. These instnu:nents were mounted on the
NASA ER-2 aircraft, along with a radar (to be discussed later). The radiometric data yield vertical
precipitation profiles over the occm1; over land, radar data also need to be incorporated in the retrieval. The
focus of tbese studies so far has been on intense rain events from tropical stmms. In general, airbome
microwave radiance measurements appear to offer significant new infonnation, especially if combined with
direct smnpling of the clouds, so that the radiative transfer calculations can be constrained by specific data
rather than the more general assumptions usually employed.
Based on analyses of measured droplet spectra from non-precipitating cmnuli in Florida, Paluch et al.
(1996) concluded that the correlation between LWC and radar reflectivity is strong enough, with
altitude-dependent constants, !bat radar backscatter measurements yield quantitative LWC fields. For the
nmTow range of cloud conditions where this method can be expected to work, radar depiction of the spatial
distribution ofLWC is bmmd to be a useful addition to other observations.
While not strictly a LWC measurement, this is a reasonable point to mention instnnnents !bat measure
other integrative cloud properties. One example of this group of instnnnents is !be ATTEX extinction probe.
It provides a relatively long patb (fuselage to tail) measurement of the optical extinction in clonds which
would otherwise be a quantity derived from the droplet spectra. Otber short-path instruments have also been
built for tbis purpose.
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4) CALIBRATION
One of the main reasons for tmcertainties with LWC measurements is, of course, the lack of a 'standard'.
Theoretical prediction of performance is a crucial initial step. Laboratory calibrations are the next step for
any device, and those should include wind t1mnel tests. These are important, but still can never quite
reproduce the range of conditions (airspeed, size distributions, water content, interferences like ice, rain, etc.)
actually expected in clouds. Intercomparisons of instrmnents is the next level of evaluation. Finally, the
reasonableness of the results in actual cloud observations is used to judge perfonnance. The most acut~ test
is the comparison of the measured values with that expected for adiabatic lift. Selection of cloud volmnes
where the adiabatic assumption is likely to hold is the key here. Examples of such comparisons have shown
in recent years that not far cloud base cumuli may have adiabatic cores; the larger the cloud, the further from
the base may adiabacity hold and the higher the LWC will be. Even so, such comparisons have: their
linritations too: opportunities for them will not occur at very cold temperatures, for example. Final
assessment of a probe's performance will thus remain based on a combination of all the means of calibration,
and require continuous vigilance.
b. Cloud droplet spectra

1) FSSP
The most widely used tool for droplet size measurements is the light-scattering device developed by
Particle Measuring Systems, h1c. (PMS), called the Forwm·d Scattering Spectrometer Probe, FSSP-100
(Knollenberg, 1976, 1981). FSSP's have been in use now for over 20 years so that the possibiliti<:s and
linritations of the device are quite well known. There are several FSSP models in use, with differences in the
elctro-optical definition of the smnple vohm1e and in data processing. When exmnining data from these
probes, these possible differences must be born in 1nind. Calibrations m1d corrections applicable to one probe
may not apply to another.
The FSSP is mounted external to the aircraft so that cloud droplets cm1 freely stream through its
smnpling aperture. The instrument counts and sizes individual droplets by the light they scatter as they
traverse a laser beam. Optical and electronic means are used to define the smnple volume. The output of the
instrument normally consists of droplet counts in fifteen size chmmels. The upper limit of the measurement
rm1ge is adjustable from 7.5 to 15, 30 or 45 J.tm droplet dimneter. The sampling volume is large enough to
provide adequate statistical accuracy for up to I 0 Hz sampling rate in most clouds. Clouds with low droplet
concentrations (<50 cm-3) ancVor broad size distributions may not be adequately sampled.
The performance and the accuracy of the FSSP probe did received a great deal of scmtiny. Main factors
influencing probe performance are: droplet scattering and optics geometry, beam size and homog<meity,
depth-of-field definition, electronics response time and velocity rejection. The latter is the means of
electronic discrimination of droplets passing only the edge of the laser beam. Main items requiring
.calibration are: sizing and sample vohm1e, both as functions of airspeed and of each other, and coincidence
corrections.
Theoretical analyses of the probe were made by Hovenac and Lock (1993) and by Jaetricke and Hanusch
(1993), focussing attention on the sensitivity of probe perforn1ance to various parameters. Experimental tests
were reported by Baurngardner et al. (1985), Cooper (1988), (Brenguier and Amodei (1989), Baurngardner
and Spowart (1990), Kiln and Boatman (1990), Kiln et al. (1990), Korolev et al. (1991), Brenguier et al.
( 1993) and many others. Unfortunately, experimental difficulties, variations in conditions and differences
m110ng the probes often led to disparate results. Even so, these studies led to better ways of processing m1d
analyzjng the data, to improvements in the hardware configuration, m1d to an appreciation of the degree of
confidence, and also caution, the data deserve. One important practical result is the method developed by
Brenguier et al. (1993) for monitoring instnunent performance by examination of the internal consistency and
stability of the data. The application of this method requires that the probes be equipped with output lines for
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"activity", "total strobe" and "total reset".
Injection of glass beads of known sizes into the sample volume remains the relatively reliable and simple
method of 'first order' size calibration. Even simpler to use is the rotating pinhole device described by
Hovenac and Hirleman (1991); this calibrator can be readily attached to the probe and give repeatable checks
of size calibration. A cormnercial device operating on the srune principle is also available. For the evaluation
of coincidence corrections, Brenguier ( 1989) devised a random pulse generator.
The bead tests and the rotating disk calibrations are very useful for assuring repeatability of a probe's
performance. They do not give assurru1ce about absolute errors or about compatibility of data from different
probes. Those are the issues still not fully resolved. A test and calibration of an FSSP with monodisperse
water droplets of known sizes was done recently by Wendisch et al. (1996). The tests were made at the fall
velocities of the droplets for the upper range settings of the probe with droplets ranging from 20-45 f.tm
diameter. With droplets passing the center of the beam, the tests revealed better than 15% agreement with
the factory specifications, ru1d also with the calculated response of the instnunent. The same result held
anywhere along the length of the beam. However, when letting droplets pass off-center, the detected size fell
o±I toward the edges of the berun, by about 20% at the limit norrnally defined by the velocity rejection
circuitry of the probe. Both this effect and problems arising from the electronic response of the probe lead to
undersizing of the droplets; the error increases with velocity. They suggest errors in LWC of up to 41% for
100 m s- 1 air velocity. Based on these results Wendisch et al. derived distortion matrices for sampling at
different aircralt velocities.
Overall, it is clear that the calibration of the FSSP is not a trivial task and there is more to be learned
from future tests. Procedures are well established at least for maintaining the instnunent in good working
condition; absolute calibrations are still a problem. It is important that presentation of results of FSSP
measurements be always accompanied by some description of the calibration of the device.
The latest hardware improvement of the FSSP-1 00 probes consists of the addition of a slit on the
detector surface. This step in1proves the definition of the depth-of.. field, at the cost of reducing the sampling
rate.
An improved method of evaluating droplet concentrations from FSSP data is given by Pawlowska et al.
( 1997). Their estimation takes advantage of the known properties of Poisson processes to remove the
noisiness that results from random sampling, without degrading the detection of sharp gradients.
The capabilities oftl1e FSSP have been significantly extended in versions built by Brenguier (1993) and
Baurngardner et al. (1993). The main difference between Brenguier's Fast-FSSP and conventional FSSP
probes is that individual events are recorded ratl1er tban counting them in size bins. This pennits the spatial
distribution of droplets to be studied. specifically to obtain concentration data with centimeter resolution.
Baumgardner's metl1ocl achieves a similar purpose by recording the time intervals between droplet samples.
High-resolution data from t11ese probes has stimulated a number of investigations of cloud entrainment.
There are conflicting reports on the performance of the FSSP in the presence of ice particles. Since the
calibration of the probe assumes spherical scatterers, substwtial deviations can be expected for crystalline
shapes. Irregular behavior of the FSSP in the presence of larger crystals was widely reported (e_g. Gardiner
and Hallett, 1985). Yet, Gayet et al. (1996) found that for small near-spherical ice particles in aircraft
contrails the size distributions from the FSSP fom1ed reasonable extensions of measurements for larger sizes
by a 2D probe.
2) OTHER PROBES

As already mentioned in connection with LWC meastrremcnts, the two probes (Gerber's PVM and the
SPEC-CDS) in which scattered light from a large volume containing many drops is analyzed yield
infonnation not only on the total volume of the scatterers but also on other characteristics of the droplet
distribution. In the PVM the second moment of the size-distribution, i.e. total surface area, is also measured
using a separate detector and a different mask. The volume and surface data yield values of the effective
radius in a more direct fashion than when derived from the size distribution. The effective radius obtained
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from the PVM can also provide a check on, or used as a correction of the size spectra obtained from the
FSSP. A systematic difference, believed to be due to the velocity-dependence of the FSSP response, was
noted by Gerber et al. (1994) and Gerber (1996).

c. Drop and crystal spectra
For hydrometeors of drizzle and precipitation sizes ( >50 !liD ) the optical array probes of Particle
Measuring Systems Inc. (PMS) continue to be the most widely used. Both in .the one-dimensional (!D) and
in imaging (20) configuration, these probes utilize laser illtm1ination and linear arrays ofphotodetectors.
The lD probe's output is similar to that of the FSSP: nwnbers of particles in 15 size channels. With a
resolution (channel width) of 12.5 or 25 ~m, the probe provides a bridge between the FSSP and the 20
probes. Particles that shadow the edges of the detector array, and which are therefore incompletely registered,
are rejected. The influence of these rejections on the actual sample volwne can only be estimate.d in a
statistical sense based on the observed size spectra. Perhaps the most severe limitation of the 10 probes is
that little can be done to reliably eliminate artifacts (particle breakup, shedding from the probe tips, etc ..) from
the data. Other error sources are the variation of depth of field with particle size, and the ambiguity caused
by out-of~ focus particles. For these reasons, the use of data from the 10 probes is somewhat rislcy and
requires careful judgement. On the other hand, their use is favored by the instrument's relative sin1plicity and
moderate data output rate.
The 20 imaging probes are perhaps the most powerful tools now in use for cloud particle studies; the
availability of these probes had a rather significant impact on cloud physics. Various forms of the probes
exist. The two most widely used versions have an·ay-element sizes of 25 and 200 f.lm, respectively, and
contain 32-element detectors. By rapid sampling of the array, the shadow image of the particle p~ssing
through the laser beam is recorded. The sample volume of the 25 !liD resolution probe is -50 mm2 times the
air velocity. The so-called 'gray-scale' model of the probe records the shadow intensity at two threshold
levels. The basic design of these instruments didn't change much over the years. Most development work
addressed calibration, shape recognition and artifact rejection methods in the processing software.
The first task that is addressed in the image analysis routines is to eliminate 'artifact' records.
Contamination of tl1e data can result from drops or crystals that hit the probe tips and break apart, from water
streaming off the probe apertures, from water or ice on the mirrors, from electronic errors, etc. Each of these
artifact image types need to be recognized through special algorithms. While there is no fully satisfactory
way to accomplish the artifact rejection, procedures that have been designed do take care of the large majority
of the problems.
Determination of the phase of the sampled particles (water vs. ice) was found to be best addressed
through analyses of the 20 image shapes (quasi-round and smooth vs. irregular or faceted). This
discrimination is useful for images that are at least about 6 times larger than the individual array elements and
becomes more reliable the larger the drops are. Attempts to distinguish ice and water particles by the <:mount
of depolarization they produce as they pass through the laser light failed to produce convincing results.
Extension of the water/ice discrimination problem is the recognition of ice crystal shapes (crystalltabits).
TlJ.is is essential for the estimation of crystal surface area and mass, for prediction of absorption and
scattering, for the estimation of the degree of riming on the crystals and for deducing the crystal's growth
history. Accordingly, this question received considerable attention. Common to all image analysis attempts
is the need to deal with partial images (particles at tl1e edge of the sample volume, or larger than the :>ample
volwne). For water drops, tl1is was addressed by Cooper (1980), and similar algorithms relying on crystal
symmetry are incorporated in some of the other classification procedures. Such procedures, for classifying
images, have been devised by Duroure (1982), Holroyd, (1987) and others. Heymsfield and Bamngardner
(1985) report the results ofintercomparisons among the various schemes. The success ofthese classification
methods has not been critically tested due to the lack of independent determinations of crystal habits (other
than visual inspection of the images) or of total crystal mass, In practice, subjective judgements still pr~vail.
Recently, Korolev developed a statistical approach in which population characteiistics rather than details
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about individual images are used to classifY the data.
Beyond hydrometeor phase and shape, total drop or ice crystal concentration and size distributions are
the main data to be derived from the optical array probes. The sample volumes of the probes are defined, to a
first approximation, by the aperture width and by the total array width - both physical dimensions, subject to
minimal uncertamties. However, for small particles the sample volm11e is dependent on both the size of the
particle (because of depth-of-field limitations) and on velocity (because of electronics response), The
combined effects of these factors is reported by Baun1gardner and Korolev ( 1996). The size range affected is
<!50 (120) llm for the 50% shadow threshold probes and <240 (180) IJm for 67% shadow threshold; the
first figure is for 160 m s·' air velocity, the figure in parentheses is for 100 m s· 1. Below tl1ese sizes tl1e
depth-of-field reduces by a factor 10 at roughly half the sizes given above. Another important source of error
in tl1e image data arises from the fact that a diffraction pattern rather than a geometric shadow is produced.
For spherical objects, Korolev et al. ( 1991) and Korolev et al. ( 1996) derived a distortion matrix which can be
used to correct observed size distributions. The effect of this correction is to increase the concentration of
drops > 100 1Jl11 and to decrease the concentration of smaller drops. For example, images nominally assigned
to 500 ~lm drops arise with I 0% probability from 600 iJlll drops, with 42% probability from 575 fllll drops,
with 28% probabil!ty from 550 llm drops, and the remainder from 500 and 525 IJ11l drops. How similar
effects alter the data recorded for ice crystals is not yet known. A fmther m1certainty, already mentioned,
arises from approximations and asstunptions involved with any treatment of partial images. Regardless of
whetl1er partial images are accepted or rejected, the sample volmne has to be adjusted alld a different value
used for every size. Yet al10ther type of problem was identified by Rauber and Heggli (1988): high
concentrations of ial·ge cloud droplets, or drizzle drops may saturate the probe electronics with zero area
images and thus lead to an under-recording of the larger Ciystats.
In-flight evaluations of the perfonnance of the ID and 2D probes are made on tl1e basis of compatibility
of the data with other probes (e.g. FSSP) over limited overlap rallges. There are no reference stal1dards. But,
the relative simplicity of the probes (at least for larger particles), and the fact that image quality can be quite
well judged by inspection, provide fair confidence in the data. This is evident in the widespread use ofthese
i:maging probes.
Another approach to recording particle images is laser holography. Holography offers the major
advantage of a large and tmdisturbed san1ple volmne in which several particles might be present at the same
time. Because the sample volmne is far removed from mechanical parts, disturbance on the airflow is
minimaL The method has the inherent disadvantage of intermittent sampling. Successful field uses of a
holographic system ware reported by Brown (1989) alld Lawson et al. (1996). The resolution achieved
appears to be comparable or better thall the imaging probes (25 ~1111), and even droplets down to 12 f.Ull
diameter have been successfully detected and sized.
Detection of ice particles in clouds was shown (Jones et al., 1989) to be possible with a rather simple,
light-weight device which records the electric charge generated when ice particles collide with all ice-coated
sensor wire. The large sample volmne provides for high spatial resolution in the data, but no sizing
information is obtained. The detection efficiency of the probe may vary witl1 cloud conditions, influencing
the reliability of the measured concentrations. Simplicity is all attractive feature of this device. With more
experience, the probe might become a useful adjunct to other measurements.
Direct collections of ice particles by impaction was widely used before the availability of the imaging
probes. Microscopic examination of the collections provided details on crystal shape al1d degree of riming
that is not obtainable from the imaging probes. The decelerator collections of 'oil-hexane' slides on the
Wyoming KingAir, al1d the Formvar replicator of Hallett still have their uses. In the former, crystals are
in1pacted onto an oil-covered slide at l/1 Oth the aircraft speed, and the slides are saved for examination on
the grmmd. In the replicator, crystals impact through a small aperture on a moving ribbon coated witl1
Formvar; the Fonnvar preserves a 'cast' of the crystals (or drops). The latest instrument in which impacted
crystals are examined tmder bigh magnification is the DRl'cloudscope': a forward-facing glass disk is viewed
from the rear by a video microscope, crystals are recorded as they impact and then evaporate due to dynamic
heating of the air. The instrnment is housed in a PMS cylinder and has been used on the NASA DC-8 during
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the SUCCESS project.
Advancing from shadow imaging, holography and collection methods, direct optical imaging of nystals
in the free air represents tl1e most desirable method as far as detail and resolution are concerned. An
instmment that accomplishes tl1is without an excessive sacrifice in sample volume has been built and flight
tested by Lawson (SPEC Cloud Particle Imager). Pulsed lasers illuminate crystals as they enter the sample
volume of the instrument and its image is recorded by a CCD camera of 106 pixels. Data rate >B kept
manageable by real-time selection of image pixels for recording. Crystals or drops are sampled from a 5.3
n:nn2 area across the airflow. Since the instmment is mounted external to the aircraft, and crystals flow
through an open tube, disturbance is minimal so that the recorded crystal shapes are truly faithful. Growth
patterns and riming are clearly discernible.
3. Cloud composition·· state parameters

a. Static pressure
While aircraft manufacturers provide carefully designed static ports, points where the aircraft's motion
creates no pressure perturbations, any modification of the aircraft profile (by instmments mounted on the
fuselage) can render the ports inaccurate. Tower fly-by comparisons are one way of checking the validity of
the static pressure measurement. A more complete check can be obtained by tl1c 'trailing cone' teclmique: a
long tube is reeled out during flight and stabilized by a cone which is carefully constrncted not to create
pressure perturbations (Ikhtiari and Marth, 1964). Pressure measurements with this tnbe during various
aircraft maneuvers allow the static port measurement to be checked for all likely flight configurations.

b. Air temperature
The measurement of temperature from aircraft is complicat~:;d by aerodynamic heating, the need to
protect tl1e sensing element from physical damage and, in clouds, the possibility of wetting.
Based on wind-tlmnel experiments and on flight tests, an acceptable solution to the first problem is to
apply a fraction, r, of the theoretical heating effect which is calculated for an adiabatic compression of air at
the velocity of the aircraft. The munerical value of r, called the recovery factor, is dependent on the housing
design. With the instnm1ents most frequently used, the Rosemotmt and reverse-flow probes, measurements
with 0.5°C absolute accuracy, O.OOSOC relative precision and about 1...10 m spatial resolution (depending on
the housing design and airspeed) are possible.
Major consideration for many applications is the time response of the temperature probe. Best refponse
can be achieved with small completely exposed sensors. This is not an option for in-cloud measurliments,
both because mechanical protection is needed and because of sensor wetting. Solutions to these problems
invariably reduce the time response. The time and frequency response of one of the most con:nuoniy used
instmments (Rosemount 102 probe) has been shown by Payne et al. (1994) to have a fast and ,, slow
components. The fmmer reflects the response of the sensing wire, while the latter reflects the heat transfer
into the support structure. However, this analysis considered only the sensing element, not the housing, so it
predicts better response than is indicated by in-flight data. Friehe and Khelif (1993) replaced the wnnal
platinum wire sensing element in a Rosemount 102 probe with a small thermistor bead. Theoretical analysis
of this system was presented by Fuehrcr et al. ( 1994 ), showing the dependence of response on bead S!.ze and
on the number and size oflead wires (which increase heat transfer). Response starts to degrade signiJi.cantly
for frequencies > 1 Hz.
Sensor wetting can be a serious problem, since the cooling effect of evaporation (in subsaturated air) can
a111ount to several °C. The reverse flow housing (Rodi and Spyers-Duran, 1972) directs airt1ow to the
temperature sensor in such a way that cloud elements are separated from it. The Rosemount 102 thermometer
also has some, but much less complete separation of cloud elements. Even so, investigations reveabd that
these tl1ennometers can become wet in clouds with high liquid water contents (Lawson and Cooper, 1990).
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There appears to be no problem in supercooled clouds, since water then freezes onto the probe housing rather
than flowing on its surface and getting blown onto the sensor element. No full solution to wetting, for high
liquid water contents, has been fOtmd so far; recent attempts (Lawson and Rodi, 1992; Raman, 1992) show
only partial success. It is therefore, important to be aware of the problem and recognize its symptoms when
analyzing temperature data from cloud penetrations.
The fast-response temperature sensor constructed by Haman, appear to resist wetting on relatively slow
aircraft (<40 m s' 1) (Raman et al., 1997). The long, open sensing wire is motmted on a vane and is protected
by a rod upstream from it. Response time is near 10 4 s, so that centimeter-scale structures can be observed.
A non-contact approach to temperature measurements in clouds was suggested by Nelson (1982) and
tested by Lawson and Cooper ( 1990). This device is a short-path radiometric detector of emissions from C02
at 4.255 ).lln wavelength. Since this instnunent has no parts directly exposed to the airstream, the only
possible wetting problem is that of the windows and this can be prevented. The radiometer is also free of the
uncertainties associated with determinations of the recovery coefficients of i1mnersion sensors, and it has a
response time which is only limited by electronics, rather than by airflow considerations. These advantages
are significant, but so far only the prototype instrun1ent was built and tested.

c. Humidity
The simple assU111ption that within clouds in the presence of liquid droplets (crystals) the humidity is
100% with respect to water (ice) is only a first approximation. Examinations of fine-scale structure at cloud
boundaries, explorations of the region between ice and water saturation, plus the need for accurate
measurements in the surrow1dings of clouds, including the inflow, necessitate htnn1dity measurements of
good accuracy and rapid response. The currently available instnm1ents do not fully satisfy these needs.
The chilled-mirror type dew-point instnm1ent, most widely used on research aircraft today, provides
reasonably good data in clear air, but it has slow response (order of seconds), and is only accurate to perhaps
+1"C. It is not reliable within clouds, so the solution usually adopted is to set RH= !00% for periods when
the aircraft is in cloud, as identified by droplet probes or other means. There is also tmcertainty associated
with dew point temperatures <0°C since there is no reliable way to predict whether the condensate on the
mirror is liquid water or ice and so the measurement actually represents either the dew point or tl1e frost point.
Much below 0°C, let's say by about -l0°C, it is fairly certain that the coating is ice, but even this may be
wrong. The potential error from this uncertainly increases with decreasing dew point temperature, but is
forttmately only 1°C for -I 0°C dew point. The simplest assumption, that all values below 0°C represent the
frost point, is thus an acceptable one for most needs, and in fact does not introduce larger errors than the
instrumental inaccuracies. The commercial versions of this device arc limited in the lowest temperatures it
can reach, therefore a special cryogenic tmit was built at NCAR for use in the upper troposphere. Heymsfield
and Miloshevich (1993) found tl1e response time of this device to be about 2 sand its accuracy to be ±5% in
relative hm11idity.
One altemative to tl1e chilled-mirror instmments is the Lyman-alpha hygrometer which measures
absorption at the Lyman-alpha UV wavelength through a known path-length of the order of centimeter.
Several of these instrwnents have been installed on aircraft, and provided fast-response data on hU111idity
fluctuations. Problems with the stability and calibration of the device (Eloranta et al., 1989; Lind and Shaw,
1991) have not been fully resolved. Infrared absorption offers another altemative for hygrometry (e.g. Cemi,
1994), IR at 2.6 ).lm wavelength is employed in the commercially produced Licor hygrometer which has been
adapted to aircraft nse. With carefully configured (high flow rate, turbulent) intake and tubing leading to tl1e
instrument it provides data witl1 up to 10 Rz response. A second chmmel just on the shoulder of the main
absorption line is used to correct for signal variations of extraneous origins. A instmment based on the same
principle but with an open sampling path is described by Auble and Meyers (1992). The smnple path is
folded by a mirror between the source and the detectors and is longer than that of the Licor device. The
source is chopped with a rotating disk that has filters for both the center and shoulder wavelengths.
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4. Cloud composition - nuclei
a. Cloud condensation nuclei, CCN

The two most frequently used instruments for CCN measurements are the 'traditional' static diffusion
chambers and the more complex continuous-flow chambers.
The static diffusion chamber is a batch-processing instmment and measurements are taken at one
supersaturation at a time. These limitations result in a sampling frequency of about 30 s per datum and about
3 min for obtaining a complete spectrum. This type of instrument has a lower operating limit of about 0.2%
supersaturation. For general airmass characterization these sampling rates are acceptable. Much of the
literature on CCN originated from measurements witb static diffusion chambers (cf. Twomey, 1977; Gotz et
al., 1991), and reliability, relatively small size and moderate cost lead to widespread use of these devicr~s. For
aircraft use the additional requirement of adequate pressure isolation from the interior of tbe aircraft cabin
has to be addressed. There are approximately 2 to 5 such instruments in current use; tbe latest version
installed on tbe Wyoming King Air (Wechsler, private co111111unication) uses solid state laser illumination and
a photodetector. Progress has also been made in tbe development of calibration methods fm tbese
instruments (Gras, 1995; Parente de Oliviera and Vali, 1995; Deleue et al., 1997) so tbat measured
concentrations are probably accurate to withinlO or 20%.
Instruments of greater capabilities (CCN spectrometers) have been developed by Fukuta and Saxena
(1979) by Radke et al. (1981) tmd by Hudson (1989). The co111111ou advantage of these continuous-flow
devices is that a full CCN spectrtun can be obtained in about 30 s. In the first two of these devices air is
drawn through one or more chambers in a steady flow and is subjected to a range of supersaturati<Jns; the
munber of droplets that form is then counted by optical single-particle counters (OPC's). In the instrument of
Hudson, tbe sizes of the emerging droplets are used to infer the supersaturation at which tl1ey became
activated. Tins design leads to simpler construction, yields essentially instantaneous spectra and extends tbe
measurements to 0.01% supersaturation. Results from this instrument have been reported by Hudson (1993),
Hudson and Li (1995) and Hudson and Svensson (1995).
A cmmnon concem for all types of CCN measurements from aircraft is that the air intake and ducts do
not significantly bias the aerosol content of the sample air. lsokinetic intakes are needed, and loss in tbe
tubing has to be minimized. Evaluation of how well these conditions are satisfied is an outstanding problem.

b. Ice nuclei, IN

Measurements of IN have been attempted in tbe past with a large variety of instnunents (e.g. Vali, 1985)
but none have been proven to be fully acceptable. In general, one would like to measure tbe concentrations of
ice nuclei of different modes of activity, and over a range of conditions for each mode. Clearly, that is a
daunting task.
Some use is still being made of filter sampling. This metbod produces somewhat ambiguous results, but
is relatively simple and therefore represents a compromise between making no measurements at all and
attempting to use some more elaborate ar1d still not fully satisfactory technique. Filter san1ples are taken
during flights, over periods of ten minutes or longer. Subsequent exposure of the filters (in a laboratory
chamber) to known supercooling and supersaturation yields a eotUlt of fN. The use of several filters in
parallel can provide a >pectrum.
Another approach to obtaining IN measurements is to tal'e san1ples of air in tbe cloud inflow, er other
region of interest, in some large container (metallized mylar bag, for example) and deliver the sample within
as short a time as possible to a laboratory cloud chamber (e.g. Rogers and DeMott, 1995; DeMolt et al.,
1995). Tins approach can only yield a few data points per flight, requires a large effort, and has to be
accompanied by careful studies of potential losses of IN in tbe container. The method inherits all the
advantages and limitations of cloud chamber measurements of IN.
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A major effort to develop an airborne IN counter is tbe Continuous Flow Diffusion chan1ber (CFD) of
Rogers (1988, 1993, 1994). Two chilled cylinders witb vertical axes fonn an rumulus in which temperature
and supersaturation cru1 be independently controlled. Sample air enters at the top and is sheathed in cleru1 air.
Ice crystals initiated in the chamber are detected and sized at the outlet by optical scattering. This instnunent
has been operated in two flight progrruns so far, and is reported to have functioned well even at very cold
runbient temperatures. It is to be hoped that the promising initial results will be confi1med by f·urther use of
the instrument.
c. Tracers
While analyses of cloud processes is most meaningful in Lagrangian reference frames, aircraft can
provide only intermittent snapshot measurements within a parcel. Hence, the use of tracers is a natural
complement to airborne observations.
Vi1tual tracers may be constmcted by computing tbe positions of air parcels tmder the asswnption of
llllifonn ru1d stationary winds. Such 'pointers' have proven to be quite useful in identifYing how to intercept
repeatedly a given air parcel.
Several direct tracer methods have been developed in various combinations of release from tbe grmmd
and detection by an airborne instrwnent and vice versa, or with both release and detection done by the
aircraft. The two most productive methods are the release of radar-reflective chaff from the aircraft and
tracking of ilie chaff witb a ground-based radar, and the use of sulfur hexaflouride (SF 6). Chaff release
requires a dispensing apparatus and a chute to the outside of the aircraft. Chaff has been successfully tracked
for periods exceeding 30 min, docun1enting the transport and spreading of the chaff through tbe clmtd volume
(Martner et al., 1992). Spatial and temporal resolution depend on the radar characteristics and scanning
sequence used. The SF 6 gas is released fonn pressmized tanks; detection is with a fast-response
electron-capttJre device. The analyzer has a response time of near I s with a Jag-time of a few seconds, so that
spatial resolution of few hUlldreds of meters can be achieved. Stith and Be1mer (1987) demonstrated the
potential of this technique and Stith et al. ( 1990) show interesting results on the transport of seeding material
in ctmmli.
5. Cloud structure- air motions

a. Navigation and winds
This topic is mentioned here only for the sake of perspective witl10ut the detail it deserves. The
fundruncntals oftbe topic are well presented by Lenschow (1986).
Major developments in ilie measurements of position, velocity and attitude with respect to botb
air-relative and ground-relative coordinate systems, came over recent yeru·s from the implementation of the
Global Positioning System and from the availability of laser-ring intertial navigation systems. Advances
have also been important in the sensing of airflow with respect the aircraft.
The GPS made inexpensive and much improved position-keeping a reality. This alone is a major
advance in the location of aircraft observations with respect to satellite images, ground-based radars or other
observing systems. Accmacies of the order of 100 m are routinely possible wherever the coverage of GPS
signals is good. Further improvements in accuracy are expected from differential-GPS methods (DGPS), but
tbis is much more severely limited in coverage tban the basic GPS reception. The DGPS approach uses a
stationary GPS receiver near the location of the desired measurement to correct for propagation errors,
computer inaccuracies, and intentional degradation of GPS signal by the military for security reasons. The
reference signals are superimposed on broadcasts from some FM stations; this makes DGPS available
inexpensively, but in limited areas. Highly accurate, portable DGPS systems are available at greater expense.
The accuracy of the DGPS approach is so high that it also makes possible detennination of an aircraft's
pitch ru1d roll angles. By mounting GPS receivers on the wingtips and on the nose (for exrunple), the attitude
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of the aircraft can be derived, making the use of INS urmecessary.
The laser-ring INS technology also represents an advance toward affordability. The initial investment,
and, even more signitlcantly, the maintenance costs are less than for mechanical gyroscope systems. From
the user's point of view the laser INS provide the same information (accelerations and their integrals) as the
mechanical units. The fur1damentallimitations (oscillations, drifts) are also nearly the same.
The GPS and INS systems are complementary in a nurnber of ways, so that combining data from the two
systems offers many advantages. For positioning purposes, the INS is independent of external signals <md so
more reliable, but it is subject to oscillations and cumulative etTors with flight duration. An approach for
optimal use of the combined data set is given by Matejka and Lewis (1997). For velocity detenninations and
flux meas1rrements, tl1e GPS provides better long-wavelength data while the INS is best for high-frequency
data. A method for taking advm1tage of this complementarity by use of a Kalman filter is described by Leach
and MacPherson (1991). If no GPS is available for correcting the INS data, the method ofRodi et aL (1991)
in which corrections are based on the DME navigation signals, may be helpful.
Measurements of the airflow witl1 respect to the aircraft are obtained from vane systems or from
differential pressure probes. For the latter, eitl1er a Rosemmmt 858 probe, or an array of five pressur~ holes
in the radome on the nose of tl1e aircraft are used (Brown et al., 1983). The principle is the same in both
cases - sensing the pressure differentials that develop due to asymmetric flow across the smface of the probe;
these pressures change as a function of angle between the aircraft axis and the air flow. A thorough
exmnination of this m1gle-dependence has led Rodi ( 1997) to revise t11e relevant constant previously used
from 2.2 to 1.7; this correction means that previous calculations of the attack angle and the side slip were
25% too low mtd that vertical velocity estimates were in error by about I m s·'. The correction most seriously
affects the high-frequency components of air motion.
6. Cloud structure - airborne udars

Meteorological research radars have been carried on aircraft for tmmy years. Most are operating at X or
C-band frequencies and were essentially intended to provide the same type of information as grour1Cl-based
weather radars, but with the mobility of the airbome platforms. Best known examples of such radars are the
NOAA WP-3 htmicm1e tracking radars and the NCAR Eldora radar (Jorgensen et al., 1994; Hildebrand et
al., 1994). These radars are usually operated while flying alongside a stom1 system with the observation
range extending to I 00 km or more. Another installation, the EDOP radar on the NASA ER-2 aircraft
(Heymsficld et al., 1996a) is downward looking and observes stonns from an altitude near 20 km; it obtains
data from only one plane (curtain) but it is well suited to tl1e measurement of vertical velocities. Both Eldora
and EDOP have dual beams at 30-40° angles to each other so that two components of the wind are m<)asured
(assunring stationarity), and to pennit the application of some scheme for attenuation correction.
The aforementioned radar systems have their main applications in the study of larger clouds (Cb, MCS,
etc.) and may be referred to as storm radars. In contrast, the W-band radar on the Wyoming KingAir may be
viewed as a eland radar, since it is most useful for observations at short ranges (to 5 km) and it is usually
operated while the aircraft is penetrating the clouds and is collecting in situ measurements. In that way, the
radar data are directly referenced to the in situ observations. The Wyoming cloud radar (Paz.many et al.,
1994) operates at 3 mm wavelength; that wavelength is more seriously attenuated by vapor and by liquid
water than the longer wavelengths used inmost other radars, but it pennits a 0. 7o beamwidth to be achieved
witl1 an ante1111a that could be readily acconnnodated on the twin-engine aircraft. The ante1111a points
horizontally but the beam can be deflected vertically upward by means of a reflector plate housed extemally.
Spatial resolution is defined by tl1e 30-m pulse length. Reflectivity, velocity m1d polarization data are
recorded. Results from this radar are given by Vali et al. (1995), Galloway et al. (1997) and Vali et al.
(1997)
The airborne radars also provide measmements of air velocity in clouds and precipitation. Sc31ming
radars such as Eldora derive the wind field from staggered measurements at two different view tmgles,
similarly to dual-Doppler methods. The tlxed-bean1 radars yield only velocities along the beam direction,
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however, by varying the view direction through aircraft maneuvers and by assmning horizontal homogeneity
in the wind field, the VAD method can be applied to yield estimates of the all three ground relative
components of the wind. The Airborne VAD (AVAD) method, principally applicable to stratifonn elands, is
described by Leon and Vali ( 1997). The main advantage of the AVAD method is that is can describe the
wind field from rneasnrements taken from a relatively small volume (few km) in just a few minutes, so that
the homogeneity assumption is not very restrictive. Also, the regions of observation can be selected with all
the flexibility of the airborne platforn1.
A potentially important adjunct to the wind measnrements inside clouds by radars is the Doppler lidar
system (Schwiesow et al., 1989) that was flown on the NCAR King Air. The lidar data could be very useful
for the examination of air motions at cloud bmmdaries.
Collll110n to Doppler radars and lidars are the limitations that arise from inaccurate removal of the
component of aircraft motion in the beam direction, and from errors in the 3-D positioning of the observed
volume. These errors are directly related to the positioning of the aircraft with respect to the grmmd, and to
determinations of it's attitude. Computational inaccnracies also become a factor if the aircraft motion is not
rectilinear m1d the sampled vohnne has to be re-gridded in some fashion.
Some conclusions (opinions)

I. Greater detail m1d refmement of cloud observations are indispensable for the understanding of cloud
processes. Such understanding is, in turn, essential to the ability of forecast and climate models to represent
the impacts of clouds. Detail can be superfluous -the n-th decimal place syndrome. The criteria to avoid
irrelevm1ce are acuity and accnracy. Acuity is guided by intuition, honed by model calculations, and aided by
serendipity. Accuracy is gained by patient work, and by invention.
2. The developmwt of instnunents for in situ measurements of hydrometeors has been very slow in the last
decade or so. Capabilities in that area have fallen behind remotely sensed observations.
3. There is a specially pressing need for improvements in the measurement of hydrorneteors in the size range
between 30 and 300 flll1, the region that brackets the gap between the useful ranges of FSSP and 2D-C
probes. Size measnrement is the primary concern, but phase and crystal shape information are also needed.
It is important to establish whether the significantly steeper slope observed in many size distributions over
this size range is an artifact, or is real. This problem strongly manifests itself in studies of stratus m1d cirrns.
4. Promising results for LWC measnrements (PVM, CDS, Nevzorov-probe, CV! + hygrometer) should be
followed by fnrther evaluations, tmtil a de facto stm1dard, or standards, for the next several years emerge.
Reliable LWC measnrements have been long awaited, and that goal appears to be now within reach.
Establisbing confidence in LWC data will be a significant step.
5. Positioning of observing aircraft in 3-D to roughly 10 m accuracy is becoming feasible. Horizontal and
vertical winds are reliable to the order of [cm s-'l for wavelengths of tens of meters, m1d to order of [m s- 1]
for kilometer scales.
3
6. Temperature measmements in clouds witl1 high LWC (>2 g m- ) and at the boundaries of such clouds cm1
not be made reliably with current sensors so such data need careful nse.
7. Humidity measnrements fall short of resolving the variations in and around clouds that are one of the key
factors in understanding cloud initiation (e.g. cimts) and entrainment (stratus, cumulus).
8. Ice nueleus measurements could significantly aid in tl1e tmderstanding of cloud evolution, first of all in
cinns, wave clouds and nimbostratus, but also in other clond types; however, much more effort will be
required to develop credible instrun1entation. Cloud condensation nucleus counters are providing the
necessary data, and are to be trusted; the small mm1ber m1d cost of available tmits is a hindrance.
9. Great opportunities exist for advances in observations of cloud composition m1d structure through the
combined use of in situ measnrements and of passive and active radiation measnrements at optical, infrared
and microwave wavelengths. Instrumentation for many of these measnrements of the nearby cloud
environment can be carried on aircraft making the in situ measurements. Since many of these instruments
have been developed to simulate and validate satellite observations, linking observations obtained with them
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to in situ observations is a step toward linking satellite and in situ observations, and toward the development
of improved parameterizations of cloud processes and of structures in large-scale models.
Acknowledgements. I thank my colleagues A. R. Rodi and R.D. Kelly for clarifications and information on
many instrumentation questions.
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Question:
Can this airbome radar used as remote sensing of icing conditions?
Reply:
This is a good point to raise because of the importance of aircraft icing. In the absence of ice
particles, say in clouds with temperatures no colder than -I OOC or so, there could indeed be a fairly strong
association between large supercooled cloud droplets or drizzle drops. If ice particles are also present, in
colder clouds, and of course the -lOOC tlu·cshold is jnst a very rough one, then the origin of the radar echo is
ambiguous. While the combined radar and in situ data sets from the KingAir can certainly be used to look at
the relationship between icing conditions and radar reflectivities, we have not yet looked for this explicitly.
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1. Introduction
The current generation of global climate models (GCMs) produces a wide range of estimates of the
climate's sensitivity to anthropogenic pe~turbations, and this range has not decreased over the past decade
despite substantial investments in climate-related research. Uncertainties in how cloud macroph:;sical,
microphysical and radiative properties will respond to extemal forcing accotmts for much of this
disagreement. In tins paper we discuss some of the major cloud parameterization issues confhJnting
climate modelers and the types of observations and analyses required to address them.
2. Relevant Observations
Observations relevant to the cloud para.meterization problem can be divided into three basic
categories: Validation data, process measurements, and climate detection observations. We address the
current status of eacl1 type of data set below. Further discussion can be found in Del Genio (1996) and Del
Ge11io et a.l. (1996).
a. Validation data

Validation data are defined for the purposes of this paper as the global distributions of those
quantities which detennine the planetary and surface energy and water budgets. By themselves su61 data
do not actually "validate" climate models, since they do not provide insight into the processes tlm! cause
eleme11ts of the system to change in response to a perturbation; however, inadequate simulation ofthrl mean
state and seasonal cycle of the current climate is likely to lead to climate drift when atmosphere and oceansea ice models are coupled. The most glaring absence of infmmation is any kind of estinlate of the z;lobal
distribution of ice water path. State-of-tl1e-art GCMs witl1 prognostic cloud water parameterizations do not
come close to agreeing on whether there is globally more ice or liquid water in the atmosphere (Table 1).
Considering the potential influence of phase changes from ice to liquid on climate sensitivity (to be
discussed later), this must be considered the single highest priority item for atmospheric remote Hrmsing
research. The only estimate of global ice water path (Lin and Rossow, 1994) derives it as a residual
between the colunm visible optical depth derived from ISCCP data and tl1at inferred from SSM/I liquid
water paths by assuming an effective droplet radius. There is some hope that algorithms based on
scattering of high frequency microwave radiation by large ice particles might form the basis for an
improved estimate.

Table.l. GCM estimates of global, annual ice and liquid water paths (from Rasch and Kristjam1son, 1997).

IWP (g/m2)
LWP (g/m2)

GISS

csu

CCM4

!50
90

18

20

44

32
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Other cloud parameters are more well-defined globally though not without problems. Cloud cover
is fairly well-known except in the polar regions, where traditional visible-infrared detection techniques are
rendered ambiguous by underlying snow-ice surfaces and temperature inversions. Combined analyses of
ISCCP and SSM/I data, using the time domain to separate cloud <md sea ice variability, shows some
promise for improving this situation. Liquid water path estimates from passive microwave sensors are
finally converging after a decade of widely varying estimates, but the microwave is fairly insensitive to
clouds with visible optical thickness less than about 5. Cloud particle eifective radius is now retrieved
nearly globally using the 3. 7 micron channel of AVHRR, but it samples only the cloud top in optically
thick clouds, aod the retrieval of the effective size of irregular ice particles is fraught with difficulties.
Precipitation patterns are fairly well defined by a variety of teclmiques, but accuracy is difficult to
detennine because of the severe sampling problems, aod techniques developed for tropical convective
systems may not translate well to midlatitude stratiform systems. Cloud vertical structure is completely
unknown globally, although recent estimates at radiosonde locations using relative humidity threshold
criteria have provided some information.

b. Process measurements
To actually develop GCM parameterizations, infornmtion about processes is required, and this
necessitates both data on the cloud scale and information relating it to the large-scale. The following
process questions probably account for most of the disagreement in total cloud feedback estimates among
clinmte GCMs:
(1) Since the radiative properties of water in its vapor phase differ JJ-om those in either of the other two
phases more than they differ from each other, the most fundamental issue for GCMs is how to
parameterize cloud cover as a function of relative humidity aod other large-scale predicted variables.
I ,ittle guidance is available on this question from data, but little attention is being paid to it by observers.
A related question for cinus clouds is how to detern1ine the vapor concentration required to initiate
nucleation: saturated with respect to ice or liquid, or somewhere in between, as a function of temperature
aod what other external conditions?
(2) The question of whether cloud fonns as liquid or ice is important in its own right: shifts from ice
to liquid clouds (the latter having been assumed to have smaller particles ru1d thus a longer lifetime) with
greenhouse wanning produce a strong negative feedback in one GCM (Mitchell et al., 1989), but tbe
temperature at which this is assumed to occur detennines whether the albedo or the greenhouse effect of
the cloud change dominates the feedback. Existing observations provide conflicting evidence on when
significant cloud water no longer exists in the liquid phase.
(3) Thick cwnulus anvil clouds in the tropics account for most of the shmtwave cloud forcing there,
aod detrainment of cumulus condensate from updrafts into those anvils is thought to provide a significant
fraction of the anvil ice. Idealized climate clk'lnge simulations suggest tlk1.t the inclusion or exclusion of
anvil condensate detrainn1et1t can control the sign of the overall global cloud feedback (Del Genio et al.,
1996), but no direct observational link between convection and anvil reflectance exists and no guidance is
available on how to parameterize this detrai1m1cnt in large-scale models.
(4) The difference betwen high- and low-sensitivity climate models can often be traced to whether their
low-level clouds become optically thinner or thicker with warming. Conventional wisdom based on
adiabatic lifting of a moist parcel suggests that clouds should thicken with wanning, but ISCCP satellite
observations indicate that this is only true at high latitudes and cold seasons; elsewhere, especially over
ocean, low clouds tend to thin with warn1ing instead (Tselioudis and Rossow, 1994). To tmdersta.nd this
requires coincident infonnation on cloud liquid water, physical thickness, and particle size variations.

c. Climate detection observations
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Regardless of the advances made in parameterizing cloud behavior, the ultimate test of climate
models will be their success in reproducing long-tem• trends in cloud parameters that can E:xplain
observed temperature trends. To date, the only such data sets consist of regional cloud cover trends over
a few decades and 20th Century trends in precipitation over land areas. Satellite data can in principle be
used to monitor climate changes in clouds, but gaps in the observing record and calibration uncertainties
preclude using existing titi1e series from multiple satellites for this purpose.
Monitoring actual climate changes in cloud and related climate parameters is a daunting task
because the changes that must be detected are quite small. Accuracy requirements (actually precision
requirements for measuring differences) can be estimated in two ways: Based on theoretical or modeling
expectations of the magnitude of change likely to occur in response to known climate forcings, or based
on the magnitude of change required to produce a significant global TOA flux perturbation. The latter
can be estimated from a one-dimensional radiative-convective model; we choose 0.25 W/rn2 (about 10%
of the current radiative imbalance due to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations) as a useful threshold
for this purpose. Table 2 shows the corresponding measurement precision requirements.
Table 2. Predicted changes in selected cloud feedback and related parameters over the next 20 yea:B, and
changes required for a significant TOA flux perturbation (from Del Genio, 1996).
----

Change requi.r~::d
Plausible
flux=O.
o,
__"-_:.?________
20 year challll."....__ ' - - -for
------

Parameter

Water vapor concentration (g/kg)
.10
• Upper tropos phere
.04
1-::-•..,-'L::.o:wer troposJ2here
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --12
Cloud to ressure (mb)
Cloud optical thickness
.10
• Cirrus
0.5/1.0
• Stratus (without/with aerosol)
...
Cloud particle size ( f.ll11)
OJ
• Cirrus
0.1/1.0
• Stratus (without/with aerosolL_ _____
----- i-·
Cloud cover (%, regional)
.03
• Cirrus
.03
• Stratus

.02
.02

~-

Tro os heric aeroso I optical depth

.04

-

.

5

.02
-

.07
.06
0.2
.004
.003

.01

-----

Some of these changes are quite small and test the limits of observing capability, but many are
within the realm of capabilities of the most sensitive existing remote sensing techniques mch as
interferometry, polarimetry, and lidar if appropriate satellite sampling and calibration approaches are
taken. Unforttmately a coherent long-tenn climate monitoring strategy designed to actually dele(~ cloud
feedbacks does not currently exist.
3. Concluding remarks
Finally, it is worth commenting on some reasons why current data sots have not been fillly
exploited. Typically, acquisition of data is assigned higher priority by funding agencies than is analysis
and interpretation of those data; model-data comparisons have the lowest funding priority of alL Most
climate modelers remain fairly naive about data and have neither the resources nor the knowledge nor the
desire to spend significant time analyzing data themselves. As a result, when data sets are not readily
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available in standard arcbives or via the World Wide Web in easily-read formats, their potential is not
tapped; this is specifically a problem for aircraft observations, which are often not even known to exist
by modelers. Many observers continue to present their data as radiances rather than in physical units,
which prevents their use by modelers to actually improve parameterizations.
The problems above are easily addressed once a decision is made to do so. Other impediments to
progress nsing existing data are legitimate research issues. For example, satellite data sets are global but
often have low resolution or infrequent sampling and do not show processes in action. On the other hand,
aircraft data and surface remote sensing help defme processes but represent point sampling or limited
time spans. Unfortunately, few examples of combining these different types of data exist, except for
surface validation of satellite remote sensing algoritlnns. This creates a quandary for the clinmte
modeler. Does a liquid water path pdf parameterization developed from an analysis of nmrine stratus
during ASTEX apply equally well to cirrus or nimbostratus? Does an ice water content - particle size
relationship derived from FIRE cirrus data over the U.S. apply equally well to tropical thin cirrus, to
tropical thick anvils, or to low-altitude winter ice clouds in midlatitude frontal systems? More work is
clearly needed to convert relationships found in one location into measureable consequences in satellite
data, and to then assess whether those consequences are similar in other climate regin1es.
A final issue is simply one of conmmnication between modelers and observers. Many in sitn and
remote observing systems measure only pa11 of the phenomenon they observe: e.g. Aircraft ice water
content data miss small particles; remote sensing retrievals of effective radius apply only to cloud top;
radiation budget data do not adequately sample the diurnal cycle; microwave liquid water path
clinmtologies sometimes include, and sometimes exclude, clear regions and negative values, etc. These
limitations are usually well-known to the observer but not to the modeler because the infonnation is
absent or well-bidden in the published documentation of the data. With some effort, modelers can sample
their fields to mimic what the observing system sees, although modelers have traditionally been reluctant
to do so. A major step in making data sets more useful to modelers would thus be for observers to
include clear "directions for use" in their papers that offer advice on how best to utilize the data for
comparison purposes.
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1. Introduction
Efforts to develop more accurate and highly resolved observations of a variety of atmospheric
properties have increased to satisfy the demands of increasingly sophisticated weather and climate forecast
models. Variables such as temperature, humidity, and winds, traditionally used to initialize and verify
mesoscale and general circulation models (GCM) have been enhanced with the addition of quantified nonadiabatic properties such as radiation, latent heat, and cloud liquid water. This last parameter is oue of
several properties that define clouds as a quantifiable entity in mathematical representations of the
atmosphere. Because of the many roles clouds play in atmospheric processes such as latent heat changes,
radiation interactions, water transport, and precipitation, substantial improvements in forecasting models at
various scales will require advances in both cloud characterization schemes and observational systems and
techniques. For large area! (> few km) or global observations of cloudiness, the most relevant platform is
the earth-orbiting satellite. This paper reviews the present state of satellite cloud observations, examines
the quality of current and near-term future datascts, and discusses the needs for advanced observational
systems and for continuing interaction between theoretical and observational research groups.
2. Satellite Cloud Observing Systems
Satellite-derived cloud properties of interest to modeling efforts include cloud area! coverage C,
top and base altitudes (zt and zb), optical depth r, cloud -top temperature Tc, particle size, phase, liquid
and ice water paths (LWP and IWP), vertical structure, inhomogeneity, and radiative properties :mch as
shortwave albedo (SW) and longwave flux (LW). Other parameters such as cloud liquid water content and
thickness can be detennined from the satellite-derived properties.
a. Current climate-scale observations

Many of the relevant properties are measured to some extent by current satellites and techniques.
Operational global monitoring, however, is a reality for only a few of these quantities. The most ambitious
effort to date, the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer, 1991;
Rossow and Garder, 1993a, b), has been analyzing combined geostationary (GEO) and sun-synchronous or
polar orbiting satellite (POES) datascts talcen since 1983 to establish a 3-hourly global portrait of'cloud
amount, height, and optical depth at a resolution of 32 km. Other researchers have developed more limited,
yet somewhat complementary datasets using additional sensors and wavelengths. Wylie et al. (1994) have
been deriving high-altitude cloud statistics such as effective area! coverage, height, and effective emissivity
from sun-synchronous High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (!-IIRS) data since 1989. Limited analyses of
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) radiances from the ISCCP have been used to
obtain estimates of warm-clo~1d effective droplet radius r, and LWP on a near-global basis (Ha.n et al.,
1994). SW and LW have been computed from the ISCCP data but are biased relative to direct broz.dband
measurements (Rossow and Zhang, !995). A five-year climatology of LWP over oceans was developed
by Greenwald et al. (1995) from Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSMti) measurements taken by sunsynchronous satellites. These results include both warm and supercooled liquid-water clouds. Wang et al.
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( 1996) developed a global climatology of the occurrence frequency of subvisual and opaque clouds based
on solar occultation measurements by the satellite-borne Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE). While the opaque cloud infonnation is limited in tbat compilation, the vertical stmcture and
frequency data are the best infonnation available for subvisual clouds. Another global cloud dataset under
development is based solely on analysis of AVHRR data with the CLouds from AVHRR (CLAVR)
algorithm (Stowe et al., 1991). This dataset includes a variety of parameters but, so far, has only been
used to screen clouds for determination of the nonnalized vegetation index. These datasets are summarized
in Table I.
Table !. Global or near-global satellite-derived cloud property datasets for climate studies. WMWS and
GCJRV refer to Wylie et al. (1994) and Greenwald et al. (1995)
Source

ISCCP

-~ararneters

Time Period/

Coverage/Resolu

Sensor/

Resolution

tion (km)

Platform

1983- 1991

Global!

GEO, POES

(projected to

(32 /250)

(day)

C,

zt,

r)LWP

Parameters
(night)
C,

Zf

*

2001) I 3-hr
WMWS

GCJRV

1989-1993/

Global!

(0.5/day)

(60)

1987-1991/

Ocean

POES

POES

C, Zf,

dl

LWP

C,

Z[,

If

LWP

(0.5/day) ..

* tbick clouds only
# tbin clouds only
Lin and Rossow ( 1996) estimated IWP and LWP over oceans using a combination of ISCCP
and SSM/I datasets assuming that the fanner quantity can be obtained by subtracting the SSM/I-derived
LWP from the total ISCCP LWP for clouds having top temperatures Tc < ooc. The ISCCP LWP was
derived assuming all clouds are composed of water droplets with re •= 10 run. Han et al. (1996) reported
prelin1inary near-global results of cirms effective diameter De for Tc < -40°C, while Minnis et al.
( l997b) produced a near-global analysis of both re and De for all cloud temperatures revealing a
substantial fraction of supercooled clouds. SAGE data were also use to develop statistics of tbe layering
and thickness of optically thin cirrus clouds (Wang et al., 1997). While many climatological datasets of
cloud properties are currently available, much additional analysis and verification are required before some
of them should be used.

b. Current weather-scale cloud observations
Fewer datasets are currently available for weather forecasting. The University of Wisconsin,
Madison has developed an operational version of the C02-slicing method (e.g., Wylie and Menzel, 1989)
to produce near-real-time images of cloud-top pressure for clouds above -4 km from Geostationary
Operational Envirmm1ental Satellite (GOES) data over the US. While this product is vmy limited in useful
paran1eters, it represents the first step toward an operational cloud algoritlnn for weather forecasts and
complements surface ceilometer measurements of low-cloud base altitudes. Another weather-scale dataset
is being produced from geostationary satellite data tal<en since April 1994 for tl1e Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) Project (Stokes and Schwartz, 1994) for areas over the southern Great Plains and tbe
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Tropical Westem Pacific. A variety of cloud products including C, zt, r, and zb are derived with the
methodology of Minnis et al. (1995b) during the day. At night, the cloud products reduce to C and a
weak estimate of zt. These datasets (e.g., Minnis and Smith, 1997) only cover small domains(- 1.?00 lm1
x 1200 km), but have relatively high temporal (::0:: 15 min) and spatial (2: 30 km) resolutions. Thus, they are
useful for validating mesoscale weather phenomena but still lack some parameters such as effective particle
size and phase and have not yet been implemented in near real time. Although both issues ar<e being
addressed, not all parameters will become available soon.
c. Future global cloud datasets

New satellites will bring the opportunity to improve estimates of cloud properties on a glob<•il. scale.
With the la\mch of the Tropical Rainfall Monitoring Mission (TRMM) satellite, the Earth Oberving
System (EOS) era begins unofficially in late 1997. The TRMM carries a variety of instruments including
radar and passive microwave instnunents for measuring precipitation. The instnunentation iccludes
scanners similar to the SSM/1 so that LWP can also be measured. Cloud macro- and micropi1ysical
properties will be derived from simultaneous measurements by the 2-km resolution, Ai;HRR-like Visible
Infrared Scarmer (VIRS) (Wielicki et al., 1995; Baum et al., 1995a,b; Mim1is et al., 1995a) and SW and
LW will be derived from broadband radiances taken by the Clouds and Eatth Radiant Energy System
(CERES) experiment (e.g., Green et al., 1995). This combination of instnunents will present the chance to
derive C, zt, r, zb, re, De, IWP, and LWP for single··layer cloud systems during the day and for thin singlelayer clouds at night on an operational basis while C, zt, and r will be estimated for all clouds dur:ng the
daytime Only C and zt, can be detem1ined tor thick clouds at night. The TRMM satellite is in a
precessing orbit with a 35° inclination. Thus, it will cover all hours of the day over the course of a month
with 2-3 passes per day over a given area. lts measurements are limited to latitudes equatorward of ''0°.
The EOS era begins officially with the EOS-AM satellite in a Sun-synchronous orbit that crosses
the Equator at -10:30 LT. While this satellite will carry both the CERES broadband radiometers '1nd the
MODerate-resolution lmaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; King et al., 1992, 1996), it lacks the
microwave channels of the SSM/1. However, MODIS' 36 solar and infrared spectral bands enhance the
capabilities for cloud property estimation. The MODIS atmospheres working group will be devekping a
cloud climatology on a 0.5° grid from MODIS using a variety of algoritluns documented in the MODIS
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents (http://eospso.gsfc.nasa.gov/atbd/ modistables.html).
Most
MODIS cham1els have 1-km resolution, while a few of the solar chatmels have 0.25-km pixels The
MODIS team will be deriving cloud atnounts using a sophisticated multispectral clear-cloud classifier. The
cloudy pixels will he classified according to phase using the approaches of Pilewskie and Twomey (1987)
and Strabala et al. (1994) Cloud particle size and opttcal depth will be determined using the asymptotic
theory of optically thick layers (Nakajima and King, 1990) for both water and ice clouds. Thin ice clouds
will be analyzed using the approach of Ou et al. ( 1993). At night, the approach of Strabala et al. (1994)
will be used to estimate cloud microphysical properties for thin ice clouds. The C02 slicing technique of
Wylie and Menzel (1989) will be employed to detennine the cloud heights. Its estimation of cloud ,;·action
will be greatly inlproved because of the high resolution of the pixels.
TI1e CERES science team will also be deriving cloud properties from the MODIS data on a slightly
different scale than that used by the MODIS team. For consistency with the TRMM analyses, th< cloud
properties will be derived with most of the same algoritlullS used for TRMM. CERES cloud properties
fi·om both satellites will be convolved with the CERES scam1er footprints to provide a very close
relationship between the broadband fluxes at1d the scene properties, data ideal for application to GCM
development and in1provement of radiance interpretation techniques. The MODIS results will be available
on a finer grid and can be used for other applications. Both datasets should be usefhl for dimate
forecasting studies.
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3. Weaknesses in Cloud Retrievals
Even with the new satellites, there exists a variety of problems in both current and future retrieval
techniques. All of the variables are subject to considerable uncertainties in various conditions as discussed
below.

a. Cloud amount
Cloud fraction is generally not a problem for many types of clouds such as stratus and thick cirrus.
When the clouds are thin or small relative to the size of the satellite instnunent t!eld of view, cloud amount
is often over- or underestimated (e.g., Coakley and Bretherton, 1982; Wielicki and Parker, 1992). Lowresolution sensors are especially susceptible to the partially cloudy pixel problem. Low clouds, clouds over
snow, and those below inversions are also often difficult to detect because they provide little contrast in the
infi'ared. Clouds over snow are also hard to discern at visible wavelengths because of the bright
background. Knowledge of the infrared and solar radiance field in the absence of clouds is often poorly
known so that cloud detection is more difficult
b. Cloud height

Cloud altitude is also a problem for the same reasons. Many algorithms assume that for optically
thick clouds, the observed infrared temperature corresponds to the temperature of the cloud top. While for
thin clouds, a correction must be applied to account for semitransparcncy. This correction usually assumes
that the pixel is totally cloud filled and the background or clear-sky radiances are well !mown.
Furthermore, the corrections rely on models of the relationship between radiances at ditferent wavelength
that usually depend on particle size. Thus, there arc many algorithmic factors that can affect the height
retrievals. A representative sounding of temperature is also needed for height retrievals that use
temperature as a reference for altitude. Incorrect soundings will affect the height detennination in these
cases. C02 slicing methods are less sensitive to these problems. Obviously, in isothennal or inversion
conditions, altitude specification from temperature will be greatly exacerbated.
c. Optical depth

Cloud optiCal depth is also sensitive to errors in cloud fraction. Cloud amount overestimation tend
to result in optical depth underestimation. Ice-cloud optical depth depends on particle shape and size for a
given reflectance, so that errors in these quantities will affect the derived optical depth. Infrared radiances
generally do not change once a cloud reaches an optical depth of approximately six. Tims, no optical depth
information is available at night for thick clouds. For optically thin clouds, the retrieval of optical depth
depends on the background radianccs. If the clear radiance is too high, the optical depth will be too low
and vice versa.
Overlapped clouds can alter the derived optical depth because they often consist of an ice cloud
over a water cloud. The cloud phase has a dramatic effect on optical depth because of differences in the
scattering properties of ice crystals and water droplets (e.g., Mi1mis et al., 1993a,b; Minnis et al., 1997).
Combinations of ice and liquid water clouds in the same pixel will probably yield the wrong total optical
depth.
Retrievals of optical depth from visible reflectance also rely on m1 accurate calibration of the
instrument. Many operational sensors are either uncalibrated in an absolute sense or their calibration is
poorly maintained. Model calculations used to retrieve r from tl1e observed radiances assume absolute
calibration of the radiances. Particle shape will also affect the retrieved optical depth because of the
variation in scattering properties with changes in crystalline shape (e.g., Macke et al., 1996)
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Vertical, internal, and horizontal inhomogeneities in real clouds can have dramatic effects on the
outgoing radiance fields (e.g., McKee and Cox, 1974; Welch and Wielicki, 1989; Barker, 1992; Evans,
1993; Davis et al., 1994; Killen and Ellingson, 1994; Chambers et al., l997b). Because the modds that
are generally used to derive cloud properties are based on calculations that assume a plane-parallel cloud,
the retrieved optical depth can be substantially affected by the broken and cellular structure of real clouds.
For example, using a two-dimensional model with realistic cirms structure, Stackhouse and Stephens
(1996) detennined that r retrieved using a plane-parallel model from this realistic cloud representation
would be overestimated, especially for large solar zenith angles, depending on the scattering angle. The
sides of clouds often cause a brightening in the backscatter direction. In inhomogeneous cirru11 fields,
shadows cast by thick parts of the clouds can yield extremely dark backgrounds for thin clouds observed
from the satellite causing an underestimate of r(e.g., Mitmis et al., 1990b).
d. Cloud particle size

Cloud particle size retrievals are atiected by the same problems as the optical depth and de:?end on
good estimates of r for matching radiance calculations with the observations. However, re and De are
generally insensitive to optical depth when r exceeds approximately 8 (e.g., Minnis et al., 1997a).
Overlapped, thin-over-thick, ice-water clouds will probably yield either very small ice crystals or large
water droplets. Effective particle size is also sensitive to cloud inhomogeneities. Stackhouse and Stephens
( 1996) found significant biases in particle sizes retrieved from their realistic two-dimensional cirrus cloud.
As with r, the errors were generally worse with increasing solar zenith angle. Furthe1more, particle size for
ice clouds will be subject to errors because of the shape assumed in the retrieval model.

e. Water path
In thennal infrared or solar spectral retrievals, LWP and IWP are derived from the rdrieved
values of re and r. Thus, <my uncertainties in these quantities will be reflected in the estimates of LWP
and IWP. Furthem1ore, for ice clouds, the pa1ticular shape and density of model particles nsed in the
retrieval algorithm will dictate the relationship between De and r with IWP. Thus, if the partick shapes
are substantially different from those assumed, the IWP will be in error accordingly (e.g. MitcheH et al.,
1996).
Retrievals of LWP over oceans from microwave data are subject to different constraints. Errors
in estimates of surface wind speed, cloud temperature, a11d colunm water vapor have important effects on
the derived values of LWP (e.g., Lin et al., l997b). The microwave methods are also relatively indiective
for precipitating clouds and when clouds containing large ice crystals overlay the lower level water clouds.

f

Cloud overlap and cloud base

As noted earlier, overlapped clouds can impart large uncertainties into the retrieved microphysical
properties. Cloud overlapping is also an import<mt parameter by itself because it detennines the radiative
flux divergence within the atmosphere, a qwmtity important in atmospheric energetics (Charlock et al.,
1994). Operational techniques for determining when cloud overlap occurs and for estimatil1g the prc.perties
of the observed layers are non-existent.
Cloud base altitude estimates rely on empirical teclmiques that derive cloud base as the difference
between cloud top a11d the cloud thickness. Cloud thickness is either assumed or related to the optical depth
(e.g., Mitmis et al.; 1992) and cloud temperature (e.g., Mi1mis et al., 1990a; Smith, Jr. et al., 1993). Errors
in optical depth and cloud top temperature for thin cirrus clouds have a large impact on the derived values.
The empirical formulations are also very litnited and, therefore, are subject to potentially large errors in
conditions different from those used in their development.
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g. Summary
Nearly all of the parameters are subject to errors arising from the same sources. Noctumal clouds
properties are especially difficult. Clouds alter the latent heat and radiative balances as well as the
hydrological cycle continuously during both night and day. Their poor retrieval by current satellite
methods limits the widespread use of clouds in climate and weather forecasting models. Thin, small, and
broken clouds remain outstanding problems although they have been the subject of a variety of research
efforts. Polar clouds are poorly determined because of the low contrast. While improvements in estimating
clear-sky radiance fields have occurred with the inception of ISCCP, many uncertainties remain because of
bidirectional reflectance variability, surface emissivity, spectral surfhce albedos, and diurnal and day-today temperature fluctuations over land. Overlapped and inhomogeneous clouds are also relatively
untouched, but important parameters that need to be determined in operational retrievals.
4. New Research
The techniques used to retrieve cloud properties do not remain static because the problems noted
above challenge a wide cross section of atmospheric scientists. In addition to the algoritim1s used by the
CERES and MODIS science teams, a great deal of research either is ongoing, completed, or in the
conceptual stage.

a. Cloudfraction
Several approaches applicable to operational satellite data are under development for improving
the detennination of cloud fraction in polar regions. Image processing teclmiques including pattem
recognition (Ebert, 1987, 1989) and texture features (Welch et al., 1989, 1990, 1992; Tovinkere et al.,
1993) as well as more traditionalmultispcctral thresholding methods (e.g. Yamanouchi et al., 1987; Key
and Barry, 1989) hold some promise for improved cloud fractions from AVHRR-likc data in ti1e polar
areas. To better detennine downwelling LW at the Arctic surface, Francis (1997) developed a meti10d to
detect clouds over the ice using TIROS-N operational vertical sounder data.
Thin cirrus clouds during the daytin1e are more detectable with 1.38 ~un reflectance (Gao et al.,
1993) because of the strong absorption by water vapor in the lower atmosphere. Brightness temperature
differences between 3.7 and 11 fllll (e.g., Francis, 1997) ru1d 11 and 12 ~tm (e.g., Inoue, 1987; Prabhakara
et al., 1988) data are also used to detect ti1in cirrus clouds in both day and night conditions.
Clear-sky radiru1ces are being updated by the ISCCP ru1d are also being systematically detennined
for the EOS satellites by accounting for bidirectional reflectance and diumal changes in albedo over land in
addition to oceru1 surfaces (Baum et al., 1995a).

b. Cloud altitude, overlap, and thickness
During daytime, measurement of reflected radiation m the oxygen A-b;md near 0.76 ~tm has been
suggested as a method for improving the determination of cloud-top altitude (e.g., Wu, 1985). While this
approach has not yet been thoroughly developed, it has seen some renewed interest for new satellites (e.g.,
Kollewe and Fischer, 1994). For small cloud cells, a eombination of high resolution visible data from
MODIS (0.25 km resolution) and the !-km MODIS infrared temperatures could be used to obtain a mean
cloud-top temperature for ti1e clouds within the !-km pixel. This type of teclmique has been proposed for
the CERES cloud mask algoritlun, but has not been developed because of ti1e lack of data. It would require
MODIS data for confident development. At night, the multispectral technique ofMitmis (1995a) has been
applied to GOES data and appears to yield cirrus cloud altitudes as accurately as ti10se from C02 slicing
or daytime visible-infrared retrievals (Smiti1 et al., 1997). Automation of this method will require the
inclusion of methods to identify optically thick and multilayered clouds.
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The determination of multilayered clouds has taken many forms. Baum et al. (1994) demonstrated
the use of combined high-resolution infrared radiometer sounder (HIRS) and AVHRR data to detect
multilevel cloud systems at night. Ou et al. ( 1996) have developed a multispectral AVHRR-based method
to identify thin cirms over thick low-level clouds. Jin and Rossow (1997) presented a teclmique using
various HIRS channels to detect two-layer cloud systems consisting of a very thin cirrus ( t < 1) over a
thicker low cloud layer. Sheu et al. (1997) used SSM/1, ISCCP results, and temperature and humidity
profiles to determine cloud layering in the tropical Pacific. Lin et aL (1997a,b) developed and applied a
more explicit scheme using SSM/l and collocated visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) data from geostationary
satellites to determine multilayer cloud pixels. They used the IR data to detennine the temperature of the
upper cloud layer and the SSM!l data to determine the average temperature of the lower liquid water cloud
layer. This approach shows promise for both detection and analysis of multilayer marine clouds over the
entire diumal cycle. All of these various approaches require e;,.iensive testing and validation before they
wonld be useful for operational applications.
Cloud physical thiclmess remains an elusive product. Only a limited number of studies have been
conducted to develop empirical techniques as noted above. Radiosonde data have also been used to
determine cloud thickness (Wang and Rossow, 1995), but they do not provide the geographical and
temporal coverage required for climate and weather forecasting. Such datasets can be useful for long"term
statistics over certain areas and for tuning empirical algoritlnns in the absence of active remote sensors
such as Iidar and radar.
The active sensors have generally been confined to surface or aircraft platforms which minimize
their spatial and temporal coverage. Recently, the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) on the
Space Shuttle revealed the capabilities for cloud detection, multilayer detenninations, and thickness
measurements (Winker et al., 1996). These results have spurred efforts to incorporate a cloud radar or
lidar system with futme satellite cloud imagers to produce a complete three-dimensional cloud portrait
under the spacecraft (e.g., WMO, 1994). Such multisensor systems, while expensive and data dense,
afford the greatest opportunity tor accurate day-night monitoring of eloud processes from space. Although
operational active-passive sensor platforms may be far in the firture, much can be gained from analyses of
limited combinations of imagers and active sounders.

c. Optical depth
The general approach to correcting optical depth for inhomogeneities is to apply a correction to the
plane-parallel-based t retrieval. Because cloud sides are an important part of ilnite cloud radiative
transfer, Chambers et al. (1997a) found that a correction based on the cloud aspect ratio can substantially
rednce the bias and RMS errors. Similar approa<ohes may be used to correct for a variety of
inhomogeneities that cause differences between the plane-parallel and more realistic clouds (e.g., Marshak
et al., 1995; Pincus et al.; 1995). While extremely important for accurate retrieval of optical depth,
corrections for inhomogeneities have just begun to receive attention. Much additional research is needed in
this area.
As illustrated by several reports (e.g., Macke, 1996; Mishchenko et al., 1996), ice cloud optical
depth is quite sensitive to particle shape as well as to size. Because the scattering patterns are most
affected by shape, teclmiques using sinmltaneous multi-angle views of a cloud (Baran et al., 1997) have
been suggested as a means to discriminate particle shape and thus improve tl1e 1: retrieval. Other metl10ds
using polarization patterns have also been suggested. Ho;,.,ever, determination of particle shape is a nascent
field with considerable maturation required before it could be used in an operational scenario.
Accurate optical depth dete1mination for multilayer, overlapped clouds first requires identification
of the overlapped scene. Multisensor/multispeetral datasets will be required to attack this problem because
of the possible degrees of freedom. The VIS/IR- microwave teclmique of Lin et al. (l997b) could be
expanded with the proper calculations, but the problem of particle sizes would remain. Multispectral
infrared metl10ds like those suggested by Baum et al. (1994) suffer the same problems with specifying the
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microphysical properties of both lower and upper cloud when the low-cloud's opt1cal depth is variable.
Perhaps, the detennination of these properties will require the use of active sensors.
h11proved nighttime estimates of t accomp<my the advances in cloud height determination for thin
high clouds attained by Inoue (1987), Strabala et al. (1994), and Mi1mis et al. (1995a). In the absence of
active sensors, determination of thick and low optical depths may require the use of microwave techniques
that assume particle size.
d. Particle size
Improved and new teclmiques for evaluating cloud particle size and phase are being developed in
conjunction with many of the optical depth studies mentioned above. Accounting for cloud inhomogeneities
in particle size retrievals will probably need to follow the correction factor approach. Combined
microwave-VIS teclmiques are also plausible tor liquid water clouds over ocean (e.g., Mimus et al., 1992.;
Zuidema and Hartmann, 1995; Lin et al., 1997a) <md could be routinely applied for ice-free cloud systems.
Multiple angle teclmiques may be useful for deriving both size and shape of ice particles (Watts and Baran,
1997). Advances in operational retrieval of particle size both day and 11ight frommultispectral solar and
infrared data will require better characterization of the clear-sky radiance fields. The clear-sky radiances
depend on surface albedo, bidirectional reflectance, spectral surface emissivity, and skin temperature.
Systematic analyses of all of these clear-sky quantities are underway as part of the CERES cloud
processing. The initial results should be available for inclusion in cloud retrieval codes during 1998.
e. Water path
Further progress in nmltispectral particle size and optical depth retrievals should naturally result in
more accurate detenninations of LWP and IWP. The use of new ice crystal size-dependent radiative
parameterizations (MimLis et al., 1997) appear to produce very reasonable values of !WP compared to
coincident retrievals using surface-based radar (Mace et al., 1997). · Greenwald et al. (1997) have
continued the effort to develop a method to infer LWP from microwave data taken over lm1d surfaces.
Extension ofthe microwave approach over land will help solve some problems encountered with multilevel
clouds and with thick clouds at night Because of the high variability of land surfaces in the microwave
spectral region, implementing an operational algoritlm1 comparable to those used over ocem1 will require
much additional research.
Continued development of other teclmiques to compute IWP, such as that from Lin and Rossow
( 1996), is needed. Eftorts to fmd the optimal microwave spectra for deriving IWP m1d deploying an
instmment to accomplish it are also underway.

f

Validation

Nearly all remote sensing researchers attempt to validate their methods. Most fall short, however,
because of the extreme variability in viewing perspective, cloud structures, background conditions, m1d
most i:mportanfly, the lack of sufficient corroborative data to cover all of the conditions. More data from
both in situ and active sensors are becoming available from a variety of sources. Considerable effort to
match these datasets with coincident satellite remotely sensed cloud properties should be expended to
expand the validation effort. Other teclmiques using coincident multiple satellites and different wavelengths
can be extremely valuable for verification through consistency checks. Surface observations, both
subjective and instnunent based can also be useful for consistency evaluation and for some quantitative
comparisons. Sensitivity studies using model simulations of remote sensing, when combined with some
examples of factual data are also pertinent to the goal of assessing the uncertainties in the derived cloud
products and are helpful in the process of algoritlun development.
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5. Concluding Remarks
Current cloud products are providing valuable climatological and, sometimes,. weather data for
model forecasting. Improvements in both remote sensing algorithms and in the instmmentation are needed,
however, to meet the growing needs of the modeling community. Reliable calibrations of key instn,ments
and accurate representation of clear-sky conditions over a wide scale are also impediments to timely and
more accurate satellite determinations of a great variety of cloud parameters. Solution of these problems
will open the door to near real time estimates of these cloud properties for weather forecasting a.~.d will
improve the climatological averages of the same quantities. Development of improved nighttim.e and
overlapped cloud analysis algorithms are also crucial to further advancement. Deployment of space-based
active sensors may provide the boost needed to solve those problems. Detennination of errors in the cloud
properties derived fron1 any method is critical if the resulting datasets are to be used with confidence by the
modeling community. Validation should be a high priority for all methods. While there is still much to be
accomplished to produce comprehensive, timely global cloud datasets, the future looks bright for the
ultimate goal of providing reliable cloud data to the forecasting community.
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1. Introduction
Active remote sensing techniques have the advantage that they can provide range gated
information, which for a scruming system translates in to a fi1ll 3-D field. In-sitn aircraft sensors have
only a very limited sample volume, and passive satellite sensors tend to provide information on cloud top
or of a single path integrated parameter. Active remote sensors on the ground can provide a long time
series at a point, but for global coverage a satellite bome instmment is needed.
In this review we will concentrate on radru·s and lidars, in which a pulse of radiation is sent ont
and a range gated retum provides the information. Radars operate in the cm waveband for precipitation
and mm for clouds. The basic problem with radar is that the retum power, or reflectivity, is proportional
to the product of the concentration of the particles times their diameter to the sixtl1 power; so tlHt it is
weighted very much towards the larger particles. An ideal response for sensing rainfall would be the
diruneter to the power 3.7, and for water content the diameter cubed. Similar problems arise with clouds
where one is interested in deriving quru1tities such as ice ru1d liquid water content. In addition, at high
frequencies used for cloud radars attenuation can become a problem both by precipitation and also by
water vapour and oxygen.
Lidar is able to provide very good estimates of optical depth for aerosols and thin clouds. For
thick clouds attenuation becomes a major problem; so tlmt once the optical depth exceeds three
measurement becomes very difficult. The difficulty of correcting for attenuation is compotmded by the
fact tl1at the extinction to backscatter ratio is variable, being as low as two for specular reflection but
rising to twenty for some non-spherical ice pmticles. In addition there are difficulties with multiple
scattering although the use of very narrow beams Call alleviate this problem Multiple scattering causes
depolarisation, thus interfering with the use of the depolarisation ratio as an indicator of the presence of
ice. When zenith or nadir pointing, specular reflection from aligned ice crystals are troublesome.
In section 2 we consider both ground based and spaceborne precipitation radars. Section 3
reviews cloud radars ru1d lidar/radiometer techniques.

2. Precipitation Radar
In this review we shall not deal with the use of Doppler radar for deriving wind fields, but instead
concentrate on the use of radar for deriving rainfall rates and identifying hydrometeors. The radar
reflectivity, Z, is not directly related to the rainfall rate, so instead empirical relationships of the form:
Z = a Rb are used, where R is in nun/ltr and a and b are constauts.
a. Ground Based Radars

Operational ground based networks for monitoring rainfall rates over large areas have been
installed in the USA, Europe and Japru1. Such radars operate at 5 or I Ocm wavelength, typically with a
one degree beamwidth, so that 2km resolution is possible out to lOOkm range. Scan rates are of the order
of five minutes. see, for example Crum et al (1993) description of the NEXRAD products in the USA.
When discussing radar measurement of rainfall there tends to be a concentration on the choice of Z·R
relationship and the use of calibrating rain gauges. However other errors are usually more important.
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Joss and Waldvogel (1990) pointed out the vertical profile of reflectivity is a larger source of error,
particularly at longer ranges.
Fabry et al (1994) show how the sampling in space and time affects the accuracy of 5 minute
rainfall totals which are useful for flash flood forecasting. Fabry et al show that with a 2krn and 2.5
minute resolution, achievable with conventional radars, then the accuracy in 5 minute rainfall totals in
thunderstorms will have a sampling error of about 30 or 40%. Now, Z-R relationships errors are typically
of the order of 40% (even assuming the beam is wholly sca.Jming within the rain) so clearly there is no
requirement for a faster sca~ming radar to retrieve more accurate rainfall rates in severe storms unless the
Z-R variability Call be removed.
There has been much research recently into the use of polarisation parameters to remove some of
the ambiguities in the Z-R relationship. Raindrops are oblate to a degree which depends upon their size,
so that in heavy rain the value of Z measured with horizontally polarised radiation (ZH) exceeds the value
with measured with vertically polarised radiation (ZV) Accordingly ZDR (the ratio of ZH to ZV in dB)
is a measure of the mean raindrop size, and when combined with Z can provide a better estimation of
rainfall rate than from Z alone. Goddard and Cheny (1984) analysing radar and raingauge data show tl1at
the use of Z-R relationships gives a sta.J1dard deviation in rainfall rate of 40%, whereas the use of Z and
ZDR reduces this to about 30%. Recently, an altemative technique, the differential phase shift, has
received much attention. This relies on the fact that because raindrops are oblate, the radar velocity
through rain is slower in the horizontal polarisation than the vertical, and consequently the horizontal
phase lags progressively behind the ve1tical phase;. The rate of increase of phase difference with dista.J1ce,
Kdp in deg/km, is then a monotonic function of the rain rate. The major adva11tage is that hailstones
which are irregular a11d tumble as they fall and so do not contribute to Kdp. Aydin et al (1995) show how
this improves rainfall rate estimations in a severe storm containing hail when compared witl1 Z alone,
which will tend to overestimate rainfall when hail is present. Validation of such methods remains a
problem because gauges are affected by the representativity problem.
Traditionally rain gauges have been used for calibrating radars. Whereas this may be acceptable
when long tem1 totals are used (i.e weekly or monthly) for shorter tenn totals the problem of gauge
representativity arises. 111e gauge is a point measurement, whereas the radar is sa.Jnpling a volume which
may be one km above the ground and of dimensions !km, so it is hardly surprising that high resolution
rainfall rates from gauges are inconsistent with those inferred from the radar. An alternative method to
using long term gauge totals to calibrate Z is to use polarisation parameters if they are available
(Goddard et al, 1994). They show that the value of Kdp per tmit Z in rain is a tmique function of the
differential reflectivity; accordingly the technique is to calculate the total differential phase shift along a
ray from the measured ZDR, and then to adjust the Z calibration until tl1e predicted integrated differential
phase shift agrees with that measured. With this method every time it rains it is possible to calibrate the Z
values to better than 0.5dB.
TI1e problem of correcting for the vertical proflle of reflectivity has received considerable
attention recently. The profile is affected by the increased values of Z from melting snow (the bright
band) and the fall off of reflectivity in ice above the bright band. Kitchen et al (1994) report an increase
in accuracy of rainfall rates in widespread precipitation by applying a correction which assumes that tl1ere
is always a bright band present just below the zero degree isotherm. A standard reflectivity profile is
assmned the height of which is normalised with respect to tl1e height of the zero degree isothenn held in
an operational numerical model, and this is multiplied by the beam pattern of the radar at that particular
range; the magnitude of the profile is then scaled until the calculated radar reflectivity agrees with that
observed. The ground rainfall rate is then read off from the adjusted profile.
Another application of radar is in hydrometeor identification for use in validating numerical
models. It appears that it is possible, using Z and ZDR, to distinguish between ice a11d water, and Frost et
al ( 1991) showed how the value of the linear depolarisation ratio in tl1e melting layer could be used to
differentiate between graupel and snowflakes, and thus identify regions where different ice growth
mechanism were occurring.
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Finally we note that the current availability from radars of high resolution rainfall field:J which
are updated every five or ten minutes represents a valuable data source which is not currently being
adequately exploited and assimilated into operational numerical forecasting models.

b. Space borne Rain Radar
The first spaceborne radar (Simpson et al, 1988) is due for launch in November 1997 as part of
the Tropical Rainfall Measuring mission (TRMM). This radar which will fly in a low earth orbit satellite
at an altitude of 350km at a frequency of 14ghz (2cm) so that it can have a 4km footprint and a 200km
swath. The aim is to provide monthly rainfall totals over 250km square boxes to within !0% for
validating predictions by current global climate models. Such a radar represents a tremendous tedmical
advance but we can identify several potential difficulties with the data set. Firstly, the use of the 14ghz
frequency means that for tropical rainfall the satellite radar will be subject to very heavy attenaation.
Menghini and Kozu (1990) review the many techniques which have been proposed to correct for this
rainfall but none of them seems to be satisfactory. Secondly, to achieve 10% monthly rainfall accuracy a
swath of 600km is needed; it is suggested that the 200km radar swath will be used to train the passive
microwave radiometers to measure rainfall accurately over their 600km swath but the reliability of this
technique has yet to be demonstrated. Finally, we note that the poor sampling of a satellite in low earth
orbit limits the operational applicability of the data, but that clearly, the assimilation of the data into
operational forecasting models in real time would provide mutual benefit both to check data quahy and
to feed additional data into the models.
3, Active Remote Sensing Of Clouds

a. User Requirements.
Current numerical models do not hold individual clouds, indeed it is inconceivable that even
fi.rture global models will do so. Instead clouds are parameterised in terms of variables over grid boxes
which are typically 1OOkm square and 500m in the vertical. At present ice water content and liquid water
content are usually prognostic cloud variables. In future one can envisage that there will be prognostic
variables for several different types of ice water content and in addition the mean size of the particles will
be held as a variable.
Validation of such models will be cmcial. Thus far this has tended to be on the basis of n'onthly
mean values over grid boxes. For example SSM/l satellite data on liquid water path (Lirm and Rossow,
1994; Weng and Grody, 1994)) has been used in the form of monthly means to validate current climate
models. Such a validation is cnrde. Even if the model agrees the solution is very often not uniqwo, and if
it does not agree little is leamt concerning the reason why. One can envisage in the future that validation
will be more sophisticated and discussed in terms of time series, frequencies and conditional probabilities.
For example what is the probability of high and low cloud co-existing.
In addition, much research is being carried out on cloud resolving models. The idea here b<;ing to
develop and validate cloud parameterisation schemes for use on the global non cloud-resolving models.
Validation of cloud resolving models will not rely on satellites with their global coverage but more on
intense local observing systems involving ground based, airbome and in -situ sensors. Again the crucial
variables will be cloud liquid and ice water content and cloud pmticle sizes.
When considering the sensitivity of the proposed technique it is relevant to ask which clouds are
deemed to be significant. The answer would appear to be those that make a significant change in the
radiation fluxes. Most flux measurements are made to an accuracy of 5 or 10 Wnf 2• Brown et a! (!995)
used a radiative model and found that for ice clouds to make this change in the radiance their height
needed to be known to 500rn and the optical depth should be more than abont 0.05.
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b. Cloud Radar
Following the realisation of the crucial role played by clouds in the eatths radiation balance
within global climate models there has been a resurgence in interest in mm-wave cloud radars operating at
either 35GHz (8.6mm) or 94GHz (3.2mm). Several systems are in use and data obtained from vertically
pointing time series have been analysed in terms of cloud statistical prope~ties. For example, Clothiaux et
al ( 1995) have examined the statistics of cloud top, base and thickness, and compared cloud base
measured by the radar with that detected by a conventional ground based ceilometer. Danne ·et al ( 1996)
have looked at the spectral properties of the reflectivity variations in time, and translated them into cloud
spatial structures.
Several suggestions have been made relating cloud radar of stratocumulus to their liquid water
content (LWC). For example, Atlas (1954) derived a Z-LWC relationship from theoretical cloud droplet
spectra and Sassen and Liao developed this idea further (1996). However Fox and Illingworth (1997)
suggested that the presence of occasional drizzle sized droplets which appear to be ubiquitous in marine
stratocumulus would dominate the radar reflectivity but contribute negligibly to the water content.
Gossard et al (1997) suggested that it might be possible to separate the reflectivity components due to the
cloud and the drizzle from the Doppler spectrum at vertical incidence and also provide a measure of the
drop size distribution. If, as seems likely, Z is not well related to LWC, then a method using differential
attenuation (Gosset and Sauvageot, 1992) would seem to be the most promising technique for deriving
LWC; this approach lies in the different attenuation by liquid water cloud at 94 and 35GHz.
Sassen ( 1987) proposed a relationship between Z and IWC of c.irrus clouds. From an analysis of
ice particle size spectra in cirrus, Brown et al ( 1995) suggested that from Z alone it was possible to
estimate IWC to within a factor of two, but if some measurement of size was also available (as might be
provided by a collocated lidar) then the error in IWC was reduced to about +50% to -30%. Liu and
Illingworth (1997) found that categorisation in terms of Z and temperature gave a similar reduction in the
error of derived IWC to that from Z and size. lntrieri et al (1993) derived cirrus particle sizes from the
ratiofthe lidar to radar backscatter for cirms patticles for a cim1s cloud with very small atte11uation. This
technique works with infra-red lidars but not for visible wavelngths becasue of the different refrative
index of ice.
Matrosov (1993) first proposed that dual frequency measurements could provide an estimate of
ice patticle size. The technique has recently been demonstrated by Hogat1, Illingworth and Sauvageot
( 1997) who showed that the reduction of Z at the higher frequency resulted from the Mie scattering and
that the dual frequency ratio was related to a mean ice paiticlc size.
Recently, Reinking et al ( 1997) have shown that it is possible to infer ice crystal type from the
depolarisation of elliptically polarised radar signals. It does, however, seem that this technique has
restricted application. It is necessary'to have a uniform atld widespread cloud of pristine crystals observed
at short range so that the polarisation can be inferred from an RI-I! which will have different incident
angles on the crystals.

c. Lidar and Radiometer Techniques
As rema~·ked in the introduction attenuation in clouds is a major problem in the interpretation of
lidar backscatter returns. Klett (1981) demonstrated how the presence of a target of known backscatter
behind a cloud (such as molecular scattering from air) could be used to constrain the inversion to obtain a
stable solution. Recently the Experiment Cloud Lidar Pilot Study (ECL!PS) used world wide lidar
observations to gather statistics on cloud-base and cloud top heights (WMO 1988). The LITE program in
which a lidar was flown on the space shuttle provided data on vertical profiles of clouds when viewed
from above. (McCormick et al, 1993). In addition at this meeting Eberhard ontlined many new lidar
techniques showing great promise, patticularly when combined with other instnunents.
Matrosov et a! (1992) combined ground based infra-red radiometer a11d radar measurements of
cirms to derive ice water content and particle size profiles. The optical depth was derived from the infra
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red radiometer, and then, from the value of Z at each gate, estimates of ice particle size and
concentrations were derived. Matrosov et al (1994) developed this teclmique further by also measuring
the mean Doppler velocity at each gate. T11is retrieval involves an assumed axial ratio for the crystals, an
assumed index for the gamma particle size distribution, and an assumed value for A and b in fhe velocity
against diameter relationship for the terminal velocity: V= A Db One limitation offhis technique is that
there can be an unknown vertical velocity for the air.
Clearly for ground based techniques, the future lies in combined measurement with radars, lidars
and radiometers; using the information from all these sensors it should be soon possible to derive profiles
of liquid wand ice water content together with particle size.
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1. Relevance to Workshop Objectives
Uncertainties in the in situ measurements of cloud particles significantly impact forecast models of
weather and climate in a number of ways. In particular:
·
•

The fundamental physics of clond particle formation and their evolution to precipitation is far from
well understood. Serious gaps exist between microphysical theory and observations. These gaps
are a combined result of either flawed theory or measurements with insufticient sensitivity,
accuracy or resolution.
Microphysical models are sensitive to boundary conditions and typically initialize using results
from in situ observations that provide typical cloud base size distributions. Validation of models
often compare liquid water and size distributions with observations under adiabatic conditions. The
degree of discrepancy that can be resolved will depend upon the confidence in the measuremonts.
Remote sensors provide much larger spatial coverage to compare with meso-scale cloud models
and forecast precipitation field. The cloud and precipitation parameters that are derived from these
remote measurements are sensitive to the algoritlnns that are used in the derivations and the
underlying microphysics implicit in their assumptions. Comparison between in situ and remvte
measurements is cn1cial to robust algorithms.

2. Measurements and sensors
a. Relevant Cloud Properties Derived ji-om In Situ Measurements

There are three fimdamental cloud particle properties that are either directly measured or derived
from in situ measurements and that are relevant to weather or climate forecast models:
Clond particle size distributions
Clond particle mass (liquid/ice water content)
Cloud particle phase fimction (effective radius, extinction, single scatter albedo, mass back scatter
coefficient).
b. In Situ Sensors for Measuring Cloud Properties

Many sensors have been used over the years and a number of others are in development or i1' the
testing stage for making measuremetns of cloud properties. The most frequently used sensors on airb,)me
platforms at present are:
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•

The PMS Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP-1 00)
The PMS Optical Array Probe (OAP)
The PMS/King Hot Wire Liquid Water Probe (KLWC)
The Particle Volume Monitor (PVM-100)

c. Limitations and Uncertainties ofln Situ Measurements
FSSP-100:

Cloud properties derived indirectly from single particle light scattering.
Large uncertainties in mixed phase clouds (Gayet et a!, 1996)
Uncertainties converting size from scatter, laser inhomogeneities, sample volume

inaccuracies.
Droplet Size Range:
2- 47 !Jm
Size Uncertainty>> 20%; Concentration Uncertainty »15%
(Bawngardner et a!, 1990)
OAP:

Cloud properties derived indirectly from single particle light attenuation
Large uncertainties in mixed phase clouds
Uncertainties in sample volume and size because of diffraction effects.
Drop Size Range:
30- 6400 f.!m (probe,and airspeed dependent)
Size Uncertainty>> 10- 50%; Concentration Uncertainty» IO- 100%
Much Larger uncertainties without airspeed corrections. (Figure 1)
(These uncertainties are size dependent)
(Baumgardner and Korolev, /997; Korolev et a!, 1997)

KLWC:

Decreased sensitivity for droplets > 40 pm diameter
Large uncertainties in mixed phase clouds
LWC Uncertainty>> 15%-50% (Figure 2)

PVM:

Decreased sensitivity for larger droplets, Actual upper threshold still is in question.
LWC Uncertainty>> 10% (Manufacturer specification)
Actual uncertainty remains uncertain (Figures 3 and 4)
Effective radius derived from volume and surface measurements exhibits saturation
behaviour currently being investigated by the manufacturer (Figures 5 and 6)

d. Impact of Uncertainties on Derived Cloud Properties
The cloud liquid water content and particle optical properties, e.g. effective radius and extinction,
are derived indirectly by integrating accumulated size distributions tram the FSSPs and OAPs.

W

=

rr
' ;
!J6'Ln,d,

P,

=

'LQ( ,1., v,r)r/ n,

Where n; and d; are the concentration and size of particles in size bin i, Q is the extinction cross section, and
'A and n are the incident light wavelength and particle refractive index, respectively. Error propagation,
using root sum squared error calculations, leads to fonnulations ofiiquid water content, effective radius,
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and light extinction error estimates given by

With the uncertainties estimated for the FSSP and OAP for droplet size and concentation, and in addxtion,
an uncertainty in extinction cross section of aQ >> 15%, the estimated errors in deriving liquid water content,
effective radius, and extinction from the FSSP and OAP are:
aw (FSSP) = 38%; a, (FSSP) = 38%; cr, (FSSP)

= 36%

crw (OAP)= 20- 132%; cr, (OAP)= 20- 132%; a, (OAP)= 23- lOO%

3. Current Status ofln Situ Cloud Microphysical Sensors
The most accurate method at present of measnring cloud particle size distributions is by combining
FSSP and OAP measurements. Larger uncertainties that could exceed 100% can occur for pdrticle
sizes larger than 50 !ll11, depending upon particle phase and correction algorithms applied.
The most accurate method for measuring LWC is either the PMS/King or PVM probes; hovvever,
these methods appear to suffer as more water occurs in larger droplets. 1bis conclusion requi,res
much further study and these instruments need more thorough evaluation than has been giver: them
at present.
There is presently no instmment that can directly measure the complete optical properties of cloud
particles. Derivation of these properties from integration ofFSSP and OAP size distributions can
lead to uncertainties ranging from 20- 132%.
A number of new instmments are currently being evaluated by different organizations that may
lead to better measurements with less uncertainty, e,g.,

=> The counterflow virtual impactor measures total water and ice content (Twohy et al, 1997 and
this workshop)
=> The Cloud Droplet Spectrometer (Lawson and Blyth, 1997) provides a measure of water
content and size distribution that may be more accurate than FSSP but is still under evaluation.
=> Polar nephelometers to measure particle phase fimction have been developed in France and the
US (Gayet, this workshop; Lawson, this workshop). These are currently under evaluation but
initial results look very promising.
4. Questions for the Modeling Community
Are particle size accuracies of 20% in the diameter range from 2 - 50 flm and l 0-50% in the size
range from 50- 6000 flm sufficient to meet the needs of model validation and initialization?
Are the present data sets of cloud microphysical measurements sufficient to satisfy the mode:ing
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community that they have the microphysical properties of cloud adequately simulated in their
models?
Have the remotely measured cloud properties been sufficiently compared with in situ measurements
to provide confidence that remote measurements can be confidently compared with mesoscale cloud
models?
•

If the answer to any of the above questions is "NO", what level of accuracy, sensitivity and
resolution would bring closure to these issue?
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Figure 1 When FSSP and OAP measurements are compared, as in this comparison of cloud droplet sizo
distributions in Hawaiian warm rain clouds, the size distributions generally do not overlap very
well in the comparable size range from 20 - 50 mm (solid line). Corrections applied for airspeed
effects improve but do not eliminate the discrepancies (dashed lines).
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Figure 2 Comparisons during the Small Cumulus Microphysics Study (SCMS) between the FSSP and
PMS King Probe indicate good correlation but underestimation of LWC by the King probe with
respect to the FSSP. In this case, the location of the King probe under the C-130 wing is of concern
but previous studies have also indicate that the King probe may underestimate higher liquid water
contents.
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Figure 3 In SCMS a PVM-100 was flown on the C-130 pod and located approximately five meters from
the FSSP-100 that was mounted on the wing tip. The amount of scatter is within the :1mount
expected from estimates of measurement uncertainty from these two instnunents (15% and 38%,
respectively), but the PVM measures lower than the FSSP by about 20%. The FSSP was ca'ibrated
with glass beads and the PVM had been previously calibrated by the manufacturer. The source of
the discrepancy remains in question.
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Figure 4 TI1ere have been questions conceming the response of the PVM to larger droplets. The
difference between the FSSP and PVM LWCs as a function of the median volume diameter
calculated from the FSSP illustrates a possible sensitivity of the PVM to dropket size.
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volume diameter calculated fi'om the FSSP illustrates the possible sensitivity of the PVM to larger
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A Summary of Cloud-base Droplet Measurements in Coahuila, Mexico
with Applications to Hygroscopic Seeding
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Abstract
A survey of FSSP measurements near cloud base are presented for the state of Coahuila,
Mexico. The droplet dzstributions were narrow but the concentrations were relatively low (1 00300 cm-3) for continental clouds. The effect of these measurements on the hygroscopic seeding
experiments currently being conducted are discussed

1. Introduction
During the months of July through October of 1996 . NCAR conducted a field program in the state
of Coahuila (north-central Mexico) to determine cloud and storm characteristics. The purpose of this
ongoing program is to assess the potential for precipitation augmentation via hygroscopic seeding, using the
South African flares (Cooper et al., 1997). The effectiveness of this type of seeding depends on the
colloidal stability of the initial cloud droplet spectrum. If the initial droplet spectrum is characterized by
low concentrations and a wide range of droplet sizes (for example, Hawaiian orographic clouds), then the
"warm rain" process (collision and coalescence) can proceed rapidly and efficiently. On tl1e other hand, if
the droplet spectrum is narrow with high concentrations (for exan1ple, High Plains continental cmnuli), t11e
coalescence process is too slow to be of consequence in fonning precipitation.
Hygroscopic seeding is designed to broaden the cloud droplet spectrum at cloud base, produce
larger droplets, and tlms allow the coalescence process to develop more rapidly and more efficiently. The
resultant drops (drizzle size or larger) either fall as rain or are carried to cold er temperatures to become
granpel embryos in the "ice process" of precipitation fommtion. The type of spectrum change possible from
seeding with hygroscopic flares is demonstrated in Figure 1, which shows results obtained in Sout11 Africa
from an instrnmented Learjet (Cooper et al., 1997). The Learjet flew in trail of the seeding aircraft below
cloud base and ascended into tl1e cloud after observing the seeding plume to rise into the cloud. The cloud
pass was then made at right angles to the seeding track in order to intercept the seeding plume. The change
in droplet distributions is marked, <md provides physical evidence for the effect of the flares.

2. Survey of droplet spectra
The majority of convective elands have initial droplet spectra that fall in between the extremes
mentioned above. Without prior knowledge of the cloud conditions, it becomes necessary to measure the
near-base droplet spectmm rather than to assume its characteristics based on geographical location.
Table 1 presents results from a survey of FSSP measurements obtained near cloud base in 26
clouds, sampled on 17 days in central and east-central Coahnila. The spectmm characteristics are averaged
over a uniform maximum of three seconds or more of the cloud pass, and include: concentration (cnf3),
mean droplet diameter (microns), and maximum droplet diameter (microns) in concentrations of at least 0.5
cm·'- Also listed are: 1) the observed eland base height (m-MSL) of the sampled clond or of clouds in its
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vicinity; 2) the height of the cloud droplet measurements (Measured height in m-MSL); and 3) the
temperature at the measurement height (Temperature -'C).
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Fig. 1. Cloud droplet distributions, 13 sec apart. from a penetration through a seeded cloud in South Africa
(Cooper et al., 1997) .. The concentration and liquid water content of the natural distribution are 508 cm-3

and 0.35 g m-3 , while the values for tile seeded distribution are 280 cm·' and 0.33 gm·'-

Most of the cloud passes were within 300 m of cloud b\lse, although a few were as much as 500600 m above the base. Comparisons of the droplet sizes for the different cases are complicated by their
different growth times, related to the differences in height above cloud base. However, the droplet size
range in general is very narrow, typical of continental conditions, with mean sizes less than I 0 microns and
maximum sizes less than 20 microns. Sample spectra from tour different days (Figure 2) show the
narrowness of the droplet distributions, which are similar to the unsceded distribution in South Africa. The
concentrations vary by about a factor of 2.5, and are considered to be "modified continental" (roughly 100300 cni').
3. Use of FSSP measnrements for seeding decisions or evaluation
There are several potential uses of cloud droplet distribution measurements in a seeding program.
The following list of uses is not exhaustive, but represent some of our plans for the Coahuila experiment.
a. Characterize natural conditions
The initial use of FSSP measurements is to characterize the natural conditions and their variability
in a previously unstudicd region. Table I is our first attempt to characterize the clouds in Coahuila and
assess their likely response to hygroscopic seeding based on comparisons with cloud conditions in other
regions where seeding has occurred. The narrow size distribntions and the relatively wam1 eland bases
suggest the clouds are colloidal stable but have potential for developing a more active coalescence process.
These are favorable conditions for a measurable response to hygroscopic seeding. However, the droplet
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concentrations are not so large as to unambiguously argue for a positive response to hygroscopic seeding,
as suggested in the calculations by Cooper et al. ( 1997).
It is possible that seeding would increase the droplet concentrations and therefore inhibit
coalescence. Further measurements are planned to verify these results, particularly the maguitude and
variability of the droplet concentrations.

TABLE 1. List of cloud base height, measurement height and temperature, and cloud droplet
characteristics for penetrations near cloud base in the central region of Coahuila.
..

Date

Time

Cloud base

Measured

---------·
Temperature

160329-32
170312-19
~9713 174146-51
960715 171550-57
960720 182442-45
960722 182138-42
960723 165544-49
960724 152543-46
~727 J_l4633-36
960730 175620-24
180055-58
960802 160752-56
960808 150739-42
9608!5 145214-21
150806-10
154107-14
162240-45
960819 153320-23
154604-10
1557575802
160521-26
161023-28
162126-29
960912a 1454585503
960912b 1815591601
961027 165417-23

--

Mean
diameter
(microns)
10.2

c)

height (m) height ( 1!1~
(#I cc)
1-2800
3100
10.2
1-_251
2700
2900
293 --9.4
1-_}-~~--- ----3900
4000
4.6
256
9.2
106
__
14.3
251
2600
2600
3500
_...........§_2__ __ l-_l~9 .
6.0
3600
3500
4100
}_2___ f--32~- 1---? 0
3000
3300
7.7
219
7.2
2300
2300
13.0
146
4.9
-------·-- ------2600
2600
186
5.3
11.0
3200
3500
7.3
280
7.3
3300
220
3300
8.1
5.6
2900
3000
9.9
236
6.7
1800
138
8.2
1800
15.0
2800
3200
6.8
254
7.3
2800
8.5
232
2800
8.2
3200
4.6
190
3400
6.8
3200
2.5
208
7.5
3800 -·2700
2800
259
7.4
10.3
2700
2900
222
9.4
7.4
2700
8.7
173
2900
6.4
( 0

960707
960709

Cone.

---

2700
2700
2600
1700

-

--

2900

8.9

2900

9.6
9.5
12.9

2900
1900

1700

1700

1400

1900

-

13.5
16.7
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192
225
224
155

-

Max
diameter
(> 0.5/ cc)
165__
16.5
16.5
19.5
10.5
16.5
135
10.5
105
13.5

10.5__
13.5
13.5
13.5
16.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.5

6.2

13.5

63

13.5
13.5
10.5

6.3

5.3
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4.3
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Fig. 2. Four sample spectra (size versus concentration) from 9 July 1997 (upper left), 23 July 1997 (upper right), 8
August 1997 (lower left), and 27 October 1997 (lower right). Note the change in concentration scale
between the upper and lower spectra plots.

b. Measure physical effects of hygroscopic seeding

Another use of FSSP measurements, particularly in validating the seeding hypothesis, is to
demonstrate and quantify the physical effects of the hygroscopic material (such as in Figure 1). The results
shown in Figure I are compelling evidence of a positive droplet distribution response to the hygroscopic
smoke. While larger questions remain as to how widespread the effect is in the cloud, at least the main
premise of a change in initial droplet distribution is demonstrated. A few attempts to measure such a
response in Coahuila clouds were made, but were unsuccessful. The program used only one aircraft, which
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carried out both the seeding and the measurements. It proved to be very difficult to find the plume after the
seeding runs, particularly since we only looked near cloud base where the plume would still be quite
narrow. Further attempts to look for distribution changes will be made as the opportunity arises. They
would be very useful in determining the seeding effects on droplet concentrations, as discussed previously.
c. Stratify cases in a randomized experiment

The modeling results of Cooper et a!, ( 1997) suggest that seeding effects are sensitive to droplet
concentrations. Therefore, measurements of concentration could be used to stratify cases in a randomized
seeding experiment, since there is a physical link to this variable. The randomized seeding trials planned
for this· sununer will include FSSP measurements at the begilming of a case (before seeding if the decision
is to seed) and at the end of a case. The next step in this line of reasoning is to use the FSSP measurements
as a selection criteria for seeding cases. Is this feasible? This is a question we open for debate.
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. Fig.3. Scatter diagram of temperature at measurement height (near cloud base) versus cloud droplet concentration.

d. Relate to other variables
Is the potential for positive seeding effects strongly related to droplet distribution characteristics? If
so, are there other variables strongly related to droplet distributions that could then be used as seeding
criteria or as stratification variables? Work is continuing to investigate linkages between other measured
variables (such as from upper-air soun4ing data) and cloud characteristics (partly determined by FSSP
measurements) as an aid in making seeding decisions (either in a randomized experiment or operationally).
For example, the results of Table 1 suggest: no clear relationship between concentration and droplet sizes
(mean or maximum); a tendency for broader spectra to occur during the first half of Jnly; the possibility
that broader spectra occur only at warmer than average cloud base temperatures (but not vice versa); and a
slight correlation between concentration and cloud base temperatme. Figure 3 is a scatter diagram of
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temperature versus droplet concentration, and shows a slight tendency for smaller concentrations, to occur
at warmer temperatures. However, the limited number of observations, the small range of concentrations,
and the significant outliers make any correlation tentative at best. More observations may reveal a useful
correlation that can be used as a proxy for the relevant FSSP measurements in an operational program.
Any potential correlations would need physical explanations to be of any use.

e. Initiate numerical cloud models
The use of numerical cloud models in a seeding program could be very useful in demonstrating
physical effects of the seeding process, particularly for processes not well observed (e.g., cloud dynamics in
the Coahuila program). The models may also be useful in assessing or stratifYing seeding eases in a
randomized experiment. Droplet distribution measurements are necessary for the initiation and verification
of such models. At present, no modelling eftott is included in the Coahuila progran1.

4. Conclusions
A survey of FSSP measurements that characterize the cloud base droplet distribution in Coahuila
elands suggests that hygroscopic seeding could be effective in accelerating the coalescence process of
precipitation fommtion. Future plans include using the cloud base droplet spectrum to stratify cases in a
randomized experiment, since this is a fundamental variable in the physical response to seeding.
REFERENCES
Cooper, W. A., R. T. Bmintjes, and G. K. Mather, 1997: Some calcnlations pertaimng to hygroscopic
seeding witb flares. J Applied Meteor., in press.
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Precipitation Formation in Storms in Coahnila
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Abstract
Cloud particle measurements near the freezing level are used to characterize the primmy
mode ofprecipitation development: coalescence ("warm-rain") versus ice-phase processes. The
open question is whether these data are adequate to generalize precipitation formation· in
convective storms. Two contrasting cases are described here withjitrther detmls planned for the
workshop presentation.

1. Introduction

Determining the precipitation formation process(es) in convective storms that occur in the state of
Coahnila, Mexico is a critical step in the design and evaluation of a field project aimed at assessing the
potential for precipitation augmentation. We present one method of this determination: characterizing the
cloud particle type and concentrations from cloud pcnetrations at or colder than ooc using an OAP (2D-C
probe). Our premise is: if large concentrations of drizzle-size or larger drops exist at this temperature, then
coalescence is active and may subsequently accelerate the development of ice particles as the cloud grows
to colder temperatures. If low concentrations of drops or predominately ice particles exist at this level, then
coalescence is not as dominant in developing precipitation.
Flights near cloud top and through decaying clouds suggest that Coahuila clouds form ice easily on
most days; either due to relatively abundant ice nuclei or to an active ice multiplication process. Because
of the generally unstable conditions in which the clouds form, updrafts can be quite strong, often causing
the ice crystals to remain small and copious. Consequently, without an efficient process to collect cloud
water· and eventually ice, such as coalescence follow~;d by freezing, a significant moisture flux into the
middle and upper levels occurs with little precipitation. Determining the conditions in which coalescence is
most active and when it is less t<fficient becomes the basis for assessing a rain augmentation experiment
using hygroscopic seeding.
2. Observations from two cases
Multiple cloud penetrations near 0°C or colder were made on twelve days during the months of
July through October of 1996. The storms of interest were mutli-cellular, ainnass storms of small to
moderate size. A sullUnary of these cases and details of the particle data will be presented in the poster.
However, a general idea of the results can be demonstrated by comparing cases from two different days: 8
August, which had a particularly low (wam1) cloud base; and 13 August, which had more typical cloudbase conditions and was one of a number of cells that developed over a local mountain "hot spot".
Tirree cloud penetrations over 5 minutes were made in the 8 August case at a temperature of about
-5°C. Cloud base temperature was approximately 20'C and droplet concentrations were only I 00-150 cm·3
Cell width was a typical 2-3 km with cloud water contents (from the King probe) of 2.0-3.5 g m~ 3 All
three passes showed high concentrations of particles (> 100 r'), consisting mostly of water drops or
possibly freshly frozen drops. 111e larger particles were millimetric in size. The coalescence process was
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clearly active in this cloud, and the existence of super-cooled drops indicates that the updraft was still
strong after we left the cloud.
In contrast, the data from the 13 August case show much lower particle concentrations, yet similar
cloud water contents and higher cloud droplet concentrations. These data were collected in seven
penetrations over 15 minutes at a temperature of -1 to O'C. Cloud base conditions were not measured for
this particular cloud, but clouds in the vicinity had base temperatures of 12-lS'C and droplet
concentrations of about 250 cm- 3 The 2D-C images were almost exclusively those of ice particles with
larger particles evident in the later penetrations (graupel sizes of 1-3 nun). Concentrations were less than a
few per !iter until the last two passes when they becan1e about IO( The existence of ice near O'C
complicates the comparison because it indicates a more complex history or cell stmcture than the simple
cell in the 8 August case. Nevertheless, the coalescence process was marginally active in this case as
suggested by the low particle concentrations but a few large ice particles (probably originating from frozen
drops).
3. Discussion
Can the character of cloud particles near the freezing level (size, concentration, phase) detennine
the efficacy of the coalescence process in convective clouds? The feasibility of such a characterization
depends on how consistently and accurately one can characterize the particles. A fundamental problem is
the representativeness of aircraft sampling in a convective cell. Alt110ugh not available for this project,
measurements by polarization diversity radar (e.g., differential reflectivity or ZDR) may be better suited for
detecting drops developed through coalescence. Factors affecting consistency in aircraft sampling are:
making measurements at the same stage of storm growth, assessing the influence of cells in the proximity,
sampling the same part of the cell (let alone the same cell), and following tl1e cell for an adequate length of
time. Accuracy of measurements begins with understrutding, calibrating, and continually checking the
operation of the sampling probes, and continues through consistent data reduction procedures. Our
measurements provide a good start in characterizing the Coahuila clouds, but are incomplete. For example,
choosing a few paran1eters to summarize the results from the Coahuila cases was hmnpered by the inability
to normalize for the differing conditions of each case.
If the coalescence process (and its degree of effectiveness) is a good indicator of precipitation
development in Coahuila storms, then what, if m1y, parameters might forecast whether a cloud will develop
a coalescence process? For exmnple, Mather et al. (1996) fonnd it useful to stratify cases using a cloudbase temperature;buoyancy ratio in a Soutl1 African seeding experiment. Understru1ding sensitivities to
enviromnental conditions, possibly through use of fairly simple cloud models, could lead to forecasts of
favorable conditions for certain types of seeding. This is especially tme for operational programs that lack
cloud physics measurements, and rely on general stom1 characterisitcs that may not be optimal for potential
seeding effectiveness.
REFERENCES
Mather, G. K., M. J. Dixon, and J. M. de Jager, 1996: Assessing the potential for rain augmentation - The
Nelspmit Randomized Convective Cloud Seeding Experiment. J. Applied Meteor., 35, 1465-1482.
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1. Introduction
The Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP-1 00) has been widely used for airborne
measurements of droplet size distributions in clouds. Detailed information about the FSSP can be found in
Dye and Baumgardner (1984), Baumgardner et al (1985), Brenguier (1989), Baumgardner and' Spowart
(1990), A new version of this probe has been recently developed at CNRM. The optical module that is used
for particle detection and selection of particles crossing the beam in its most uniform region, has been
replaced by a module sin1ilar to fue one used in the FSSP-300, The analog electronics of the standard probe
have been replaced by a large bandwidth detector and <rn analog to digital converter at 16 MHz on 8 bits.
Probe logics process digital information to provide for each detection: fue pnlse ampbtude (8 bits), the
pulse duration (8 bits), fue interarrival tin1e from the previous detection and a flag that informs about the
position offue patticle with respect to tl1e depth of field (DOF), This paper summarizes the improvements
in measurements of particle concentration, particle size and eventually the accuracy of the size distribution
measurements (droplet concentration per size class).A detailed description offue probe features is available
in Brenguier et al ( 1997),

2, Single particle counting
A single particle counter (SPC), such as tl1e FSSP, detects droplets crossing a sampling section and
measures their sizes. TI1e droplet size distribution within fue volnme of cloud V, satnpled during fue time
period T,, is represented by the histogratn offue concentrations per size class oftl1e instmment as:

c;

<h,,<liH-1)

(T)/(V)~TxA,
(T)I(fl)
( V)~N
·'
[<li,,<Ill+tl
,.
s
. s
[<h,,<ll,+ll
s
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where Cr.,,.,.,,(V,) is the concentration of droplets with sizes between <D, and <IJ,., in the volume v,,
Nr., .• ,.,,(7;) is the number of particles with sizes between <D, and <tJ,, san1pled during the period T, and
Ar•, .• ,.,,('/',) is fue mean counting rate of droplets with sizes between <t>, and <D.. , dnring this period.
When[<!>,, <tJ,. ,] corresponds to the whole diameter range of the probe, C is referred to as t11e total droplet
concentration; when [<l>;.<D,. •l represents a size class of the instrument, the mean droplet density in fue class
is derived as fi ~ c, I (cD,, ,- <t>,) and the series of the fi values fonn the droplet size distribution.
Since the counting of particles is a random process, fue first source of uncertainty is the statistical
significance of the sample. From Poisson statistics, it can be shown that atleast 1000 particles per size
class are necessary for reducing below 3 % the uncertainty in the estimation of tl1e concentration. When
interarrival tin1es are recorded, as in the Fast FSSP, optimal estimation provides an accurate value of the
concentration with much less particles. The method is described by Pawlowska et al. (1997), In this paper,
we will consider that the number of counted particles per sample is statistically significant and we will
focns on errors affecting the calculation of fue concentrations in each size class.
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3. Uncertainties in particle counting
For simplicity, the errors on N, may be addressed in two steps. First, one may consider only the
estimation of the total droplet concentration, in the diameter range of the instrument (this section).
Missizing of the particles can be addressed in a second step (sec. 4). Thus, when two (or more) particles
are present simultaneoulsy in the sensitive volume, the SPC detects only one particle and the counted
number is always smaller or equal to the actual number of particles crossing the sensitive volume. If there
is a dead-time, as in the standard probe, additional particles can be lost if they cross the sensitive volume
during the dead-time. While coincidence events are inherent to any SPC because the sensitive volume of the
counter is finite, the dead-time can be significantly reduced. In the Fast-FSSP, the dead-time is negligible
(equal to one period of the digital sampling, 1/16 fiS).
The coincidence problem has been largely discussed in the past and a review of the various
correcting methods is given in Brenguier et a! ( 1994). Considering that particle arrivals in the counter
sensitive volume v; are independent events, the formula for coincidence losses in the Fast-FSSP is:
n, ~ne-nr or n, ~n(!-A)

where '" is the counted rate, n is the actual rate, r is the pulse duration of a single particle through the
sensitive vohune, and A is the probe activity or sum of the pulse durations per nnit of time. In swmnary, the
actual number of particles can be derived from measurements of the counted rate and the activity (ibid, sec.
2.c.l). It can also be derived from the measured series ofinterarrival times as the slope of their cumulative
frequency distribution (in log scale) or by the compensation method (ibid, sec. 2.c.2).
Measurements of the parameters needed for coincidence correction have been significantly
improved with the Fast-FSSP and the estimation of the actual particle rate tl1rough the counter is more
accurate. For example, Fig. 1-a shows the counted particle rate and mean pulse duration measured in a
cloud with the Fast-FSSP and tl1e derived actual particle rate. This convective cloud was growing in a
polluted area characterized by a high droplet concentration of almost 2000 cnf 3. T11e coincidence correction
factor for such values of the droplet concentration is of the order of 2. The uncertainty on the estimation of
this correction can thus be large, oftl1e order of 50 to 100% with the standard probe, where activity is not
accurately measured (Brengnier, 1989). A uniform cloud section corresponding to the maximtml
concentration is selected in Fig. 1-a, between 950 and 2000 ms. Fig. 1-b shows the measured frequency
distribution of tl1e interarrival times along this cloud section compared with the slope corresponding to the
actual rate derived in Fig. 1-a. These two figures show that the actual rate can be retrieved with an
accuracy better than 5 %using the Fast-FSSP, even at very high rates.
4. Unce•iainties in particle sizing
After detection, each particle is sorted depending on its size. However, some particles are not
classified correctly. Generally, particles of a given size arc sorted in their nominal size class and partially in
the adjacent classes. This phenomenon is refered to as artificial spectral broadening. Examples of spectral
broadening and t11e correction methods have been discussed by Cooper (1988), Baumgardner and Spowart
(1990), and Kim and Boatman (1990). We are showing first two examples of data collected with the FastFSSP to illustrate the efficiency of the new optics for the DOF selection and tlw potential of an additional
measured parameter, the pulse duration, for sizing validation.

a. Examples of data collected with the Fast-FSSP
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Fig. 2 and 3 show the conditional frequency distribution of the measured pulse durations versus
pulse amplitudes (a), the cumulative frequency distribution of the measured pulse durations (b), the
frequency distribution of the measured amplitudes (c) and the corresponding size distributions (d). In (a)
the distribution has been derived only with DOF accepted counts. In (b), (c) and (d), the thin line
corresponds to all the detections and the thick line to only DOF accepted cotmts. Both cases correspond to
spectra measured in small non-precipitating cumuli. The data presented in Fig. 2 have been collected over
the Atlantic Ocean (Azores region) during the SEMAPHORE experiment in 1993. The Fast-FSSP was still
equipped with the standard FSSP-1 00 optics. The data presented in Fig. 3 have been collected in Florida
(Cap Canaveral region) during the SCMS experiment in 1995 (flight me9511 on August 10). The FastFSSP was then equipped with the new optics.
Fig. 2 illustrates precisely the result of the DOF selection in a standard FSSP. It can be noted from
Fig. 2-c, that the proportion of small amplitudes is significantly reduced after DOF selection. This fact
demonstrates that particles crossing the beam far from the focal point, in regions of reduced incident light
intensity, are correctly rejected. However, the DOF amplitude distribution is still broad and so is the size
spectrum. Fig. 2-a shows that the small amplitudes correspond to short pulse durations from particles
crossing the beam edge in the DOF. This statement is corroborated by Fig. 2-b that shows a distribution
typical of particles crossing a cylindrical beam: P(T) = ~(1- (7' IT~,)') ,where P(T) is the cumulative
distribution for the duration to be smaller than T, and 7;11 is the maximum pulse duration, when a single
particle crosses the beam axis.
In the standard probe, only pulses with durations larger than the mean duration in the DOF are
acccepted for sizing (beam edge effect selection). In this case, the mean duration is equal to 44 (2.75 f!S).
This value has been marked by a dashed line in Fig. 2-a. The figure shows tlmt the pulse duration on
average increases slightly with the pulse amplitude. In addition, the mean pulse duration is biased by the
long pulses of coincident particles. Therefore the percentage of accepted counts is lower for small droplets
with small amplitudes than for the big ones and the spectral shape is distorded.
The effects of coincidences are also noticeable in Fig. 2..a, with values of pulse duration much
larger than the maximum for single droplets. This effect is represented in Fig. 2-b by the tail in the
distribution for durations longer than 55. The shape of this distribution has been modeled by Brenguier and
Amodei (1989, Eq. All). In particular, Brenguier (1989, sec. 4-b) has shown that the mean pulse duration
is biased by these long pulses of coincident particles and so is the percentage of velocity accepted counts
which decreases when the rate of coincidence increases.
Fig. 3 shows a spectrum of small droplets sampled with the new optics. All the beam edge ef-fects
have been rejected in Fig. 3-a. The distribution in Fig. 3-b is very sharp and typical of particles crossing the
central section of the beam. Coincidence effects are still noticeable. The resulting spectmin is thus
particularly narrow and additional selection is no longer needed.
b. Spectral broadening corrections

The general method for correcting spectral broadening has been introduced by Cooper (1988). It
consists in the dctemlination of the transfer matrix of the probe, which is defined as follows.
TI1e diameter scale is discretized in n classes. The actual size distribution is represented by the
discrete spectrum or vector la of dimension n. The measured spectmm is represented by the vector f,, of
dimension n. The transfer matrix P(i,j) of dimension n x n is made of the probabilities for a particle of size
i to be counted in the classj, so that: ·

/m= P(i,j) x j,
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Once the matrix P has been determined, the actual spectrum can be retrieved from any measured
spectrum by inversion of this equation. The main limitation of the method is that the transfer matrix is illconditioned so that additional constraints on the shape of the spectnun are needed.
The main improvements with the Fast-FSSP are a better size resolution (255 size classes instead of
15, for the same diameter range) and the recording of the pulse duration for each detection. The measured
spectrmn is no longer a one dimensional vector of the frequency distribution of sizes (or pulse amplitudes),
but rather a matrix M(A1, TJ of the conditional frequency distribution of the measured amplitude A1 versus
pulse duration Tk, (255 classes, from 1/16 to 16 ftS). The transfer equation becomes:

"

M(A,,T;) ~ L;P(<l>,,A,T;)[,(C!>,)

,_,

where P(ct>,,AI,T•J is the probability for a droplet of size (!), to be detected with an an1plitude A1 and a
pulse duration T• . The information about pulse duration makes the system overdetermined and the
correction of spectral broadening is more efficient than it is with the use of the amplitude only.
A model of the Fast FSSP operation has been developed and it has been used for correcting the
effects of the Mie curve oscillations and bean1 inhomogeneity. It appears in fact that new optics provide a
very efficient DOF selection of the particles (Fig. 3) and that in the Fast-FSSP spectral broadening is no
longer significant compared to other sources of uncertainties, which are not yet taken into account by the
model. In particular, the most important uncertainty is the effect of coincidences, when the droplet
concentration is larger than 500 cm- 3 However, the model has bem extensively used for analyzing the
sensitivity of the measurements to optical settings, particularly for the determination of the optimal DOF
area, which is discussed in the next section. The main improvement with respect to the standard probe is
the recording of the pulse duration for each particle. This additional parameter provides crucial information
about the validity of the detected pulses.
5. Uncertainties in the sampled volume V,
The sampled volume is the product of the probe sampling section by the particle speed. The value
of the particle speed is generally given by the airspeed measured on board the aircraft. However, it has been
shown that the particle speed in the sampling tube of the FSSP may be smaller that the true air speed
(Norment, 1988). Knowledge of the beam diameter and of the mean pulse duration should allow direct
estimation of the particle speed. However, in the standard probe, the activity, or sum of the pulse durations
during the sampling period, is not accurate enongh for such an estimation. In addition, the mean pulse
duration is lengthened by coincidences (Fig. 2-b). With the Fast-FSSP, that records each pulse duration
with a resolution of 1/16 f'S, it is possible to build the frequency distribution of the measured pulse
durations. In Fig. 3-b the value corresponding to particles crossing the beam axis (maximum pulse duration
for a single patticle) can be precisely estimated at 35 (2.2 f.LS). Larger values, after the curvature of the
distribution changes, are essentially due to coincidences. With a beam diameter of 220 ftm, such a value
corresponds to a particle speed of 100 ms- 1, while the measured air speed on board the aircraft was 102 ms·
1
. The uncertainty on this evaluation is still too large for discussing the significance of the difference
between the two values. This result is preliminary and a precise calibration of the procedure is currently
under way at CNRM.
The sampling section is also difficult to characterize precisely. Dye and Baumgardner (1984) and
Baumgardner at1d Spowart (1990) estimate that the dimensions of the cross section cannot be measured to
an accuracy better than 15% in the standard probe. The main improvement with the Fast-FSSP is the new
optical setup, as in the FSSP-300, that provides optical rejection of particles crossing the beam edge. The
DOF area can be measured v.rith a pinhole in the laboratory to an accuracy better than 10 %. Two
examples are shown in Fig. 4: a very narrow DOF area and a large one. TI1e uncertainty on the
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determination of the area with a pinhole is represented by the dotted lines apart the solid line(± 20 mV in
the comparison between signal and slit pulses).
The Fast-FSSP provides a way of checking the adequacy of the DOF setting. Three valu•os are
recorded for the DOF validation flag, depending if the droplet crossed the laser beam inside the DOF,
outside, or at the edge of the DOF (signal pulse respectively smaller, larger or equal to the slit pulse). Fig. 5
shows a droplet spectn1m measured with the Fast-FSSP. The solid line corresponds to detections val!dated
in the DOF, the dotted line to the detected particles in the whole sensitive section of the beam, and the dotdashed line to detections that have been validated at the limit of the DOF. The dashed line represents the
spectmm measured by the standard FSSP. TI1e difference between the size distribution in the DOF f.md the
distribution without selection shows that the new optics are very efficient at rejecting particles crossi.lg the
beam in regions ofreduced light intensity (small measured diameters). However, that does not demor;.strate
that the DOF area is uniform, i.e. that there is no significant spectral broadening in the DOF. The laser
intensity decreases from the center to the sides of the beam. Therefore, the intensity is minimum lt the
border of the DOF. Since the two spectra derived respectively from droplets in the DOF and droplet& at the
border of the DOF are very similar, it can be concluded that the DOF area is well centered and unifonn.
Uncertainties due to tbe time response of the instnnnent (Baumgardner and Spowart, 1990} have
not been mentioned because the Fast-FSSP has a bandwidth larger than 2 MHz and a sampling rate; of 16
MHz. Therefore there is no attenuation of the short pulses. Similarly, there is no low frequency cut<>ff as
in the standard probe, so that long pulses generated at low air speed are not attenuated either.
6. Uncertainties in the probe calibration
The calibration is the procedure that relates each size class (more precisely the threshold voltage
for each class) to a value of droplet diameter. The thresholds are multiples of 1/256 of the ma:dmum
voltage and the sampling is linear. If I (1') is the light intensity scattered by a droplet of diameter 1> and
collected by the diode, the measured voltage and the threshold voltages are given by:

where g and V0 are respectively the gain and the offset of the detection module. TI1e calibration ain1s at the
determination of these two parameters. It is currently performed by using glass beads san1ples in the FSSP
and further comparing the voltage corresponding to the mode of the measured spectrum to the modal
diameter of the glass beads. A correction is necessary because of the difference in refractive index between
glass beads and water droplets (Dye and Baumgardner, 1984). The accuracy ofthis procedure is evaluated
to about half a class width, i.e. ± 1.5 f.Lm. However, the calibration is likely to change during a flight
because of vibrations and pollution of the optics by aerosols. Therefore, checking of the probe calibration
should be performed before and after each flight.
TI1e very fine size resolution of the Fast-FSSP provides an original solution for an auto-calibration
of the probe with tl1e data collected during a flight. The Mie response curve for forward scattenng is
characterized by oscillations such that some values of intensity are more likely to be measured than others
(see Fig. 16 in Dye and Baumgardner, 1984}. The probability density function of the corresponding
voltages can be derived by assuming a unifonn droplet spectrum and applying the model mentioned in sec.
4-b. Peaks can be identifwd that correspond to f1xed values of the droplet diameter. Measured droplet
spectra are showing the same pealcs superimposed to the actual droplet spectra. By filtering the measured
spectra, the peaks can be identified. Averaging a large number of samples is needed for smoothing 9eaks
which are not at fixed voltage values.
This procedure has been applied to tl1e 10 flights of the SCMS-95 experiment. The glass beads
calibrations perfonned before and after the experiment are suggesting that the sensitivity of the Fast<?SSP
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was significantly decreasing along the exp~riment. With the autocalibration procedure it has been possible
to determine the calibration coefficients g and V0 for each flight (Brenguier et a!, 1997).
7. Conclusion
The size distributions measured with a standard and a Fast-FSSP are compared in Fig. 5. This
cloud section has been selected in an adiabatic core, 400 m above cloud base, where narrow spectra were
expected. This figure illustrates clearly the difference in size resolution and artificial broadening between
the two probes. Additional examples of Fast FSSP data analysis are available in Brenguier and Chaumat
(1996).
The amount of data recorded with the Fast-FSSP is much larger than with the standard probe, but
it has been demonstrated that these infonnation are crucial for improving the accuracy of the
measurements:
(i) recording the parameters for each detection is necessary for using optimal estimation that
improves considerably the time/spatial resolution of the measurements.
(ii) Accurate measurements of the interarrival time are crucial for coincidence correction with the
slope method.
(iii) Accurate measurements of the pulse duration are cmcial for corrections of the instmmental
broadening of the droplet spectra, especially for the effect of coincidence on droplet sizing.
(iv) The DOF flag is useful for checking the optical setting.
(v) The fme size resolution is needed for the autocalibration procedure.
The next improvement will be to replace the HeNe laser (5 mW) by a more powerfull solid laser
source (500 mW) for lowering the sensitivity of the probe to submicron sizes.
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Figure 1: Calculation of the actual droplet rate:
(a): Time series of counted rate l1d, measured mean pulse duration T and derived values of the actual
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1. Introduction
The impact of layer clouds (stratocumulus and cirrus) on the radiation balance of our planet has
been identified as a major unsolved problem in climate research (see among others Stephens et al., 1990).
Detailed observations are one of the tools that can improve our understanding of the complex interactions
between different physical processes and serve as a basis of the development of more accurate
microphysical and radiative paran1eterizations for GCM models. In this way, improvemems are still needed
to get reliable measurements of cloud microphysical parameters and the study of the interactions between
radiation and microphysics strongly needs direct measurements on the scattering properties of cloud
particles (Kinne et al., 1992). In this cormnunication, we introduce a new optical airbome instrument, the
'Polar Nephelometer' which is an attempt to improve the accuracy of measuring cloud optical and
microphysical paran1eters over a large size range (from a few micrometers to about 500 [.tm diameter). We
first briefly describe this new airborne probe, then some of the first in-flight results obtamed by the Polar
Nephelometer are presented. These results were obtained during the European AEROCONTRAIL
experiment held near Munich (September-Oviober 1996) during which the probe was mounted on the DLR
Falcon aircraft with the PMS FSSP-100-ER and PMS 2D-C probes. The following probes were also
mounted on the aircraft: the PSASP, the MASP <md the Hallet"impactor (operated by the DLR) and the
CVI (operated by the University of Stockholm). During some flights, the FSSP-300 (operated by the
University ofMainz) was mounted on the aircraft instead ofthe PSASP.

2. Principle of operation and method of inversion
T11e prototype version of the Polar Nephelometer has already been descrided with details in a
previous paper (Gayet et al., 1997) and the preliminary results obtained in cloudy conditions by using a
montain top wind tumlel have been discussed in Crepe! et al. (1997). Since then the airborne version has
been developed with similar concepts of those of the prototype and designed in order to fit with standard
PMS cylinder. We recall here the principe of operation which includes up to date improvements.
The airborne Polar Nephelometer is designed to measure the optical and microphysical parameters
of clouds containing either water droplets or ice crystals or a mixture of these particles and over a size
range from a few micrometers to about 500 ~m diameter. The probe measures the scattering phase function
of an ensemble of cloud particles intersecting a collimated laser beam near the focal point of a paraboloidal
mirror. The laser beam is provided by a high-power (1.2 W) multimode laser diode operating at 'A = 804
3
nm. The sensitive volume (0.2 cm ) is defined by a 10-rmu-long and 5-mm-diameter laser beam. The light
scattered from polar angles fi·om ±3.5 to ±169° is reflected onto a circular array of 54 photodiodes. The
data acquisition frequency can be set manually from 0.1 Hz to I kHz depending on the particle
concentration. With a selected data rate of I kHz the scattering phase function is measured every l. msec.
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of 10 cm for an airspeed of lOO m s·'.
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In order to retrieve microphysical parameters from the measured phase function we use iterative
inversion method described by (Oshchepkov et al, 1993). This method is developed in the framework of
statistical estimation theory and allows us, in particular, to retrieve volume particle size distribution and
some additional microphysical and optical parameters such as liquid water content, particle concentration,
size parameters, single scattering albedo, scatteiing coefficient and asymmetry parameter. The Mic theory
is used to describe light scattering characteristics for water droplets in stratocumulus and for a mixture of
ice spheres and small aerosol particles in contrails. In order to realize inversion method for cirrus, a
mb.:ture of small ice spheres and hexagonal crystals has been used according to the ice cloud model and
numerical scheme of the inversion method for hi-component scattering medium represented by Oshchepkov
and Isalm (1997). In some simple cases, the particle phase discrimination (water droplets I ice particles)
can also be derived from the shape of the scattering phase function and the sensitivity of the probe allows to
detect small ice crystals (typically of 3 fUn diameter).
3. Results obtained in water droplet clouds

a. Stratocumuls example
Figure 1 illustrates the results obtained dudng a 15-sec. sampling of a stratocumnlus cloud at +
6.0°C/l200 m MSL with an airspeed of 110 m/s. The right hm1d of Fig. 1 represents the 15-sec. averaged
scatteiing phase function measured by the Polar Nephelometer (dot symbols). It should be noticed that the
measurements are available from only 15 to 155°. As a matter of fact, the edges of the holes drilled on the
paraboloidal mirror were sources of diffracted light which polluted the measurements in the forward and
backward directions. The fitll/dashed line supetimposed onto the right hand of Fig. 1 is the calculated phase
function based on retrieved particle size distribution. Their root-mean-square deviation (RSD = 12%) is
also indicated on Fig. 1.
The left hand of Fig. l displays histograms which correspond to a composite representation of the
mean size spectra measured by both FSSP-300 (0.3- 10 f.Llll diameter range) and FSSP-100-ER (8- 92 ~m
cliameter range). The retrieved particle size distribution is depicted by solid line with dots. A rather fair
agreement between retrieved size spectnun and those obtained by direct FSSP-1 00 and FSSP-300
measurements with a low value of RSD ( 12%) shows that both phase fimction measurements and inversion
method allows us to get reliable information on microphysical properties of stratocumulus. Furthermore,
the rainbow feature near 140° is correctly measured.

Table I: Quantitative comparison of retrieved values of microphysical parameters and optical
characteristics by inversion method with those estimated on the basis of direct FSSP-1 00 and FSSP-300
measurements.
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Parameters
(dimensions)

LWC
(g/m')

Ctot
(1/cm 3)
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R,n.
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In addition, the most important microphysical parameters such as liquid water content (LWC),
droplet concentration (Ctot), mean (Rmenn) and effective radius (R.n) of particles as well as optical
characteristics: scattering (s",) and absorbtion coefficients (s,b,), angular scattering coefficient at forward
scattering direction s(0°), and asymmetry coefficient (g) defined as average cosine of scattering phase
function are summarized in Table I. These parameters are needed to calculate radiative transfer in clouds
and its rigorous definition can be found in d'Aimeida et al. (1991).
The results presented in Table I are given both for using the inversion method and for direct FSSP100 and FSSP-300 measurements. A quantitative agreement of these results as a whole maybe accepted as
good at this point. The reason for large discrepancy between the values of particle number concentration is
rather simple and could be explained by the fact that phase function is depending crucially on volume size
distribution whereas the FSSP- lOO and FSSP-300 probes are single-particle counters. lt should also be
noticed that the FSSP-300 measurements reported here are relative to glass beads calibrations (no
refractive index correction for water droplet response has been performed). As for the discrepancy for
absorbtion coefficient, it concerns very low contribution of absorption in measuring intensity of light
scattering for water droplets.
b, Altostratus example

Figure 2 illustrates the results obtained during a climbing flight sequence in an altostratus cloud
near -l8°C/6!00 m MSL with an airspeed of about 160 rnls. Icing conditions observed from the aircraft
lead to hypothesize that cloud particles are supercooled water droplets. The figure represents a time-series
of direct (curves labelled M) and retrieved (curves labelled R) microphysical parameters, namely : droplet
concentration (Ctot), liquid water content (LWC) and mean volume diameter (MVD). 111e direct
parameters have been obtained from the FSSP-100-ER (3- 45 fll11 diameter range) and are averaged over 1
sec .. The retrieved parameters are plotted every 0.1 sec. The results highlight the consistency of both types
of measurements. For instance, the two values of MVD fit remarquably well within variations ranged from
12 to 25 fUll. The comparisons between retrieved and direct values of LWC and Ctot show a good
agreement but an underestimation of the retrieved values (of about a factor 2) is evidenced. This can be
explained by the fact that the de-icing of the Polar Nephelometer inlet was not operated despite icing
conditions encountered during that flight.
4. Results obatined in contrails and natural cirrus
Typical phase functions for three different kinds of clouds are depicted in Fig. 3. They concern
respectively:
(i) left hand: Airbus A310 new contrail (1 mn-agecl or about 12 km behind the aircraft) sampled during 70
sec. at -51 °C/l 0000 m MSL with an airspeed of 200 rn/s ;
(ii) center: dissipating old contrail ("' 20 mn-aged) sampled during 70 sec. at -57°C/10600 m MSL with an
airspeed of 190 m/s ;
(iii) right hand: natural cirrus sampled during 100 sec. at -57°C/10600 m MSL with an airspeed of 210
rn/s.
The figures represent scattering phase function measured by the Polar Nephelometer (dot symbols)
averaged over the time-duration indicated above. The solid/dotted lines superimposed onto measuring
points are calculated using size spectra retrieved by the inversion method and may be considered as a
physical e;,irapolation of measurements results. The subsequent assymmetry factors (g) are also indicated
on Fig. 3. The new contrail is characterized by a g-factor of 0.767, a particle (ice) concentration and mean
volume diameter mesured by the FSSP-1 00-ER (3 - 45 f.!m diameter range) of 80 cm· 3 and 8 f.!m
respectively. No ice pa1ticles were detected by the 2D-C probe (25 - 800 f1.111 size range). A noticeable
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lower value of g characterizes the old contrail (0.677) and the patticle concentration and mean volume
diameter measured by the FSSP-100-ER are 20 cm·' and 12 ftm respectively (the 20-C did not detect ice
crystals). As for the natural cirms, the g-factor is 0.634 and the particle concentration measured by the
FSSP-100-ER is much lower (5 cnf 3) than those reported in the contrails, with a mean volume diameter of
28 f.tm. On the contrary, the 20-C detected a noticeable concentration ("' 400 r 1) of ice particles which
have an irregular shape with a mean size of about 70 f.tm as examplified on Fig. 4.
Our results show that the values of the assymmetry factor deduced from the measured scattering
phase functions are much lower (0.767 - 0.634) than the theoretical values found in the literature (see for
instance the results of Macke et al. (1996), who found g-valucs ranged from 0.854 to 0.769 for hexagonal
ice colums with different ratio aspects). Several explanations can be hypothesized to explain these low gvalues:
(i) the presence in contrails and in natural cirms of numerous small ice crystals (smaller than 10 f.lm
diameter);
(ii) the shape of ice particles which appear to be irregular particularly in old contrail and in natural cirrus ;
(iii) the presence of interstitial aerosols and/or the presence of black carbon condensation!ice nuclei inside
the condensed ice particles sampled in contrails.
These assumptions are partially supported by our preliminary results of phase function inversion
and should be verified from the interpretation of all the in situ measurements made by the Falcon aircraft
during the AEROCONTRAIL experiment.

5. Conclusions
The results obtained by the airbome version of the Polar Nephelometer mounted onboard the DLR
Falcon aircraft during the AEROCONTRAIL experiment highlight original optical atld microphysical
characteristics of stratocumulus, contrails and natural cirrus. ln water droplet clouds, the retrieved
microphysical measurements fit very well with the direct measurements derived from usual PMS prob~Js.
These results confirm the reliability of the Polar Nephemometer. In contrails and natural cirms, the values
of the assymmetry factor deduced from the measured scattering phase :fimctions are much lower than the
values usually used in radiative transfer modelling.
In conclusion, this new instmment may provide useful information on the relationship between
microphysical and radiative cloud properties which are of prime interest in the understanding and modelling
of climate process. In addition, such measurements may be considered as absolute in situ measurements
and used to calibrate remote sensing instruments. Furthemwre, the spatial resolution (10 cm) and size
range of the probe allow the study of formation of precipitation (including drizzle and ice initiation) and
m1xmg processes.
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Abstract
Two versions of an aircraft resistance thermometer with time constant of order I o·4s are
described- one (UFT) for slow aeroplanes or gliders flying with airspeed not exceeding 40m/s,
and the second (UFT-F') performing well for higher airspeeds up to I 00 mls or more. The
sensing element consists of a 5 mm long and 2. 5;.tm thick platinum-coated tungsten wire, located
on a rotatable vane behind a thin vertical rod which protects the sensor against direct impact of
cloud droplets and other objects. Such construction introduces much smaller thermal
disturbances than more massive housings of other types of immersion thermometers and permits
taking fit// advantage of low thermal inertia of the sensing wire. For UFT-F special system of
reducing aerodynamic disturbances behind the protective rod has been designed The paper
gives some details of construction and preliminary results achieved with these instruments.

1. Introduction
Successful forecasting of weather and climate requires good parametrization of cloudiness
particularly with respect to its radiative properties as well as its effectiveness as a source of heat and
precipitation. Creating such a parametrization seems impossible without profound knowledge of the
interscale interactions within the clouds and cloud systems down to the smallest scales. Fine scale structure
of dynamical and thermodynamical parameters in clouds (particularly in the convective ones) is
fundamental for understanding the dynamics of entrainment and mix.ing processes. In turn, the latter control
a good deal of both microphysics and bulk dynamics of these clouds. Particularly important questions refer
to the tin1e and space scales of the inhomogeneities created by early stages of mixing as well as to the speed
of their evolution towards full homogenisation of the cloudy air (Baker 1992, Malinowski et al. 1994,
Raman and Pawlowska 1995).
3
Unfortunately the fine scale processes - scales of order I 0 1 - 10· m - are extremely difficult to·
investigate. Resolution of remote sensing instruments is much too poor for this purpose and that of the in
situ technics is in most cases also not good enough. Up to now, the best results has been obtained by means
of certain PMS probes with respect to interdroplet distances where resolution of fraction of millimetres has
been achieved (Baumgardner et al. 1993, Brenguier 1993) but for measurements of temperature or
humidity it is much worse. In the case of temperature the indications of typical inunersion airborne
thennometers are strongly contaminated by influence of their supports and housings and their effective
time constants are usually of order 10" 1s or more (e.g. Friehc and Khelif 1993). For typical airspeeds of
research aircraft this permits spatial resolution of order 10 - I OOm; radiometric instruments are faster, but
their measurements are averaged over relatively big volumes and thus their spatial resolution is not much
better (Lawson and Cooper 1990).
In the present paper two variants of a new airbome immersion thennometers are described, which
authors believe to present an essential progress in that respect. Time constant of their sensing elements is of
an order 1O-'s and the thermal influence of supporting parts is relatively small. The first one - an ultrafast
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thennometer (UFT), perfonning well at low airspeeds up to about 40 m/s, has been described by Haman et
al. ( 1997) and some preliminary results of measurements made with use of this instruments can be found
in papers by Haman and Malinowski (1996a,b). The second one - UFT-F - designed for airspeeds up to
lOOm/s and perhaps more, is to be presented here. It is now under field testing and preliminary results of
these tests look very promising. Time constants of these instruments permits spatial resolution going down
to centimetres - fairly close to Kolmogoroff scale.

2. Construction ofthe UFT sensor
The basic design of key mechanical components of the UFT thermometric unit is shown in Fig. 1. The
device consists of a light, well-balanced pivoting frame with an attached wind vane. The front part of the
frame is a thin, suitably shaped rod, which acts as an anti-droplet shield and mechanical protection for the
sensing element - an ultra-fine thermoresistive wire. The vane fixes the position of the shielding rod
upv.1nd with respect to the local instantaneous flow. The sensing element (1) is a thennoresistive,
platinum coated (9% platinum) tungsten wire, 2.5flll1 thick and 5mm long. In a room temperature its
resistance is about 50 ohms, depending on individual manufacturing and mounting differences. Wire ends
are soldered to a 0.3mm teflon-insulated copper supports (2), hidden in 0.8nnn stainless-steel tubs (3). The
sensing wire is located 6 .5nun behind the rod (4) which protects it against wetting by cloud droplets as
well as from dcstmction by other objects like insects, sand grains, etc.). The rod is made of a l.lmm
thick, stainless-steel tube deformed to a hollow, triangular cross-section with back wall 1.3nnn wide. Two
or three holes (5) in the back wall of the rod permit removal of water collecting behind he rod; it can be
sucked out by means of a small Venturi nozzle ( 6) attached to the rod. The protective effects of the
rod are additionally enhanced by a 0.25nun thick nylon thread (7) located 3mm ahead of the rod. The
front side of the rod is processed to become water-repellent, while the back side is made hydrophilic in
order to facilitate sucking the water out of it. Two copper cmmectors (8) connect the supports electrically
to a three-wire extension line. They arc made of soft, flexible litz wires so that the frame can rotate
freely around the stainless-steel shaft (9) on a ball-point bearing (10). The shaft has two bumpers (11)
which limit its tuming angle to about 40 degrees and prevent twisting of the cmmectors. The remaining
mechanical elements of the frame, aimed at making the constmction sufficiently stiff, are made of brass
or stainless steel. The double-tailed, V-shaped vane (12) is made of stiff, 0.5mm thick PVC foil The
bearings of the rotatable frame are placed at the ends of a stiff, fork-like support ( 13), located in an
aerodynamically tmdisturbed place on the aircraft (preferably on a boom), with the shaft of wind vane
directed vertically. Although it has only one degree of freedom, it can keep the sensing element within
the protected area in case of moderate variations in the pitch and roll angles that can occur in typical
fligbt conditions.
The three-wire extension line cmmects the sensor with the electronics box so that the sensing wire
becomes a branch of a typical Wl1eatstone bridge. In the particular unit nsed by the authors its primary
output was adjustable to about 200, 300 or 400uV/K depending on the expected range of
temperatures. The outgoing signal is amplified (200 times in our case) ar1d filtered with a low-pass filter
adjusted to the characteristics of the recording unit in use. Various individual UFT devices may differ in
secondary details.
Laborat01y and in-flight tests described more detaily in Haman et al (1997) have shown that the
effective sensitivity of this instrument is limited mostly by adiabatic temperature fluctuations in the eddies
in the aerodynamic wake of the antidroplet rod. The direct thermal influence of the rod is small -not more
than about 3% of temperature difference between the rod and the sensor - but the wake effects increase
with the airspeed- at lOOm/s their amplitude becomes greater than lK. At airspeeds 30 - 40 m/s these
disturbances are limited to about ±O.lK, wbat looks acceptable. Example of measurements made at such
low speeds from a powered glider is shown on Fig.2.
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Since frequencies of the wake disturbances are fairly high, the UFT sensor can be used at higher
speeds too, provided that suitable low-pass filtering is applied. This of course deteriorates its effective time
constant; nevertheless it may remain still fairly small. As an example of such solution a fragment of
temperature record made in Cu cloud during the SCMS in Florida in August 1995 from the board of
Meteo-France Merlin IV aircraft at IOOm/s, is shown on Fig.3a. It is conditioned by 80Hz low-pass filter
and digitally recorded with 200Hz sampling rate. For comparison, parallel data from conventional
Rosemount probe are presented on Fig.3b.
Making sure that the UFT sensor is not wetted when passing through clouds is technically difficult
and various tests aimed at solving this problem are continued. Though I 00% certainty that the sensing wire
remains dry during flight in clouds has not been achieved until now, no signs that this is not the case have
been detected either.
3. Construction and preliminary achievements of UFT-F sensor.
The UFT -F sensor presents a version of UFT redesigned in order to eliminate the excessive
thermal "noise" created by aerodynamic fluctuations in the wake of the protective rod. The main idea was
to reshape the rod into an airfoil-like device and apply suction to its boundary layer in order to suppress the
eddies which were suspected to be the main source of the problem. Various solutions for the rod shape and
sucking system had been tested in a wind tmmel before the final choice was made. Fig.4a shows
schematically the general view of the recent design of UFT-F. Fig.4b presents the cross sections of the rods
in UFT-F and UFT in order to point out the difference between them. In UFT-F the boundary layer is
sucked off by means of two slots 0 .3x 12mm located just behind the camber of the rod's profile; the slots
also collect and remove water swept by the rod within clouds. Let us notice that the two or three waterremoving holes in UFT have diameter 0.4nmr each and a small (inlet dianreter 6nun) Venturi uozzle
attached to the hollow rod is sufficiently good for sucking the water off. For much bigger slots in the rod of
UFT -F a more effective device is necessary to ensure suitable suction. For this purpose a big Venturi
nozzle with 32rrun inlet diameter is fixed to the supporting fork and connected with the sensor's frame by
means of a thin, elastic silicone tube. The franre itself is made of a hennetically sealed stainless steel tubes
and serves as a pneumatic connector between the rod and the Venturi nozzle.
The UFT-F is a fairly new construction and experience with its exploitation is rather limited. It has
been tested in wind tunnels and on DLR Oberpfaffenhofen research aircraft Do-228. In particular, wind
tunnel test have indicated, that the direct thennal effect of the new protecting rod, which has larger surface
than the old one, is slightly greater than that in UF'T and can reach 5 - 7% of temperature difference
between the rod and the sensor. Unfortunately only one test flight (24 March 1997) has been made until
now. TI1e UFT-F output was there conditioned with 3kHz Butterworth digital low-pass filter and digitally
recorded with 10kHz sampling rate. Suction applied to the protecting rod (measured with respect to outer
static pressure) varied from 62 hPa for 140 knots to 117 hPa for 200 knots. Results of the tests of the
"noise" suppressing at various airspeeds, performed during this, flight arc shown on Fig.S. One can see
that even at 200 knots (about !OOm/s) the noise does not exceed± O.IK- an order of magnitude less than
for the old UFT. On Fig.6 the record from passing a small convective cloud at speed 160knots (80m/s) is
shown. Notice that the distance between successive samples is only about 8mm!
The development of UFT -F is not yet completed. The recovery factor for this device has not been
determined; all the more, slight drift of the basic resistance of the sensing wire, resulting presumably from
corrosion of tungsten in places with defective platinum coating, is sometimes observed. There are also some
differences in performance between individual sensors resulting from manufacturing technology which is
not fully standardised. ln its present shape UFT-F should be thus recommended for measuring temperature
fluctuations with another slower thermometer as a reference, rather than for absolute measurements. Also
the problem of wetting in clouds is not quite clear. The present shape of the rod is certainly less effective
as the antidroplet protection than that in the old UFT. On the other hand laboratory microscope
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observations show, that at airspeeds exceeding 20m/s no visible droplets can stick to the 2.5 lll11 wire;
presence of a water mm could not been excluded, but its thickness - if present - is probably well below
0 .l!ll11. Tests aimed clearing this questions are being continued.
Nevertheless, even with all those drawbacks which presumably will be eliminated in close future,
the UFT and UFT -F create new possibilities for in situ investigations of ultra-small scale temperature
inhomogeneities in clouds and their vicinity <tnd may essentially help in solving many questions com1ected
with dynamics and thermodynamics of mixing processes. It may also improve measurements of turbulent
heat fluxes providing temperature sensors with response times comparable to the response available in
measurements of velocity fluctuations.
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Fig. I. Schematic view of the UFT sensor. I) sensing element (tungsten wire, diameter 2.5 [1111, length
Smm); 2) teflon-insulated copper supports; 3) stainless-steel tubes; 4) protecting rod made of
stainless steel; 5) holes for water removal from the rod; 6)Venturi nozzle for water removal; 7)
protective nylon thread; 8) copper com1ectors; 9) shaft; 10) ball-point bearing; 11) shaft bumpers;
12) vane; 13) supporting fork.
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Fig4a. Schematic view of the UFT-F sensor: !)sensing element (tungsten wire, diameter 2.5 f-Llli, length
5mm); 2) teflon-insulated copper supports; 3) stainless-steel tubes; 4) airfoil shaped protecting rod
made of stainless steel; 5) slots for suppressing wake eddies and water removal from the rod; 6)
Venturi nozzle for creating suction 7) elastic i11be connecting the sensor frame with Venturi nozzle;
8) copper connectors; 9) shaft; 10) ball-point bearing; 11) shaft bumpers; 12) vane; 13) supporting
fork
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Fig, 5 D0-228 97-03-26, UFT-F1, records at various speeds
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in vicinity of Munich, Germany. Aircraft: Do-228. Sampling rate: 10kHz. For technical reasons
the records are shifted with respect to each other and ouput is given in volts with sensitivity
64m VIK Notice differences in aerodynamic noise intensity and character for various airspeeds.
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1. Introduction
The effective diameter of cloud pa1ticles is of great importance for climate studies. TI1e effective
diameter is defined as a ratio of the third and second moment, of the droplet size distribution f(D) Hansen
and Travis (1974), i.e.

Jf(D)D dD
3

Dejf

_o

. Jj(D)D'dD
-

D'
D'

(I)

0

At present, effective diameter is usually derived from measurements of the droplet size distribution,
and the majority of research groups use PMS FSSP and OAP probes (Knollenberg, 1981) for the
measurements. The disadvantage of this method is that PMS probes have a truncated size range. Droplets
outside this range may affect the calculated value of the effective diameter. For example, for nonprecipitating liquid clouds, the effective diameter is frequently calculated from the measurements of only
one FSSP probe as
l5
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Here n; is a droplet number concentration in the i-th size bin centered at the droplet size D;. The droplet
size spectra can be measured by an FSSP in one of the following typical size ranges: 0.5-8 I-'m; 1-16 ~.m;
2-32 fllll; 3-47 fllll; 5-95 f.IJTI. In many cases, none of these ranges can cover the variations of droplet size
spectra caused by natural inhomogeneity in cloud microstructure. In such cases, part of the droplet size
spectra may exist outside tl1e FSSP size range. This often occurs near the tops of clouds where the modal
diameter may exceed 30 I-'m, or in the vicinity of cloud bases where the modal diameter may be below 3
f-ll11.

Several other problems arise due to idiosyncracies and shortcomings of the instmments. One
potential problem may be changes of size bin thresholds due to dirty optics and/or misalignment of the
probe optics, leading to incorrect sizing of cloud droplets. In the case of a broad particle size distribution,
the measured droplet size spectnnn can be obtained by combining measurements from several PMS probes
with tnmcated size ranges, often resulting in the well known problem of disagreement in the overlap regions
of different PMS probes. The situation is worse in the case of mixed and ice clouds. The effective diameter
calculated from PMS OAP 2D-images in many cases is simply not accurate without relatively complex
conections for measurement errors caused by probe digitization, response time, and out of focus images (
Korolev et al. 1996).
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In this paper, an alternative method of measuring the effective diameter is considered. Tills method
derives the effective diameter from direct measurements of liquid water (W) and extinction coefficient (s).
Another microphysical parameter, the effective concentration N,ff, is also introduced.

2. Calculation of effective diameter and effective concentration
a. Effective diameter

Since the liquid water content is proportional to the third moment of the droplet size distribution,
I.e.

W = rcpw

r

f(D)D 3dD

(3)

6 0
and the extinction coefficient is proportional to the second moment of the droplet size spectrum

J

= krc j(D)D 2dD,
(4)
4 0
the effective diameter can be expressed through Wand e using Eqs. (I), (3) and (4) as
3
D =-(5)
'.ff
Pw e
Here rw is the liquid water density; k is the extinction efficiency (k»2). T11is method of calculation of
effective diameter was originally introduced by Nevzorov and Shugaev (1972).
5

w

b. Effective Concentration

Let us consider a monodisperse droplet size distribution with the droplet number concentration N
and droplet size D=D,.ff, and having the same LWC ( W ), extinction coefficient ( s ) and effective
diameter (D,.ff) as the droplet size spectmmf(D), i.e.

r

W = rcpw N .D 3 . = n:pw f(D)D 3dD
6
,JJ,jj
6.

(6)

0

e = krc N D 2 = krc
4

•.ff

'.ff

4

Jj(D)D'dD

(7)

0

We shall define the mm1ber concentration of this monodisperse spectrum as the effective concentration ( N
= N,.ff ), which can be derived from Eqs. 6 and 7 as

2p; e 3
N,JJ = 9rc W'

(&)

Eqs. 6 and 7 yield another calculation of the effective concentration

uj(D)D'dDJ
N,JJ

=u

f(D)D'dD

(D')'

D'

D'

J=No (D'f =NoD~ =NoD~

(9)

where No is the actual number concentration. This is a convenient calculation to apply to data sets such as
those provided by the FSSP. ECJ.:J: indicates that the difference between No and N,JJ will be smaller when the
difference betweenD

2

ru1d D 3 decreases. Since for any droplet size distribution, the inequality
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D,f! 2 D 3 2 D 2 is true, then N 0 > N,fl·for all conditions. The effective concentration is equal to the actual
droplet number concentration only for a monodisperse spectrum.
The effective concentration may potentially play an important role in future parameterization of
clouds, since four parameters of droplet size distribution W, & D,11; and N,0· fonn a closed system of
parameters ( i.e. any two parameters defines the system, and thus the other two parameters). In simple
tem1s, an arbitrary droplet size distribution is replaced by a monodisperse size spectmm with the same W,
&. and D,1l The difference between N 0 m1d N,f! reflects the shape of droplet size distribution. Eq. 9 yields
3
2
that the larger the ratio No!N,ff , the larger will be the value(iJ )' I ( D )', which increases with the
increasing concentration of large droplets. The four variables 11~ &, D,ffi and N,1r may fom1 a system of
parameters well suited for modeling cloud radiative processes. The introduction of the effective
concentration allows for model calculations of the effect of droplet number concentration while maintaining
a self-consistent system of variables.
3. Instrumentation
The data presented below were collected during the Radiation Aerosols and Clouds Experiment
(RACE ) conducted by the Atmospheric Envirom11ent Service (AES) in Nova Scotia during AugustSeptember 1995. The National Research Council (NRC) Twin Otter was equipped by the Cloud Physics
Research Division (AES) with a set of instruments to measure different cloud microphysical parameters.
The measurements were made in low level, liquid, non--precipitating marine St-Sc.
Droplet size spectra were measured by a PMS FSSP operated in the 3-47 f!m size range. The
probe threshold size bins were corrected based on a calibration by glass beads.
LWC was measured by two different hot wire probes: a PMS King (King et al. 1978) and a
Nevzorov LWC/ TWC (Nevzorov 1980, Korolev et al., !996).
Measurements of the extinction coefficient were made with a Nevzorov Extinction meter
(Nevzorov and Shugaev !974, Kosarev et al. 1976). The principle of operation of this trm1smissometer is
based on the reduction of light intensity between an emitter m1d a receiver due to cloud. An incm1descent
tnbe lamp with a brightness temperature of about 3000"C is used as the source of light. A collimated light
beam with 0.5° divergence is directed to a cube prism and reflected backward to the optical unit, where the
receiving photodiode measures the intensity of the transmitted light. The measured intensity is normalized
by the intensity of the light source and the background intensity of daylight is filtered out.
The optical unit (Fig. 1) of the EJ>.iinction meter was installed on the ceiling of the Twin Otter
fuselage. The reflecting prism was mounted inside a special housing on the top of the aircraft tail (Fig. 2).
111e distance between the optical unit and the reflecting prism was L=6 meters. The extinction coefficient
was calculated as
li

I
F
=--In2L F;,

(10)

where F and Fo arc the transmitted radiant fluxcs in cloud and in clear sky, respectively.
The range of measurements of the Nevzorov Extinction meter depends on the length ofthe optical
path L. For longer optical paths, the sensitivity threshold is lowered. However, the maximum measured
extinction coefficient decreases with an increase in the optical path. For the current installation on the NRC
Twin Otter, the maximum extinction coefficient measurable is about 250 km·'. The lower limit was
evaluated from the clear sky drift as -2 km·' for this particular probe installation.
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4. Experimental results
a. FSSP corrections
Figure 3a shows a comparison of droplet number concentration measured by the FSSP before and
after corrections due to coincidence and dead-time losses. Figures 3b, c, d and e demonstrate the effect of
droplet concentration corrections on the extinction coefficient (eFssp) and LWC (WFssp) derived from the
FSSP. It is seen in Fig 3b and d that the e:-.:tinction coefficient and LWC derived from the FSSP agree well
with those measured by the Nevzorov Extinction meter (cNml and the King probe (WKing) in the regions
where corrections of the droplet number concentration are small (right section of Figs. 3a,b,d). However
the disagreement increases with increasing concentration (left section of Figs. 3a,b,d). The introduction of
coincidence and dead-time corrections considerably improves the agreement between cpssP, Wpssp and £wev,,
WKing, respectively ( Figs. 3c,e). This example serves as an independent verification of the validity of the
method for FSSP droplet number concentration reconstruction for coincidence and dead-time counting
errors.
Since the extinction coeff1cient and LWC are the second <md third moments of the droplet size
distribution, there is only one unique combination of FSSP size bin thresholds that can provide 6F,SP and
WFssP values consistent with cwm and WKing, respectively, for various droplet size spectra. Note, therefore,
that it is theoretically possible to retrieve the thresholds of FSSP droplet size bins from direct
measurements of the extinction coefficient (using a transmissometer), LWC (hot wire probes) and FSSP
droplet spectra. In order to solve this inverse problem, the chosen droplet size spectra should not have
droplets outside the range of FSSP that can affect snsP and WFssp. Potentially, this may be a useful method
for validating the FSSP size thresholds, since they are derived from comparisons of measurements ofthree
independent probes, using different principles. This kind of validation may be important during long field
projects, when the FSSP calibration may change with time because of optic contan1ination and
misalignment.
b. Comparisons of D,ff in liquid clouds
Figure 4a presents a comparison of D, 6· derived from the FSSP using Eq. 2, and that calculated
from King and Nevzorov hot wire probes and Extinction meter measurements using Eq. 5. This comparison
demonstrates a relatively good agreement between these two independent methods of calculating D,1f
Figure 5 shows contoured scatter diagrams for LWC, extinction coefficient, and effective diameter
comparisons measured by different probes for the clouds shown in Figures 3 and 4. The droplet size
spectra in tllis case was rather nanow, and did not contain many droplets outside the FSSP size nmge (347 flm). This is one reason for such a good agreement.
However, if the FSSP droplet spectra are wide and have droplets outside the range, the· agreement
becomes worse. One such example is shown in Fig. 6. During the time period from 11:32 to !I :36 GMT,
there is almost a 100% difference between D,11 derived from the FSSP and that calculated from the hot wire
LWC and the Extinction meter (Fig. 6a). The LWC measured by the hot wire probes are clifferent in this
region fi·om the LWC derived from the FSSP data, whereas in the rest of the cloud, the LWC and DeJJ"
obtained using the different techniques basically agree well. The reason for the disagreement is that the
droplet size spectra during that period had substantial amounts of large droplets outside the FSSP size
range. This fact can be clearly seen from Figure 7, comparing droplet spectra averaged over two different
time intervals. The spectmm from the region with the large differences in D,11· is wider and it has a long
droplet tail, indicating the presence of a significant quantity of large droplets outside the FSSP range.
Note, that the LWC measured by the Nevzorov TWC is higher than that measured by the King probe. This
is an indication of the presence of drizzle size droplets, since the Nevzorov TWC sensor has a better
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capability for detecting large droplets as compared to the King probe (Biter et al. 1987, Korolev et al.
1996). This assumption is supported by OAP 2Dgrey measurements showing drop images up to 250 mm
during the period from 11:32 to 11:36 GMT.

c. Measurements of D,0· in ice clouds
At present, measurements of the microphysical parameters of ice and mixed phase clouds is a
challenge. There are currently no aircraft instmments providing reliable measurements of the ice particle
size distribution for the full range of interest. The large variety of ice particle shapes makes the solntion of
this problem difficult and perhaps impossible using light scattering techniques (FSSP, Gerber probe, etc.).
The imaging technique requires at least 10 to 12 image pixels in order to detennine ice particle habit
(Korolev et al., 1996). Existing aircraft particle imaging instmments suffer from a lack of resolution. For
example a PMS OAP-2DC at 25 f.Lm resolution can distinguish spherical particle from non-spherical only
for sizes larger than -250 f.UU. Furthermore, the derivation of mass concentration and extinction coefficient
is still a problem even for particles > 250 [!111, since the third dimension of the particle and particle density
are unknown. In this regard, the direct measurements of total water content and extinction coefficient
provided by tl1e Nevzorov LWCITWC probe and the Extinction meter provide a unique capability to
measure the extinction, effective diameter, and effective concentration of ice and mixed phase clouds. The
measurements of these probes do not require any additional knowledge of the shape, density, and
orientation of ice pa1ticles.
Figure 8 illustrates the variation of W, 8, D,ffand N,ff measured in Ci neb at an altitude of 7900 m
and a temperature of -46'C. The measurements were made using the Ncvzorov hot-wire TWC probe and
Extinction meter installed on the Ilushin-18 of the Central Aerological Observatory (Moscow) over the
European part of Russia. 'l1m Extinction meter on the llushin-18 had an optical path of L~ 16 meters and
therefore provided a better sensitivity than the similar Twin Otter measurements. It is seen that, in the left
section of Figure 8, the effective dimueter is almost constant and varies between 5 and 8 f.U11. In the left
section, D,ffincreases, reaching 50 to lOO f.llll in some regions.
d. Comparison ofN,ff

r

The analysis of data from the RACE project showed that the actual droplet number concentration

No may differ from N,u by a factor of 3 mrd this difference is defmed by the ratio (D' )' I (D'
The variations of No (N1"sr as measured by the FSSP) , N,1f m1d the ratio (D 2
Figures 4e,f and 6e,f. The ratio ( D'

r

r r
I (D'

(Eq. 9).

are shown in

I (D' )' usually varies between 1.4 a11d 2. The comparisons in

Figure 9a show a good agreement between the N,ff derived from the FSSP (Eq. 9), and the King LWC
probe and the Extinction meter (Eq. 8).
5, Conclusions

A simple m1d reliable alternative method of calculating D,ff from direct measurements of the
extinction coefficient and LWC has been demonstrated. The advm1tage of this method is that hot wire
measurements of LWC and transmissometer measurements of tl1e extinction coefficient are valid for both
water droplets and ice particles, and cover a wider range of particle sizes. The limitations inherent in the
FSSP and PMS Optical Array Probes (OAPs) are not present. The method was shown to give very
comparable results to measurements from PMS prohes in srtuations favourable for the latter. However, it
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was shown that in some cases, D,ff calculated by the two teclmiques may vary by up to a factor of two, and
these cases could be attributable to shortcomings of conventional measurements.
A newly introduced parameter, the effective number concentration, may provide a convenient
model variable for assessing the effects of droplet number concentration in a self-consistent system of four
cloud particle spectmm variables. The parameter may also provide an independent measurement for
evaluation of actual particle number concentration in cloud.
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Figure I. Optical unit of the aircraft Nevzorov Extinction meter.

Fignre 2. The installation ofNevzorov Extinction meter on the NRC Twin Otter. The optical unit is mounted at the
ceiling inside the fuselage. The reflecting prism is installed in a special housing at the top of the tail.
The distance between the optical rmit and the reflecting prism is 6 meters. The solid line with arrows
shows the patl1 of the light beam.
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Figure 3. The effect of dead time corrections of extinction coefficient and LWC derived from FSSP measurements.
(a) FSSP droplet number concentration before and after corrections; (b) extinction coefficient measured
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1. Introduction
T11e potential impact of clouds on global climate change was assessed as the highest scientific
priority item by the US. Committee on Earth and Envirom11ental Sciences (Source: Our Changing Planet:
The FY 1993 U.S. Global Change Research Program p. 6). The principal influence clouds have on global
warming is through their spatial extent and their radiative characteristics. The radiative properties of clouds
are directly linked to cloud microphysical properties, and reliable in situ measurements of cloud
microphysical properties are vital for validating remote measurements and climate torecast models (i.e.,
global climate models or GCMs).
Stratus and cirms clouds are by far the maJOr contributors to spatial cloud coverage over the
earth's surface, covering more than half of the earth's surface on the average (Warren et al. 1986, 1988).
111e radiative effects of stratus water clouds are strongly dependent on the size of the cloud drops. For
example, Slingo (1989) has shown from global climate model (GCM) results that up to a 15% change in
cloud reflectivity or absorptivity can occur for a 2 f.U11 change in effective drop radius. In tem1s of typical
earth albedos, an uncertainty of this magnitude has a significant rrnpact on the global radiation budget
(Slingo 1990). Cirrus clouds are now thought to also have a strong influence on the earth's radiation
budget. Cirms cover about 34% of the earth's surface on the average (Warren et al. 1986, 1988), and
significantly affect both the earth's albedo and absorption of outgoing long-wave radiation (e.g., Liou
1986). The net effect of cirms clouds on the earth's radiativc budget depends on the sizes and shapes of the
ice patticles (Stephens 1989; Kim1e and Liou 1989; Wielicki et al. 1990; Arnott et al. 1994; Gayct et al.
1996; Gayet et al. 1997b).
Differences in the radiative characteristics of clouds due to light-scattering properties are mainly a
function of the size, shape and concentration of the cloud particles themselves. The scattering phase
function is often used to characterize the scattering characteristics of individual particles (Liou 1980). The
scattering phase function of small particles changes dramatically when the particle shape deviates from
sphericity (Liou 1980; Stephens 1989; Mishchenko et al. 1996) Until recently, measurements of the
region of the particle size distribution with dimneter (d) < 200 f.ll11 have been unreliable, particularly in
mixed phased clouds where scattering measurements of pmticles in this size range may be significantly in
error (e.g., Gardiner and Hallet 1985).
In this paper we discuss measurements from a relatively new instrument which records very high ..
resolution (2.3 f.Lm) digital images of cloud particles as they pass through the sample tnhe of the instrument.
Data from the new instrument show that cloud drops can be distinguished fi·om 25 f.Lm ice crystals in mixed
phase clouds. Also, the shapes and habits of the ice crystals can be determined along with the degree of
riming. These particle features have a large impact on the scattering phase function nsed in GCMs, and
small changes in the scattering phase fLmction can have a large int1uence on global climate forecasting. For
example, Mitchell (1997 - personal conmmnication) found that changing the crystal habit from colmm1ar
to rosette in the Unified GCM resulted in a net di±Ierence of 4. 6 W nf' in the global energy budget
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2. The Cloud Particle Imager
The uew imaging probe is called a cloud particle imager (CPI). It casts an image of a particle on a
solid-state CCD camera by freezing the motion of the particle using a 25 ns pulsed, high-power laser diode.
Upstream lasers precisely defme the depth-of-field (DOF) so that at least one particle in the image is almost
always in focus. This eliminates out-of~focus sizing errors that have plagued the conventional 2D imaging
probes (Korolev et al. 1991, 1997). Also, a unique optical configuration increases the DOF and maximum
sample volt1me compared with 2D imaging probes.
Figure 1 shows a cut-away sketch of the basic components of the electro-optical system of the CPI.
The particle detection system (PDS) is two continuous-wave laser beams positioned inunediately upstream
of the pulsed imaging laser. The intersection of the perpendicular PDS laser bean1s defines the sample area,
which is a rectangular plane determined by the widths of the major axes of the two beams (which are
actually laser sheets formed with cylindrical lenses). The pulsed imaging laser crosses the sample volume
at an angle 8 1 and strikes the photodiodes on the CCD camera, which is tilted at an angle 8 2 from the
customary perpendicular position. It can be shown from simple geometric optics that, by proper selection
of 81 and 82, the orientation of the object plane in the sample volume can be rotated to be perpendicular to
the direction of airflow. Thus, ail particles that pass through the rectangtrlar plane defined by the
intersection of the two crossed PDS laser beams will be in focus. A way of looking at the geometry
conceptually is to imagine that a virtual image of the CCD camera is seen looking down the sample tube of
the CPI. Another desirable feature is that the object plane can be positioned to be nearly coincident with
the particle detection plane, virtually eliminating any timing inaccuracies of the pulsed laser due to
variations in airspeed.
The sample volume of the CPI is equal to the rectangular PDS sample area times true airspeed
minus dead time of the electro-optics. The rectangular cross section of the sample area can be configtrred
by selection of optical components. For a 2.3 f-Lm pixel size and a CCD camera with !K by !K pixels, the
maximum sample volume is 0.53 Is·' at an airspeed of lOO m s·'. The sample volume increases with the
square of the pixel size, so a CPI with 25 f1!11 pixel resolution (i.e., like the 2D-C probe) has a maximum
sample volmne of about 62.5 Is·' (or about 15 times that of the 2D-C probe). Dead time is determined by
camera frame rate and unload time. The Dalsa CCD camera cnrrently being used has a maximum rate of
40 frames s· 1.
The average dead time is 25 ms per frame. The PDS continues to operate and detect particles
during can1era dead time, tl1ereby improving particle counting statistics. In addition, pulse-height analyzers
can be incorporated into the PDS detectors to give some infommtion on particle size and characteristics.
The unique new optical imaging system was first incorporated into an airbome instnunent built
under contract to NASA for the Subsonic Assessment (SASS) program and was flown on the NASA DC8 in Aplil-May during the Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study (SUCCESS) field
project. The SUCCESS probe, called a I1-Nephelometcr because it also measured the scattering phase
function, had 5 flll1 resolution and used a 400,000 pixels CID camera with a frame rate of 25 s· 1. Based on
work done in developing the I1-Nephelometer, we have increased the resolution from 5 f1111 to 2.3 f.l.lll,
upgraded the CCD camera from 400,000 to 1,000,000 pixels and increased the maximum frame rate to 40
s-J.
To support the very high data rate from the CPI sensor head, a new all-digital data acquisition
system capable of processing data at a rate of 40 Mbytes s" 1 has been designed and built. The electronics in
the probe itself are a combination of custom printed circuit boards and off-the-shelf electronic units
purchased from vendors. The CCD. camera is a Dalsa model CA-D4 which has a lK x lK pixel sensor
and digital outputs. The image signal is digitized to 8 bits of resolution, and two 8-bit ports transmit
simultaneously to yield a maximum frame rate of 40 frames per second. The computer system is a
Windows NT workstation which has a 200 Mhz Pentium Pro processor as the computing engine. The
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linage signal from the Dalsa camera is grabbed 1md processed by a custom Image Teclmologics
Incorporated (IT!) cardset which resides on the PC! bus. The sensor head conmmnicates with the
workstation via a custom, bi-directional, high-speed, synchronous serial interface.
Since cloud particles arrive asynchronously and shadow only a small percentage of the pixels, it is
desirable to record the frames "on demand" and record only portions of the frames that contain images. A
representative background frame that was processed by low-pass filtering successive frames is subtracted
from the active frame to detem1ine the region of interest (ROI), which only contains an irnage or images of
1
particles. In this way, the raw 40 Mbyte s· 1 data rate can be reduced to < -0.5 Mbyte s· (depending on
particle size distribution) and the RO!s are written on a 9 Gbyte hard drive.
Figure 2 shows the CPI and 2D-C probes installed on a Cessna-337 aircraft. Research flights witl1
the C-337 aircraft in upslope clouds near Boulder, Colorado presented an opportunity to compare the
output of the 2D-C and CPI in mixed phase conditions. Figure 3 shows an example of images from tl1e
2D-C and CPI in an upslope cloud witl1 small (20-50 fUn) ice particles and cloud drops mixed with some
larger particles. There is no way of discriminating the phase of the small particles from the 2D-C images
(and most of these particles are missed entirely), however, one can clearly see the non-spherical shape of
the small (ice) particles recorded by the CPl. Also, the habit of the pristine plates can be readily identified
in the CPI images, whereas, there is no way of knowing crystal habit from the 2D-C images.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of 75-150 f.Lm diameter freezing drizzle drops recorded by tl1c CPI
and Korolev et al. 1997 numerical simulations of 100 f.Lm 2D-C drops (the 2D-C probe was not installed
during the freezing drizzle encounter). The comparison in Figure 4 clearly shows the ability of the CPJ to
accurately identify and size supercooled large drops (SLDs).
Figure 5 shows several other striking examples of pristine plates observed in the up slope cloud by
tl1e CPl. Another advantage of tl1e CPI is that it can obtain full images of pmticles up to 2.3 rrun in
diameter while maintaining 2. 3 fUll pixel resolution. In contrast, the 2D-C probe has 25 fUn pixel
resolution and truncates the images at 0. 8 nm1 in the direction transverse to flight. While crystal impactor
instruments can occasionally provide high resolution images of small particles, they require extensive
mmmal analysis, and particles larger than about 200 f.Lm shatter on contact. A striking exan1ple of a large
ice crystal as seen by tl1e CPI is shown in Figure 6, which is an image of a pristine hexagonal plate about 2
mm in .diameter. Figure 7 shows examples of CPI images in freezing drizzle with heavily rimed plates.
Figure 8 shows examples of pieces ofrimed dendrites and Figure 9 shows examples of stellar ice crystals.
Figure I 0 shows a large dendrite in a field of cloud drops.
3. Implications on Radiative Transfer and Climate Forec.asting
The light-scattering properties of pa~ticles with irregular shapes appear to be much different than
for spheres. Mie theory is an exact solution ofMaxwell's equations for the interaction between a radiative
wavefront and a sphere (Mie 1908). However, with the exception of the approximation for cylinders by
Stephens (1980), Maxwell's equations have not been solved to detem1ine the pattern of light scattered from
more complex particle shapes. Ray-tracing calculations a11d numerical simnlations of light scattering from
ice crystals of various shapes are reported by Takano and Liou (1989), Fu and Liou (1993), Macke et al.
(1996), Mishchenko et al. (1996) a11d others. However, measurements of scattering phase i~mctions have
been accomplished only recently (Crepe! et al. 1997, Gayet et al. 1997b)
The polar nephelometer developed by Gayet et al. (1997a) measures the light in discrete increments
from 3.5 to 169° around an ice crystal. Shown in Figure 11, the scattering phase function which was
measured using the polar nephelometer in a water cloud (Crepe] et al. 1997) compares very well with Mie
theory. However, the phase fimction measured in ice cloud (Figure 11) is much ''flatter"; i.e., it scatters
nearly an order of magnitude more light in the region from 90 --+ 120°. The measured phase function is
also flatter than predicted for colmmmr ice crystals using ray-tracing theory and is more similar to the
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irregular-shaped Koch fractal modeled by Mishchenko et al. (1996). This suggests that non-spherical
particles may be very sensitive to deviations from purely spherical, smooth surfaces.
The TI-Nephelometer developed by SPEC measures light in 28 discrete increments from 11 to 160°
and simultaneously records digital images of the particle. The development of the scattered light system
(SLS) in the TI-Nephelometer has lagged behind the imaging system, and the first attempt to make airborne
measurements during the SUCCESS project produced marginal results. Since then, the SLS has been
upgraded and measurements of phase functions and images of water drops and glass beads in the
laboratory, and ice crystals in a cloud chamber have been obtained. Figure 12 shows a comparison of Mie
theoretical scattering for a sphere with measurements from 50 fi111 glass beads. Examination of beads under
a microscope suggests that the surfaces of the beads are round and smooth. However, the measured phase
function shown in Figure 12 is much flatter than predicted by Mie theory. A range of refractive indices
was assumed in the theoretical calculation and still the phase function for the bead is much flatter than
predicted by theory. The measurements shown in Figure 12 from the TI-nephelometer are in general
agreement with similar laboratory measurements of glass beads made by the Gayet et al. (1997a) polar
nephelometer (Gayet 1997 - personal conmmnication). T11is strongly suggests that small deviations from
sphericity and/or rouglmess of the smface of the beads is contributing to the relatively flat phase function.
The research flights conducted by the C-337 were in upslope clouds which had similar synoptic
characteristics to those studied in the Winter Icing and Stonns Projects (WISP) conducted near along the
Front Range of the Rockies in 1990 and 1991 (Rasmussen et al. 1992). ·Cloud base varied from 70008000 ft msl and cloud top ranged from about 11,000 - 13,000 ft msl. The corresponding cloud base and
cloud top temperatures were about -5° C and -]5° C, respectively. Measurements from the CPI showed
that, in some regions, almost all of the particles were ice, including the high concentrations of particles with
diameters < 50 fiffi. These observations agreed well with notes from the on-board scientist who recorded
icing rate on the pneumatic boots, which are visible about I m from the cockpit.
The exact shapes of the small particles cmmot be precisely determined from the images, however,
many of the small particles appeared to be shaped like dumbbells, trapezoids and various other shapes,
suggesting that two or more drops froze when they collided. Other particles appeared to be drops that had
frozen in a slightly non-spherical shape. Figure 13 shows some examples of the small ice particles and
cloud drops. Concentrations of small(< 50 ~un) particles were very high in some regions of the clouds. A
comparison of the particle size distributions from the CPI and 2D-C probes in a mixed phase region where
the ratio of ice/water particles was > 100: 1 is shown in Figure 14. The portion of the size distribution < SO
fill would ordinarily be measured by the Forward Scattering Spcctrometer Probe (FSSP) on a research
aircraft. However, after looking at the images in Figure 13, one can see that the FSSP measurements
would be inaccurate in this situation because of the non·sphericity of the particles (Gardiner and Hallet
1985).
The high concentrations of small particles generally occurred in a very inhomogeneous distribution
in the upslope clouds. Figure 15 shows a time series where the ordinate is the number of particles per
frame. As can be seen in the schematic drawing ofthe CPI, shown in Figure 1, if the particle concentration
is high, there will be more than one image in the imaging area ar1d some of the images will be out of focus.
Figure 16 shows an example of the images contained in one frmne when the particle concentration is very
high. T11ere are a total of 60 images in the field of view, which is a volume of about 1.5 cm3 It is possible
that there are even more particles in the frame that are too far out of focus to be seen as images. Since all
of the in-focus panicles in Figure 16 are non-spherical, and no rime ice was observed on the aircraft at this
tin1e, one can assume that the large majority of the out-of-focus images are ice particles. This implies that
the ice particle concentration in the .1.5 cm3 volume is about 40,000 1~ 1 . This is m1 extremely high ice
particle concentration. Although the spatially-averaged concentration was on the order of 100 l~r, the
measurements in Figure 15 suggest that pockets with very high (> 5,000 r') ice particle concentrations
occurred in an inhomogeneous distribution throughout this 10 km region of cloud. The data were examined
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to see if particle breakup or aircraft produced ice particles (APIPS) could have caused·the very high ice
concentrations, and neither factor appeared to be contributory.
4. Summary
The data from the new cloud particle imager (CPI) suggest that, in some regions of three ups lope
1
stom1s investigated by the C-337 aircraft, small pockets of very high (> 5,000 r ) concentrations of
particles < 50 J.Lm in diameter were nearly all ice particles which were inhomogeneously distributed
throughout the clouds. These particles were largely missed by a 2D-C probe which was mounted next to
the CPl. Additional laboratory measurements using the SPEC []-Nephelometer and in situ measurements
by Crepe! et al. ( 1997) and Gayet et al. ( 1997b) suggest that non-sphericity of the small ice particles
dramatically alters their phase ftmction compared with Mie scattering theory for spheres. The phase
functions are much "flatter", perhaps by an order of magnitude. This may have significant implications for
global climate forecast models.
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Figure I. Schematic drawing showing the fundamental optics in the CPl.

Figure 2. CPI and 2D-C probes installed on Cessna P337 during upslope freezing drizzle storm in
Boulder, Colorado February 24-26 and April5, 1997.
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Figure 4. CPI images of freezing drizzle drops and 2D-C simulation of lOO
1997)
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drops (from Korolev et al.

Figure 5. Examples of digital images of I 00-400 fjm hexagonal plates observed by the new SPEC cloud
particle imager (CPI).
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Figure 6. Example of a 2 mm pristine hexagonal plate.
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Figure 7. Examples of cloud drops and riming.
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Figure 8. Examples of rimed dendrites and broken pieces.
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Figure 9. Examples of stellar ice crystals.
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Figure 10. Exploded view of dendrite and cloud drops.
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Figure 16. Examples of in-focus and out-of-focus particles contained in one frame (-1.5 cm3 )
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Abstract
Small-scale mixing of cloud with environmental air is observed in the laboratory with the
use of the laser-sheet photography. The results indicate fi"actal behaviour of the cloud-clear air
interface at scales above 2cm and geometrical properties in rhe scales below 2 cm. In both
ranges of scales an intelface is anisotropic. In small scales is enlongated in the vertical by a
}actor of 1. 6: in larger scales there is a di!Jerence in pacral dimension on horizontal and vertical cuts.

1. Introduction
The influence of mixing on cloud dynamics and microphysics has been a subject of interest since the
early days of cloud physics. It has been recently advanced that mixing at the very small scales may be
imp01tant for microphysics (Grabowski, 1993), or even large scale dynamics (Haman and Pawlowska,
1995). The link between the processes is suggested by theoretical considerations and by numerical simula·
tions of turbulent mixing. However, direct observation of small-scale mixing in natural conditions is still
not within experimental capabilities. The development of aircraft-mounted cloud droplet sizing devices or
them1odynamic sensors (e.g. Brenguier, 1993, Baumgardner et al., 1993, Haman et al.,l996) is progressing
rapidly, but it will take years to obtain fully dependable measurements at scales of order of I cm or less. It
seems that at present stage the most reasonable way to study small-scale mixing in clouds is in a laboratory
enviromnent.
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Fig. I. A schematic view oftl1e experimental setup: I) -laser, 2) -mirror, 3) -cylindrical lenses, 4) -small
chamber with the droplet generator, 5) - main experimental chamber, 6) - camera, 7) - an image:
cross section through cloud undergoing mixing.
In the present paper we will discuss results from such experiment descnbcd in detail in Malinowski
et. al., 1997. In the laboratory mixing takes place in a chamber lm deep, lm wide m1d 1.8 m high (Fig. 1),
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equipped with a thennometer and a psychrometer in order to give initial conditions of the envirornnent. A
second, smaller chamber, also eqnipped with a thermometer is placed above the main one. An ultrasonic
droplet generator (cornn1ercially available ultrasonic humidifier) produces droplets which are blown into the
small chamber. When the smaller chamber is full of mist (air between droplets is assumed to be saturated), the division between chambers is opened. The weight of liquid water provides the initial negative
buoyancy to the 'cloudy' plume descending down to the large chamber and mixing with the 'envirornnental'
air. The initial diameter of the plume can be changed by modifYing the size and shape of the opening. The
velocity of the plume at the outlet was measured with a pressure velometer for a typical experimental setups; however it is not measured during the visualization experiments in order to avoid flow disturbances.
The estimated LWC in the upper chamber (based on the efficiency of the droplet generator) is in the
3
range 3-15g/m , depending on the time allowed for the generation of droplets. The droplet size distribution
was measured by collecting droplets on a plate of glass covered by a film of vaseline oil and then photographed with a microscope. A typical spectmm has maximum at about l4f1111 and width of about ±7 fUll .
Cross-sections through the volume in which mixing takes place are obtained by illuminating a planar sheet
of cloud with laser light (wavelength 0.488 ftm) which is scattered by cloud droplets. The image is photographed, then digitized and numerically processed.

2 [cm]
I

I

Fig. 2 A cut through the interface between a cloud and clear air. Arrow indicates the direction of gravity.
The relationship between the brightness of the each image pixel and the corresponding intensity of
the scattered light is uncertain. Processing of the film is strongly non-linear and not fhlly controllable. Re·
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sults may vary from film to film and even from scene to scene in the same film roll. The size of the grain is
larger than the pixel size in the digitized images. Quantitative analysis of the image to obtain information
about droplet spectra is impossible. However, information on location of the interface between cloudy and
clear air can be extracted from the data with good results. This interface is defined by a certain threshold
of image brightness. Discussion of the effect of the value of the threshold on results is given in the next
section.

2. Investigation of the cloud-clear air inten·face

In Fig. 2 there is an example of a processed image with the extracted interface between cloudy and
clear air filaments, given by certain intensity threshold. The box counting method (see e.g. Falconer, 1990)
is applied such interface in order to investigate scaling propetties (as in Sreenivasan et al. (1989), Malinowski and Zawadzki (1993) and Malinowski et al. (1994)). The result of this procedure for seventeen
scenes with the well developed filamentation of the cloudy is shown in Fig. 3. A sharp change of the box
dimension (slope on loglog plot) from about 1 at small scales to about 7/5 in scales above 2 cm is its key
feature. This means that at scales below 2cm the interface is simply a geometrical one, while at larger
scales it has a non integer dimension of the value closer to I .36 reported for passive scalars by Sreenivasan
et al (1989) than to 1.55 observed in clouds by Malinowski and Zawadzki (1993) and Malinowski et
al.(l994).
The sensitivity of the calculated box din1ension to the value of the threshold for which the interface is
defmed is shown in Fig. 4. For thresholds larger than 40 (in 255 gray-scale) the box dimension is weakly
dependent on the threshold value. Thus, despite all of the uncertainties conceming imaging and chemical
processing of the film, the break of the scaling behavior around 2 cm is well defined. This mixing behavior
is different from the one observed in laboratory flows with passive scalars, where the scaling behavior was
well established down to the scale of 211 (2 Kolmogorov scales) (Sreenivasan et al., 1989). This effect
should be investigated in more detail; however, it is likely that evaporation of cloud droplets at the interface
the affects the structure of turbulence in clouds at very small scales making it different from that of passive
scalars.
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Fig. 3 Box-counting on cloud-clear air interface from the experimental data. Sum for 11 independent
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the box-counting dimension on threshold (in 255 gray-scale). The upper plot
shows the dimension calculated for larger scales (greater then 2 cm) , the lower one - for small
scales.
The break in scaling around 2cm is an important result. However, in this paper we will show another
interesting property of the cloud-clear air interface: its anisotropy. In the papers by Malinowski anf
Zawadzki (1993), Malinowski et al. (1994), assumption of isotropy of fractal properties of cloud-clear
interface played an essential role. However, due to buoyancy and gravity effects this assumption, at least
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for clouds, is questionable. The vertical direction is naturally favored in analyzed pictures due to effects of
gravity and buoyancy. This means that also in small scales the interface may be anisotropic. Quantitative
description of this anisotropy in terms characteristic for fractals is the main goal of the following part of the
paper.
3. Measures of anisotropy
Problem of defining anisotropy is not new and various methods of approaching this issue are in use,
depending on the way the primordial problem is fonnulated. In atmospheric physics the so-called General
Scale Invariance formalism (Lovejoy et. al., 1992) introducing concept of elliptical dimension, was introduced. Below we propose another, much simpler approach, aimed at investigating scale-dependent anisotropy. It is based on the modified box-counting approach.
Let us define a function boxs(x,y), given for a specified set S in a specified coordinate system:

boxs(<.y). =Number of boxes of the sides x and y, needed to cover setS.. (3 .1)
In the case x=y and existing self-similarity in of the setS, a function box8 (x,y) can be used to determine box-counting dimension D:
log(box 8(x,x)) "'- D log(x) + const,

(3.2)

Domain L: of a function box3 (x,y) in the logarithmic scale can be interpreted as in Fig.5.

log(y)

0
log(x)

Fig. 5. Domain of the fi.mction boxs(x,y) may be interpreted in the following manner:
-interior of the square- possible dimensions of boxes;
- thick solid line - square boxes;
-dotted line -boxes of constant proportion (x,h) and (A.y,y);
-dashed line - boxes of constant surface (xy=const);
- axis x- boxes of size (x,l).
- axis y- boxes of size (l,y).
Now we may defrne isotropy:

The setS is isotropic i(for every (x,y)
boxs(x,y) - box 3(y,x) = 0.

6I~·

(3. 3)
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This gives a definition of anisotropy function:

ans(x,y): ~~log(boxs(x,y))-log(boxs(y.x))

(3 .4)

The above implies that an8 (x,y) is symmetric with respect to y=x. an8 (x,y) may be also scaledependent.
The advantage of the above definition is that anisotropy does not depend directly on the value of the
function box 8 (x,y). The disadvantage is the dependence of an8 (x,y) on a choice of coordinate system for
analyzed pictnre. If an8 (x,y)=O, the set S is isotropic. Non-zero values of ans(x,y) indicate anisotropy of
importance growing with increase of ans(x,y).
Scale independent constant distortion 'A (see Fig.5), named here a stretch factor, may be computed
finding minimum valne of the expression:
box8 ('Ax,y) - boxs(y,x'A).

(3.5)

Note that not every anisotropic set can be characterized by constant 'A. In the other words, not every
set can be linearly extended so that condition of isotropy (3.3) is fulfilled. A simple example of such a set
may be a fractal S with a self-similarity dimension D, which fulfills an additional condition:
box 8(x,y) - x

·D,

y .o,,

(3 6)

where quantities D 1 and 0 2 determine (in analogy to the box-counting dimension) dependence of a function
box8 (x,y) on a change of size of boxes in directions x and y. For x~y=o the equation (3.2) is obtained
when:
(3.7)

D=D1 +0 2•

D 1 and D 2 may be then computed fitting a plane on a logarithmic plot of to function boxs(x,y). In a
case D 1;tD2, the set is anisotropic and no constant A can be found. 'A then is a function ofx and y. This may
be shown by inserting the expression (3.6) into (3.3):

(3.8)
This implies:

what allows to compute 'A:
I

boxs (y, x_) Jv;·:o,
A(x,y)= (·---......
.
box 3 (x,y)

(310)

It may be easily shown that 'A does not depend on sizes of boxes only when D 2=D 1.
When condition (3.6) is fulfilled there exists a specific kind of anisotropy, which properties are determined by D 1 and D,. In the following this will be called the anisotropy ofdimension.
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4. Application of the approach to the experimental data
We will now investigate an interface between cloud and clear air in the process of turbulent mixing as in
Fig.2. Mixing is nonconservative (cloud droplets may evaporate in the unsaturated air) and may be ~mise
tropic due to the gravity (droplet fall with respect to surrounding air, non-negligible buoyancy effecis).
Applying the procedure drscribed in section 3 to the same experimental data as in section 2 results in the
following anisotropy function:

Fig. 6. The anisotropy function an 8 (x,y) averaged over 11 different images from the experiment (x and y in
pixels). For boxes of sizes aronnd 124 pixels the plot is almost flat and an 8 (x,y);;,O what is in agreement
with the isotropy condition (3.3). 100 pixels,J.5*10-2[m].
2

For the large scales, i.e. for boxes exceeding 124 pixels (1.9* 10' [m]) the obtained anisotropy of
dimension is respectively: 0 1=0.86, 0 2=0.77 (the correlation r = 0.999) or D 1=0.90, 0 2=0.77 (the correlation r=0.999) depending on a range of scales adopted for fitting (128sx,ysl024 [pixels] in the first or
256sx,ysl024 [pixels] in the second case). Assuming that the following expression for the cloud-clear air
interface in three dimensions is valid:

the number of occupied boxes ofsms (x,y,z) - x-o, y-o, z-o,,

(4.1)

and assuming that anisotropy appears in vertical (D 2=D 3), the dimension D of the cloud- clear air interface
may be estimated as:

D = D 1 +2 D2 •

(42)

For the obtained values ofD 1 and D, we get D=241 or 0~2.43, respectively.
For scales smaller than 1.9* w·'m there is no more anisotopy of dimension, but the stretch factor
may be computed. The estimated value oL\, is A= 1.6±0.1.
5. Summary and conclusions

There is an evidence that cloud is anisotropic in small scales. Tllis finding may have some practical
meaning. Anisotropy may influence weak radar echo of clouds, may influence its radiation properties. Tllis
also m,ay influence mixing, i.e. should be accounted for in parameterization of sub-scale effects in numerical models.
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There are another results from analysis of the intemsity gradient at the cloud-clear air interface supporting results given above. They will be presented at the workshop. The main findings of the paper may
be summarized as follows.
1) For the cloud-clear interface observed on vertical cuts through the cloud generated in the laboratory
conditions the anisotropy of dimension exists (D 1"'0.87, D 2"'0.77) for the range of scales from 1.9*10-'[m]
to I o·'m. Box-counting dimension of a of a this interface computed with the assumptionS (4.1) and (4.2)is
D=2 .42±0 .!. The approximate value of geometrical an isotropy in scales less then 1. 9* 1o·'[m] is
1-= 1.6±0.1.
2) For the cloud-clear air interface observed in the laboratory the preferred scale around 1.9 cm exists. In
this scale the standard box counting dimension changes from D;:,l (geometrical interface) in smaller scales
to about D"'5/3 (fractal interface) in larger scales. In tins scale there exist also change of musotropy: from
geometrical one to the anisotropy of dimension. The coefficient of geometrical anisotropy in small scales
1-~1.6. This means, that in average structures in these scales are 1.6 times longer in vertical than in horizontal.
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1. Introduction
The raindrop size distribution (DSD) is one of the most impmtant parameters in cloud microstructure,
because it is related with most physical processes in the cloud and detellllines or is related to most integral
parameters used for the cloud-environment interaction and for remote sensing teclmiques.
The most widely used DSD model in the last decades has been the exponential distribution, proposed by
Marshal! and Pahner (1948). Its general fom1 is:
N(D)~No

exp( -ID),

(I)

where D is drop diameter (or equivalent diameter, in large drops), N(D) is the drop concentration per diameter
interval, or drop spectral density; No and 1are constants for a particular DSD.
Joss m1d Gori (1978) observed systematic deviations from exponentiality in short time averaged ground
measured spectra, m1d proposed a shape parameter, whose deviation from unity is related with the deviation of
the DSD from the exponentiaL It depends on two integral parameters P m1d Q, taken as the pth and qth moments
of the DSD and ofitJ exponential fit, as follows:

(2)

where A(P) is the ratio between the pth and pth-1 moments of the DSD.
A power function :fit has been used with success by Mazin m1d Shmater ( 1977) for DSD in cumulus
clouds.
Ulbtich (1983) proposed the use of the gamma distribution to :fit DSD. It has the follll:
05D5Dcn~·

N(D)=N,D''exp(-AD),

(3)

where J.l is a real number and the units ofNs are: nf3mm-J-m. Here, J.l can be interpreted as the slope that would
have the spectrum for the small drop region if plotted in a log-log diagram.
Tokay and Short (1996), Richter m1d Goddard (1996) and Fuijin et al. (1996) have used the gamma
distribution for DSD measured at the grOlmd. Willis (1984) and Willis m1d Tattelmmm (1989) fom1d a good
gmmna fit for DSD in tropical stom1 clouds. Both positive m1d negative follll factors have been reported_
The objective of this work is to present smnultancous measurements of raindrop size distributions,
vertical velocity m1d cloud liquid water content in Cuban tropical convective clouds. Differences between spectra
in npdrafts and downdrafts, and between clouds in different stages of development are analised. Averaged spectra
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have been calculated for different rainfall rates, and have been fitted by exponential, power and gamma
distributions. TI1e grumna fit was made independently by a least squares routine, and by an analytical procedure,
based on the previous calculation of a the Joss-Gori shape parameters.

2. Instrumentation and data
The dataset used in the present work was collected during the 1986 and 1987 seasons of the Cuban
Weather Modification Progrrunme (PCMAT), nmjointly by the Cuban Institute ofMeteorol01,>y (INSMET) and
the Russian Central Aerological Observatory (CAO). Field experiments, were accomplished in the Crunagiiey
Experimental Area (CEA), which is located in i:he central-eastem part of Cuba, and is limited by a circmnference
of 80 km of radius, centered in the Meteorological Center of the city of Camagiiey (21 °25'N and 77°10W). DSD
were measured by CAO large particle spectrometcr (LPS) (Nevzorov, 1996), installed in an 11-14 aircraft. The
LPS is intended for measuring particles in a range of diameters from 0.2 to more than 6 nm1. It has 12 channels
whose resolution decreases with diruneter, as shown in Table 1. Considering that the position of the sensor favors
the measurement. of the horizontal dimensions of the drops, which could have induced to overestin1ation of their
sizes, a correction for deviation of sphericity (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) is introduced in this work to calculate
the equivalent drop diameter. The third row ofTable 1 shows the results.

Table I. Tirreshold ru1d meow values ru1d rru1ges of diruneter measurement for the 12 LPS chrumels. d
represents measured drop dimensions, and D represents equivalent diameters.
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Dmin

·~---J!:."E!:L__~-~~~·~-~~~~. ~~·~.,~~·~·~...~.,.,~.,..~~------·---~~-.,,.,.,..,,".,.,~.,,.,.,..,,.,.,,,~·~
The IL-14 was also equipped with an aircraft load compkx (ALC), including an analogic integrator and
the corrections to produce the wind vertical velocity, Nevzorov's hot wire liquid water content probe (Mazin and
Shmeter, eds, 1977; Nevzorov, 1996) and other instnm1ents.
The dataset consists on 72 samples, measured in cumulus congestus and cumulonimbus clouds, at
altitudes from 1.5 to 3 km and temperatures from 7 to 23°C. TI1e volume of cloudy air of each individual sample
depends of the horizontal dimensions of the cloud, which ranged from 0.8 to 7 km. As the LPS sampling area is
of 7 cm2, this corresponds to a range of sampling volumes of 0. 6-5 n{
Every second of in-cloud flight, con-esponding to nearly· 80 m, a set of measurements was recorded. It
was used to calculate the mean spectnun for each case. For a subset of 56 clouds, with simultaneous
measurements of vertical drafts and DSD, meru1 spectra for updraft (w>l) and downdrafts (w<-1) were
calculated. Rainfall rates, calculated from cloud spectra were used for data stratification, applying Willis and
Tattelman's criterion fur high rainfall rate categories (RRC). Two more categories were included to account for
the lower rates. The definition of the RRC is shown in Table 2. An index, called DES was introduced to account
for the stage of development of the clouds, to consider it in the analysis. It is simply defined as DES'~ 1 when the
cloud averaged vertical velocity ik positive (>0), showing predominat1t upward motion, and DES=O when it is
negative or null.
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Table 2. Ranges corresponding to the five rainfall rate categories (RRC).
RRe
Rain rate range (mm h' 1)
Number of cases

2

__ 2.5-2~--

3
4
5
~m
____12-62.5
62.5-125
>125

13
-----

9

8

- -8

3. Raindrop size distributions

a. Jvfm1mum diameters
DSD in tbe lowest RRC (1,2) contain no giant drops, and most oftbeir maximum diameters were lower
tban 3.4 mm. In the highest RRC (3-5),giant drops were present in almost all cases. All these cases correspond to
clouds more than 6 km high, witl1 cloud top temperatures below -8/-1 0°C.
TI1e reason for tlris marked difference may be in tl1e predominance of tl1e warm mechanism of rain
formation for RRe~ I ,2 and tbe mixed phase one for tbe otl1er RRC. TI1e giant drops may be formed fi·om melte,d
or partially melted bail. Occasional qualitative detection of hail recorded in tl1e on board diary tends to reinforce
tlris hypothesis.

b. Raindrop size distributions in updrafis and downdrafis
For fue lowest rainfall rates, updraft and downdraft spectra were usually not very different For fue high
rainfall rates, drop sorting takes place, mainly for tl1e larger drops. TI1is causes marked differences between
updraft and downdraft spectra in their right zones, while tl1e left pmt oftbe two spectra is generally overlapping.
T11ese diJreren~es have Uifferml signs, depending on tl1e cloud stage of development. Tims, developing elands
have usually larger maximum dian1eters in tbe updraft. Clouds with DES=O have generally greater drops in fue
downdraft.
The median reflectivity diameter D0z, influenced mainly by larger drops, is greater for updrafts than for
downdrafts in developing clouds. TI1e opposite holds in clouds witl1 DES~o. CWC was generally higher for
updrafts, in clouds with DES~ 1, but it was non negligible for downdrafts also. This is consistent wifu the
presence of small drops and low evaporation rate.
In clouds witl1 DES~ I, ewe was correlated wifu vertical velocity, but not in clouds witl1 DES~O. In
some high rainfall rate cases, strong downdrafts coexisted witl1 strong updrafts. In tbese cases, bofu ewe and
RWC were high. High RWC/eWe ratios occur mainly for high rainfall rates a11d DES~O, which generally
conesponds to mature stom1 clouds witl1 intense downdrafts in fue rainshaft.

c. Functional fits to averaged raindrop size distributions in clouds
A previous inspection of individual cloud DSD showed that, with some exceptions, tbey do not look
linear in log-linear coordinates, and fuey are generally concave upward. This suggested a gamma distribution, but
did not allow to discard the possibility of exponential or power fits in certain cases.
For different purposes, as paran1eterization in cloud models, or remote sensing applications, the
estimation of DSD functional form from calculated or measured integral parmneters is desirable. Tins approach
has been called "analytical" (Waldvogel, 1974; Willis, 1984). In fue present section, this mefuod will be followed
to obtain additional gmnma fits for averaged cloud spectra, and tl1e results will be compared wifu tl1e least
squares estin1ations. The method consists in using a previously calculated Joss-Gori form paran1eter Spq, given by
(2), to obtain fue paran1eters offue gmruna distribution, by applying tl1e following expressions (Ulbrieht, 1983):
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p+q
p+q+2p'

S(PQ) =

(4)

(5)

LDo=3.67+m.

(6)

where Pis the moment of order p of the DSD. As the choice ofP and Q depends in general on the particular task,
five combinations were tested: [p,q]= [6,2]; [6,3]; [6,4]; [4,3] and [3,2].
Cloud DSD for individual cases, con·esponding to the same RRC, were bin-averaged for each of the
measured diameter intenrals. For RRC= 1, five clouds bad D,Th~ < I 1mn, and hence, less than five non-zero bins.
They were excluded from the averaging. The largest drop bins in the averaged spectra were considered for curve
fit only if they were represented in more than a fourth of the total number of clouds in the corresponding RRC.
T1ms, a total of eight fits was tried for each averaged spectrum. The exponential, power and gamma least
squares fits will be denoted, respectively as EXls, PO!s and GAls. 111e analytical gan1111a fits corresponding to the
Spq parameters will be denoted as GApq (p=6,4,3; q=2,3,4).
Two independent criteria were applied for goodness of fit evaluation: the logaritlmuc mean squared error
(LMSE), previously used by Willis (1984), and the relative error in RWC estimation.

Table 3. Errors in average spectrum fits for different rain rate categories for each of the 8 fLmctional
fit models.
~x'"''"'"'"'oooo.>o..~~"'"''''""'''"""''"'"'""''"'''''"''''»'""""~

RRC

EX1s
Pols
GA62
GAls .......................
......................................
RRC=l
LMSE 0.223 0.056 0.010
0.140
DRWC 0.053 0.368 0.034
0.255
RRC=2
LMSE 0.103 0.048 0.013
0.061
SRWC 0.020 0.408 0.076
0.205
RRC=3
LMSE 0.132 0.067 0.026
0.066
DRWC 0394 0.405 0.113
0.125
RRC=4
LMSE 0.119 0.095 0.031
0.064
DRWC 0.108 0.513 0.150
0.107
RRC=5
LMSE 0.115 0102 0.031
0.061
DRWC 0.004 0.537 0.126
0.134

GA43 GA32 GA63
.GA64
...............................................................................
0.118
0.283

0.120
0.275

0.186
0.223

0.117
0.288

0.153
0.177

0.051
0.2ll

0.059
0.204

0.076
0.197

0.416
0.084

0.068
() 132

0.051
0.144

0.145
0.114

0.153
0.100

0.080
OJ 11

0.054
OJ 18

0.104
0.095

0.253
0.101

0.068
0.115

0.05
0.14

0.116
0.096

~~"'~

Table 3 shows the behavior of the errors. TI1e GAls fit has always the least LMSE All five analytic fits
give good predictions ofRWC, but GA64 has too high LMSE to be acceptable. Also GA63 has relatively high
LMSE. The power fit has LMSE in the same range of most analyticaJ fits, but fuils to predict RWC by
overestimating large drop concentration. Tl1e exponential fit gives very good predictions of RWC in almost all
RRC, but it neglects curvature, underestimating small drop concentration in most cases. Table 4 shows the
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corresponding parameters of these distributions for al RRC. Fig.! shows averaged spectra for the five RRC and
the corresponding least squares gamma fits (GAls).
Although the different gamma fits for the same data have different parameters, this not always has so
much influence in the fit error nor in the shape of the fimctional curve. The parameters can adjust themselves to a
certain extent to provide a good fit.
BIN AVERAGED SPECTRA
GAMMA FUNCTION MODEL
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Table 4. Parameters of averaged spectn.m1 fits for
different rainfall rate categories (RRC) for three
Jimctional fit models
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Fig. I. Averaged DSD for the five RRC. Curves show the N,
m
least squares gamma fits.
L
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4. Conclusions.

A wide rainfall rate range, from 0.01 to 297mm 11' 1 was s\1tdied. Giant drops are generally present in the
high rainfall rate spectra, which never occur in clouds with top heights less than 6 !an, co!Tesponcling to the -8/l00C isotherm. Tius allows to speculate on the action of mixed phase rain fonnation mechatlisms on the process
of formation of these drops.
High concentrations of small drops are present in almost all cloud spectra, wluch causes an upward
concavity. This applies also to updraft and downdraft spectra.
Relatively high cloud water contents were measured in both kinds of drafts, which is consistent with the
existence of small droplets, and suggests that the evaporation process does not prevail, neither in updrafts nor in
downdrafts of the measured clouds.
Large drop so1ting was detected for the lugh rainfall rates, in the sense oflugher concentrations of large
at1d giant drops in the updrafts of developing clouds at1d in the downdrafts of clouds with prevailing downward
motions. This is consistent with the hypothesis of a prevailing mixed rain fonnationmechanism, including graupel
and hail fommtion, melting or partial melting at1d large drop recycling. Additional data atmlysis at1d modeling
work would be needed to arrive to defmitive conclusions in tlus sense.
E:;:ponential, power and. gan1111a least squares function fits were applied to the averaged observed
spectra. Five additional gamma analytical function fits were obtained by deriving the gan1111a fonn factor from the
previous calculation of the moments of the distribution at1d the Joss-Gori forn1 paratneters from observed data.
The results were compared graphically and at1alytically, using as criteria the logarithmic mean square TI1e
least square gamma fimction model (GAls) showed to be the best fit to bin ..averaged cloud DSD, according to
logarithmic mean square error, and gives good estimations of RWC. Fom1 factors for this fit were negative for all
RRC and rat1ge from -4.47 to -1.64. The at1alytical gan1111a fits, and especially the GA62 (calculated from
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moments 2 and 6 of the DSD) perform best in the sense ofRWC estinmtion and has a relatively low mean square
error. The exponential has very low errors in RWC estimations for most RRC, but for one of them is the highest.
Its mean square errors are relatively high. TI1e analytical fits (except GA64), are graphically close to GAls,
though they produce a narrower range of form factors.
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l, Introduction

The present knowledge of the composition and evolution of cold clouds is still much deficient
suffering some uncertainties and manifest paradoxes, such as anomal viability of both wat((r and mixed
stratiform clouds, many orders discrepancies in concentrations between ice particles and ice nuclei, etc. Up
to now, only speculative hypotheses were at best offered to explain that kind of gaps with no success
achieved in their experimental examination, insomuch as the available in situ measurements essentially
leave aside those properties of cold clouds which might best contribute to adequate explanations of such
peculiarities. Among related measurement problems, still unsolved remains objective identification of cloud
phase composition, including the determination of liquid and ice water contents as well as of concentrations
~md characteristic sizes of separately liquid and ice particles. Similar routinely available measurements are
too far from satisfactory especially when applied to low-temperatnre stratiforrn clouds.
An aircraft cloud microphysical instrumental complex (ACMC) created and being for years in use in
CAO offers certain approach to the solution of the problem in direct and indirect high-sensitive
determination of a series of the mentioned cloud properties. The measurements made with the ACMC have
revealed some unexpected features of phase-dispersion composition of cold clouds, which are bound to
make a significant impact on the concepts in the physics of cold clouds as well as on a set and teclmology
of microphysical measurements in need.
2. Measnrements and Data Reduction
The instmments constituting the CAO ACMC have been described earlier, most recently by
Nevzorov (1996a). Outlined here are their general operating principles and main perfom1ances as well as
the basic principles of combined data reduction.

a. Measurements of liquid and total water content
The most recent description of the performances and tests of the LWC/TWC meters IVO is given
by Korolev et al. (1996). TI1ese are two identical hot-wire constant-temperature probes differing only in inflow sensors (Fig.!). The cone-hollowed hot collector of the IVO TWC probe catches and volatilizes both
ice and liquid particles, whereas the cylinder-convex LWC collector enables ice particles to slit otf not
changing their phase state, while liquid droplets are flattening into thin surface film instantly evaporating.
A special circuitry involving an auxiliary (reference) hot sensor protected against the impact of cloud
particles divides the controlle.d power of the collector heating into the alternative current component fully
compensating the dry air heat losses, and direct current (DC) component which responds to only the
particle evaporation heat and serves as the output signal. This operating principle results in as high
sensitivity of the probes as <0.003 g m~ 3 under horizontal t1ight, as well as in their extremely simple
calibration using the expression
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(l)

W= V"! RSuL

where W is the instrumental readings in terms of LWC, V is the DC voltage across the collector winding
having the resistance R at the operating temperature (70'C to 90"C), S is the collector sampling area, u is
the tme air speed, and L is the specific heat of evaporation of liquid water at about given temperature. In
the general case including ice-containing clouds, the W value measured by each of the probes is obviously
interpreted as

(2)
where WL and Wj are the tme LWC and !WC, respectively, sL and a, are the resulting collector efficiencies
in catching and evaporating respective phase types of particles, and '1" 1.12 is the correction factor for the
ice evaporation heat. Denoting the TWC ~md LWC readings by Eq. (1) as W1 and W2, respectively, and
taking en"' 0 as stated before (Nevzorov and Shugaev, 1992; Korolev et al., 1996), we have from a set of
Eqs. (2)

(3)

(4)
The values of su and 8L2 are in practice estimated as functions of the droplet effective diameter d,
readily determined from the expression
(5)
where E is the cloud extinction coefficient under measurement as jnst below, EL is its droplet component,
and Pw is the water density. In most practical cases, 8[.2"'1 and En"" I. The real error of the detennination of
!WC by Eq. (4) does not exceed 15% ofLWC.

b. Measurement ofcloud extinction
The cloud transparency probe (CTP) was used for the dctcnnination of the local optical extinction
coefficient of a cloud (Kosarev et al., 1976). The transmissiometric probe consists of a combined optical
unit and a distant 180' prism reflector, and measures the attenuation T of visible light travelled forth and
back the designed path within a cloud. The extinction coefficient, E, is calculated from the Bouguer's law:

E

=

(J;2L) log (liT),

(6)

where L is the optical base being at our airplane between a fuselage port-hole and the end of the horizontal
stabilizer. At L=S m, the measurement range of E restricted by 25% boundmy error lies from I lan- 1 to
200 krn- 1. In d1e general case, the measurements need a correction (up to doubling) for the forward
scattering by large enough particles.

c. Particle size and phase determination
The photoelectric particle phase/size analyser (PPSA) is based on analysing and counting polarized
components of light scattered at 90° by individual particles (Loba et al., 1985; Nevzorov, 1985). TI1e
sampling volume of 4 mm x 4nun (area) x 1 nun (depth) is formed optically. The illuminating light beam is
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linearly polarized in parallel with the mean scatter plane (s-polarization), and the scattered light is split into
two cross-polarized components I, and lp. The 1,, photodetector is connected with a 5-channel pulse height
analyser (PHA), and that of lp with a pulse counter. Each of the count channels provides the total
concentration of drops and crystals exceeding in their sizes d, and ak, respectively:

(7)
where k is the number of a PHA cha1mel or k = p.
The experimental calibration of PPSA with monodispcrse drops was reduced to adjusting the PHA
discrimination thresholds as desired in terms of drop diameters dk listed in Table 1. As shown by Kosarev
et al. (1986), the calibration characteristics for ice crystals irrespective of their type can be calculated from
the drop calibration data if to define the crystal size, a, as the equivalent diameter of its mean cross-section
area. For the PPSA optics, the mean response I, to an ice ctystal is equal to the response to a water drop if
their sizes are in the ratio dla=l.5±0.2. The resulting crystal size thresholds ofPHA are presented in Table
1 as well. 111e minimum sizes of drops and crystals detected by the p-component counter (Table 1) have
been estimated from the comparison between its and PHA readings in warm drizzle and in purely ice
clouds. The equality ap"'G 1 implies that the polarized light while singly scattered by ice crystals experiences
nearly full depolarization.
Table I: Particle size thresholds of PPSA (run)
Channel number
Drops, d1
Crystals, ak

I
30
20

4

5

50

3
80

120

180

33

53

80

120

2

p
90-100
20-25

Because of the difference in size response scales as shown in Table 1, the probe is in principle
inable to measure adequately particle size spectra in mixed clouds but yelds:
(i) the total threshold concentrations of particles by Eq. (7);
(ii) the concentration N* of only crystals ranging between 20 [J.m and 50-55 [J.m, determined with some
possible underestimation from

(8)
(iii) the approximation for the concentration of drops with d > c/ 1 •

(9)
The measurements of size spectra of large particles of 0.2 mm to 6 mm in linear size accidental for
crystals were performed with the large particle spectrometer (LPS) based on the simplest 2-slit shadow
technique (Borovikov et al., 1968). The probe has the fixed sampling volume of 7 cm2 area X 0.12 llllll
depth and resolves the particle concentrations from units per cubic meter and on.

3. Generalized results of measurements
The data of the combined measurements performed in 1988-89 during pcnetrations of totally over

20,000 km of mainly stratifonn clouds at temperatures from 0°C to -55"C have been analysed selectively
and statistically (Nevzorov and Shugaev, 1992; Nevzorov, 1992, 1993). The principal results are briefly
outlined here omitting furter details of their producing.
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a. Cloud phase-dispersion composition
It has been found that at least the overwhelming majority of the space of cold stratifonn clouds
contain simultaneously both liquid and ice particles and differ only in characteristic sizes of either kind of
particles. All these clouds or cloud portions may be divided in their microstmctural features into 5
conventional types:
- Liquid type (L): no ice detected;
- Mixed of the 1st type (Ml): IWC>O with the absence of ice particles of >20-25 11m in size, the
concentration of fme-sized crystals being comparable with that of cloud droplets;
-Mixed ofthe 2nd type (M2): containing ice crystals of>25 11m and >200 ftm at LWC>O, with particles
of <20-30 11m delectably contributing to the cloud optical density;
-Mixed of the 3d type (M3): containing ice crystals of>25 !llll and >200 11m and liquid drops of>30 11m
in size, with no sign of the presence of smaller particles;
-Ice type (I): consisting of ice with no liquid detected.
Figure 2 shows the relative occurrences (between the plotted curves) of the listed stnJCtural types of
clouds against in situ air temperature. The adjacent types often alternate each other within the same cloud.
Note that the limited sensitivity in detecting either phase makes no assurance that the pnre L- and Itype cloud stmctures can occur in fact.
The physical aspects of the origin and relative stability of the "latent-mixed" stmcture Ml were
recently discussed by Nevzorov ( 1996b).

b. Alternative phase state of liquid water in ice-containing clouds (!CC)
The behaviour of the droplet liquid water in the clouds of M2 and M3 stmctures is obviously not
inherent in well-known snpercooled water differing in that that it (i) persists at temperatures down to -55'C
at least, (ii) essentially penna.nently coexists with ice, (iii) typically produces in these conditions ratl1er
large drops (recall the crystal riming and freezing drizzle phenomena), (iv) always experiences in its content
the positive space correlation witl1 IWC. The items (ii) - (iv) together imply obviously that the condensation
equilibrium between the liquid and ice particles takes place in snch clouds.
The intercomparison of the ACMC data taken in M3 type clouds at -30'C, described in detail by
Nevzorov (1992, 1993), revealed tl1at the droplet liquid tl1erein differs dramatically from ordinary water in
other fundamental physical properties as well. The carefhl analysis disclosed that its density is 2.17±0.12
g cm·', the refractive index 1.8-1.9, and the specific evaporation heat is 550 J g·' ±40% at -30"C which is
around 4.7 times less than tl1at of the ordinary water.
The corresponding stmctural modification, or specific phase of H20 was earlier documented in the
literature (e. g. Skripov and Koverda, 1984) as the amorphous ice being artifically condensed at ve1y low
temperatures and having the density of 2.32 ± 0.15 g cm·' as directly measured by Delsennne and Wenger
(1970). With its reversible vitrification-softening point being 135 K, it becomes fluid (liqnid) at T>-150 K,
or above -120'C. In the molten state it tends to crystallization to the ordinary crystalline ice I, and Ih, bnt is
also free to condense directly as well as to keep this metastable state depending on a sort of impurity
present, as does supercooled ordinary water. Also just like that, the amorphous liquid water (or A-water)
can originate at given temperature only by direct condensation to free droplets and prodnce ice particles by
their crystallization, though doing both on obviously alternative nuclei, which follows from a series of
reasons inclnding extra high and temrerature independent concentrations of cloud ice crystals, as in
particular shown below.
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It can be readily concluded that in mixed clouds total and ice particle concentrations follow those of
A-water condensation and crystallization nuclei, respectively. The M! type ("latent-mixed") clouds consist
most likely of all three condensed phases including A-water.
c. Some obtained microphysical properties of!CC'
T11e measurements taken in stratiform clouds of M2 and M3 types were corrected for the A-water
properties which affect the calibration characteristics of the cloud water content (IVO) and PPSA probes.
This resulted in increase of WL by Eqs. (I) and (3) by the factor 4. 7 not affecting IWC as standardly
calculated from Eqs. (1) and (4) at sLu=l. Figure 3 shows the averaged LWC and IWC in M2 and M3
stmctures against in situ temperature. Figure 4 demonstrates the share of clouds wherein the effective
droplet diameters, even being underestimated by the right term of Eq. (5) with theE value precorrected for
the foward scattering by e:-..ireme large particles, exceeded the given values. In almost half of cases of the
M3 stmcture, d, magnitudes remained unce1tain because the magnitudes of E were near or below the
sensitivity limit of 1 km" 1, and were related to d,> 120 fUn.
The size thresholds of PPSA for A-water droplets accounted for 2.6 times lower than these for
ordinary water by Table 1, whence A-water dtoplets tumed out to be detectable from 12 ~m in diameter.
Figure 5 shows the average concentrations of crystals >20 ~m and droplets > 12 ~m in M2 and M3 clouds
at different temperatures, as estimated from Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively. A special analysis of joint data
of PPSA and LPM spectrometers enabled to separate though roughly the crystal and droplet size spectra
for most individual cases as well as for data averaged in the pmtial concentrations of particles over many
clouds. Presented in Figure 6 are the resulting cumulative size distributions of droplets and crystals both
assembled together over all sampled clouds of given type at given temperature interval. Figure 7
demonstrates the gained approximations tor the size spectra (concentration density) of only droplets in the
same clouds. The greatest droplet sizes being not determined experimentally, were taken to be 150 ~m for
M2 and 200 J.Un for M3 type of clouds.
4. Conclusions
It has been demonstrated here that definite improvements in in situ microphysical measurements
into specifically negative temperature clouds, being of increasingly urgent necessity in solving the most
in1pmiant associated problems, are really attainable in practice as well as much helpfhl in obtaining
radically new results.
The measurements have shown that the phase composition and microphysical stmcture of these
clouds and hence their evolution processes and macrophysical properties are in many respects different
from considered before. This concerns primarily the droplet liquid water in ice-containing clouds - its phase
state, fundamental physical properties,
origin, and a role in ice-fanning and perhaps another
microphysical processes. The demonstrated results suggest the concrete ways of supervenient development
of both experimental and conceptual researches into the specific physics of ice-containing clouds.
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1. Introduction

Droplet size distribution is a key parameter in cloud physics. It allows the calculations of many
microphysical parameters whose knowledge is necessary to study different physical properties of clouds
such as condensation and entraimnent processes, radiativc properties and so on. Size distribution or
spectrum refers to the relative concentration per unit particle diameter. Particle concentration is usually
measured with single particle spectrometers: in a given sampled volume of air, particles are detected and
classified according to their size. The usual method for calculation of the particle concentration consists in
counting the number N of particles over a given sampling period T and dividing this number by the
corresponding sampled volume V .

N

:l·T

V

V

(I)

C=--=~

where :t = N /T is the measured particle rate across the probe sensitive section. The accnracy of this
method is strongly affected by the fact that, no matter what the physical process is that drives particle
concentration, the occurrence of particles is random so that counting using the spectrometer is a stochastic
Poisson process. The sampling period must be chosen long enough for the number of counted particles to
be a good statistical estimator of the concentration. However, if the sampling period is too long,
infonnation about variations ofthe local concentration is lost.
If particle counts are Poisson distributed, the counting is characterized by the expected counted
rate through the counter A, also called the intensity of the Poisson process. When the intensity is a constant
independent of time, the process is said to be homogeneous. Whenever A is not constant the process is
called inhomogeneous. For a homogeneous Poisson process, the intensity A can be defined as the
expectancy of the number of particles N counted during the sampling period T, divided by T . When only
one realization of the process is available, the expectancy of N is replaced by the mean valne over T,
which is a good estimation of the expectancy when N is large. The standard deviation in the estimation of A
decreases, when the sampling period T increases, as r-112 (see Pawlowska et al. 1997). If the sampling
period is extended, the accuracy of intensity estimation is improved, but information on variations at scales
smaller than T is lost. If, on the contrary, the san1pling period is shortened for resolving smaller scales,
variations of the measured concentration that are due only to the randomness of the counting interfere with
physically significant time va1iations of the mean rate. Fignre 1 illustrates with a simulated series of counts
the difficulty of selecting a good compromise tor removing the noise intrinsic to random counting yet
preserving the detection of sharp variations in particle concentration. For the example shown in figure 1,
the intensity has been set to a constant value of 2500 s- 1 (for an aircraft flying at I 00 m/s and a sampled
cross section of 0.05mm 2 this corresponds to a concentration of 500cm-3 ), except for an interval of 50
ms , during which the intensity has been doubled ( 5000 s-1 ). One series of particle arrival times has been
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produced using a Poisson process generator. The estimated rate has been calculated as the ratio of the
number of arrivals to a given sampling period T (equal respectively to 1Oms in (a) and 20ms in (b)).
The choice of the sampling period is particularly difficult when measuring particles with very
different concentrations. The most commonly used sampling period is Is (about lOOm scale resolution
along the aircraft trajectory). This value is satisfactory for an accurate estimation of the total concentration
(in the whole size range covered by the spectrometer) or the evaluation of the concentration at the mode of
the distribution, but it is insufficient for the measurement of the law concentration of large particles. This
m1certainty is particularly critical when deriving from the measured spectrum parameters such as liquid
water content or reflectivity, which are proportional respectively to the third and sixth moment of the
distribution. The same problem occurs when looking at low concentration regions, as, for example, at the
interface between a cloud and the surrounding clear air. 111e relative error on the evaluation of low values
of the concentration is so high that it is impossible to decide whether the observed variations are physically
significant or if they reflect only the randomness of the counting. A rigorous calculation of particle
concentration should thus include an estimation of the uncertainty for every particle category, based on the
number of counts. The concentration would be calculated over longer sampling period until the prescribed
level of significance has been reached.
2. Optimal estimation of the particle rate
If a large number of independent realizations of the same process were available, it would be
possible to estimare the expected particle rate le at any time t, with any time resolution 8t. Accuracy and
time resolution would only depend on the number of realizations. When a single realization is available, i.e.
a unique series of interarrival times between particles in the counter, such a procedure is meaningless. In
the atmosphere the phenomena are not reproducible and most of them are too unstationary for allowing
more than one sampling. This is patticularly true for airborne particle measurements in clouds. In such
cases, the calculation of particle concentration is a Bayesian procedure that consists in deriving its
probability density function (PDF), conditional to the unique data series taken along the aircraft trajectory
and a certain probability model of the a priori assumption. From this point of view the concentration itself
is a random variable that can be estimated from raw data but is not directly measurable. Estimation is
te1med optimal because it relies upon the conditional probability measure of the variable of interest with
respect to the observations which are considered. An extensive study of tl1e subject is given in tl1e book
Ra11dom Point Processes by Snyder (1975).
There are two types of estimation of tl1e particle rates: filtering a11d smoothing. In Bayesia11
filtering, the estimation is determined only by the data preceding the current location, which is a constraint
for real-time processing. In Bayesian smoothing the estimation is detennined by preceding data as well as
any desired section of forthcoming data. Smoothing is more complex and more accurate tl1an filtering but
only suits off-time processing. Here, only the equations of the filtering procedure will be presented; for
filrther information the reader is sent to Pawlowska et al.(l997).

a. The optimal non-linear filtering equation
The filtering problem associated with a Poisson process is described as follows: let

{N,;t?t 0

}

be a stochastic Poisson process conditional to its intensity{A,;t?t0

{N }is observed on the interval [t 0 ,t

] and that the entire counting path

}.

We assume tlmt

{N a;t 0 <;,er< t

} is available.

The endpoint time t corresponds to a real-time parameter which increases from t 0 as additional data are
'accumulated. The objective is to evaluate the conditional probability density function (PDF) oU, with
respect to the observed measurements of N up to time t . It obviously evolves in time as i)
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:t,

is a priori

time-varying, ii) new data become available. In the filtering process, only the current value A, of A is to
be estimated. Past values are not specifically updated after new data has been obtained, as opposed to
smoothing.
The conditional distribution p, = p(A,I{Na;t 0 s er s t })with respect to the observed
measurements {N} obeys the following filtering equation (Snyder, Chap.6, Eq.6.142), whose main feature
is its forcing term (second tem1 on the right hand side):

dp,=L·p,(A)dt+p,(A)

(A-A,)(
A

A

dN,-A,dt

(2)

)

A,
where

1, = J'm" A. p, (A )dAis tile conditional mean of A, dN, is the stochastic increment of N

in the sense

Amln

of jump differentials ( dN, = 1, if there is a new particle at t, dN, = 0, othetwise).
Note that the filtering equation is non-linear in p, due to the presence of

;t,

as well as p, in ti1e

forcing tem1. The first term of this equation contains a linear operator L whose fom1 depends on a choice
of a possible type of randomness of ll, . In-situ observations have shown that tiw occurrence of a change of
intensity (particle concentration) can happen at any time. In the absence of any information, the obvious
choice is to assume a random drift with independent increments (random walk). If the drift is made of
jumps and if one admits that all jumps are equally probable, the operator L takes the form:

(3)

where A is the a priori mean rate of jumps of the intensity process.
Computations in this paper are based on this simplified fom1 of the operator L that corresponds to
the simplest a priori hypothesis for droplet measurements in clouds.

3. Application to simulated data
The method of optimal estimation cmmot be directly evaluated with experimental data since the
required intensity is unknown and not measurable. Tests are thus performed with sinmlatcd data using a
Poisson process generator.
An exmnple shown in Figure 2 summarizes the results of optimal estimation for a simulated series
of particle arrival times for the same intensity as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2-a shows the time evolution of
the intensity PDF p, (,i). Figure 2-b shows the true value of the intensity (dashed value) and the estimate
represented by the value at the peak of tbe distribution or the most probable value A,. Figure 2-c
represents the probability at the peak Figure 2-a shows clearly the nonlinear behavior of the equation. The
mode is not sliding slowly from 2500 s- 1 to 5000 s-1 and then back, but on the contrary, it almost jumps
from the previous value to the new one. The probability at the peak increases progressively, showing that
the longer the intensity is constant, the higher is the likelihood of the estimate. When ti1e intensity jumps the
second mode appears in ti1e A PDF, the estimate moves to the new mode and the corresponding probability
increases. The scenario is repeated at the next jump of intensity.
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The non-linear optimal estimator is much more effective than the usual method for distinguishing
between randomness of the cmmting and physically significant variations of the intensity. The fluctuations
of the counting have been completely smoothed, while the estimator remains capable of detecting precisely
the amplitude ofthe jump and its sharpness.
4. Application to actual data
The potential of the method can be illustrated with two examples of droplet measurements collected
in actual clouds with the Fast FSSP. Figure 3 shows an example of application of the usual method (Fig. 3a and 3-b) and the optimal estimator (Fig. 3-c) to the measurements made during a flight through two small
cumulus clouds during the SCMS (Small Cumulus Microphysics Study) in Florida at June 1995. One of
this clouds was in a stage of dissipation with many intrusions of cloud free air. The second cloud was far
more uniform. It is easy to see that only the results of optimal estimation are able to remove the Poisson
noise due to the random nature of measurements as well as to discem the sharp transitions between cloudy
air and clear air.
As was already mentioned by using the usual method, the choice of the sampling period should be
made with respect to the mean number of particles expected in a given sample. While studying the droplet
size distribution it is not possible to chose the same small sampling period for every particle category and
achieve the same precision. This makes impossible the study of the spectra with a fine resolution. The
optimal estimator allows to process the data with any frequency independently of the number of particles
expected in a sample. Fignre 4 shows the liquid water content calculated from the measurements that have
been made during the European Cloud Radiation Experiment (EUCREX) performed in Aprill994 at Brest,
France. 1be scientific objective was to describe the microphysical structure in relation with the cloud
radiative properties. To document the vertical profile of droplet size distribution several ascents and
descents were made across the stratocumulus cloud layer. An example of an ascent is shown in Fig. 4.
5. Conclusions
Most ofthe acquisition systems used for airhome particle measurements are accunmlating particle
counts on fixed sampling periods and local concentrations are then derived as the ratio of this counted
number to the corresponding sampled volume of air. lt is possible to record particle arrival times with
improved acquisition systems such as the 2-D imaging PMS probes for large particles, the DSM
acquisition system (Baumgardner et al, 1993) or the Fast FSSP (Brengnier et al, 1997) for cloud droplets,
but particle concentrations are still derived by estimating the number of counts during a given sample.
However, particle detections are random discrete events and the number of particles counted during
a given sample is not necessarily equal to the expected valne. From the statistical point of view, each cloud
sample is a unique realization of a random inhomogeneous Poisson process, whose intensity (the droplet
rate through the counter) is an unknown process which is not directly measurable. The problem is thus to
derive from this unique realization the best estimation of the intensity, viewed as an a priori random
process, which leads to a Bayesian approach. Of course, this Bayesian approach is more expensive in term
of computation time but it provides ru1 estimate of the most probable value ru1d its likelihood. Interpretation
of the data is thus more objective. The method is called non-linear optimal estimation. A priori information
about the dynamical statistics of the intensity process is a cmcial step in snch an approach.
Tests perfonned with simulated series have shown that, in all possible conditions this non-linear
Bayesian approach removes efficiently the noise due to the counting, whilst preserving the detection of
sharp variations in the intensity. The method has been applied to actual measurements of cloud droplets
perfmmed with the Fast FSSP. Two examples have been shown: a traverse across the cumulus cells and an
ascent into. a stratocumulus layer. They illustrate the potential of the method for studies at the smallest
scales and for improved accuracy in the evaluation of the low concentration of large particles.
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1l1e conclusion of the paper is that optimal non-linear estimation is far superior to usual linear
windowing for detecting microstmctures in clouds. This method can be used only when complete
information about the droplet size distribution is provided. It is thus necessary that the modern instruments
detect the particles one by one.
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Abstract
Analysis of the near environment region ol a large number of small cumuli sampled during
the Small Cumulus Measurement Study (SCMS) in 1995 indicated the presence ol regions of
enhanced water vupor and also of small aerosol particles surrounding the clouds (Baumgardner
et al.. 1996), as had been discussed years ago by Radke and Hobbs (1969).
In this study we investigate the interaction of these regions of enhanced water vapor and aerosol
particles that surrond small cumulus clouds (dejined here as 'haloes') with the mcoming solar
radiation field The single scattering properties of' cloud droplets and unactivated particles in the
haloe are calculated jiwn Mie theory. We then utilize a Monte Carlo approach to the radiative
transfer problem, and follow the paths of a large number of photons as they intereact in this
spatially inhomogenous scattering medium. The results indicate that the presence of the
'invisible haloes' ~ffectively increase the extinction by the clouds by up to 60%, depending on the
wavelength and the height above the surface. The effect of including very small aerosol particles
(interstitial aerosol, with diameters from 0. 3 to 2 j.<m} contribute about another 2% to the total
extinction.

1. Introduction
Cloud-radiation interactions are among the most important yet least understood processes
controlling climate. Recent papers by Cess et al (1995), Ramanathan et al. (1995) and Pilewskie and
Valero (1995) have pointed out the discrepancies between observed solar absorption and that predicted by
state of the art radiative transfer models, suggesting that an anomalous absorption is occnring when clouds
are present. These studies have stirred interest in the climate cmmnunity, in regards to th.e ability of
theoretical models to accurately estimate the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the total atmospheric
column in the presence of clouds.
In this study we investigate the role of the regions of enhanced water vapor content and aerosol
patticles (defmed here as 'haloes') that surround clouds on the extinction of solar radiation.

2. Observations
The Small Cumulus Measurement Study (SCMS) took place in July/August 1995 on the NE coast
of Florida. The C-130 aircraft from NCAR was flying for the first time as an extensively instmmented
cloud physics and aerosol research platfonn.
In this study we utilize data from flight 17, carried out on 11 August. The cloud droplets and
aerosol size distributions were measured by Forward Scattering Spectromcter Probes, model l 00 (2 - 47
ftm) and 300 (03 - 20 fll11), respectively. All the penetrations have been used to determine a composite
cloud, whose properties will be used as input for the theoretical calculations. Figure 1 shows the composite
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particle size distibutions (at 2500m) as a function of distance from cloud edge, both up and downwind of
the cloud (700m as average diameter). Note that at lOOm from cloud edge there are activated droplets, but
even at 300m from the edge there are quite a few particles in the I to I 0 microns range. TI1ese pruticles will
interact significantly with solar radiation. This region of enhanced particle concentrations up and downwind
of the clouds is what we have defined as 'haloe'. A region of enhanced water vapor (Fig. 2) is also
observed surrounding the clouds, allowing the aerosol particles to grow in size ru1d therefore to interact
more efficiently with solar radiation.
The single scattering properties of the composite cloud and surronnding haloe were computed
through Mie theory, assuming that both the droplets a11d the unactivated aerosol particles were
homogenoeus water spheres, but allowing for variations of index of refraction as a function of wavelength.
3. Theoretical Model
We study tl1e problem of extinction of solar radiation in a highly inhomogeneous field utilizing the
Monte Carlo method (Lenoble, 1993 ), where individual photons are followed in their three dimensional
paths, with the various events that may happen to each photon being defined by suitable probability
distributions. Random numbers are used to make a particular choice for the result of each event. The
angular dependence of the phase fhnction is parameterized in terms of the asymmetry parameter using the
Henyey-Greenstein function. A large number of photons is necessary to achieve meaningfill results when
uitlizing this method, and in our calculations we follow the paths of 10 7 photons.
We idealize tl1e cloud as a cylindrical volume, 350rn in dian1etcr and 2000m in height. This cloud is
surrounded by a 'haloe', a cylindrical anular shell 200m in width. This idealized cloud is located within a
cubical domain of 2x2x3 km3 The single scattering properties derived from the observations at 3 different
levels within the cloud and in the haloe are used to generate a volume distribution, linearly interpolating in
height. We have included an azimuthal variation in the extinction coefficient in the haloe, from the
observed upwind value to the observed downwind value.
We have carried out 2 different sets ofsimulations: first, assuming the whole body of the cloud to
be homogeneous m the horizontal (as in O'Hirok a11d Gautier, 1997), ru1d second, assuming a linear
variation of the exdnction as a fimction of cloud radius, with the maximum value at cloud center coinciding
witl1 the derived composite valne. This was done to estimate the sensibility of results to the values of includ
extinction coefficients.
The calculations were carried out for 3 different wavelengths: 0.605, 0.925 and 2.252 fLm, from the
visible to the near IR where the absorption by water droplets is more imp01tant. We selected 6 horizontal
planes in which the photons crossing up or down are counted, at 0.5 (below cloudbase), 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
and 3.0 km (above cloud top) in the verticaL A surface albedo of 0.1 was used in all the calculations. The
solar zenith angle was 30°, with ru1 azymuthal angle with respect to the direction of the flight track of 120°.
Neither Rayleigh scattering nor absorption by water vapor have been included in the calculations at this
point.
4. Discussion
Figure 3 shows the contours of doW11ward flux (left column), upward flux (middle colunm) ru1d the
cross sections through the center of the cloud for both up and dowward normalized fluxes (right column) as
a fimction of height in tl1e domain (see numbers in meters at the top of each countour plot) for a wavelength
of 0.605f1m. This run corresponds to the case of linearly varying inclond extinction and no haloe. The
contour levels for the downward flnx are constant logaritlnt1ic steps, where 2 succesive contours represent a
change by a factor of ..fi . Tile contour levels used for the upward fluxes are linear and 2 &uccesive
contours represent a change of 5 photons. The flight track is parallel to the x-axis at y=0.4km (the center of
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ti1e cloud is located at (0.2,0.4)). The contours indicate the substantial decrease in the number of photons
crossing down ti1e horizontal plane, dne to ti1e large incloud extinction. The initial photons have a zeniti1
angle of 30° and are facing the cloud from ti1e NE qnadrant in these figures. The shadow of the cloud is
clearly seen increasing in size as the planes get closer to the ground. The plane at 500m is actually below
clondbase (at 700m).
The right column in Figure 3 shows the downward and upward fluxes nom1alized by the incoming
photon flux at this wavelength and by 10% ofthe value (due to reflection at the surface), respectively. The
upward values have been multiplied by a factor of 5 so that they could be plotted in the same scale as the
downward ones. The vertical lines at x=0.2 km mark ti1e location of the center of the cloud. Note timt there
is an asymmetry with respect to the center due to solar zenith and azymuth angles. In Figure 4 we present
the observed nonnalized downward (solid lines) and upward (dashed lines) fluxes measured by the aircraft
with broad band radiometers (0.285-2.8 Fill). at 2 different levels in the cloud. There is a good qualitative
agreement between the observed and modelcd values, but quantitatively the incloud extinction is about 60%
in the observations and about 90% in the model results. This large difference is probably due to the local
variability in the droplets size distributions and hence m the Mie extinction coefficient used. A linear
decrease of the extinction coefficient with radius is probably still too coarse an approximation. The results
from the runs with constant incloud extinction coefficient in the horizontal plane, show very similar results
with differences of only about 2% in the incloud fluxes. We will include a more realistic incloud variation
in the near future in ti1e hope to get a better quantitative agreement with the observations. Another source
for the discrepancy lies in the fact that the observed radiation fluxes were measured in a field of cumnli and
we are modeling a single cloud in ti1is study. The photons scattered by the surrounding clouds will affect
the measurements but have not been considered in our calculations.
Figure 5 has exactly the same plots but now a 200 m wide haloe is surrounding the cloud. The
resulting extinction pattern is significantly broader. The downward flux at ti1e cloud center is reduced by up
to 20% at the lowest levels. A dramatic decrease is observed when the difference in the downward flux
between these 2 nms is computed, as seen in Figure 6. The left column represents the anomaly introduced
when the 200m-wide haloe is included, for 5 different heights (note that the numbers in boxes correspond to
heights in meters). Changes up to 60% are observed in the regions surrounding the cloud. The asymmetty
between up and downwind sides of the cloud are linked to the solar azymuth angle. A further 2% decrese in
downward flux is calculated when the interstitial aerosol are included in the Mie calculations (both incloud
and within the haloe).
The same general features are observed for the 2 other wavelengths (9.925 and 2.252 fttn), with
much more extinction obviously observed at the near IR, due to absorption by water droplets. These results
are su1111narized in Figure 7, where ti1e ratio between downward fluxes below cloudbase (Fsoo) and above
cloud top (F 3ooo) are plotted as a fi.mGtion of wavelength and also as a fi.mction of the case studied: A) no
haloe, B) only cloud droplets and C) cloud droplets and interstitial aerosol. The effect of including the
haloe is quite clear. We must point out that this study has only considered the haloe as a region with
enhanced particle concentrations but has not included the extra effect in the extinction dne to absorption by
the enhanced regions of water vapor that surround the cloud. This effect will be included shortly.

Acknowledgements. 1bis research was realized with partial support from grant SC002995 from the
UNAM-Cray program and from grant lN 104395 from program PAP UT.
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Abstract
A technique jar measuring ice nucleating aerosols (IN) with a continuous flow diffusion
chamber is described. Airborne IN measurements were mode on NASA 's DC-8 Airborne
Laboratory dzmng the Aprii-May 1996 SUCCJTSS project. Most sampling was done in the upper
troposphere. Processing conditions ranged from about -15 to -40°C and from ice saturation to
1
·-15% water supersaturation. Ambient IN concentmtions were <0.1 to -500 r , and were
genemlly greater at colder temperatures and higher supersaturattons. Within limited sample
periods, !he IN concentration related strongly to sampling temperature and supersaturation, but
overall. there was wide variability. An equation describing the concentration a,( heterogeneous
freezing nuclei was derivedfrom a subset of' the data and was used in a microphysical parcel
1
model to simulate tee formation in cirrus condllions (-46°C and updrafls 10 lo 50 cm s- ).
Heterogeneous freezing nuclei fiJrmed the first ice in rising air parcels, with the consequence of
decreasing the maximum ice crystal concentration in comparison with simulation~- having only
homogeneous fi-eezing. The decrease is as large as much as a factor 10. This suggests that tee
nuclei expand the conditions in which cirrus clouds form and broaden the ice CJystal size
distributions.

1. Introduction
Remote sensing observations and theoretical studies of the earth's climate show that clouds provide
a strong influence on the radiative energy balance, but many of the factors that regulate the influence of
clouds are not well understood. lt is known, for example, that water clouds and ice clouds have
subst<mtially different microphysical and radiative properties. Ice nucleating aerosols (IN) have special
significm1ce in this context because tl1e abundance and characteristics of IN affect the fonnation of ice
crystals in clouds, thereby influencing the concentration, shape and phase of cloud particles, the size and
persistence of clouds, precipitation efficiency m1d radiative exchange processes.
IN are a special subset of total aerosol, characterized only by their ability to nucleate the ice phase.
Measming the characteristics of ice nuclei is diftlcult because the activity depends on both temperature m1d
humidity, there are multiple nucleation mechanisms, and there is no clear association with size or chemical
properties of the IN aerosol
The goals of our recent research on ice nucleation are to estimate 1he concentrations, spatial
distributions, sizes m1d chemical composition of IN and non-IN aerosols in background air and in regions
affected by aircraft exhaust. Measurements of IN were obtained during a recent freld project, SUCCESS
(Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study). A central question of SUCCESS is to
assess the effect that aircraft exhaust cm1 have on climate tl1rough direct effects (gases, contrails and
aerosols) and indirect effects on high altitude clouds.

What is the imp01tance of ice nuclei for weather andcloud processes?
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T11ere is
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

potential for ice nuclei to affect clouds, weather and climate through the following key factors:
cloud particle phase, size and concentration
ice water content
cloud coverage and spatial distribution
cloud optical and radiative properties
precipitation formation
weather modification potential (deliberate or inadvertent)
scavenging and removal of particles and gases

a. How can information on ice nuclei be used in weather and climate forecast problems?
Descriptions of natural and mamnade IN are in the realm of research material; they are not
routinely available for applications involving weather analysis and forecasting. Future research may
provide advanced capabilities to use such information through:
• improved understanding of primary ice formation processes in clouds
• applications in conceptual and numerical models
• improved understanding of the potential affects from anthropogenic activities on clouds and
climate
The characteristics of IN affect the microphysical properties of clouds, specitkally, the
concentration ice c1ystals and the balance between sources and sinks of water vapor. These are basic and
important factors. h1 the context of different atmospheric conditions and dYJiamic forcing mechanisms, the
microphysical properties determine the potential for fmming precipitation, the evolution of precipitation,
the persistence of clouds, and aspects of cloud radiative properties (e.g., Braham 1986). All of these have
substantial importance for weather forecasting and for climate. For exan1ple, remote sensing observations
and theoretical stndies show that clouds provide a strong int1uence on the earth's radiative energy balance,
but many of the factors that regulate the influence of clouds are not well understood. Ice fommtion is one
ofthose factors.
IN aerosols are continuously and efficiently removed from the atmosphere by scavenging and
precipitation. They are produced from a wide variety of natural and anthropogenic sources, but little, if
anything, is known about these sources. Basic infonnation to characterize IN production should ultimately
include surveys of source locations, production rates, seasonality and collllections with biological processes
and industrial activity. But at the present time, that kind of infonnation is not known.
This paper describes IN measurements with a newly developed continuous flow diflhsion chamber
instrument and presents simulations that use IN descriptions in a microphysical modeL

2. Measuring ice nucleating aerosols
All IN measurements are based on exposing aerosols to a cold supersaturated enviromnent and
counting the ice crystals that nucleate and grow to detectable size. All methods show that IN concentration
increases in response to colder temperature. Metl10ds that control supersaturation show tlmt IN
concentration increases strongly with higher supersaturation. A variety of measurement techniques have
been developed, each with different advantages and disadvantages. We listed here the more popular
methods:
• Collecting aerosols on membrane filters and processing later in a diffusion chamber (Bigg 1990)
• Mixing chamber (Langer 197 5)
• Rapid expansion cloud chamber (Bigg, 1957)
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•
•

Slow expansion cloud chamber to simulate realistic updrafts (Rogers et al. 1996)
Continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFD, e.g., Rogers 1988)
The following section describes a CFD that we developed in the past few years. It has been used to
obtain real-time measurements of IN from aircraft. It also has been used to isolate and collect IN aerosols
to examine their size and composition. This is a research, prototype instnunent. It may not be suitable for
large scale or long tenn monitoring applications, but it is providing an opportunity for unique ru1d basic
studies of IN.
b. Continuous Flow DzfjiJsion Chamber (CFD)

The CFD is a thennal gradient diffusion chamber of concentric cylinder design (Rogers 1988;
1994). Fig. 1 shows the operating principles. Air flows vertically downward in the rumular space between
two ice-coated cylinders that are at different temperatures. Sample air occupies the central l 0% of the
flow; it is sandwiched between particle-free sheath flows and exposed to a supersaturation detennined by
the temperature difference. Active IN aerosols form ice crystals that grow to ~3ell11 diameter or larger,
depending on temperature, humidity ru1d residence time. The droplet evaporation section occupies the
lower third of the chamber, where the warm ice vapor source is removed, and the humidity drops to ice
saturation. Particles >3~m (ice crystals) are counted at the chamber outlet by a Climet 7350A optical
particle counter (OPC).
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Fig I. Operating principles of CFD. Air flows between ice-covered walls held at two different
temperatures. Particles nucleate and grow to detectable size. in supersaturated region. With walls -20
and -36°C, sru11ple conditions are -30°C and 1% supersaturation. Typical residence time ~3-Ss.

In order to capture crystals (containing IN) on electron microscope grids, an inertial impactor was
located inunediately dow11Stream of the OPC. Typically, several hundred crystals can be collected on a
·grid. Single particle analysis techniques ru·e then used to determine the number, size, morphology and
chemical composition of the nuclei (Kreidenwcis et al. 1997).
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c.

Range of conditions for sampling ice nuclei

During the SUCCESS project, IN sampling in the CFD covered a wide range of conditions, from
about -15 to -40°C and from ice saturation to 20% water supersaturation (SSw). The range is shown in
Fig. 2, bounded on the left by the minimum SSw limit, ice saturation, which is temperature dependent. The
upper SSw bound is calculated from wall temperatures, but modeling simulations suggest that high
concentrations of droplets ultimately limit the actual SSw by serving as vapor sinks. Thus, the real
maximum limit is perhaps -10-15% SSw. The CFD smnples at only one temperature and SSw at a time;
chm1ging the conditions (wall temperatures) takes a few minutes. Two sampling approaches were used:
(!) constwt temperature wd SSw; and (2) varying temperature or SSw. The second approach is an
attempt to estimate the thennodynamic response of IN (spectra), but the inherent limitation is the
continuously chwging sample air. As operated during SUCCESS, the CFD had no sensitivity to detect
homogeneous freezing or contact-freezing.
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d. Examples of ice nuclei measurements
A large quantity of IN measurements were collected during SUCCESS. The results shown here
represent some aspects of the larger data set m1d illustrate the type of data obtained. Overall, the IN
.concentration ranged from the lower detection limit -0.1 to over 100 t' as shown in Fig. 3. For this figure,
all measurements were first integrated into -1 minute averages (-1 !iter of air); 60% of the data fell
between 2 wd 20 [ 1. There were also mwy zeroes (i.e., below the sampling threshold) wd a few periods
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with very high concentration. An estimate of the IN fraction of total aerosol was made t!·om simultaneous
measurements of the total concentration of patticles (diameter> O.Ol2ftm diameter); out of a million CN,
there were only -10 to 1000 IN.
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Ice formation at the low temperatures in upper tropospheric clouds may result from both
homogeneous freezing of solution droplets fom1ed on soluble CCN aerosols and by heterogeneous
nucleation of ice on insoluble or partially insoluble aerosols. Homogeneous freezing is thought to dominate
at temperatures colder than -40°C, but the role of heterogeneous nucleation has been open to speculation
due to uncertainty about the concentrations and properties of suitable ice nuclei in the upper troposphere.
One of the methods of operating the CFD during SUCCESS involved cycling sample humidity to
detem1ine the supersaturation spectra of IN at a nearly constant temperature. An exatnple of this
operational procedure is shown in Fig. 4 for an approximately 50 km flight segment above cirrus clouds
over Oklahoma. The same data are plotted in Fig. 5 to show the strong response of IN to supersaturation
below 6%. Above a few percent supersaturation, however, the IN concentration was relatively constant.
This suggests that all of the aerosols which acted as freezing nuclei :;et -33°C were immersed in dilute liquid
droplets at supersaturations above a few percent.
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3. Using ice nuclei measurements in a microphysical model
Data of the type shown in Fig.5 were accumulated for a number oflevel flight segments at altitudes
between about 9 and 12 km on three different days, from mostly clear air regions that did not display any
sharp transitions in CN concentrations or aerosol concentrations in the 0.1 to 3 fUll size range during a flight
segment The value of water supersaturation assumed for the complete activation of immersion freezing
nuclei was selected as 3%, based on subjective analysis. The freezing nucleus temperature spectmm
determined from these selected time periods is shown in Fig. 6, along with a power law regression(± lcr)
for the data. IN concentrations ranged from a low of I t 1 at -27°C to lOO r' at -35°C. These IN
concentrations were nonnalized by tl1e concurrent CN concentrations because it improved the goodness of
fit (- doubled r'). Although this improvement suggests a general correlation of freezing nuclei with CN,
this may only be the case for the conditions selected. Namely, regions of recent particle formation or
depletion due to cloud processing were not included. In other regions, where new particle formation or
particle depletion was evident, IN appeared to vary along with aerosol concentrations above 0 J 11m. This
observation is consistent with a modal size of IN aerosols in the accumulation mode, as detennined from
transmission electron microscopy analyses of the residues of ice crystals from the CFD (Chen et al., 1997).
It is tl1e subject of continuing analyses.
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The measured heterogeneous freezing nuclei spectrum was used in the adiabatic parcel model
described by DeMott et al. (1997a) to investigate the role of heterogeneous IN in ice formation in cirms
clouds. In this model, nncleation and growth of droplets and ice crystals are calculated for an adiabatically-
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cooling, non-precipitating parcel of air in an updraft with specified initial temperature and humidity.
Homogeneous freezing nucleation rates are computed assuming pure sulfuric acid CCN, based on the
paran1eterization in DeMott et al. (1997a). Heterogeneous freezing nucleation was simulated by assumiug
that these IN must also act as CCN and that their soluble components act to depress the freezing points
(DeMott et al., l997b). An uncertainty in applying the results is determining what fraction of the IN that
activated at high supersaturations were also CCN. Energy dispersive x-ray analyses (EDS) of IN residues
during SUCCESS iudicate that 3 to 27% of the IN contain elements associated with soluble compounds
and probably were CCN.
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Fig 7. Model predictions of maximum crystal concentrations in cirms. Results from 18 simulations are
shown. Air parcels initialized at -46°C. Shaded regions at three vertical velocities bound the ice
crystal concentrations formed when employing the upper and lower lUlcertainties of the power law
freezing nucleus spectmm. The range of observed fractions of IN containing soluble matter, based on
TEM studies, is given by the arrow. Ice fonns by a combination of heterogeneous and homogeneous
nucleation. Homogeneous freezing dominates on the left side (few CCN contain IN). Heterogeneous
freezing dominates on the right (all CCN contain IN).

Figure 7 summarizes these cirms simulations. The existence of heterogeneous freezing nuclei
decreases the maximum ice crystal concentration that forms, compared to homogeneous freezing alone. Ice
crystal concentrations are reduced up to one order of magnitude. This is a large impact on cirms
properties, but the uncertainty in how many of the freezing nuclei .are also active as CCN leads to a large
uncertainty in their expected impact on cirms ice fonnation. A typical value of I0% of IN being CCN,
inferred from the chemical analyses, is within the region of maximum impact. In other simulations, not
shown here, heterogeneous freezing nuclei had a negligible impact below -65°C.
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Measurements of ice fonnation in wave clouds during SUCCESS support the existence of the
measured concentrations of heterogeneous ice nuclei in the upper troposphere and their role in fanning the
first ice in rising air parcels. The consequences of the presence of ice nuclei in upper tropospheric clouds
are to expand the conditions over which the clouds will form and to broaden the ice crystal size
distributions (not shown here).
This exan1ple demonstrates the application of IN measurements to improve numerical predictions
of cirrus clouds and to improve descriptions of ice fonning processes. CirTus conditions may seem an
unusual choice for simulating heterogeneous ice nucleation, since the general view is that homogeneous
freezing dominates (e.g., Heymsfield and Milosevich 1993). The impact of ice formation on clond
properties is generally thought to be much stronger in warmer elands where supercooled water is more
prevalent. These cirms simulations only touched the surface of the possibilities that are provided by the
capability to measure IN, to infer nucleation mechanisms, and to derive quantitative descriptions. There
are many future applications that will lead to better understanding of the ways that ice nuclei function, their
distributions in the atmosphere (e.g., to use as input to mesoscale forecast models), their sources,
composition, etc. These will all ultimately benefit the forecasting of clouds and precipitation, and assessing
the potential for climatic effects of aerosols through indirect mechanisms.

4. Summary and Conclusions
Predicting the initial formation of cloud ice requires improved scientific understanding of the
microphysical processes and appropriate measurements of the initial thermodynamic, kinematic and
physical/chemical atmospheric environment. Ice nucleating aerosols comprise part of the necessary
infonuation. There are techniques available now to measure IN, but no single teclmique provides a
complete characterization. Most numerical cloud models use generic descriptions of IN that are not be
representative of speciftc conditions, and they may not be representative in a general sense. Improvements
in predicting weather and climate must address the potential for changes in aerosol loading and cloud-active
properties, including ice nucleation.
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Abstract

The 1992 WMO-sponsored Workshop on Cloud Microphysics and Application to Global
Change concluded that in-situ and remote measurement systems were insufficient for providing
the observations necessary for understanding the .fimdamental physics of cloud processes. In the
past, measurement of total condensed water in the atmosphere was problematic, due to the size
and phase limitations c!f'various instruments. Here. we present measurements of condensed water
content (CWC) using a countei:flow virtual impaclor (CV1) with a Lyman-a hygrometer
downstream; these are compared with liquid and ice-water contents measured fi"om other
clll·borne instruments (a hot-wire probe. a PMS FSSP. a PMS 2D-C. and the Gerber Scientific
PVM). Results indicate that the CV1 system provides a reliable measurement of CWC in both
liquid and ice phase clouds and that the CVI measures CWC contained in both large and small
hydrometeors; this means that the condensed water present in both phases and virtual(y all
hydrometeor sizes can be measured with a single device. Accuracies of 10%-15% means that
CWC derivedjrom the Cf1 can be reliab(y used/or validation of remote measurements and for a
variety ofstudies related to fimdamental cloud processes.

1. Introduction
The distribution of liquid water and ice in clouds is germane to many problems facing the
atmospheric science community today. Water interacts with both long-wave and short-wave radiation in the
atmosphere, and knowledge of the phase and spatial distribution of water is necessary in order to
understand its effect on climate. Water is also important in cloud physics and dynan1ics, where the amount
of liquid and ice provides infom1ation about the extent of condensation, entrainment and precipitation
occurring in clouds. 'D1e magnitude of CWC and how it is apporiioned to droplets or ice within clouds
governs the extent and nature of chemical reactions within clouds, and ultimately, how efficiently chemical
species are removed from the atmosphere.
The vertical and horizontal inhomogeneity of clouds means that mobile platfonns, such as aircraft,
are needed to address many aspects of these problems. Remote-sensing teclmiqucs [e.g., Greenwald et aL
1993], are useful, but may have insufficient resolution and still require in-situ validation. The measurement
of CWC from aircraft can be problematic, however, as standard instruments do not measure accurately or
reliably in all cloud types. As a result of these and other problems, the 1992 WMO-sponsored Workshop
on Cloud Microphysics and Application to Global Change concluded that in-situ and remote measurement
systems were insufficient for providing the observations necessary for understanding the fi.mdamental
physics of cloud processes.
Instruments rout:ncly used on aircraft for CWC measurement fall into two fundamental types:
optical devices that employ the interaction of cloud pat1icles with light, and heated devices that utilize the
cooling that occurs as droplets evaporate upon striking a hot element. All these instruments, including the
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CV!; have advantages and disadvantages, summarized below.
The most commonly used optical instnnnents [Knollenberg, 1981] are manufactured by Particle
Measuring Systems (PMS). The Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) sizes individual particles
using Mie-scattering theory, while the optical array probes (20-C and 20-P) save a two-dimensional image
of larger cloud particles for analysis. The PMS probes have a fast response and when several of the PMS
probes are used together, the entire cloud pmticle size distribution can be measured. The 20 probes
measure larger particles and can be used to determine whether they are composed of ice or liquid. The size
distribution measured by the FSSP-100 is frequently integrated to obtain cloud liquid water content. This
method engenders a large uncertainty, about 100% without corrections and 55% with corrections
(Bamngardner et al., 1990), although Hoppel et al. [1984] suggested errors as large as 240% can occur.
Uncertainty increases when ice crystals are present [Gardiner and Hallett, 1985].
The CSIRO/King probe [King et al., 1981] nses a heated wire to measure liquid water content
(LWC). This instrument is relatively simple and accurate (»15%) for higher LWC; however, accuracy is
diminished at lower LWC since the baseline (the clear-air signal upon which the in-cloud signal is
superimposed) is dependent on airspeed, temperature, and pressure [Heymsfield and Miloshevich, 1989].
While droplets between 5 a11d 40 nun dimneter are efficiently sampled by the CSIRO probe [King et al.,
1981], ice particles do not adhere a11d so are not detected.
The PVM (particulate volume monitor; Gerber et al., 1994 ), measures condensed water content and
particle smface area simultm1eously with an optical technique. This instnunent has good accuracy, but
some knowledge of crystal shape is required for measurement of ice water content and only hydrometeors
smaller than about 50 nun diai11eter are detected.
This paper describes and evaluates another method, a counterflow virtual impactor (CV!) used in
series with a Lyman-a hygrometer, for airborne measurement of CWC (Noone et al., 1988, Twohy et al.,
1997). Different versions of the CVI have been used to measure CWC previously [e.g., Ogren et al., 1989,
Noone et al., 1993, Strom and Heintzenberg, 1994], but little comparison with otl1er techniques has been
presented. Here, CV! measurements taken on the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Electra aircraft are compared to measurements made by a hot-wire probe and PMS optical probes in clouds
containing both supercooled water and ice crystals. The uncertainty of tl1e CV! measurement is also
estimated.
2. Principle of CVI Operation
Inside the CV! inlet, cloud particles (either liquid or ice) moving with the aircraft velocity are
impacted into an initially dry airstremn. Volatile components that evaporate within the heated inlet, as well
as non-volatile residual particles, are conveyed to instruments in the aircraft cabin. We focus here on
measurement of water vapor from the evaporated cloud particles with a Lyman-a hygrometer, which is
tl1en used to derive cloud CWC. The CVI method has several advm1tages:
I) The counterflow air out tl1rough the tip of the CV! inlet prevents ambient water vapor from being
collected and permits only condensed-phase cloud particles, which have higher inertia, to enter the
inlet where they are impacted into desiccated air.
2) The CVI inlet tip is maintained at about 50°C, so supercooled or ice clouds can be sampled as well
as warm clouds.
3) lee crystals and liquid droplets can both be smnpled, as long as they are of sufficient size. The "cut
size", or minimum paiticle diameter collected with 50% efticiency, is about 7 mm aerodynamic
diameter (dia111eter of a unit-density sphere) for the NCAR CV! at sea-level, and about 5 mm at
cirms-cloud altitudes.
4) The condensed water contained in the entire size spectrum, up to drizzle-sized drops and large ice
crystals, can be measured accurately, barring size segregation of these hydrometeors by the aircraft
itself.
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5) Approximately 1501 min- 1 of air is swept out by the CV! tip, but cloud pmticles in this volume are
injected into a much smaller flow (typically 8 lmi1f 1) within the CV! probe, so CWC is enhm1ced
within the CVI. This leads to more accurate detection of low CWC. The CV! enhancement factor
is calculated by dividing the two flow rates (e.g., 150/8, leading to a 19-fold enhancement in this
example).
3, Experiment

Data are presented from winter storm studies on the NCAR Electra in 1994, and from wave cloud
penetrations with the NASA DC-8 in 1996. Smnpling was conducted under a variety of conditions
throughout these projects, so clouds consisting of all liquid, all ice, and mixed phases were encountered.
The sensor used to measure water vapor in the CVI sample stream was a Lyman-a hygrometer
[Buck, 1985], which measures absorption of Lyman-a radiation (121.56 nm) by water vapor. Although
this sensor has well-known problems with electronic drift [Schanot, 1990], it measures at a high rate over a
broad range of concentrations. To minimize the impact of drift on these measurements, condensed water
contents presented here were calculated by first subtracting the water vapor content inside the CV! just
prior to cloud entry from the in-cloud measurement, and then dividing the result by the CV! enhancement
factor.
4. Results
Figure I shows data taken during a thirty-minute smnpling of a stonn system which fanned east of
the Rocky Mountains. One minute in time on the abscissa represents about 6 km in horizontal extent. For
about the first five minutes and the last fifteen minutes shown here, the aircraft was "porpoising" up m1d
down through the top of the stomr, while a level leg was flown near the cloud top during the intervening
period. The temperature within the cloud was -!8°C.
The top trace is CWC (in g m-3) in droplets larger than 11 mm diameter measured by the CVI, the
second is CWC measured by a CSIRO hot-wire probe, the third is CWC derived from the FSSP-1 00 size
distribution (2-52 mm), and the fourth is the voltage output from the Rosemount icing detector [Brown,
1982]. (Ice crystals measured by the PMS 2D-C probe were neglected here since they were not large m1d
their concentration was only a few per !iter--numbers too small to contribute significantly to CWC.)
Supercooled water actually accreted as ice on the anns of the FSSP probe during this flight, and as a
result its CWC measurements are unreliable and often much lower than the CV! and hot-wire values.
Excellent. agreement is observed between the CV! and the hot-wire probe, although the CVI lags behind the
hot-wire due to the approximately 2-s transport ti:nle for water vapor through the CV! smnple tubing.
Regression of the hot-wire against the CV! using a 2-s lag of the hot-wire data produced the following
relationship: CWCHOT-WIRE = 1.05 CWCcvr + 0.01, with r2= 0.94. This comparison verifies that the CVI
efficiently measures LWC in supercooled clouds.
Figure 2 shows ice water content measured by the CV! (cut size: 11 mm until 2158:35 when it was
increased to 20 nnn) in a series of passes through wave clouds at temperatures of -40°C. Although some
liquid water Call still exist in very small droplets at this temperature, most of the condensed water mass is
expected to be contained in ice. The hot-wire probe (m1d the Rosemonnt icing detector, not shown) shows
only a slight perturbation that is correlated with temperature and pressure changes, as expected if only ice
were present. Although the FSSP data can be difficult to interpret when ice is present (Heymsfield m1d
Miloshevich, 1989), the FSSP-derived condensed water content (third plot) is si:nlilar in magnitude to the
CVI CWC. The CV! and FSSP CWC disagree substm1tially only when significant numbers of large ice
crystals (>50 mm) are present, as evidenced by the 2D-C data; between 2140 and 2142 and between 2157
wd 2203, the CV! 111easures the additional water mass present in large crystals. Linear regression using
data from the intervening period (2143-2156:30) produced the following relationship: CWCrssP = 1.24
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CWCcv1 - 0.01, with r 2 ~ 0.83. Since the density and scattering characteristics of the ice crystals were not
known precisely, no special processing was used for the FSSP data (i.e., liquid water spheres were
assumed). If the CWCFssr was multiplied by 0. 917 (density of solid ice), the ratio of CWCFssr to CWC~i
would drop to 1.14.
Calculation of ice water content from the 2D-images is a highly uncertain procedure due to the thirdpower dependence on particle size and the variety of crystal sizes, habits, and densities that may be present.
However, it is still of interest to compare the CVI CWe to this method. Figure 3 compares CWC
calculated from the 2D-C with the CV! CWC in a wave cloud at -35°C. The amount of condensed water
contained in each crystal was derived using a relationship observed for solid thick plates (Davis, 1974) of
2778
ewe~ 0.0807 D
, where D is the maximum dimension in cm. Although the exact crystal habit was not
determined, this compact crystal relationship should be fairly representative of the small crystals observed.
We estimate a factor of two error is possible, however, based on the range of mass/dimension relationships
presented by Davis (1974). The two signals track quite well and agree within the expected uncertainty.
Figure 4 compares the horizontal ice water path (IWP) measured with the PVM and the CV! in
several different passes through cold wave clouds aboard the NASA De-8. A modified Lyman-a nsed on
this project resnlted in a hysteresis effect in the CV! data; water content was thns integrated across the
horizontal extent of the cloud pass including the "tail" of the CV! data. The CV! and PVM agree over three
orders of magnitude. The mean ratio ofPVM to CV! IWP was 0.99, with r2 = 0.995.

5. Uncertainty
The primary source of random error in CWC measured by the CV! is electronic drift, estimated at
about 5% of the srgnal when the Lyman-a is within the heated aircraft cabin and the out-of-cloud baseline
value is subtracted. Bias errors are contributed by the uncertainty in calculation of the enhancement factor
inside the CV!, estimated at 10%, and knowledge of the varying water vapor baseline. With carefhl
3
processing, the latter error is about 0.002 g m'3 , or l% for a ewe of 0.2 g m' and 10% for a ewe of
0.02 g m' 3 Combination of the errors by the root-sum-square (RSS) method leads to an 11% uncertainty
for a ewe of 0.2 g m'3 and a 15% uncertainty for 0.02 g m'3 Tilis contrasts quite favorably with
uncertainties in CWC measured by PMS probes of more than 50% (Baumgardner et al .., 1990).
The above uncertainty analysis assumes that the CVI inlet is located in a region where particle
trajectories are not disturbed by the aircraft itself. Depending on location and the actual particle size
distribution, errors as large as a factor of two in CWC conld easily result dne to a deficit or enhancement
of certain particle sizes at the sampling location (e.g., Twohy and Rogers, 1993). Thus the selection of a
suitable location, or at least modeling that predicts changes in the size distribution at the sampling location,
is essential ifnncertainties in any ewe measurement technique are to be minimized.

6. Conclnsions
A comparison of condensed water content measured using the CVI/Lyman-a combination with that
measured using other techniques indicates that the CV! functions as expected in a variety of cloud types.
The CV! has the advantage of being able to measure water in both the liquid and ice phases, even the larger
crystals detected by PMS 2-D probes; this single device that can measure ewe across the entire spectnun
of hydrometeor types and sizes should ease data analysis and minimize uncertainty inherent in combining
measurements from different instmments. Accuracy of 10%-15% means that ewe derived from the CV!
can be reliably used for validation of remote measnrements and for a variety of studies related to
fundamental cloud processes.
Acknowledgments. Thanks to Dave McFar!and of NeAR's Research Aviation Facility who contributed to
the use of the Lyman-a hygrometer, and to the staff of the NCAR Electra and NASA De-8. Bob Charlson,
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Airborne Measurements of Aerosol-Cloud-Radiation Interaction
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Abstract
Some results of airborne measurements of microphysical properties of' aerosol particles and
cloud drops. together with respective radiative jlux data (mainly up- and downwelling
irradiances) are presented. The measurements were petformed in a polluted environment in the
Eastern part of Germany nearby a coal fired power plant during a winterly high pressure
si/Uation with a strong vertical temperature inversion. At the beginning of the campaign
cloudless conditions were prevailing. The unusualZy strong temperature inversion caused an
enhanced aerosol concentration with significantly larger aerosol particles below the temperature
maximum. Consequently, the up- and downwelling solar and UVfluxes were influenced by the
aerosol profile. The transmllted radiation was reduced within the layer of enhanced aerosol
concentration, the r~flected radiation was slightly increased above this layer. In this way the
close correlation between the meteorological parameters (vertical profiles of temperature and
relative humidity) and the aerosol microphysical and radiation quantities is demonstrated under
cloudless conditions. Ajler some days, due to radiative cooling and accumulation of humid air. a
persistent strat(lorm cloud layer formed below the temperature inversion. The vertical structure
of' this cloud is investigated in terms of microphystca/ properties. Furthermore, the mfluence of
the cloud on some aerosol microphysical parameters and radiation quantities is discussed.

1. Introduction
Weather and climate are strongly influenced by aerosol particles (Charlsm1 and Heintzenberg
1995) and clouds (Slingo 1990, Arking 1991, Stephens 1994). However, both components of the Earth's
atmosphere are not well represented in weather forecast and climate models, which is mainly caused by the
fact, that both aerosol particles and clouds are highly variable in time and space and therefore already their
analysis is very complicated. The problems are enhanced if a quantitative forecast of these components is
required. The major reason for these difficulties is the lack of understanding of the governing processes
which modifY the aerosol and cloud drop population and which detennine their interaction. For example
aerosol particles may act directly on the radiation budget of the atmosphere, which drives atmospheric
circulation, due to their scattering and absorption effects of solar radiation. On the other hand, aerosol
pa~ticles may cause indirect effects due to altering the cloud albedo. This albedo modification may act in
two opposite directions: Enhanced aerosol concentrations decrease the average drop size and thus the cloud
albedo is increased (bright clouds). On the other hand, absorption within the cloud is increased by the
aerosol particles which leads to a decreasing albedo of the clouds (darker clouds). To complicate matter,
these conclusions are only valid if the liquid water content (LWC) remains constant. In practice, however,
the LWC is often drastically changed due to precipitation triggered in polluted clouds. Furthe1more, the
importance of both albedo effects is different for maritime clouds compared to continental ones. In the
clean maritime case the drop concentration is lower and the drops are larger compared to unpolluted
continental clouds. Therefore, the cloud albedo increasing effect is more obvious for the maritime boundary
layer clouds (King et al. 1993). Over the continents the cloud drops are more numerous and smaller and the
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question which of the two albedo modifYing processes dominates is still open. Therefore, the sensitivity of
the low level stratiform clouds due to enhanced aerosol supply also depends on the origin of the clouds.
Most of the problems mentioned above are still not solved and therefore concentrated
measurements and detailed process studies of aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions are urgently needed. This
was the motivation to perfonn airborne measurements in order to investigate the aerosol-radiation
correlation under cloudless conditions and the aerosol-cloud-radiation interaction in the presence of lowlevel stratifom1 clouds. A set of microphysical and radiation instruments was installed on a small but very
flexible research aircraft (Section 2). Measurements were perfonned in the vicinity of a coal fired power
plant which was acting as a local pollution source. Some results of the measurements under cloudless
conditions are reported in Section 3, results of tl1e cloud measurements are illustrated in Section 4.
2. Aircraft instrumentation and meteorological situation
a. Aircraft instrumentation

A small research aircraft (type Partenavia P68B) was used for this study. The average aircraft
speed is in the range between 60 and 70 m s-', tl1e maximum altitude with the payload used in this study is
between 4 and 5 km. Beside meteorological (static temperature, static and dynamic air pressure, relative
humidity) and navigation (geographic coordinates, pitch and roll angles, true heading) instruments ilie
aircraft was equipped with microphysical and radiation sensors (cf. Table 1). The aerosol instruments
(CPC and PCASP) were installed in the cabin of the aircraft behind an interstitial aerosol inlet, which was
equipped wiili an internal drop impactor, removing drops with diameters larger 5 ,um from ilie airstream. In
iliis way in-cloud measurements of interstitial aerosol particles are possible. The data of the optical
particle/drop counters (CPC, PCASP, FSSP) were corrected for coincidence and electronic dead time
(Baumgardner et al. 1985). Furthermore, both the PCASP and FSSP were calibrated using laboratory
produced monodisperse aerosols [(NH3) 2S04 particles for tl1e PCASP, glass beads and water drops for the
FSSP]. Usually, ilie irradiance data of the PSP and TUVR are corrected for actual aircraft attitude and its
relative position with respect to ilie sun following the procedure hy Bannehr and Glover (1991). TI1is work
still has to he done. Therefore, in this contribution the irradiance data are shown in uncorrected form. In
addition filter san1pling for chemical analysis was perfonned.
TABLE 1: Microphysical and radiation instmments onboard the aircraft.
Instrument
Microph)lsics
CPC 3010
PCASP-X
FSSP-100
PVM-lOOA
Radiation
PSP,), and t
TUVR ,), and t
JN0 2 Detector ,), and t

Specification

Measured Quantity

dp > 0.01 ,um
_dp =0.1-10 ,um
dn =0.50-47 ,um
< 10 g m-3, 2-70 ,um

Aerosol Concentration
Aerosol Size Distribution
Drop Size Distribution
LWC, r,n;n

A~

Solar Irradiance
UV-Irradiance
Photolysis Rate ofN0 2

0.3-3 tml
A= 0.3-0.4 ;m1
A= 0.3-0.4 ).Lln

with: dpparticlc diameter, dn drop diameter, LWC liquid water content, r,ff,D drop effective
radius, and A wavelength.
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b. Meteorological situation
The discussed measurements were performed iu the area around Kamenz (14.1 ° E, 5!.2° N), East
Germany, in the vicinity of a coal fired power plant in December 1996. The meteorological situation during
the campaign was characterized by a stable winterly high pressure system with a very low horizontal
pressure gradient. The center of the high was located in the Southeastern part of Europe. This stable
weather situation caused a pronounced and persistent temperature inversion with temperatures around 0 °C
at the ground and unusually high temperatures between 7 and 9 °C in about 800 to 1000 m altitude. At the
begiJming of the campaign cloudless conditions prevailed. However, after some days, due to radiative
cooliJ1g and accmnulation of humid air a wide bolUldary layer stratifonn cloud formed. This is a typical
phenomenon for winterly high pressure situations, which, in contrast to highs in summer, are often
characterized by persistent and wide stratifonn cloud layers.
3. The cloudless case

In Figures I and 2 vertical profiles of some meteorological (temperature, relative humidity) and
microphysical measurements, together with radiation quantities are compared. The particle effective
radius r 4JP and the particle concentration Cp are derived from the size distribution measurements of the
PCASP using the following equations:
aero~ol

(3 .I)
31

cp = L_N1
j=l

(3 .2),
with:~

particle number concentration (ratio of particle counts and sample volume), measured in each of
the 31 size channels} of the PCASP, Di represent the center diameter of the size channelj.
The vertical distribution of relative humidity corresponds to the temperature profile (Fig. 1): below
the temperature maximum the relative humidity reaches a local maximum. The temperature gradually
increases from 3,5 °C near the ground to a maximum temperature of 8.5 °C in an altitude of about 800 m.
This vertical stmcture influences the aerosol particle profile. The particle effective radius, which is often
used to parameterize short-wave radiative properties of aerosol particles in climate models, is highly
correlated with the humidity. This is surprising because the PCASP measures the dried aerosol particles.
However, relative humidity was well below the deliquescence humidity of the most abundant aerosol
compounds, therefore only slight size shifts due to drying the aerosol particles in the PCASP have to be
taken into consideration. The particle concentration within the inversion layer is drastically influenced by
the temperature profile (Fig. 2). Below the temperature maximum the aerosol particle concentration is
enhanced, above the temperature inversion layer the aerosol content is considerably decreased because of
reduced vertical exchange in the temperature inversion layer. As a consequence, the downwelling radiative
fluxes are decreased (not shown), and the reflected radiation (upwelling solar irradiance) is increased (Fig.
2). Unfortunately, until now the irradiance data have not been corrected for aircraft attitude and relative
sun position. Therefore, some oscillations due to aircraft pitch and roll movements especially above the
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temperature invers10n layer are observed. However, the enhanced reflection effect is obvious iu the
preliminary results of Fig. 2.
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4. Measurements in cloudy conditions

a. Drop microphysics
In Figures 3 and 4 the vertical profile of the cloud drop mass size distribution and of the LWC are
plotted as measured by the FSSP and the PVM. Most of the liquid water is concentrated in the upper part
of the cloud, where also vertical inhomogeneities are pronounced. The vertical profile of LWC is slightly
subadiabatic (Fig. 4 ), because of the vicinity of the power plant, which also acts as a local heat source.
Similar measurements in the luv of the power plant have shown an adiabatic LWC profile. At the top of the
cloud the LWC reached values up to 350 mg nf 3 • The cloud was clearly influenced by the pollution of the
power plant. Tltis is proven by the relative high drop concentrations (in the range of 1000 cm·3, no
dependence on altitude) and the small drop sizes, which is also illustrated in Fig. 5. The gradual growth of
the drops within the cloud can clearly be seen from both Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. The comparison between direct
LWC measurements by the PVM and calculated values, obtained from the FSSP, shows sufficient
agreement. Other profile measurements conducted during this campaign confirm a general agreement
between the measurements ofhoth instruments. The drops are small, so possible different sensitivity ranges
of the instruments do not influence the measurements.
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Fig. 3. Contour plot of the vertical profile of drop mass size distribution for the descent on 11 December 1996.
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b. Drop-aerosol interaction
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the vertical distribution of the drop and the particle effective radius. In
Figure 5 both the direct measurements (obtained by the PVM) and the calculated values (as derived from
the FSSP drop size distribution, similar to Equation 3 .I) of drop effective radius are plotted. The
agreement is good. This is a result of careful calibration and data corrections for the FSSP and the PVM.
The largest drop growth is observed in the lower part of the cloud, in the upper part the drop growth is
limited and vertical inhomogeneities occur. As an indication of the cloud-aerosol interaction the activation
of aerosol particles near cloud base and top is illustrated in Fig. 6. Within the cloud the interstitial aerosol
particles are significantly smaller because the larger ones are activated and are growing to cloud drops.
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c. Cloud-radiation effects

Although the irradiance measurements are not yet completely corrected, some preliminary results
of the radiation measurements in the presence of clouds are presented in Fig. 7. The amount of transmitted
radiation is seriously decreased by the cloud. Most of the decrease takes place in the upper part of the
cloud, where the optically efficient large drops exist and the LWC is maximum. Cloud inhomogeneities in
the upper part of the cloud cause enhanced radiation levels within the cloud gaps, which sometimes exceed
the above-cloud levels. Tltis effect is possibly caused by multiple reflections between the edges of the cloud
gaps. Radiative transfer calculations will aim to validate these statements.
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5. Summary and outlook
Airbome measurements of microphysical aerosol and cloud properties and of radiative quantities
under cloudless and cloudy conditions have proven the close correlation between these variables and their
link to meteorological parameters. In the presence of a strong temperature inversion enhanced aerosol
concentrations are observed below the temperature maximum. These concentrated aerosol populations are
also modified by the relative humidity within the inversion layer. Such meteorologically caused aerosol
modifications influence the solar and UV fluxes. The downward irradiances are significantly reduced within
the layer of enhanced aerosol concentrations and the reflected radiation is increased. In the presence of
clouds the aerosol particles are activated to fonn cloud drops and hence the interstitial aerosol particles are
smaller compared to the particles below and above the cloud. The largest modification of the radiation
quantities takes place in the upper part of the cloud. For that reason a detailed sensing of tl1e upper part of
the cloud is required. Ideally this should be perfonned using low speed platforms like airships.
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Instruments for Ground-based Observation of Cloud Microphysics in China
Yu Xiangren

Lushan Cloud and Fog Observation Station, China
1. Introduction
In China, cloud and fog microphysics observation can be traced back to the late 1950s. At the
initial stage we had to design and mannfacture observation instmments and develop observation methods
all be ourselves. Continuing imporvement has been made in this areaover the last 40 years. Today we have
a variety of observation instruments and methods, ranging from the hand-controlled to the electricallyoperated equipment, and from the oil method to the water-sensitive film and optical solidification method.
All of these intmments and methods are very easy to master and reliable for applications. Since 1980s we
have also introduced particle measuring instmments such as PMS. Now both series of the above systems
are still in routine use for cloud microphysics observations.

a. Triple-purpose drop-size meter
The triple-purpose drop-size meter (Fig. 1) was developed by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
of the Chinese Academy of Sciencis. It can be used for measuring cloud and fog-drop-size distribution,
water content adn salt nuclei. The instmment consists of a micro"tmmel and a sampler. T1le wind speed in
micro-tunnel can be raised to 15-28rn/s by manual rotation through gear unit. The sampler containing oil
slice is installed on an iron rod. Fog drops deposit on the sampling oil layer when the iron rod passes
through the tunnel. The infonnation about drop concentration, drop size distribution and water content is
obtained by using a microscope to amplity the reading. The data 1s processed manually or by computer.
The wind speed in micro-tum1el is measures in ten11s of the height difference of water columns in the Utype tube. The date must be corrected according to atmospheric density, pressure, temperature as well as
individual instmmcnt errors (Fig. 2). It is generally difficult to correct the drop-capture coefficient, and we
adopt the drop-capture coefficient correction table published in the fom1er Soviet Union. The sampling time
length is usually adjusted between 0.1 and 0.4 seconds, depending on the duration of window opening in the
tunnel. The instmment was originally driven by hand so as to apply to the field observation unavailable for
electric power. But hand-driving of course is at the cost of decreasing the stability. So we switched to using
electric power to generate stable wind speed in the late 1970s and the operation became easier than before.

b. Electrically driven cloud-drop-size meter
This instnm1ent was developed by the Institute of Meteorological Science of Jilin Province. It
consists of micro-tmmel and a sampler and is driven by electric power (Fig. 3). Wind speed in the microtunnel is stable and adjustable. T11e sampler has been greatly improved by using micro-generator to control
tin1e. Exposure time can be chosen from five grades: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 seconds; and the wind speed
in tunnel can be chosen from the following five grades: 21, 23, 25, 28 and 31 m/s. The sampling therefore,
is more automatic and more convenient to observer. The calculation of wind speed in trurnel and the
correction of cloud-drop-capture coefficient can be completed in the same way as in the case of the triplepurpose drop-size meter.

c. Three methods for capturing cloud drops
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We have used 3 methods to deposit cloud drops. They are: a) the mixture ofvaseline and voltagetransformer oil; b) water-sensitive film; and c) optically solidifying liquid.
I) The oil method
Transparencies on which mixture of vaseline and voltage-transformer oil is smeared are moved
through a t1Jm1el. Cloud drops depositing on oil layer on the transparencies due to velocity inertia of the
moving drops. Then, they are read with a telescope and data obtained are processed. This method is very
simple and facile but sample transparencies are difficult to preserve. And data processing period must be
short enough otherwise the cloud drops will evaporate out. The ratio of vaseline to voltage-transfom1er oil
depends on the temperature.
2) Water-sensitive film
This method is based on the principle that thin transparencies with a layer of chemical substance on
them can capt11re waterdrops and then leave some traces on the transparencies through chemical reactions
of water drops with the chemical substances contained in the sampling medium. Based on the principle of
blue strach-iodine reaction is the col or-changing reaction, and the chemical reaction of the smeared layer is
highly sensitive. The formula for making the smeared layer consists of agar (I gram), soluble starch (3
grams), and water (50 ml) plus appropriate activator and preservative. The transparencies, after having
been smeared, must be treated with iodic vapor. The preparation of the transparencies is completed as soos
as the color of the film changes from white to brown yellow. Once cloud drops react with the film, the
traces will become blue. This method can be applied to flight sampling continually in clouds and fogs.
3) Optically solidifying liquid
Fonnvar method is generally used to san1ple cloud drops and snow crystals but is not easy to
handle because it takes more than 20 hours to solidify. The Institute of Meteorological Science of Jilin
Province uses optical-solidifying teclmique to sample cloud drops. The optically-solidifying liquid is such a
substance that solidifies rapidly under ultraviolet rays. The optically-solidifying liquid is prepared by
mixing up optically-solidifying resin GM-A (42.7%), diluent MMA (55.5%) and optically sensitive agent
(1 8%), and is smeared uniformly on sampling transparencies. When cloud drops in air flow goes into
theoptically-solidifying liquid, the liquid will automatically inundate the drops. The optically-solidifying
liquid which have captured the cloud drops is exposed to ultraviolet rays for 3 to 4 seconds and the film
will solidify immediately and fix drops in it. The viscosity of the prepared liquid is required to be moderate.
It is necessary to avoid being too thick or too thin. The data of cloud drops obtained by using above
methods are shown in Fig. 4.
These methods have been used in China for many years and a lot of data about cloud and fog
microphysics is obtained all over the country. Currently, tl1ese methods have been also used for groundbased sampling and data processing is increasingly computerized.
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Precipitation Estimation with Polarimetric Radar
Edward A Brandes

National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
brandes@flcar. ucar. edu

1. Programmatic Goals

To investigate benefits in rainfall estimation that migbt be gained with fully polarimetric radars.
To improve radar reflectivity based algorithms for estimating rainfall.
2. Advantages of Polarimetric Measurements for Estimating Rainfall
Polarimetric measurements provide additional infonnation about dropsize distributions, hail, brightbands,
and ground clutter.
The specific differential phase (Kop), a 4.24th moment of the dropsize distribution, is closely related to
rainrate (a 3.67th moment). Note that radar reflectivity (Zn) is a 6th moment of the dropsize distribution.
K0 r, a phase measurement rather than a power measurement, is insensitive to partial berun blockage.
3. An Example: The Buffalo Creek, Colorado Flash Flood

On 13 July 1996 a large thtmderstorm struck the mowltain community of Buffalo Creek, Colorado with
copious hail and heavy rain. Au "official" gage within the town recorded a depth of 68. I mm. A "bucket survey"
indicated rainfalls exceeded 8!111111. Mo;i of the rain fell in a I hour period. "fl1e resulting flash flood in complex
terrain killed two people.
The event was sampled by a WSR-88D radar and NCAR's newS-band polarimetric radar (S-pol). The
radars were collocated at Watkins, Colorado (approximately 75 km northeast of Buffalo Creek).

4. Conclusions
TI1e potential of specific differential phase for estinlating rainfall even when the radar beam is partly
blocked was well demonstrated for the Buffalo Creek flash flood. Success is attributed to the fact that much of
the rain fell at heavy ramrates.
With less severe convective rainfall events, where a significant portion of the rainfall is at lower rates and
the llllcertainty in the Kor measurement increases, results have been less satisfactory. Current efforts are directed
toward retrieving the maxinlllm information from KDP tln·ough improved editing and reduced smoothing.
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Figure l. Precipitation map derived from specific differential phase Kop (S-pol radar). Depths (in mm) are color
coded. "Plus" signs depict locations of raingages operated by the Denver, Colorado Urban Damage and
Flood Control District. The community of Buffalo Creek is located near x=-60, y=-46 km. The
surrounding watershed is indicated by the irregular closed contour. Smoothed contours are terrain height
(above MSL) at 0.25 km intervals. The accumulation is for 0000-0423 UTC on 13 July 1996. Rainrates
(R) were computed for Kop 3 0.4° km"1 using the relationship R=40.56K0 p0866 (Sachidananda and Zmi__,
1987; J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol.). The maximum estimated rain depth is 86.6 mm. Steep terrain and
high rainfall rates (in excess of 150 mm h"1) aggravated the flood's imp~ct.
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Gage versus Radar
13 July 1996
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Figure 2. Comparison of gage observations (from the UDFCD gages and the official gage at Buffalo Creek) and
radar estimated raiufalls derived from radar reflectivity (ZH) measurements made witl1 tl1e WSR-880 at
0.5° antetma elevation. Rainfall was computed witl1 R=O.O 17ZH0714 . TI1e solid sloping line represents oneto-one correspondence. Note that tl1e WSR-880 overestimates the lighter rainfalls. The underestimate of
the heavy rainfull at Buffalo Creek is probably due to severe blockage of the radar bean1. The mean radar
bias (the sum of the radar estimates at the gage locations divided by the sum oftl1e gage amounts) is I .59.
·n1e coiTelation coefficient between gage and radar ammmts is 0.83. [For S-pol radar reflectivity the bias
was 1.82 and the correlation was 0.82.]
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Gage versus Radar
13 July 1996
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Figure 3. Companson of gage observations and radar estimated rainfalls, as in Fig. 2, except derived from
specific differential phase (KDP) using measurements from the S-pol radar. Note that there is no radar
bias. The correlation coefficient is 0.92.
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Compal"isons of Lidar Remote Sensing of Clouds with In-situ Measurements
Mark D. Couture, Kevin Strawbridge, W Richard Leaitch and Ray Hoff

Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview, Ontario, Canada
couture@armph3. tor. ec.gc. ea
Abstract
Observations of low stratus were made over the Bay of Fundy during the Canadian
Radiation. Aerosol and Cloud Experiment (RACE). In-situ observations of cloud properties are
compared with changes in backscatter coefficient obtained Ji'om lidar observations. The
comparisons are used to introduce a method that may be used to see if a contribution to the cloud
rejlectances from microphysical changes can be determinedfrom an airborne lidar.
1. Introduction

Observations of stratus clouds were made over the Bay of Fundy during the Canadian Radiation,
Aerosol and Cloud Experiment (RACE). The study which took place from August 12 to September 9,
1995, used two National Research Council of Canada research aircraft: a DHC-6 Twin Otter and a
Convair 580. In several cases in .. cloud microphysical measurements were made by the Twin Otter while
the Convair remotely sampled the cloud from overhead using a Nd:Yag lidar. The lidar was operated at
wavelengths of 532 nm and 1064 nm with beam divergences of 5.0 mrad and 0.9 mrad respectively. The
in-situ cloud measurements included liquid water content (King), interstitial aerosol size distribution
(PCASP), cloud droplet size distribution (FSSP-1 00), and volume extinction coefficient (ATTEX
extinction probe). Two cases are examined here. These were chosen by virtue of their dramatically
differing droplet size, number, and optical thickness.
2. Observations.
Figures l and 2 show the flight tracks flown by both aircraft. on Sept 8"' and Sept 9'h respectively.
Each aircraft traversed identical paths but over slightly different time intervals. On Sept 8th the Convair
tlnished traversing the track (figure 1) 15 minutes after the Twin Otter. On Sept 9'h the Twin Otter
finished traversing the track (figure 2) I minute after the Convair.
Data recorded by the Twin Otter while traversing these tracks has been averaged as a function of
altitude. TI1e altitude interval averaged over is lOm for the Twin Otter and l2m for the lidar data. The
Twin Otter porpoised along the track in each case penetrating both cloud top and bottom several times.
The Twin Otter track averages for Sept gth are shown in figures 3 and 4. Corresponding Twin Otter track
averages for Sept 9'h are shown in figures 5 and 6. 111e optical depths shown in figures 3b and 5b are
calculated by integrating the measured extinctions over altitude from cloud top down.
The Convair flew at altitudes near lOkm MSL on Sept 8th and at 14-16km MSL on Sept 9th. Thus
the liclar footprint which was 45-48 m wide for the 532 mn signal and 8.2-8.6 m wide for the 1064 nm
signal on the 8th, is slightly larger on Sept 9'h (62-73 m and 11-13 m for the 532 nm and the 1064 mn,
respectively). The Convair typically flew at air speeds of 100-!20 m/sec. Lidar related parameters used
in this study were originally averaged over one second which implies lidar swath length of 145-195 m for
the 1064 run signal, and 108-133 m for tl1e 532 mn signal.
On Sept 8, 1995 the observed cloud was a stratus deck based at 320 m. As shown in ±igures 3
and 4, the cloud was characterized by cloud droplet concentrations of 60-160 cm·3, droplet diameters of
18-24 microns, a temperature of 9° C, and a thickness of about 300 m. A maximum liquid water
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concentration (LWC) of 0.26 g m" 3 was observed which is coincident with a maximum visible light
extinction of 36 km"'. Figure 3b shows that the optical depth of the cloud encountered on Sept 8th is less
than 5 indicating that scattering of the lidar beam was predominantly single scattering that day.
The layered cloud deck of Sept 9'h was topped at 1250m and based at 520m with temperature 13!6" C. As shown in figures 5 and 6, the maximum droplet concentrations observed on this track are near
400 cm"3, more than four times the amount encountered on Sept 8th. In cloud aerosol concentrations
measured by the PCASP are also approx. four times that observed on the 81h The maximum LWC of
0.47 g m" 3 observed on Sept 91h is twice the amount observed on Sept g'h. Likewise the maximum
measured light extinction of 95 km" 1 on Sept 9'h is a little more than double of that which was measured
on Sept gth Droplet diameters measured in the top 2/3 of the cloud range from6-17microns in diameter.
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations were much higher than on Sept 8'\ consistent with
observed droplet concentrations.
In order to try to examine compare the effect of the differences in droplet number concentrations
on the lidar backscatter similar liquid water paths (LWP) are used. Since the LWP on the 8'" is lower than
that on the 9u', and since the optical depth of the cloud on the gth is sufficiently low that multiple
scattering paths are not significant, we use the liquid water path through the whole vertical extent of the
cloud this day. The LWP for the complete cloud layer of the 8'" is 33 g m"2 (figure 4a). For the Sept 9th
cloud, this LWP occurs about 125 m down from cloud top at 1075 m MSL (figure 6a).
Figures 7 and 8 show the lidar profiles for Sept 8th and Sept 9'" respectively. The backscattcr
ratio is the ratio of backscatter coefficient to Rayleigh backscattering coefficient. One problem with this
parameter is that the backscatter coefficient /extinction coefficient ratio must be assumed in order to
obtain the backscatter ratio profile from the lidar. For these plots, the backscatter coefficient was 0.03.
3. Discussion
It is hypothesized that if we integrate the backscatter ratios over tl1e LWP defined above for each
of the Sept 8th and Sept 9'\ that the difference between the two represents the change in backscatter
primarily due to the microphysical differences in these clouds.
The lidar profiles (figures 7 and 8) when integrated over the same LWP give a greater backscatter
on Sept 8th. Since the Twin Otter measmements indicate smaller MIE scatterers (cloud droplets) on the
9th then we expect more light would be scattered into the backward direction on this day since multiple
scattering is minute over the LWP used. The discrepency is connected with the need to define a
backscatter/extinction ratio to retrieve a more realistic backscatter ratio profile. Inversion algorithms
most often employ a phenomenological relation between the backscatter coefficient and the volume
extiction coefficient (Klett, 1981). Potter (1987) outlines an altemate methodology that exploits known
wavelength dependencies between backscatter coefficient and volume extinction coefficient.
The volume extinction measurements coupled with the ideal nature of the cases described above
provide a unique opportunity to examine inversion algorithms. Further work in this area will evaluate the
potential for a low power airborne lidar to give droplet size spectrum information at cloud top for the
simple cloud scenario detailed above in the absence of the ancillary data provided by the Twin Otter.
REFERENCES
J.D. Klett, 1985: Lidar Inversion with Variable Backscatter/Extinction Ratios, Appl. Opt. 24, 1638.
J.F. Potter, 1987: Two-frequency Lidar Inversion Technique, Appl. Opt. 26, 1250.
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Abstract
Combined-sensor retrievals ofcloud microphysics have excellent potential for the study of cloud
processes and parameters affecting climate. Radar reflectivity changes with particle size in a way
much different than how thermal emission, lidar backscatter, and microwave emission change. This
provides a good means to infor cloud water/ice content and particle characteristic radius and number
density. Radar reflectivity and thermal emission provide column-averaged microphysical parameters
ofcirrus clouds. and the addition of terminal fall velocity inferred from vertical Doppler radar gives
profiles of these parameters. Similar information on non-precipitating water clouds can be obtained
from microwave radiometer and radar reflectivity. Profiles ofltdar backscatter and radar reflectivity
can provide the same products, but the vertical coverage is o.fien more limited.

1. Introduction
The microphysical properties of clouds, e.g., effective radius and liquid or ice water content, arc
important factors in radiative transfer. Characteristics of the particle size distribution also affect tl1e evolution
and persistence of clouds. The current stt·ong interest in climate research has heightened the need for better and
different approaches to measure basic microphysical parameters in clouds.
We are developing and applying new techniques that use a combination of data from two or more
remote-sensing instnunents to obtain valuable infom1ation on cloud microphysics. The radar reflectivity scales
for most cloud particles as -D6, where D is the diameter of spherical particles, or more generally for nonspherical
particles as -M, where M is the particle mass. Radar is able to penetrate thick clouds, and some mm-wavelength
radars are sensitive enough to detect almost all clouds. The lidar signature (backscatter or extinction) fmm clouds
scales as -D', or as the cross-sectional area A, for nonspherical particles, as does emission from most ice particles
as measured by radiometers in the them1al infrared. Microwave radiometers are able to measure the colmnnintegrated mass of liquid water (signal scales as -D3 ) to good accuracy. By making reasonable assumptions,
highly useful information on cloud microphysics can be extracted from simultaneous measurements by two or
more instrmnents. The retrieved parameters are ice mass or liquid water content (!MC or LWC), particle number
density N, and a characteristic particle size, e.g., median volume diameter Dm, effective radius r 41, or mean radius
rm· The latter three differ from one another approximately by a constant. This paper smnmarizes five remotesensing methods involving radar that have demonstrated utility or good potential.

2. IR radiometer and radar for ice cloud microphysics
The combination of an emission measurement by narrow-field infrared radiometer and the colmnnintegrated reflectivity by radar pennits estimation of coltmm-integrated miCrophysical parameters of ice clouds,
such as cirrus (Matrosov et al. 1992). Both instnunents must be calibrated. The addition of radar vertical
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Doppler measurements extends the method to retrieval of vertical profiles of the parameters (Matrosov et al.
1994). A valuable by-product of these methods is an estimate of the emissivity and absorption optical depth of
the cloud.
a. Column-integrated or path-averaged parameters

The emissivity a of the cloud is found from a measurement by a narrow-field ("' 2°) radiometer operating
in the thermal infrared. A 10-11 A fUll pass band is a good choice because it avoids the ozone emission band and
is wide enough to provide good signal-to-noise ratio. A temperature profile, typically from radiosonde, is needed
to convert from radiance to emissivity. Absorption and emission by the atmosphere below the cloud must be
accounted for, and small but significant corrections should be included for multiple scattering by the cloud of its
own emission and for downward reflection by the cloud ofupwelling thermal radiation. T11e radar wavelength
in the first demonstration (Matrosov et al. 1992) was 3.2 cm. Calibration and range-correction factors were
applied to obtain the effective reflectivity factor with respect to water Z,. T11e fom1 of the size distribution must
be assun1ed. A reasonable choice is a gamma distribution in D, where D is the diameter of the equal-volume
sphere:
N(D) =NoD" exp{ -(3.67 + n) D !Dm} .
Then is the gannna distribution's order that controls its width. In their initial work, Matrosov et al. (1992) made
the following assumptions: spherical particle shapes, Rayleigh radar scatter, first-order garmna distribution
(n= I), and a single wavelength of 11 fUll to represent the emission in the entire band. Calculations were
perfonned to find approximate power-law curves that relate Dm and N 0 to the extinction coefficient at 11 ftm
wavelength, Z,, !MC (sometin~es called ice water content !WC), and N. The measurements were used to solve
for the colmnn-integrated values of N 0 and Dm, then for the ice mass path IMP, and colunm-averaged particle
concentration Ne. Instead of validating these column-integrated results, evaluations against other measurements
have been made for the profiling method discussed next.
b. Vertical profiles

By adding information on the terminal velocities v, of the ice particles obtained from vertical Doppler
measurements, the vertical profiles of D, .IMC, andN can be obtained (Mat.rosov et al. 1994). An exan1ple of
a tinle histoty of !MC retrievals for an 8.6-mm-wavelength radar is shown in Fig 1. The Doppler measurement
includes vertical air motions as well as the particle terminal velocities. Most of the effects of the air motions are
removed by obtaining a regression between vettical Doppler velocity and reflectivity at each height over an
averaging period of 1-3 h, so the spatia-temporal details of the reflectivity profile become a surrogate for terminal
velocity in solving for the vertical profiles with ,30 s temporal resolution. Cases with strong dynamics or large
standard deviations in the regression must be excluded from analysis. In its current form (Matrosov 1997), the
method accotmts for the effects of nonsphericity by assmning oblate or prolate spheroids, or a mixture, and by
using equations that express typical relationships for D, versus ice density in the particle and versus particle
aspect ratio. Also, particles are assumed to be oriented with the large dimension in the horizontal plane in
calculating v, , adjusting Rayleigh scattering for nonspherical shapes, and calculating the infrared absorption
coefficient using anomalous diffraction theory. The first.order gamma distribution (n=l) is usually assmned.
Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that uncertainties in these paran1eters and the exponent B in the terminal
velocity equation v, = AD8 have the least effect on the retrieved parameters. TI1e teclmique explicitly solves for
a vertically averaged value of A, which sensitivity studies showed depends stmngly on particle habit. An iterative
solution is performed to bring the retrieved parameters into agreement with the data and assmnptions.
The method can be applied to pure ice clouds with absorption optical depth less than about3, when there
are no intervening lower clouds, and when the regression between vertical velocity and reflectivity is adequately
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stable. This teclmique has been evaluated against other measm·ements (Matrosov et al. 1995, 1997) and used
in scientific studies (Matrosov 1997; Atlas et al.l995) more than the otl1ers covered in this paper. The results
of comparisons with L\1C calculated from nearby observation by aircraft microphysical probes appears in Fig.
2.
3, Lidar and radar· for ice microphysics
Profiles of lidar backscatter cross section ~ can be combined with profiles of Z, to estimate profiles of
N, L\1C, and r,0·in ice clouds (lntrieri et al. 1993, Eberhard et al. 1994) An example of the latter is shownin Fig.
3. Both instruments must be calibrated. Adjustments for extinction of the lidar signal as the pulse penetrates
into the cloud were made using the LIRAD method (Platt and Dilley 1981), which incorporates infrared
radiometer data in a manner similar to the discussion in Section 2, to infer absorption and lidar optical depth.
Our work so far has used a coherent C0 2 lidar, which has negligible multiple scatter. Ice particles absorb
strongly at its wavelength of I 0.6 f.Lm such that front-surface reflection dominates the ~. Therefore, ~ for
randomly oriented uonspherical ice particles(~ nearly equal to that from spheres of equal surface area) is easier
to calculate than for "shortwave" lidars (those operating in or near the visible part of the spectrum where
scattering dominates). The method so far assumes spherical particles, although the enhancement in ~ at lidar
zenith caused by highly oriented crystals is accounted for (Eberhard 1995 ). A gamma size distribution with n~ I
was assumed.
Comparisons with the infrared radiometer-radar method and aircraft microphysical data showed
agreement within anticipated uncertainties (Matrosov et al. 1995).
Adaptation of this method to backscatter measured by "shortwave" lidar has been attempted (Austin et
al. 1997), but no comparison data are available yet. We are pursuing a more robust approach for "shorlwave"
lidar by first retrieving tl1e profile of extinction cross section a. with LIRAD or by using the clear-air boundary
conditions from above and below the cloud, and then combining a and Z, profiles. For field evaluation we plan
to use data from our laboratory's 8.6-mm wavelength radar and 523-nm wavelength lidar at the Surface Heat
Budget oftl1e Arctic (SHEBA) experiment, where in situ microphysical data from aircraft and tethered balloon
will be available for comparison.
4. Microwave radiometer and mdar for water cloud microphysics

By combining a microwave radiometer measurement of the LWP path with the vertical profile of radar
reflectivity and making some assmnptions, vertical profiles of droplet microphysics in water clouds can be
determined (Frisch et al. 1995). Both instrmnents must be calibrated. One assrunption is that the number density
of d1e drops is constant with height in the cloud, which is a good approximation for many stratocmnulus clouds.
Secondly, the fonn oftl1e drop size distribution must be assmned. We assume a lognormal distribution, which
aircraft measurements (e.g., Gerber 1996, and references therein) have shown to be a useful approximation.
Finally, the width of the size distribution must also be assumed, but typical values are kllO'W11 from aircraft
measurements. The measmements are combined with the assumptions to obtain Nand vertical profiles of r,.trand
liquid water content LWC.
This method can only be applied to nonprecipitating clouds, because even light drizzle overwhelms the
much weaker signal from the droplets. (The vertical profiles of reflectivity, mean Doppler velocity, and second
moment of the Doppler spectrum provide microphysical infonnation on the drizzle [Frisch et al. 1995].) Clouds
with driz1le can be avoided by eliminating cases when the maximum radar reflectivity factor exceeds"' -15dBZ.
The technique was evaluated (Feingold, et al. 1995) on sinmlated data formed by calculating radar m1d
microwave radiometer signals for a cloud produced by a three-dimensional large eddy simulation (LES) model
with detailed microphysics. The results were encouraging but certainly not perfect in comparison with the actual
microphysics of the LES cloud, illustrating the tmcertainties caused by imperfect assumptions, particularly near
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the cloud's bmmdaries. A case study (Frisch et al.1995) with an 8.6-nm1 wavelength radar and microwave
radiometer (20.6 GHz detecting primarily water vapor and 31.65 GHz detecting primarily liquid water) gave
reasonable results (Fig. 4), although no is situ data were available for comparison. Data recently acquired
simultaneously with measurements by instnunented aircraft at the Department of Energy's CART site in
Oklahoma will be used for evaluation.
This method is very promising but still in its infancy. So far, simulations and analysis have been for
averaging times >I 0 min. Further evaluation is needed theoretically and in comparative field studies to determine
the tmcertainty in each retrieved parameter due to errors in measurement and assumptions.
5. Udar and radar for water cloud microphysics

We have also analytically examined the microphysical information derivable from simultaneous
shortwave lidar and mm-wavelength radar measurements of nonprecipitating water clouds. We assume the usual
case of large optical depth (" > 3 or so) so that extinction reduces observed cloud backscatter to below lidar noise
level before complete penetration. The Klett algorithm ( 1981) is applied to obtain the extinction pro!Jle a.(z) for
the part of the cloud penetrated by the lidar. No calibration is needed for tl1e lidar but is required for the radar.
The retrieval algoritlll11 used thus far assmnes a lognormal form for the drop size distribution and a radiusdependent power law for radar reflectivity factor Z and for lidar extinction coefficient. Ve1tical profiles ofN, r m
, r4r, and LWC can be obtained for the pmt of the cloud penetrated by the lidar witl1 reasonable signal-to-noise
ratio.
Lidm· multiple scattering is small if an extremely narrow field of view is used. However, if lidar multiple
scattering becomes significant, all the information needed for an iterative correction is available from the lidar
characteristics and observed a. a11d r, profiles. A simulation based on data produced by an LES model as in
Feingold et al. (1995) is shown in Fig. 5. More accurate results are expected if we include details of Mie
scattering instead ofjust a simple power law and if we use a more typical dependence of size distribution width
with height. We believe robust results car1 be obtained for the part of the cloud penetrated by the lidar.
This method also holds good promise, but field testing and further error analysis is needed. Data
averaging before retrieval should be for time spans short enough to avoid significant change in cloud botmdary
height or the vertical profile of a..
The lidar-radar and microwave radiometer-radar methods complement each otl1er in tenus of the
assumption (or lack thereof) of constant N, averaging time, and part of cloud observed. A combination of the
two methods, i.e., a retrieval using simultaneous data from radar, microwave radiometer, mrd lidar, should provide
better results than from using just two instnunents. SHEBA will provide a good opportmrity for field evaluation
of these methods.
6. Discussion

Uncertainties in the retrieved parameters depend on errors in both measmements and assumptions. The
tmcertainty tends to be smallest for the characteristic radius, larger for !MC or L WC, and largest for N. Retrievals
are usually more sensitive to fractional errors in the optical measurements tha11 the same fractional errors in the
radar reflectivity. Fractional errors in the measurements cause considerably smaller fractional errors in the
retrievals (except sometimes for N), which is a key to tl1e stable nature of these teclmiques.
These methods can be used in several ways to support climate research and prediction. One way is by
long-tenn measurements to obtain climatologies of microphysical pm·arneters to characterize their typical
dependence on height, cloud type, time of day. season, CCN concentration, locale, etc. Another way is in support
of case studies to gain m1derstanding about cloud physical processes a11d to evaluate detailed models that can then
help in development of pararneterizations for climate models. Another important contribution will be assisting
in validation of satellite methods that retrieve the same kinds of parameters on a global scale. In situations of
multilayered clouds, the satellite and grom1d-based methods are both needed in case studies to fully characterize
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the clouds' effects on radiative transfer. Finally, these ground-based remote sensing meU10ds fill a sampling gap
in time and space between aircraft and satellite data.
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Abstract
The transport and mzxing of aerosols in clouds is important to boundary layer venting and
pollution chemistry. and also to cloud seeding to enhance precipitation. The types ofhydrometers
cloud systems produce is fUndamental to evaluation and application ofprecipitation and aircrafl
icing forecasts, and to evaluation of cloud effects on climate. Improvements in preczpitation and
flash flood forecasting depend on more accurate measurement of precipitation phase and rain
rate. For these applications. some capabilities and prospects fi!r hydrometeor and dispersion
measurements with short-wavelength, Doppler, dual-polarization radars are examined. The focus
is on the use ofpolarization parameters to (1) measure the dispersion of aerosols within clouds,
(2) identify hydrometeor phase and types in stratiform and convective clouds, and (3) measure
rain rate with much improved accuracy over standard Z-R estimates. The application of 3-cm and
8-mm radars, and circular. eliiptical, and linear polarizations are examined. Strariform cloud'
are considered but convective clouds are emphasized because they offer some special challenges.

1. Introduction
The broad question addressed in this paper is, how will emerging dual-polarization cloud-radar
technologies in1prove measurements for better predictions not only for severe weather, but also for air quality
and climate? Breakthroughs in measurement technologies are commonly a prerequisite for better predictions.
As NEXRAD (WSR-88D) radars come on line operationally, their significant added value to weather
forecasting is being confumed. Even so, NEXRAD as configured is limited to reflectivity (Z,) and radial
velocity (V,) measurements, and consequently its capability is technology-limited to less than that of
emerging dual-polarization radars. The NEXRAD has single linear polarization and is engineered to be
retrofitted for dual-linear polarization. Dual-linear polarization offers significant added potential in some
applications, and circular and elliptical polarizations, which arc not a potential for NEXRAD, offer other
added values.
The long-wavelength, S-band (10-cm) NEXRAD offers power, range, and sensitivity that is
in1portantly and optimally applied to severe convective stom1s and heavy precipitation. However, research is
showing, for example, that rain rate from convective and stratiform clouds will be much better measured with
dual-polarization radar, and more accurately at X-band (3 cm) than at S-band. X-band radar has many uses
in observing convective clouds. The shorter-wavelength dual-polarizatiOn radars (e.g., 3-cm and 8-111111 [Kband]) are more useful for observing less intense clouds and light precipitation, associated cloud particle type
and phase, snowfall atld snowfall rate, aircraft icing conditions, at1d features of climatologically important
non-precipitating clouds. Therefore, as NEXRAD is appropriately exploited for its added values, we must
also look beyond NEXRAD to tl1e important capabilities tl1at can be provided by dual-polarization and
shorter-wavelength mdars. This paper addresses a few of those capabilities, as they provide new kinds of
measurements to supp011 better predictions. Stratiform clouds arc considered but convective clouds are
emphasized because they offer some special challenges.

2. Radars
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This paper will focus on some proven and potential capabilities of three types of Doppler radars, an
X-band (3.2 cm) dual-circular-polarization radar, an X-band (3.2-cm) dual-linear-polarization diversity radar,
and a K,-band (8.6-nnn) multiple-dual-polarization cloud-sensing radar. We will designate these radars
respectively as NOAA/XC, NOAA/XL, and NOAA/K, since research radars of these types have been
developed by the NOAA Enviromnental Technology Laboratory (ETL).
NO AA/XC with dual-circular polarization offers hydrometeor differentiation and the ability to track
air parcels marked with radar-reflecting chaff through moderately-reflecting clouds and precipitation.
NOAA/XL with dual-linear polarization offers multi-parameter hydrometeor differentiation and rain-rate
measurement with advanced differential phase measurements that are much superior to conventional
reflectivity-rainfall rate (Z,-R) measurements. NOAA/K is a cloud-sensing radar with polarization agility
(circular, linear, elliptical) for hydromeleor differentiation in stratiform clouds, early convective cloud growth,
cloud tops, and anvils at somewhat shorter ranges than at X-band.
NOAA/XC has excellent spatial resolution and state-of-the-art circular polarization capabilities. The
radar's measurements of circular depolarization ratio (CDR) can be used to track the transport and diffusion
of aerosols within clouds using microwave chaff as a tracer. The teclmique is called TRACIR (tracking air
with circular-polarization radar; Martner and K:ropfli 1989; Martner et al. 1992; Reiuking and Martner 1996;
Stith et al. 1996); this is a proven teclmology. Also, the radar's circular polarization measurements offer an
exploratory means to determine the evolution of cloud particle types. In all, beyond reflectivity and Doppler
velocity measurements, the polarization data add a new dimension of information about the intemalmotions
and changes in hydrometeor type and phase. Despite a prevailing misconception that attenuation severely
diminishes the use of X-band radar in convective storms, this radar has been used very successfully in
numerous studies of thunderstorms, cloud electrification, wind shear, microbursts, tomadoes, cumulus
venting, rain enhancement, and aerosol transport in convection (e.g., Be and colleagues, 1992).
NOAA/XL measures a set of parameters based on linear polarization, including, speci±ic differential
phase (ADr; James, 1985; Sachidananda and Zmic' 1986), differential reflectivity (Z&; Sdiga und Briugi
1976), differential Doppler Velocity (DDV; Wilson et al. 1995), polarization correlation coefficient (Phv;
Balikrislman and Zmic' 1990), and linear depolarization ratio (LDR; Reinking et al. 1997a). Only recently
has it become possible to measure such sets of measurands with a single-receiver radar (Zmic' 1991).
NOAA/XL does not have circular polarization that is optimal for tracking chaff. However, the multiparameter, linear-polarization technology can be used for hydrometeor differentiation that may be superior to
that with CDR alone in convective clouds, and potentially for very significantly improved rain-rate
measurements.
NOAA/K transmits and receives elliptically polarized signals and measures the elliptical
depolarization ratio (EDR). NOAA/K's polarization can be continuously adjusted or fixed at any
polarization state between the extremes of ellipticity, horizontal-linear and circular. At the extremes, it
respectively measures the linear depolarization ratio (LDR) or CDR. This cloud-sensing radar is effectively
used for hydrometeor identification at short-range. Hydrometeor identification has been accomplished in
winter stratifonn and orographic clouds (Matrosov et al. 1996; Reinking et al. 1996a, l997a). Using the
circular polarization, it is also capable of tracking chaff, although cutting chaff to the K-band half-wavelength
is a practicality that requires fwiher engineering. This K-band radar can detect cloud droplets (e.g. 35 micron
1
In the convective cloud application, the
drops in concentrations as low as 0.5 cc" at 10 km range).
adjustable-polarization featme has been used for studies of the glaciation of droplets (Reinking et al. 1996a),
and it is best suited for measmements in pre-precipitation and light-rain stage ctnnuli and feeder cells, and
anvils. It should be very useful in detecting first transitions from cloud drops to driuJe to 1-2 nun diameter
raindrops (Reinking et al. 1997b), making it useful to detect a primary aircraft icing hazard. Its application is
lin1ited by its effective operating range of about 25 km, with possible practical extension to 50 km if the
radial velocity measurement is compromised. It is attenuated by moderate-to-heavy rain, but not by snowfall.
Further specifications of these radars are presented on ETL's web site at http://www.etl.noaa.gov.
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3. X-band radar for convective cloud studies
The NOAA X-band radars have characteristics that are very desirable for successful severe stonn
research, e.g., high sensitivity, transmitted power, resolution; high-data-rate recording system, real time
displays, etc. Its programmable rapid scan capability is needed to track rapidly evolving and advecting
storms. Hw1dreds of scans, designed in advance and recorded on disk, can be called up in just a few seconds,
and quickly modified as necessary to optimize scanning at the desired resolution on the most important
features of stonn echoes. This is particularly important in tracking chaff within the storm echo as will be
described in more detail below.
In practice, clouds with reflectivities at least down to -10 dBZ have routinely been detected with the
X-band radars. Thus, generally, depending on range and concentrations, detection of clouds producing drops
emerging from drizzle to rain sizes (above 50 or lOO fUll) should be possible. This is pertinent to identifying
and discerning cumulus growth and initial rain stages of convective clouds. In thrmderstorms, some feeder
cells have echos of less than -10 dBZ.
On the other end of the scale, the internal structures of more severe stonns with Z, to near 60 dBZ
with rain rates to 20 cmlf 1 have been mapped in detail at close range, and 50-55 dBZ clouds have regularly
been dissected at 40-50 km range. Certainly, there are some stonns within the nominal range that the X-band
cannot penetrate. Some data would be lost is such cases, but that is the exception. Attenuation does not
affect chaff tracking or velocity measurements in any frmdamental way as long as tllere is signal. Convective
clouds will generally not be compromised within a working range of about 100 km.

4. Transport and dispersion
a. Tracking chaff with circularly polarized radar- TRACIR
Details of the TRACIR method have been documented extensively (e.g., Martner and Kropfli 1989;
Martner et al. 1992). TRACIR has effectively been used to follow gradual dispersion in stratifonn and wave
clouds. Also, it has proven very useful in detennining the ingestion and rapid loft and mixing of seeding
material in feeder cells flanking thrmderstorms (Reinking and Martncr 1996). The principles are the same for
boundary layer ventrug of pollutants, so the chaff technology is equally applicable to answer air quality
questions.
In brief, TRACIR makes use of radar reflecting chaff fibers released continuously from an aircraft
which is provided guidance by radar operators monitoring the clouds and the chaff locations. Chaff fibers are
alwninUJll coated fiberglass needles, about 25 fllll in diameter, cut to half the radar wavelength for maximwn
radar signal. The fibers make excellent tracers of the air motion. They are nearly invisible to the eye and
have no envirol1111entally harmful qualities. They have very strong radar reflectivity, but more importantly,
they have a rmique polarization signature that allows them to be detected even when they are imbedded within
clouds with reflectivities up to about 35 dBZ. Such clouds would make the chaff indistinguishable from the
cloud if only radar reflectivity were used. At the source, which is an airborne or grormd-based chaff cutter,
the reflectivity of chaff will nonnally be at a maximum near 25 dBZ (for ETL's chaff cutter); with dilution,
the reflectivity will rapidly drop to much lower values, and the chaff will become invisible within the cloud
reflectivity. The use of CDR makes cloudy air parcels filled with chaff highly visible to the radar. Therefore
trajectories of aerosol from within tl1e same source volmne or released simultaneously with the chaff can be
approximated in real time. Using tills teclmiquc, which has been demonstrated in many experiments, one can
follow the progress of the cloud seeding material (or pollutant aerosol) through the cloud to dete1111ine
whether or not it reaches the critical regions of the cloud at the proper time in the cloud's life cycle (or
whetl1er it will reach regions where it may chemically interact with the cloud water or be elevated to high
levels in the troposphere).
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Chaff fibers simulate small precipitation particles in that they settle about 25 cm s· Through the
course of a 20 min tracking operation, for example, the chaff will settle about 300 m. Therefore, when used
as a surrogate to follow the movement of aerosol, it will only slightly Jag aerosol moving with the updrafts
and downdrafts, and it will closely simulate the fall of any early-growth hydrometeors nucleated by a seeding
material or produced by pollutants.
The ingestion of chaff into a convective cell is illustrated in Figure I. This 4-km deep cumulus cloud
fanned over a mountain ridge. The reflectivity in Fig. I (upper panel) shows a rainshaft of 20-30 dBZ, but
no indication of chaff within the cloud. Chaff was released from the ground at ridge top several minutes
earlier, at 8 km range. The chaff was efficiently ingested to fill the volume of the convective updraft, as
shown by the depolarization signature in Fig. I (lower panel), where CDR "'+I - -5 dB. Thus, the location of
the updraft (beside the rainshaft), the rate of rise, the progression of cloud volume filling, and other features
were readily observed. The position of the updraft relative to the downdraft is a governing factor in the
unloading stage of a convective cell.
When released in cloud, the chaff can often be followed by temporal and spatial continuity as
signatures become as weak as -I 0 or -12 dB. With information on cloud reflectivity, the chaff concentration
can be estimated as a function of time, so the measurement can provide an estimate of the dilution of aerosol
within the cloud. The optimal range for tracking chaff is within about 50 km, but useful results have been
obtained in the 80-100 km range (Stith et al. 1996).
b. Applications
Chaff cm1 be released and tracked as a surrogate for aerosols, or it can be released with a particular
aerosol. Exemplary questions tl1at can be addressed with the TRACIR teclmology include the following.
What is the nature of the source volmnc of an aerosol emitted or released into the atmosphere, and what is its
dispersion? Is the material ingested into cloud en masse, or does it diffuse to provide a persistent source?
How well is the PBL cleansed by such ingestion? How well or poorly is an aerosol really mixed in stratiforn1
clouds? How efficiently are aerosols ingested at cloud base or cloud top into convective systems? Once
ingested, is the aerosol well dispersed throughout convective cells (Reinking and Mmtner 1996), or is it lifted
relatively unmixed in narrow, possibly adiabatic plmnes (Stith et al. 1990)? In updrafts, what is tl1e time
exposure of aerosols allowing them to accumulate or be chemically or physically affected by available water
substance? Do ice nucleating aerosols reach proper temperature levels, and how much time does the
resulting ice have to nucleate and grow? What is the dilution of the aerosol, and what is the physical or
chemical consequence? Is the aerosol sufficiently diluted and dispersed or too diluted to produce the desired
nucleation? Do flanking cells feed the main updraft in thunderstonns. Are feeder cells really the source of
hail embryos for the main cell?
TRACIR measurements are likely to shed light on many other tmm1swered questions on entrairnnent
and mixing such as At cloud top, will an aerosol be entrained into the updraft, or shed and deflected by the
rising bubble? If downdrafts are interspersed with updrafts, how will material that is dispersed across both be
mixed? How well does two-dimensional flow represent the motions in convective cells? What is the aerosol
transport and dilution rate in thunderstonn anvils?
There is a lack of agreement concerning various aspects of the convective stmctw·e and entrainment
of growing cumuliform clouds. It is often difficult to determine the integrated effects that air motions will
have in transporting air (and aerosol and nucleated hydrometeors) from one part of cloud to another. Thus,
both Rosenfeld and Woodley (1993) and Vom1egut and Molinari (1996) have recommended the use of the
TRACIR technology for such investigations.
A new avenue for TRACIR is chaff tagging (as compared to chaff volume filling). Brnin~jes et al.
( 1996) marked a seeded voltllne in a deep wave cloud with tags of chaff that bracketed but did not include a
seeded area; with this teclmique the seeded area between the chaff tags was examined with the radar for
microphysical changes, which were detected as an increase in reflectivity. Chaff tagging might be a fmitful
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approach in convective clouds, and will at least serve to bracket the portions of a seeded cell that can then be
examined for hydrometeor evolution. In stratiform clouds, chaff tags might mark a line of aerosol released
from an aircraft, thus allowing study of the microphysical response of the cloud to the aerosol (e.g., aircraft ·
emissions and their effect on cimrs generation).
Overall, the use of chaff provides a ftmdamental study in transport and dispersion by convective or
stratiform clouds.
c. Potential experiments

Suitable chaff-tracking experiments include cloud top, mid-cloud, and cloud-base releases in isolated
cumulus congestus and flanking/feeder-cells and lines, as well as in anvils and more stratiform types of
clouds. Such experiments can go far to (I) predicting the interactions of aerosols with cloud systems, which
is fundamental to predicting cloud effects on air quality and the effects of seeding on clouds, and (2) testing
models of cloud circulations and evaluating and predicting cloud water budgets. Support for cloud physics
aircraft and polarization radars will serve to identify hydrometeors and their evolution within the chafftncked volumes.

5. Discrimination of hydrometeor type

a. Fundamentals
Polarized incident radiation is modi!led (i.e., depolarized) and back-scattered according to
hydrometeor shape (e.g., oblate drops vs. quasi-spherical drizzle) and density (including phase--ice vs.
water)) and the polarization state of the incident radiation. Scattering calculations show how variously
polarized radar signals (circular, elliptical, linear) will be depolarized by hydrometeors of various types (e.g.,
Bringi et al. 1986a,b; Matrosov 1991; Matrosov et al. 1996; Reinking et al. l997a). While radar technology
to apply the existing and developing theory is still exploratory for all types of polarizations, considerable
hydrometeor differentiation is possible (e.g., Bringi et al. l986a,b; Straka and Zrnic' 1993; Matrosov et al.
1996; Reinking et al. 1996a,b and 1997a,b).
Hydrometeor discrimination is easiest, of course, in clouds with one predominant type particle (e.g.,
planar or colmnnar crystals, drizzle dmps, or rain drops) which will produce a unique polarization signature.
The more mixed the hydrometeor types, the less l!llique the signature and more difficult the discrimination.
Positive identification then becomes more dependent on supporting information (cloud type and growth
history, temperatures, reflectivity, etc.). Where fully tmambiguous identification of hydrometeors is not
possible, changes and trends should be observable that may be interpreted in the context of the supporting
infonnation.
h. Circular dual-polarization (X-band)

Circular polarization, i.e., the measurement of CDR, offers the greatest dynamic range of response,
and thus the greatest separability of hydrometeor types when just one polarization parameter is used.
Circular polarization has received relatively little attention compared to linear polarization, because
NEXRAD, for reasons other than optimal polarization, was designed for retroflt to the dual-linear option.
The potential of CDR demands furtl1er exploration. Variations in CDR (or nem·-circular EDR) with radar
elevation angle, p, significantly differ among various hydrometeors. Thus over-the-top RH! scans tlu·ough a
wide elevation angle have allowed discrimination mnong planar Ciystals, coltmmar crystals, and grirupel and
aggregates, as experimentally demonstrated by Matrosov et al. (1996) and Reinking et al. (1996a, l997a).
Likewise, distinguishing drizzle drops from raindrops has been shown to be measurable (Rcinking et al.
1996b, l997b ). These results were gathered mostly from stratifonn clouds that were spatially uniform over
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5-50 km. Given this success, CDR should be useful in convective clouds as well, with qualifications.
Wide-angle RH! scans are often not possible in spatially confined and scattered, microphysically
non-unifom1 convective clouds, so hydrometeor identification is much more difficult than in stratifonn
clouds, but strategies are still possible to estimate hydrometeor classes. Some guidelines from experiments
and existing theory are that CDR <-40 dB for near-spherical cloud droplets and -40 to less than -15 dB for
raindrops with the depolarization increasing with size and oblateness. In studies of Alberta stom1s, Barge
(1972) noted that all CDR values representative of rain were less than-15 dB, so CDR values in excess of·
15 dB probably are int1uenced by hydrometeors other than raindrops. The sorting is more difficult when
CDR <- J5 dB. Drops begin to become non-spherical and depolarize the incident radiation as they grow
beyond an equivalent-sphere diameter of about 0.3rmn. At sizes beyond 3 mm, drops develop t1attened bases
m1d depolarizations are large. Calculations for CDR need to be done to better establish the more depolarized
limit. CDR "' -40 to -5 dB for snow crystals (see Matrosov 1991 for the significant dependencies on ~ that
define unique signauu·es), --20 dB for graupel, and in excess of, i.e., less negative than -5 dB for hail. (Larger
depolarizations are those nearer 0 dB).
A great deal of hydrometeor information should be extractable by using RH! scans at close rm1ge,
and PP! scans at longer range, to follow the spatial (in particular, vertical) m1d temporal evolution of the CDR
signature within convective towers. As nearly spherical cloud droplets grow into oblate water drops, CDR
will increase because of the intrinsic drop scattering properties. In convective updralts below the freezing
altitnde, depolmizations should increase as drizzle transitions to raindrops without the complications of ice.
Also, at sub-freezing temperatures, drizzle should be distinguishable from snow crystals, and with
consideration for correlated Z, changes, raindrops from snow crystals, and so on to further individual type
discrimination. With cloud-top glaciation, a possible sequence is one of cloud droplets, drizzle drops,
raindrops, then numerous regular ice crystals perhaps predominm1t but mixed with raindrops, then further
glaciation to lower-density frozen drops m1d graupel. A corresponding evolution of CDR can be
hypothesized. As the drops enlarge along their growth path from cloud base to the 0°C ffild -l 0°C altitudes,
depolarizations should increase as a result of increasing drop oblateness. When the cloud glaciates, chm1ges
in CDR should occur as munerous small pllllar or coltmmar crystals are nucleated; however, the values will
be moderated by the presence of raindrops. Then depolarization should decrease as more spherical and less
dense frozen drops and graupel are formed from the raindrops, and remaining ice crystals preswnably rime.
The time required for these changes in the evolving cloud should be indicative of the glaciation process.
The hydrometeor differentiation potential of dual-circular polarization can be illustrated with existing
data from convective clouds. Figlll'e 2a,b shows NO AA/XC PP! sector scans at ~ = I 0° and 2°, at a range of
about 60 km. The upper left frames show Ze and CDR is depicted in the lower left fnunes. At ~ =I 0°, the
core ret1ectivities of this cloud are 25-40 dBZ. The corresponding CDR signature of the small convective line
is quite uniform. The minimUlll CDR is about -24 dB. However, a considerable area of the echo depolarized
the signal to -21 dB, and an area of -16 dB is detected. All of these signatures indicate drizzle-raindrop
transitions, or ice particles. A transition from cloud drops to drizzle to raindrops or ice should therefore be
observable. The scffil at ~ =2° is below the melting level. COR is generally above -14 dB and reaches -8 dB
in the core echo area where maxinlUlll Z, values are in excess of 50 dBZ along much of the line. Thus, a very
significant transition, downward in the cloud toward much greater depolarizations and ret1ectivity, has
occurred and indicates significantly enlarging drops, possibly mixed with melting hail pellets at the lower
level. (The spatially separate red streak where CDR" 0 dB indicates the begirming of a chaff release). The
interpretation of such CDR measurements will be strengthened by further inten-elating them with Z" trends,
radar elevation angle, and temperattJre soundings. These particular measurements indicate measurable
depolarization scattering effects, and definitely show spatial ffild temporal trunsitions.
Propagation effects (PE) indicating very large raindrops are illustrated in Figure 3. These data are
1
from a t1ood-inducing North Dakota thunderstorm that was producing rain of 15-20 cm h- ! Ret1ectivities to
55 dBZ (without debilitating attenuation) are indicated in the upper panel. CDR in the lower panel shows a
dramatic increase from the forefront (--15 dB) to the far side (-0 dB) of the squall line. As the incident
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radiation entered the line, it was extremely depolarized by very large oblate raindrops (possibly oscillating to
prolate); PE progressed with distance into the stonn. The effect is one in which the received CDR values
increase with range. While the value of CDR is not the direct hydrometeor identifier in this case, the pattem
of CDR values is, and tlus effect is to some extent calculable. Thus, as very large drops emerge, the specific
cause (scatter or propagation) of the changes in CDR is likely to be immaterial to their identification. Such
temporal changes in CDR would be strongly suggestive of changes in the concentration of large, deformed
water drops. Overall, the North Dakota experience indicates that PE would be an issue only with very heavy
rain or hail, not in new turrets. Since PE usually occms in significant rainfall, its sudden onset suggests
increased drop sizes and concentrations, so simply noting PE can be useful. It may be possible to calculate
PE as a fimction of rain rate for assmned drop size distributions, thus allowing one to back out from CDR,
information on characteristic drop size where otherwise detrimental PE occurs.

c. Linear dual-polarization
Linear polarization (LDR) in general is not as useful as CDR when used as the sole polarization
parameter (Reinking et al. l997a). However, a combined set of linear polarization parameters offers
considerable strength for hydrometeor identification, especially in convective clouds where full RH! scans are
difficult to obtain (Straka 1md Znlic' 1993; Bringi et al. l986a,b). These parameters (LDR, z,,, ADP, Phv, as
well as Z) can be measured simultaneously with polarization-diversity radar such as NOAA/XL.
Table I, from Straka and Zmic' (1993), shows typical signature values of the various linear
polarization parameters for the various types of hydrometeors. Any of these parameters standing alone offer
only some linlited possibilities for differentiating hyclrometeors For example: Z& indicates defom1ity, but
only horizontal/vertical, whereas a strength of CDR is its independence of particle orientation. Large values
of Zcll can indicate large drops, but can also indicate ice crystals when the cloud is viewed at low elevation

angles. Near-zero z,,. can be produced by small drops, or by low-density aggregates, or by ice crystals viewed
at high elevation angles. Large values of LDR can indicate mixed phase (e.g., the melting layer), but also
pristine crystals. The power in linear polarization is in tl1e simultaneous measurements of all the parameters,
such that the values can be interrelated to find relatively unique combined signatures for the different
hydrometeors. Table 2 from the same source indicates how these parameters might be used in combination to
gain more infonnation to differentiate rain, ice crystals, snow aggregates, graupel, and hail. This work
indicates, e.g., that regions of ice crystals (such as those produced by seeding) in the tops of congestus may be
identified using a Z&, Aur, and LDR combination. The use of the sets of parameters need more experimental
confirmation.
A relatively new parameter, differential Doppler velocity (DDV), is also measured with the linear
polarization set of measurands. DDV combines polarization and fall-velocity data. A size-spectrum of
raindrops will create a range-spectrum of fall velocities, and DDV takes advantage of this to differentiate rain
from ice hydrometeors, and when combined with Z&, to estimate the width of the drop size distribution
(Wilson et al. 1995). This can be useful in locating and identifying large drops in pre-ice convective towers.

d. Dual-elliptical polarization, and combined use of' CDR. EDR. and LDR
K,-band radars, like NOAA/K, are cloud-sensing radars. The polarization state transmitted by
NOAA/K is selectable. This radar offers fine spatial resolution (0.5° beam width; 37.5 m range resolution)
and velocity precision (-5 cm s- 1) for detecting minor cloud motions, and a capability of detecting cloud
droplets or ice particles down to about -35 dBZ. This radar can detect cloud droplets (e.g. 35 micron drops in
concentrations as low as 0.5 cc'' at 10 km range). In low reflectivity clouds, the power returned in the cross
cham1el (the depolarized signature) may be weak The use of an elliptically polarized radar signal diminishes
the difference between received powers in the two receiving polarization channels; this makes polarization
studies of clouds with relatively low reflectivities possible, and offers advantages over circular and linem
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polarization for this purpose (Matrosov, 1991). One key application is the measurement of features of clouds
significant to climate modeling and prediction. Matrosov et al. ( 1996) and Reinking et al. ( 1996a,b and
1997a,b) have demonstrated with significant success the capability of NOAA/K when set at near-circular,
elliptical polarization for identifYing hydrorneteor types in winter stratifonn clouds. The polarization
capabilities of this radar are very useful for hydrometeor identification in winter stonns, cirrus clouds, preprecipitation cumuli, thtmderstonn anvils, and similar cloud systems. It will be severely attenuated in
significant rain and therefore in thunderstonn core echos, and thus it requires a clear line of view to cumulus
towers to examine them.
The variable polarization feature offers an additional potential for either convective or stratifonn
clouds. If the polarization state of transmitted radiation can be varied through elliptical states to the limiting
extremes of circular and linear (as with NOAA/K), liquid cloud can be identified and transitions due to
glaciation can be observed by measuring the trend in extreme values. The procedure is to transmit the
continuously vmying signal with the radar at a fixed elevation angle, pointing at an evolving cumulus tower
or other type of cloud. The limiting values, CDR and LDR, will equal those for spheres if the cloud is
composed of droplets. If the cloud gradually glaciates, both CDR ar1d LDR will diminish in absolute value
toward zero, i.e., the difference will narrow, as demonstrated by Reinking (1996a). The adjustablepolarization feature can be very useful in detecting phase trm1sitions in cumuli and tlumderstonn feeder cells,
optimally within a range of 25 km.
6. Quantitative precipitation measurement

Accurate rain-rate measurement is clearly important to all aspects of quantitative rain forecasting and
hydrology, as well as to measuring the ultimate result of cloud seeding. According to Jmnes (1991), despite
immmerable attempts to qum1tifY relationships between reflectivity and rainfall rate, "for research and
hydroponic problems requiring good temporal and spatial resolution, Z-R relations are generally useless"
[italics added]. New observations at S-band provide strong support that specific differential phase shift,
(A 0 p), is a much more accurate method to measure rain rate than standard Z-R relations (Pani and Jurica
1989, vs. Jan1es 1985 m1d Chandrasekar et al. 1990). While all the Aor measurements so far have been made
at S-band (Ryzhkov and Zrnic', 1996), such observations at X-band are expected to be superior to S-band
radm·, because the differential phase shift is known to be 3.5x greater with X-band for a given rainfall rate.
The Aor is a measure of the accumulated phase difference between horizontally and vertically
(linearly) polarized signals as they propagate through a field of raindrops. Because raindrops are oriented so
that their larger dimension is predominm1tly horizontal, the two polarization signals experience different
amotmts of retardation as a result of size-dependent flattened drop shapes. ADP is closely related to rainfall
rate m1d is relatively insensitive to the changes in drop size distributions which cause large errors in Z·R
relationships. Further, it is independent of the radar's absolute calibration, unlike reflectivity which relies on
amplitude data. The differential phase technique circumvents the attenuation problem; i.e., it is unaffected by
attenuation, unless the attenuation is severe enough to extinguish all detectable backscattered signal. Because
the differential phase effect is about 3.5 times larger than that at S-bm1d, and wavelengths much shorter than
X-bm1d will be too attenuated, X-band is an optimal wavelength to provide superior rain .. rate measurements.
Just as better quantification of rain near the ground should be possible, so should quantification of the water
in rain-sized drops in convective towers be possible with ADP· Testing of this technology is just beginning.

7. Conclusions

Short-wavelength (X-band and K·band) dual-polarization radar work such as that described above is
leading us to new frontiers, not only in monitoring the mixing and microphysics throughout evolving cloud
volumes, but also for isolating cloud seeding signatures and the transport and effects of pollutant aerosols.
X-band continues to be effectively used with success in convective storm research. K-band has special
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applications in studying convective systems and is extremely useful in ice clouds and snowfall, and in nonraining or lightly raining systems.
The use of chaff, which can be tracked within elouds only with dual-circular polarization radar,
provides fundamental studies in transport and dispersion by convective or stratifonn clouds. For
hydrometeor discrimination with clouds, the use of dual-circular polarization is relatively unexplored and
offers opportunities, using the same radars that can track chaff. Near-but-not-circular, dual-elliptical
polarization offers a capability to discriminate hydrometeors in relatively diffuse clouds but cli:matologically
significant clouds, as well as snow-producing storms.
Wbile measurement of the linear depolarization ratio (LDR) alone does not provide such tmique
hydrometeor signatures as CDR, dual-linear polarization has strength in hydrometeor identification when the
various linear polarization parameters are combined as a set and used together. The nse of linear-polarization
parameter Aop is being explored for its potential to produce rain-rate measurements much superior to those
detennined from Z-R relationships. Theory indicates that X-band is measurably better than S-band for tl1is
purpose.
Better measurement technology usually precedes better prediction, witness the advent of satellites
and NEXRAD. The next breakthroughs for prediction from radar meteorology wiH come with the application
of the polarization technologies.
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Figure 1. Reflectivity, Ze (top), and circular depolarization ratio, CDR (bottom), in a cumulus cloud that is
ingesting chaff (indicated by CDR > -5 dB). In this image, updraft defmed by chaff is to left of
rainshaft defmed by Ze.
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Figure 2. Ze (left frames) and CDR (right frames) from PPI sector scans through a small squall line. Top
frames: 10° radar elevation scan indicating small droplets near cloud top; bottom frames: 2° elevation
scan indicating large rain drops near cloud base.
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Figure 3. Propagation effects producing an anomalous CDR signature indicative of extremely iarge rain
drops that occurred with 15-20 cm h- 1 rain rate (top: Ze; bottom: CDR).
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Table 1. Typical values of linear-polarization parameters
for various hydrometeor types {from Straka and Zmic' 1993).

~

Zar

lf'hvl

lYp

illRhv

("/km)

(dB)

(dBZ)

(dB)

Drizzle

< 25

0

>0.99

0

< -34

Rain

25 to 60

.5 to 4

>0.97

0 to 10

-27 to -34

< 35

0 to .5

> 0.99

0 to .5

< -34 .

< 25

Oto5

>0.95

0 to 1

-25 to -34

< 45

Oto3

.8 to 0.95

Oto2

-13to-!8

40 to 50

-.5 to 1

> .99

-.5 to .5

<30

40 to 55

-.5 to 3

> .99

-.5 to 2

-20 to -25

50 to 60

-.5 to .5

> .95

-.5 to .5

<·20

55 to 70

< ·.5

> .96

·1 to 1

-!Oto-15

50 to 70

-1 to 1

>.9

0 to 10

-!Oto-20

Dry Snow
penseSnow
Wet Snow

Dry
Graupel
Wet
Grauple
Wet Hail
<2cm
Wet Hail
>2 cm

Rain I Hail
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Table 2. Suggested combinations of linear-polarization
parameters for estimating hydrometeor types and amounts
(from Straka and Zrnic' 1993).

Rain
~For R<20 mm ~rr-1; a simple R-Z relation is used.
For 20<R<70 mm hr-1; R=6.89xlo0-HZh- 30- 4.86Zdr)
For R>70 mm hr-1; R=20.35 l<dp0.866.
•Kelp is useful for rain amounts in rain I hail mixtures.
For consistency, Zclp can be used to get hail contents with
rain amount as a residual.
LDRhv is used to help indicate mixed phase precipitation.
riPvh(O)I is useful for defining the bottom of the melting
ayer, and mixed phase precipitation.
Ice crystals
!-Regions with ice crystals at the top of deep convective
~lauds can identified using Zru. ~p and possibly LDRhv·
Amounts are approximated with parameteriza-tions of the
size distribution and Z-R relations.
Snow aggregates
Locations with large aggregates might be found with <l>dp
Locations with snow might be identified with LDRhv·
Amounts of snow can be determined to some degree with a
~ize distribution and a Z-R relation.
1-The bottom of melting layer can be found with IPvh(O)L
Graupel
I"Zcir & Kcip are used to differentiate snow and graupel.
rZh & Zv are also used to differentiate snow and graupel.
1-Graupel amounts can be approximated with Z-R relations.
~The bottom of melting layer and mixed phase precipitaion are found as described in the rain &hail descriptions.
Hail
~Hail location can be made with Zd,r-Z pairs & Zw-Z3.
•Max hail size can be detennined to some extent with Zru·
LDRhv is used to help indicate mixed phase precipitation.
For rain I hail mixtures, ~p is useful in identifying the
ain amount, with hail amount found as a residual.
•For consistency, Zctp can be used to get hail contents with
rain amount as a residual.
·
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Characteriziug Cloud Content with the Multiple Remote Sensor Approach
Kenneth Sassen
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Particularly with regard to studying the structure and composition, and hence cloud seeding
potential, of winter mountain storm cloud systems, it became clear during the 1970-8Qs that an approach
involving coordinated multiple remote sensor measurements was required. Among groups attempting to
better realize tbe potential of this method, researchers at the University of Utah Facility for Atmospheric
Remote Sensing (FARS) are currently using polarizations lidars, Doppler W -band band radar, and a
variety of solar and infrared radiometers to study the properties of clouds, both routinely at our pennanent
can1pus field site, and using our mobile remote sensors during various field campaigns supported by
instrumented aircraft.
Relying principally on 0. 694 micron lidar and coaligned mid-infrared radiometer data, we illustrate
a climatological aspect of our research program by presenting a 10-year data record (with over 2,200-h of
observations) of middle and high cloud properties for our location. Properties include monthly-averaged
cloud base and top heights, temperatures, pressures, and winds, cloud phase and type, and cloud coverage:
cloud visible optical depth and infrared emissivity are also being detem1ined for the dataset. The findings
from this study are intended to find application in the testing of satellite cloud data retrieval methods a11d
GCM cloud type and amount predictions.
As an example of remote sensing cloud content retrieval algoritbm development research, including
mass content and effective radius, we show from an aircraft-support.ed continental stratus cloud case study
(from the DOE southern Great Plains CART site) that a combination ofmillimeter wave Doppler radar and
two-channel microwave radiometer are sufficient to characterize the content of nonprecipitating stratus
clouds. The case for ice (cirms) clouds is more difficult, but progress in this area a11d algoritlnn
evaluations based on a 2-D cloud model with explicit microphysics will be discussed.
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Investigation of Electric and Microphysic Properties of a Thundercloud
Using Active-Passive Multiwave Radar System
V.Stasenko, S.Galperin, D.Karavaev and G.Shchukin.

Research Centerfor Atmospheric Re;note Sensing
Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatm)J, St.Petersburg, Russia
vafe1y@rcars.spb.su

l. Introduction
As a result of well-known limitations of direct methods for thunderstorms, an investigation based
on multiwave active-passive remote sensing system has been pursued by the RC ARS 15 years ago. Agents
of variuos size, concentration, physical and electrical properties seemingly contribute to the charge separation and growth, and finally to the lightning release. To make clear, if there are definitive time and space
relationship among them, instrumentation of different wavelengths was applied. Radars and radiometers are
used to detect cloud and precipitation particles, supercooled LWC domain,and ionized lightning flash
channels. A set of tunable receivers allows noise recording in a wide frequency band. All experimental units
operate with the same pulse repetition frequency. By the authors opinion, this approach favours an
interpretation of multisensor data in terms of cloud microphysics and electricity.
2, Multi wave Active-Passive Radar System

Multisensor instrumentation o:fthe Tmgosh field site, located 300 kn1 to the East of St.Petersbnrg,
consist of weather radars for clouds and precipitation (0.8,3.2 and 11 cm), radars tor lightnings (35 and
200 cm with vertical and horizontal wave polarization), radiometers for vapour and water content (0.8,
1.35 and 3.2 cm), lightning DF, and homing station with conununication equipment for aircraft. Lightning
flash em characteristics are measured by the wave shape analyser with bandwidth of 0.3-60 kHz and a set
of !tumble receivers of VLF,LW,MW,SW bands. Radars and radiometers are synchromzed with 1 ms
accuracy.
In the early years of Turgosh experiment, technique for lightning flash (LF) radar echo and em
emission comparison for 3 ms time intervals was developed to prove an ability of the 35 and 200 cm radars
to distinguish separate strokes of a LF regardless of type: CG or IC (Stepanenko et.al.,l983). It was noted
also that dual polarization long wave radars application favours reliable detection of a total an1ount of
flashes with respect to other remote sensors applied as DFs of several types. By the authors opinion,
experimentally tested multiwave radar system's capability to detect exact moments of the onset, peak and
termination of lightning activity is the principal advantage for the following multisensor data fusion.
A few necessary notes to explain some features of microphysic interpretation of the data. Severe
turbulence information is extracted from noncoherent weather radar data, using echo signal spectrum width
estimation, which corresponds to turbulence intensity upon the certain simplification. Usually there is no
the tight relationship between reflectivity and turbulence maxima for convective cloud. During the phase of
growth these maxinm can reveal close relation and partial covering. Tubulent zones are concentrated
usually at the upper part of a moving cloud over the region of Zmax. There is no however the stright
relation between the cloud turbulent state and its height. Obviously, the spectmm width data favours
meteorological characterization of a cloud along with reflectivity data.
Radiometric measurement of a cloud brightness temperature (Tb) enables us to locate and size up regions
of the liquid water content. To do it, special active-passive radar had been designed and manufactnred. This
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3.2 cm radar has a built-in radiometer of the same wavelength with sensitivity of0.5K, which is opened by
the switching device for the second half of period between successive radar pulses. Following the treatment
ofPopova et.al.(l99!), we can convert Tb data to the LWC \Win g/m3).

3. Results and Discussion
As it was shown by the early phases of Turgosh experiment, an unambiguous interpretation of the
data, obtained for multicell thunderclouds, is complicated enough to derive clear relationships. Storm's
lightning evolution (LFs rate, location and cloud volume embrased) is under the cells compactness dominance. It was noticed that discharge in a cell can be triggered by the same of an adjacent cell. So some kind
of a "chain reaction" exists and the horyzontal dimension of LF echo can be of 40-60 km length for
dissipating MCCs or squall lines (Galperin et.a1.,1992). 111at is why, our first attempts to correlate
microphysic and electric properties of a cloud were restricted mainly to single cell thunderstorms.
Seemingly, an unaffected relation of reflectivity (precipitation) core, super-cooled LWC, and turbulent
areas can be supposed for a single convective cell, which is evidently the subject to changes for merged
cells. To satisfy the above mentioned requirements, a small number of thunderstonns was chosen for this
analysis.
To illustrate Z, W and LF rate relationships, the vertical protiles of these cloud parameters for
different time intervals are shown in Figure 1 . The 10 July 1991 storm has been studied for a period of 60
min, including 40 min with lightnings. Z(H) and W(H) profiles correspond to periods of growth, peak and
decrease of the lightning rate. During the thunderstom1, Z(H) and W(H) exhibit quite different shapes with
inconsistent maxima. Moreover, this convective sell of 10 km height contains several LWC maxima of 1-3
km size : on the height of 1-2 km (evidently cmmected with precipitation), on the height of 4-5 km (region is
1.5-2 km over the 0 C level) and on the height of 7 km (small and short-lived). Calculated within 5 nun
intervals, LF numbers for each of Z(H) and W(H) profiles are respectively 4, 18 and 1. Values of W
maxima relevant to these intervals are 0.07, 0.25 and 1.1 g/m3. The time inconsistence between ma-xima of
LF rate and W is ev1dent, i.e. the LWC increased till the end of thunderstorm.
The 13 .July 1992 storm revealed also an interesting feature. W(H) profiles obtained for three
sequential azimuth scans of 1 degree increment showed small scale (less than I km) maximum of 0. 77 g/mJ
at the height of 9 km which lasted for a period of 5 minutes. It seems that :
- space and tin1e variations of the LWC maxima of the thundercloud have no tight correlation with
reflectivity pattems,there is no also the time coincidence between maxima of LF rate and LWC. Moreover,
lightning rate peak occurs upon relatively low values ofW. Apparently, our first experimental data support
existing opinion that regions of intensive electrization contain mainly crystal and policrystal cloud particles.
It was also confirmed by the unique experiment in tropical clouds done by Takahashi (1992),
· the LWC maxima in tl1e upper part of a cloud (on height of 7-9 km) are short-lived and small sized.
Seemingly it is consistent with the results obtained by R.Lopez upon polarimetric radar observations of
deep convection clouds.
Turbulent areas are usually concentrated in the upper part of a moving cell. The onset of lightning
activity occurs when areas of an increased turbulence have been maximazed. Lightning activity tennination
was accompanied by these areas quick degradation. Observed lightning and turbulence changes of 5-7 min
time scales did not alter the cell reflectivity pattern significantly.
4. Conclusions
1. Thunderstom1 investigation using multiwave radar system yields plenty of data which can be treated in
terms of cloud microphysics and electricity. First results on cloud reflectivity, liquid water content,
turbulent state comparison with lightning evolution may be formulated as following:
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•

the LWC distribution does not correspond to the cloud reflectivity pattern; several maxima of W
can be detected in the thundercloud on different heights; maxima ofW in the upper part of a cloud
are relatively small and short·· lived,
• the peaks ofW and lightning rate of a cloud are separated in time.
Further investigation is needed to obtain reliable statistics.
2. To expand an experimental capability of our multisensor research facility for microphystc retrieva1s, Zdr
and dual polarimetric measurements nsing 0.8 cm radiometer will be introduced.
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1. Introduction

Since the early suggestion by Fritz (1951) that clouds absorb substantially more solar (shortwave,
SW) radiation than predicted by theoretical models, there has been considerable confusion as to how much
SW radiation clouds actually do absorb. Comprehensive sununaries of this issue are given by Stephens
and Tsay (1990) and by Liou (1992). Recent studies by Ramanathan et al. (1995), Cess et al. (1995,
1996), Pilewskie and Valero (1995), Waliser et al. (1996), Kondrati'ev et al. (1996), and Chou and Zhou
(1997) all indicate that clouds do indeed absorb more SW radiation than predicted by theory. Li et al.
(1995), however, suggest this excess absorption occurs only in the tropics and then subsequently claim it is
negligible everywhere (Li and Moreau, 1996) Arking ( 1996) and lmrie et al. ( 1996) botlr find excess
atmospheric absorption but conclude it occurs in clear skies and not in clouds, whereas Charlock and
Alberta (1996) suggest model discrepancies tor both clear and cloudy conditions. Cess et al. (1996),
however, find no evidence for anomalous clear-sky absorption from an experiment perfonned near Boulder,
CO, nor do Conant et al. (1997b) for a study perfonned in Oklahoma, nor do a number of experiments
perfonned in tlre tropical westem Pacific (Rarnanathan et al., 1995; Conant et al., 1997a; Waliser et al.,
1996; and Chou and Zhou, 1997). In an aircraft experiment conducted by King et al. (1990) the cloud
single-scattering albedo was determined from measurements made within a marine stratocumulus cloud.
Although their findings show little evidence of excess cloud SW absmption, Mel'nikova and Mikhaylov
(1994) add caveats to this conclusion. Other studies by Stephens (1996) and by Francis et al. (1997) claim
small or negligible excess cloud absorption. A surmnary of the current status of this overall debate is
provided by Ramauathan and Vogelmann (1997).
With respect to those studies that have observed excess cloud SW absorption, attempts have been
made to explain th.e differences between theory and experiment by postulating that SW radiation escaping
from the sides of clouds will not be detected by instruments located above and below the clouds. Thus the
eland "appears" to absorb excess SW absorption because of this loss of umneasured energy. This
argument, originally put forth by Ackerman and Cox (1981), has been used by Stepben's (1996) to
challenge the findings of substantial excess cloud absorption by Cess et al. (1995) from collocated satellitesurface measurements and by Pilewskie and Valero (1995) fium collocated aircraft measurements.
Because of the controversy regarding both clear-sky and cloudy-sky SW absorption, the U. S.
Department of Energy, as part of its Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Program, organized the
ARM Enhanced Sho1twave Experiment (ARESE). The purpose of ARESE was to investigate the issue of
excess cloud SW absorption and to test some of the hypotheses put fmward by the scientific community.
This experiment took place during the period September 25 to November 1, 1995, at the ARM site in
Oklahoma, and the present study employs and interprets certain of the measurements obtained during
ARESE, specifically radiometric measurements made fi·om aircraft flying above and below cloud systems.
2. Results
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The present study, employing measurements made from aircraft flying above and below cloud
systems over Oklahoma during October 1995, demonstrates that cloudy skies absorb more SW radiation
than do clear skies and correspondingly that cloudy skies absorb more SW radiation than predicted by
theoretical models. These conclusions agree with a similar aircraft experiment perfmmed in the tropical
western Pacific (Pilewski and Valero, 1995), with additional studies perfonned in the tropical westem
Pacific (Ramanathan et al., 1995; Waliser et al., 1996; Chou and Zhon, 1997 ), with collocated satellite
and surface measurements made at several locations (Cess et al. al., 1995, 1996), and with a related
ARESE study (Zender et al., 1997) in which Egrett and Otter measurements were collocated with surface
measurements. Our results are illustrative of all of these studies.
Our results further demonstrate that the cloud-induced excess absorption occurs both in the visible
and in the near infrared, a conclusion consistent with the related ARESE study (Zender et al. al., 1997) as
well as with a recent study by Kondrat(ev et al. (1996). But there is no indication of excess cloud
absorption at 0.5 [.lln, indicating the visible contribution to excess cloud absorption occurs at wavelengths
other than 0.5 f.Lm. This lack of cloud absorption at 0.5 f.Llll also means there is no mliTleasured loss of
energy (apparent absorption), so that the observed excess cloud absorption is not an artifact of a sampling
error. Thus the renormalization procedure of Ackerman and Cox (1981) does not apply to our data, and
that this renormalization constitutes a data processing procedure that would have effectively, and
incorrectly, removed enhanced cloud absorption from our measurements.
Furthermore, we find no evidence for anomalous clear-sky absorption. While this is contrary to
recent suggestions by Arking (1996) and by Imrie et al. (1996), it is totally consistent with related ARESE
studies (Zender et al., 1997; Conant et al., 1997b), and with several studies for the tropical western Pacific
(Ramanathan et al., 1995; Conant et al., l997a; Waliser et al., 1996 and Chow and Zhou, 1997).
Neither this study nor any of the others that indicate the existence of excess cloud SW absorption
give any explanation as to the cause of the phenomenon. TI1e fact that part of this absorption occurs at
visible wavelengths, but not at 0.5 ftm, as we have shown, at least provides further insights as to the nature
of the phenomenon.
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Radiation Measurements (ARM) Program and it's Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (ARM-UAV) component,
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Abstract
Broadband spectral irradiance measurements made in 4 disparate continental locations are
used to explore the spectral transmittance ratios of clouds. Increasing optical depth of clouds
results in transmitted light with increasing fractional UVA content and decreasing jractional
near infrared content. The effect of solar zenith angle on ratios of spectral cloud transmittance
is shown to be minor for zenith angles less than 70 degrees. Seasonal effects on the ratios of
spectral transmiltance of clouds are not significant. Comparisons are made with calculated
ratios of spectral transmittance of clouds using a simple 2-stream formula. The observed
spectral transmtrtance ratios are in approxzmate agreement with the calculations based on the
optzcal properties ofpure water. The agreement is improved (f' the clouds are assumed to be
composed of droplets contaminated by a "soot-like" absorber.
1. Measurements Made

The data analyzed in this research are based on broadband spectral irradiance measurements made
on university campuses in Albany, New York (State University of New York), Atlanta, Georgia (Georgia
Institute of Tecbnology), Fairbanks, Alaska (University of Alaska) and San Antonio, Texas (Trinity
University). 111e measurements were made under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy's Solar
Meteorology Research and Training Program (Hulstrom, 1982) and shared uniform calibration standards.
Eppley TUVR radiometers and the Eppley PSP pyranometers were used to measure ultraviolet irradiance,
UVA, and broad spectnun solar irradiance, PSP. Ibe Eppley PSP is sensitive from 295 nm to 2800 nm,
The TUVR is non-uniformly sensitive from 295 to 385 lUll. The wavelengths at which the TUVR response
is 50% of the maximum response axe 313 and 372 run. Additional measurements of spectral irradiance
were made using PSP 's equipped with a Scott glass outer dome which limited response to 695 to 2800 run
and irradiance measured with these instruments is abbreviated here as 695.
The data analyzed here is the result of hourly averages of data measured several times per minute
and averaged and recorded each minute. The minute data passed automated quality control tests both on
site and in later processing. Except where described otherwise the data utilized here was measured during
the 12 months from April, 1981 through March 1982. The Fairbanks data were measured during all 12
months of 1982.
2. Graphical Analysis of Data
The UVA fraction of the solar irradiance transmitted to the ground is shown in Figure l. In this
figure the combined effective transmittance of the atmosphere and clouds is measured by the "cleamess
index", Kt. Here, Kt is defined as PSP/ETR where ETR is the extraterrestrial broadband irradiance
incident on a surface parallel to the local horizontal. In order to avoid errors in the hourly average Kt or in
ratios of spectral irradiances, no data were utilized in any analysis reported here with solar zenith angle
(8z) greater than 86 degrees or with PSP <U w/m 2 or with 695 < l.O W/m2 or with WA < l W/m2
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(Note that these requirements have the effect of removing all data observed under clouds of extremely large
optical depth.) Figure I shows that thick clouds can produce a UV A fraction more than twice as large as
the fraction UV NPSP = .04 which is typical of cloud free skies. Figure 1 is consistent with previously
reported results of spectrophotometer measurements made in Florida, Califomia, Colorado and Germany
(Nmm and Riordan, 1991). Figure 2 shows the dependence ofUVA/PSP on 8z. The lower envelope of
tilis data is typical of the dependence of Rayleigh scattering on 8z. The upper envelope illustrates the
dependenee of UVNPSP on 8z for tllick clouds. Under thick clouds UV NPSP is not sensitive to Sz until
8z exceeds 70 degrees and even then only a relatively small number of points with extremely large
UVA/PSP depend on 8z. Figure 3 illustrates that even in Fairbanks, where the effects of snow enhanced
ground albedo shonld be maximum, th<~re is no signi±lcru1t seasonal effect on the relationship between
UVNPSP m1d Kt.
Fignre 4 shows that the rise in lN NPSP with increasing cloud thickness is due to the
corresponding decrease in 695/PSP expected as a resnlt of the increase in the absorption coefficient of
water and water vapor at wavelengths beyond 695 nm (Twomey, 1976). The ratio UVN695 is even more
sensitive than UVNPSP to increasing cloud thickness. The relationship between UV N695 and Kt in
Albany is shown in Fignre 5. This fignre also shows ti1at there is no significant seasonal change in ti1e
relationship between 695/PSP m1d Kt.

3. Comparisons With Calculated Cloud Transmittance for Pure Water Clouds
This section compares the spectral irradiance ratios described in the previous section with simple
calculations of spectral transmittance ratios based on ti1e properties of clouds composed of droplets of pure
water. This comparison is motivated by prior reports of anomalous absorption by cloud particles which
are affected by pollution in continental air (Middleton, 1954, Chylek et al., 1984, Twohy, et al., 1989,
Melnikova m1d Mikhaylov, 1994). The pollntion measured or simulated in these reports typically has the
optical properties of small suspended soot. particles m1d so would have a larger effect on the trm1smittance
of clouds in the part of the spectrum where pure water has the smallest absorption coefficient (Chylek et
al., 1984). If snch pollntion were affecting the broadbm1d spectral transmittm1ces measured in ti1is work, it
wonld rednce ti1e UVA m1d the PSP irradiances more thm1 the 695 irradiam~e and these pollntion effects
conic! be detected in the spectral ratios ofirradim1ce trm1smitted through thick clouds.
The method of comparing measurements and theory used here is suggested by the linearity of the
relationships show11 in Figures 6 m1d 7. As a first order approximation, the irradiance reaching the ground
in a given wavelength interval cm1 be expressed as:
I= IETR(Trm1smittm1ce of the cloud free atmosphere)( Trm1Smittance of elands)

(!)

Applied to the spectral irradiance ratio UVA/PSP, eqnation I implies
UVA = Iuv A(Transmittancc of the eland free atmosphere )(Transmittance of Clouds in)uvA. (2)
The intention is to nse UVA and PSP to evaluate the ratio of cloud transmittances in these parts of the
spectrum. In order to remove the effects of chm1ges in these spectral ratios due to changes in ti1e cloud free
atmosphere, the data used in Figures 6 and 7 were restricted to Kt< 0.15 and 8z < 70 degrees. (These
limits were snggested by inspection of Figures 1,2 and 4.) Under these conditions the natnral log of
UV NPSP can be well approximated as:
ln(UVA)= ln(Transmittance ofClonds in)uvA +terms independent of changes in cloud transmittance. (3)
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Equation 3 implies

= ln(Transmittance of Clouds in)uvA /ln(Transmittance of Clouds in)rsr
+ terms independent of changes in cloud transmittance.
(4)

ln(UVA)/ln(PSP)

The slope of the data relationship plotted in Figure 6 is then a measure of the ratio of the
transmittances of clouds in the UVA and PSP spectral ranges and Figure 7 has the same interpretation but
for the 695 and PSP spectral ranges.
Before discussing the values of the slopes of the best fit lines in Figures 6 and 7, an examination of
Figure 8 illustrates that the straight lien character of the data relationship in Figures 6 and 7 is expected
from theory , but only for a limited range of cloud optical depth. Figure 8 is a simple theoretical
calculation of the relationships plotted in Figures 6 and 7. The calculation used Houghton's 2 strean1
approximation ( 1977). The values of the asymmetry parameter and the single scattering albedo used in this
calculation were calculated from Slingo's parametrization for pure water ( Slingo, 1989). Figure 8 shows
that the In( cloud transmittance)uvA vs ln(cloud transmittance)rsr is a straight line for a very large range of
cloud optical depths, but ln(cloud transmittance)695 vs ln(cloud transmitta:nce)rsr departs from a straight
line for cloud optical depths exceeding 300. Figure 9 is a repeat of Figure 8 with the optical depth range
restricted to 0-300 and best fit straight lines added.
Comparing the slopes of the best fit lines in Figures 6 and 7 with those in Figure 9 provides a
comparison of the measured ratios of spectral cloud transmittance with the those expected for clouds
composed of pure water droplets. The UVA vs PSP data in Figure 6 are in excellent agreement with theory
in Fairbanks and in Atlanta. The slopes of the best fit lines in Figure 6 for Albm1y and for San Antonio are
closer to 1.0 than those in Figure 9. The corresponding slopes in Figure 7 are almost independent of
location, but the values of the slopes in San Antonio m1d in Albany are closer to 1.0 thm1 the theoretical
prediction of 1.14 in Figure 9. "Soot-like" pollution has the effect of making the effective spectral
absorption coefficient of the liquid in the cloud droplets more nearly independent of wavelength ( Chylek et
al., 1984). This implies that the effect of pollution in cloud droplets would be to chm1ge the slopes of the
best fit lines in Figures 6 and 7 to values closer to 1. 0.
Figure 10 shows a calculation like that in Figure 9 except that the absorption coefficients in the
wavelength range 295 nm to 695 nm have been increased by a factor of 10 above the values for pure water.
The absorption coefficients of pure water are so small in this wavelength range that an increase by a factor
of 10 produces relative small additional absorption in clouds of optical depth less than 300. However, as
expected, the slopes of the lines in Figure 10 are closer to 1.0 thm1 the corresponding slopes in Figure 9.
Much larger changes in droplet absorption coefficient are required to make the data in Figures 6 and 7
consistent with the simple 2 stream theory and much larger increases in absorption cocfilcient have been
suggested in previous research. Chylck et al. show that soot contmnination of cloud droplets by 10·6 by
volume will increase the effective droplet absorption coefficient by factors of 100 to 600 in the wavelength
rm1ge 295-695 mn and that thick clouds with soot contamination as large as 7x!0-6 by volume have albeqos
in agreement with observations.
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Abstract
Multichannel dual polarization microwave radiometer SSIYI/1 observations over oceans do
not contain sufficient information to differentiate quantitatively the rain from other hydrometeors
on a scale comparable to the radiometer field of view ( - 30 km ). For this reason we have
developed a method to retrieve average rain rate over a mesoscale grid box of- 300x 300 km 2
area over the TOGA COARE region where simultaneous radiometer and radar observations are
available for four months ( Nov 92 to Feb 93 ). The rain area in the grid box, inferred from the
scattering depression due to hydrometeors in the 85 Ghz brightness temperature, constitutes a
key parameter in this method Then the spectral and polarization information contained in all the
channels of the SSM/1 is utilized to deduce a second parameter. This is the ratio SIE of scattering
index S. and emission Index E calculated fi'om the SSlvfll data. The rain rate retrieved }Yam this
method over the mesosca/e area can reproduce the radar observed rain rate with a correlation
coefficient of about 0.85. Furthermore monthly total rainfall estimated fi'om this method over
that area has an average error ofabout 15 %.

1. Introduction
Radar observations over the TOGA-COARE region ( I N to 4 S and !53 E to !58 E ) in the
equatorial Pacific ( Short et al., 1997 ) reveal several useful properties of the maritime tropical rain. Since
these radars operated continuously we can follow the life cycle of the Mesoscale Convective Systems
(MCS's) in this region that lasts for several hours. Observations made in the Winter Monsoon Experment
(Churchill and Houze, 1984), an1ong others, also reveal this life cycle over the South China Sea. In the
early phase of the MCS rain from convective cells , on a scale of- I to 2 Km, dominates. As a result,
average convective rainfall is greater than the average stratifonn rainfall. This character reverses with the
aging of the MCS. In the later stages radar data show, over extensive areas, enhancement of reflectivity
(bright band ) around 4.5 Km altitude due to aspherical melting snow particles (Meneghini and Kumagai,
1994 ) that fall slowly in the stratifonn clonds. The spatial distribution of rain at any time during the life
cycle of the MCS follows a probability distribution that is analogous to the log-nonnal type (Jones and
Sin1s, 1978). Meteorological conditions, such as the vertical distribution of winds, humidity, and
temperature, play an important role in detennining the intensity of rain, and growth and distribution of
various hydrometeors in the convective and stratifonn cloud systems (Takahashi et a!, 1995; McGaughey
and Zipser, 1996 ) .
h1 order to sense the rain infonnation from the SSM/I" satellite borne microwave radiometer
theoretical models have been developed. In such models the brightness temperatures, T b's, measured by this
a Special Sensor Microwave Jn:ager (SSlv!Jl) radiometer of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DM:S'P) has J9.37 and 85 GHz
channels in dual polarization and 22 GHz channel in a single, i.e. vertical, polarization, This radiometer observed the earth's surface and
atmosphere in a conical scan with an incidence angle o{~- 50°. (for more details see Ho!!lnger et a/1985 ).
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microwave radiometer are simulated (see for e.g .. Kummerow et al 1989; Smith and Mugnai, 1992) for
rain clouds with the help of a numerical model of MCS. From such synthetic data multiple regression
relationships are developed between the simulated Tb's and tbe vertical profiles of rain and hydrometeors on
a scale of -30 km. 111ese regression relationships are then used in an inverse manner to retrieve the profiles
ofhydrometeors and rain from satellite measured radiometric brightness temperatures Tb's.
Because
theoretical models have simulated a limited number of the complex system of hydrometeors, their radiative
effects in space and time, retrievals based on these models may have significant errors. Studies based on
joint air craft observations over TOGA-COARE region by Advanced Microwave Precipitation Radiometer
(AMPR) and radar by Heymsfield et a! (1996), and McGaughey and Zipser (1996 ) lead us to this
conclusion. Nevertheless radiative transfer theoretical studies (see also Wu and Weinnmn, 1984; Savage,
1976; Olson,l987) of precipitation have shed light on the salient physical processes of emission and
scattering of microwave radiation by hydrometeors.
In addition to the theoretical models, empirical methods were developed to estinmte rain rate at the
surface on a scale of- 30 km from the SSM/I data. All these rain retrieval algorithms were evaluated by
the Algorithm Intercomparison Project (AlP) (Ebert,l996) utilizing the ship-bome radar observations over
the TOGA-COARE area. We note from this intercomparison that these theoretical and empirical
algorithms can explain only about 50% of the variance contained in the instantaneous rain rate on a scale of
about 30 km. This result indicates that the infonnation about rain drops contained in the SSM/I brightness
temperature data is weak and it is contaminated by other hydrometeors, i.e., cloud liquid drops, dry and
melting ice and snow particles of different densities, shapes, and sizes in the clouds (Schols and Weinn1an,
1994; Meneghini, 1996). Mean rain rate deduced from these algoritlm1s, representing average over a time
period of about 30 days (tinle span of a ship cmise in the TOGA-COARE) and over a area of about
300x300 Km 2 (radar scan area), shows systematic errors of about 50% with respect to radar data. Ebert et
al (1996) point out that the SS M/I algorithms tend to systematically underestimate the average rain rate by
about 50% in cmise 1 (Nov 11 to Dec 10, 1992), and overestimate it by about 50% in cruise 2 (Dec 15,92
to January 18,93). This tendenency in the algorithms leads us to infer that variations in meteorological
conditions - i.e., advection, and divergence in the air flow at different levels - on a time scale of about a
month can impact the spatial distribution of hydrometeors and thereby introduce time dependent bias in the
radiometer rain retrievals.
Most radar rain retrieval methods (for a brief review see Simpson et al 1988) are based on the
backscatter of microwave radiation observed as a function of altitude. This backscatter varies as d6 where
d is the diameter of the rain drops (Battan , 1973). Cloud ice and water contribute weakly to the back
scatter. Due to strong dependence on the drop size, despite some minor problems (see Collier et al, 1983;
Atlas et al. 1990), the radar rain retrieval technique is widely used. On the contrary in the passive
microwave radiometer teclmiques the physical processes of emission and/or scattering by hydrometeors
present in a total column of the atmosphere play a key role. The effect of these processes varies
approxinlately as d3 (see for. e.g. Olson et al. 1996). Hence the radiometer technique will be substantially
less sensitive to rain compared to the radar .
From the discussion presented above, we need additional information to improve the accuracy of
rain estimates from microwave radiometers. Studies of Doneaud et al ( 1984) and Lopez et al ( 1989) based
on radar observations recognize the importance of rain area. The Global Precipitation Index method of
Arkin and Meisner ( 1987) based on satellite Infrared Radiometer data also depends on the rain area as a
principal parameter. Based on these studies we have introduced the rain area as a parameter in the
microwave radiometer rain retrieval method. This paramcler emphasizes the importance of macroscopic
stmcture rather than the microscopic property of the rain phenomena .
Since one of the objectives of TRMM mission is to estimate rainfall on a monthly basis, with less
than 10% error in a grid of 5° x 5° (!at x Ion), we have tailored our area averaged rain retrieval metlwd to
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meet that objective. In th(l TRMM mission satellite borne rarlar observations are limited to a narrow swath
of 220 km while the microwave radiometer swath is 760 km wide (for details see Simpson et al 1996).
Thus the radar data overlap with - 30 % of the area covered by the radiometer, This overlapping radar
data can be used to tune the microwave radiometer rain retrieval method geographically and seasonally.
The radiometer rain retrievals from such a method c~m be used to fill gaps in the radar data. This will
improve spatial and temporal coverage and help the TRMM mission to achieve its objective.
2. Atea Average Rain Rate Estimation Method
The fractional area fR>o , where the rain rate is greater than zero in a mesoscale grid box of
300x300 km, constitues the key parruneter in this method. This parameter is determined from the SSM/I 85
GHz measurements. The fractional area fR>O reflects in a broad sense the strength of the moist dynamics
in the atmosphere.
Another parameter S/E, which is of secondary importrulCe in this method, is based on
measurements made by all the SS M/! channels. This parameter represents the ratio of the scattering index
S m1d the emission index E .
With these two parruneters the estimated rain rate Rest in a mesoscale grid box of- 300x300 km
is given by the follwing formula.
( I )

where ( fR>O l av is time average of this parameter over a period of one month. C is a constant determined
by relating Rest given by eq.l with radar ground truth data. We find C ~ 0.5 is appropriat.e for fonr
months (Nov 92 to Feb 93) of data obtained over the TOGA-COARE region.
From ti1e TOGA-COARE data we have estimated with eq. 1 instantaneous rain rate over a area
that is covered simultaneously by the SSM/l radiometer and the radar. Typically such joint coverage
happens over an area that is not more than 300x300 km In Figs. I, 2, and 3 we present plots of radar rain
rate vs. SSM/I estimated rain rate for three ship cruises in ti1e TOGA-COARE region. Each one of these
cruises lasted for about 30 days. In addision in Table I we have compared the monthly mean rain rate
derived from the radar with that derived from radiometer.
Based on the results shown in the Figs. 1,2, and 3 , and in the Table 1 we infer that the meti10d of
rain estimation developed here has the potential to yield rainfall information with an accuracy of about l 0%
over a grid box of 5°x5° for a period of one month. This should meet ti1e needs of the Tropical Rainfall
Measurement Mission.
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Table l Comparison of mean mesoscale rain rates (mm/h) for three TOGA-COARE ship cruises. For each
cmise NR is the number of MCS events, fR is the average fractional rain area for NR events,
Rest is average rain rate estimated from SSM/I for NR events, and RA is the corresponding mean
radar observed rain rate.

Cmise 1
ll Nov-10 Dec,92
Cruise 2
15 Dec- 18 Jan, 92-93
Cmise 3
23 Jan-Feb 23, 93

%Error~

I 00* (Rest

·~RA)

IRA
%Error

NR

Corr Coef.

20

.87

3.31

.235

.214

10

35

.84

2.04

.297

.326

-9

32

.82

2.43

.255

.236

8

1/ fR

RA

Rest
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Abstract
An algorithm is presentedfor determining cloud liquid water path using passive microwave
measurements _tram the Airborne Imaging !Microwave Radiometer (AIMR). The AIAJR is a dual
fi"equency, dual polarization scanning radiometer which operates at 37 and 90 GHz. The AIMR
liquid water poth algorithm is odapted from a physically bosed method for retrieving liquid
water poth jrom SSM/1 measurements. Modificotions include the calculation of emissivity at
ongles out to 60 degrees from nodir ond otAIMR-specific fi'equencies. Methods for obtaining
key input porameters, such as cloud temperature and sea sw:face temperature, are also varied
to take advantage of coincident aircraft measurements. Case studies are presented using data
fi'om the Bem!fort Arctic Storms Experiment and the Marine Stratocumulus Tops Experiment.

1. Introduction
This paper focuses on the measurement of hqmd water in the atmosphere over oceanic regions,
specifically the vertically integrated liquid water content, or liquid water path. The lack of conventional
data over oceans has lead to the use of satellite data tor retrievals of cloud physical parameters such as
liquid water path. Microwave data is particularly usef·ul for such retrievals because microwave radiation
emanates not just from the cloud top (as in the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum) but from deep
within the cloud.
Numerous algorithms have been developed for obtaining liquid water path from microwave data. The
difficulty in validating satellite-derived values has meant that discrepancies in the retrieved values from
different algorithms are unresolved (Liu and Curry, 1993 }. One means for resolving these discrepancies and
improving the satellite-based algoritlm1s is to make microwave measurements from an airborne platfom1
with simultaneous in situ cloud measurements for validation. This paper describes such measurements by
an airborne microwave radiometer and presents a teclmique for deriving liquid water path from that sensor.
2. Instrumentation
The Airborne Imaging Microwave Radiometer (AIMR) is a dual-frequency, dual-polarization total
power radiometer which measures radiance at 37 and 90 GHz (Collins et al., 1996). It scans in a plane
perpendicular to the aircraft track over a range of angles ±60° tram nadir. Scan rates vary with aircraft
altitude and velocity from about 3 to 6 scans per second. Bcan1 widths of 1° at 90 GHz and 2.8° at 37 GHz
give spatial resolutions on the order of 20 m to 300 m at typical aircraft altitudes.
Calibration is performed internally as the scanning mirror views hot and cold loads during a portion of
each scan. The hot load is maintained at a temperature of 350 K and the cold load floats at ambient
temperature, which is assumed to be much colder than the hot load temperature when the aircraft is at
altitude. Each load is a nearly perfect absorber at 37 and 90 GHz, so their emissivities are close to unity.
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After reception by the anterma, signals at each frequency are separated into two orthogonal
polarizations, nominally +45° and -45° to the vertical, to yield four independent chmmels. If vertical
polarization is defined as polarization in the scmming plane atld horizontal polarization is defined as
polarization perpendicular to this plm1e, then the independent chmmels at a given frequency each contain
contributions from the vertically and horizontally polarized signals. The ratio of horizontal to vertical
polarization in a given chmmel varies with scan m1gle; the two signals can be separated using geometrical
considerations. This separation process occurs during post-flight data processing, producing values of the
horizontally m1d vertically polarized components of the upwelling radiometric signal at 3 7 and 90 GHz.
Errors in AIMR brightness temperatures arise due to calibration uncertainties and polarization
conversion of the signal. Collins, et al. ( 1996) have estimated total error for incidence angles greater than
20° to be on the order of 0.7 K for 37 GHz and 0.8 K for 90 GHz. Errors increase as the incidence m1gle
approaches zero and the distinction between horizontal and vertical polarization breaks down.

3. Data Sets
The AIMR has been flown on the NCAR C-130 in two field experiments. The Beaufort Arctic Storms
Experiment (BASE), conducted in September - October of 1994, monitored the evolution of sea ice
characteristics, cloud properties, and radiation fluxes during the autunmal fi·eezing of the Beaufort Sea
coastal waters. Fifteen research flights were conducted over open water, the marginal ice zone, and the
pem1anent ice pack collecting AJMR measurements (Haggerty and Maslanik, 1996), cloud microphysical
measurements, and supporting meteorological observations. The Beaufort Sea waters froze over about
mid-way through BASE, so only data from the earlier flights are usefiil for developing an over-ocean liqnid
water path retrieval algoritlm1.
Additional AJMR data were collected during the Marine Stratocumulus Tops (MCST) Experiment off
the coast of Califomia in November- December of 1994. Four flights from this data set contain over-ocean
AIMR measuremems of marine stratus and stratocumulus clouds associated with frontal systems.
4. Liquid Water Path Algorithm
The teclmique for calculating liquid water path from AIMR data is based on an SSM/I liquid water
path algorithm developed by Liu and Curry ( 1993). Their method for retrieving liquid water path in
non-precipitating and precipitating clouds over open ocean is a physica1ly based algmithm that was derived
using the guidance of a 32-stream plane-parallel radiative transfer model. The liquid water path, LWP, at a
given microwave frequency is expressed as:

where 0 is the liquid water absorption coefficient and a fimction of frequency and cloud mean temperature,
s, is the cloud emissivity, and 8 is the incidence angle (53° for SSM/1). b'c is derived from a quadratic
equation which depends on five temperatures: TB, the brightness temperature at a given frequency; Tno, the
corresponding clear-sky brightness temperature; Tc, the cloud mean temperature; Ts, the sea surface
temperature; TA, the surface air temperature. In the Liu and Cuny algorithm, TBo is derived statistically
from results of radiative transfer model calculations using U.S. Standard Atmosphere profiles. Tc is also
derived statistically nsing SS M/I data and cloud top temperatures from satellite infrared measurements. Ts
and TA are taken from ISCCP data sets. Indirect validation of this algoritllll was performed by comparing
clear-sky and cloudy retrievals, and also by companng with other liquid water patl1 algorithms. A
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subsequent study (Liu and Curry, 1996) compared liquid water path retrievals with aircraft measurements.
In order to use this algoritlun with AIMR data, some modifications are necessary. Since pertinent
temperature variables are also measured from the aircraft platform, it is not necessary to use the statistical
techniques witb climatological infonnation that Liu and Curry developed. Thus, each of the temperatures
TB, TBo, Tc, T 8 , and TA is obtained from aircraft-based measurements in tbe adapted algorithm. TB is
obtained from flight segments over a cloud and TBo from proximate clear regions. Tc and TA are obtained
from aircraft soundings through the cloud layer. T 8 is taken from radiometric measurements of surface
temperature.
A second modification is necessary due to the variable viewing angle of the AIMR. The variation of
s, witb angle must be taken into account, since AIMR incidence angles range from -60° to +60° instead of
the constant 53° viewing angle of SSM/I. In the Lm and Curry formulation of cloud emissivity, tbe angular
dependence is contained in TBo, tl1e clear sky brightness temperature. Thus by using measured values ofT80
over the full range of AIMR angles, the variation of emissivity with scan angle is implicitly included in the
paran1eterization of s,.
A final modification is necessary due to the difference in frequencies between AIMR and SSM/I. Both
have channels at 37 GHz, but SSM/I has a chmmel at 85 GHz, while AIMR measures at 90 GHz. The
liquid water absorption coefficient, Q, must be calculated at the higher frequency.

5. Results
Cases from the BASE and MCST data sets have been m1alyzed with the adapted algoritl.nn for LWP
retrieval in non-precipitating clouds. At the time oft11is writing, preliminary results are available from one
of the Arctic region cases in the BASE data set. A sununary of that case is given here; further results will
be presented at the workshop.

a. Case Study-- BASE Data Set
Figure 1 is an AVHRR Chmmel 4 (infrared) image of the Beaufort Sea region on October l, 1994.
The flight track of the NCAR C-130 has been plotted in white. For reference, the coastline of northem
Alaska and the Northwest Territories is shown in black. On this day a fairly uniform, low-level stratus
cloud layer overlies the southem part of the Beaufort Sea, which remains unfrozen. The portion of tbe
aircraft track north of the coastline and south of the box patt.erns provides an ideal data set for testing the
LWP algorithm.
The aircraft was flying at about 6000 m during this portion of the flight m1d was over the cloud deck
most of the time. TB values are obtained from tl1e cloud overflights. Interspersed an1ong the cloud layer are
two clear areas which provide clear sky brightness temperatures, T Bo. Sea surface temperatures, T s, are
also obtained from these clear areas, since the infrared radiometer can see through to the surface. Just prior
to beginning the box pattems, the aircraft descended to 50 m, so a sounding through the cloud provides
cloud mean temperature, T c, and surface air temperature, TA· Figure 2 shows the profiles of temperatnre
and dewpoint temperature as the aircraft descended. Based on these profiles, observer notes, and video
tapes, it is apparent that tl1e cloud layer existed between the surface m1d about 300 m.
Calculations of liquid water path, LWP, for this cloud were perfonned witl1 tl1e adapted algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the resulting LWP for a single scan line as derived from 90 GHz brightness temperatures.
Values are in the range of 60-110 g nf 2 With a cloud depth of 300 m, the average liquid water content of
this cloud is on the order of 0.2-0.3 g m- 3 These values are consistent with microphysical measurements of
Arctic clouds as cited by Curry, et al. (1996).
As a test oftl1e algorithm, LWP calculations were perfonned for a clear region where, presumably,
there should be no liquid water. Results for one scan line are shown in Figure 4. The retrieved LWP values
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are centered at zero with occasional excursions on the order of ±20 gm·'. Further assessment of the errors
associated with this algorithm will be presented at the workshop.
6. Summary

An algorithm for deriving liquid water path in non-precipitating clouds over open ocean using AIMR
brightness temperatures has been developed. Preliminary results show climatologically realistic values of
retrieved LWP for Arctic clouds. Additional results will be presented at the workshop.
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Figure I: AVHRR Cha1111el 4 image of the Beaufort Sea region on October I, 1994. The flight track of the
NCAR C-130 is plotted in white. The relatively straight portion of the flight track north of the
coastline and south of the box pattems passes over cloudy and clear regions of the Beaufort Sea.
AIMR data from this segment are used to retrieve liquid water path.
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Abstract
A warm frontal passage was observed over the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland during
CASP-II A Doppler radar and a cloud physics research aircraft were the main measurement
platforms. The observed precipitation was organized into three bands oriented parallel to the
front. Within these bands were embedded precipitation cores. In the third band, cores oriented
parallel to the front were the result of embedded convection organized, at least in part, by
irregularities in the frontal sur{ace. In the second band, cores oriented perpendicular to the frontal
su~face were possibly caused by wave motions that were initiated by topographic
jorcing.Numerical simulations a,( this case were carried out with a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangtan.
fidly elastic, non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Compressible Community Model (MC2). Three
simulations at grid spacing of 50 km, 25 km, and I 0 km were carried out. The location, orientation
and intensity of the three observed bands were replicated well in the high-resolution simulation. A
sophisticated explicit cloud scheme was able to replicate the sequence o.l observed precipitation
(vpes (snow to ice pellets to freezzng rain to rain) and their relative rates reasonably well. Also,
key features such as the pinching of'the above freezing layer, subsidence between the second and
third bands, a double jet in the second band, and a perturbedji·ontal surjace were well simulated
There were two main shortcomings to the model representation. The jirst is the model's inability to
. replicate the precipitation cores perpendicular to the front. Greater model resolution would
improve this aspect. Secondly, there was considerable discrepancy in the timing of the transition
among the various precipitation types. The model's physics is madequate to account for the
complex precipitation formation mechanisms present in this type of east-coast storms.
1. Introduction

With the rapid advances being made in remote sensing teclmology and computing resources, there is
an increasing capability to document the microstmcture of surface fronts and to assess the applicability of
current mesoscale models in simulating their stmcture. The transition process from a meso-p scale zone to
a microscale feature needs to be identified observationally and explained theoretically. A combination of
intensive observational stndies and sophisticated mesoscale modeling is an essential approach to
accomplish these objectives.
The Canadian Atlantic Storms Program, Part !I (Stewart, 1991 ), provided measurements with a cloud
physics aircraft, Doppler radar, and other supporting instrumentation that were particnlarly well suited to
studying the mesoscale and microphysics of warm fronts. The experiment was conducted during the
winter of 199!/92 over the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland (Figure !). The synthesis of this
information, when combined with mesoscale mode ling efforts, will give insights into the physics of warm
fronts of major east coast winter storms.
2. Observations
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The specific case being considered is that of a warm front associated with a rapidly deepening
cyclone on Feb. 26/7, 1992. Figure 1 gives the history of the track of the parent low and the frontal
position at 00 UTC on Feb. 27, 1992. Most of the precipitation occurred ahead of the warm front. A
detailed description of the observing systems, the analysis techniques, and the observations from this case
is given in Hudak et al. (1996) -referred to as HDK. Briefly, a conventional C-band radar, an X-band
Doppler radar, the University of North Dakota Cessna Citation ll research aircraft, a upper air observing
site, a mesonet, and surface precipitation photographs were the primary sources of data. Relating the
aircraft data with the other sources was done by using a time-to-space adjustment in a manner similar to
Nieman and Shapiro (1993). The key aspect of the analysis was the combining of the Doppler radar and
aircraft information. The Doppler radar and aircraft information were related in two ways. Firstly, the
vertically pointing Doppler radar data was time-to-space adjusted in a similar fashion to the aircraft data.
Secondly, the horizontal transits of the aircraft were superimposed on the nearest (in time) Doppler radar
CAPPI. The horizontal variations and fine scale stmcture of the precipitation were highlighted in this
way.
As descnbed in detail in HDK, the sequence of precipitation types during this time went from
large snowflakes to heavily rimed snow crystals, to a mix of snow, ice pellets and freezing rain, to ice
pellets and freezing rain, and lastly to freezing drizzle. Some drizzle was observed in the warm air behind
the front. There were three main bands of precipitation that crossed the Avalon Peninsula in the six hours
ending at 00 UTC on Feb. 27'". All three bands (referred to as Bl, B2, and B3) were oriented parallel to
the warm front. B2 and B3 had embedded precipitation cores. In B2, t.he cores were oriented
perpendicular to the front. In B3, they were oriented parallel to the front.
Figure 2, adapted from HDK, summarizes the conceptual model of the main features of the warm
frontal structure as deduced from the observations. There was a gradual lowering ofthe 0°C isotherm near
the nose of the above freezing layer. Going towards the front, significant changes in the intensity and
direction of the wind field coincided with the appearance of the 0°C level in the vertical temperature
profile. T11e maximum along-front component was below the front (J!) and the maximum cross-front
component above the frontal zone (J2). Downdrafts were noted in the mid-levels between B2 and B3.
T11ere was evidence of embedded convection in the cores in B3. The relationship of these cores to
irregularities in the frontal surface itself strongly suggests that these irregularities are closely associated
with the precipitation cores. The levels at which the perturbations in the frontal surk'lCe itself were near
0°C gave rise to the strong reflectivity cores perpendicular to the front in B2. From the two and threedimensional depictions of the precipitation paltems, wave-like features appeared to be occurring in the
vicinity of the warm frontal surface (HDK, Figure 13). Such features were present on the ascending
warm frontal surface as well as parallel to the frontal zone.
3. Modeling
The model used to simulate this case is the Mesoscale Compressible Community Model (MC2).
It is described in Tanguay et al. (1990). Szeto et al. ( 1997) (referred to as SZO) gives a detailed accotmt
of a series of three 36 hour simulations tl1at were used with this case. The first simulation over the largest
domain had a 50 km horizontal resolution (Figure 3, domain A), a 360 s time step and employed the
Snndqvist condensation scheme (Sundqvist, 1978). Here, the track of the parent low and the evolution of
the central pressure were in good agreement with the observations (SZO). However, the location of the
precipitation and its banded nature were not well simulated. The second model mn, employed the same
model physics, had a resolution and time step one-half of the previous mn (Figure 3, domain B). In this
case, the banded nature of the precipitation pattern was reasonably well simulated (SZO). But, the
location of the bands and the precipitation amounts were not well resolved.
For the third model mn, the resolution was decreased to I 0 km and the time step to 120 s (Figure
3, domain C). In addition, the explicit cloud scheme of Kong and Yau (1997) was employed. SZO used
this simulation to gain insight into the dynamics of freezing rainstorms over eastem Canada. h1 section 4,
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the discussion will be limited to the strengths and shortcomings of this simulation in comparison to the
observations.
4. Observation-Model Compa,.isons
The high-resolution simulation with the explicit cloud scheme showed good agreement with
regard to the location and spacing of the bands. Also, the precipitation amounts were very realistic and the
model correctly had the highest precipitation rate in B2. The sequence of precipitation types was correct
as well.
Figure 4 depicts the model output 24 hours into the simulation at 00 UTC on Feb. 27, 1992. Many
of the features associated with the structure of the observed warm front, as depicted in Figure 2, were well
simulated. The most significant are these:
a) The structure and strength of the inversion as well as the pinching of the nose of above freezing
layer (Figure 4 a).
b) Subsidence between B2 and B3 (Figure 4 b).
c) The double jet maxima below and above the front during B2 as determined from the along and
cross frontal wind components (not shown).
d) The perturbed frontal surface structure between B2 and B3 as evidenced in the equivalent potential
temperature ±ield (not shown).
There were three significant areas of disagreement between the observations and the simulations.
ln the model, the precipitation occurred as far back as the surface front (Figure 4 c). In the observations,
the precipitation essentially stopped by the time the front passed by.
The second area in which the model was lacking was in the timing of the precipitation type
transitions. The algorithms of Szeto and Stewart (1997), when applied to the rain and snow fields such as
in Figure 4 c and d, revealed the following. The period of snow ended too quickly; the ice-pellets interval
was too long; tl1e freezing rain occurred too early; and the rain not observed - only drizzle (SZO). Stewart
and Crawford (1995) examined the surface precipitation for this case. TI1ey found that at various times,
snow aggregates due to the re-freezing of partially melted snowflakes, ice pellet aggregates formed by
prolonged transits through near 0°C regions, and simultaneous needles and ice pellets suggested
secondary ice production. Figure 5 is an example of the irregular particles formed by such complex
precipitation formation mechanisms. More sophisticated microphysical representations are clearly needed
in tlw model to resolve details such as these.
Thirdly, the precipitation cores in B2 that were aligned perpendicular to the front were not
resolved. Figure 6 gives the pressure perturbation field at one of the mesonct stations on the Avalon
Peninsula as deduced in a manner similar to Stobie et al (1983). The amplitude and period of this
perturbation field is consistent with the presence of gravity waves during B2. (see for example, Uccellini
and Koch (1987) and Schneider (1990)). An analysis of the temperature soundings revealed that the three
conditions necessmy for the production of gravity waves (Schneider, 1990), namely the presence of a
layer of strong static stability, that the stable layer is sufficiently thick, and the presence of conditional
stability above the layer of high static stability preferably with a critical layer were at optimum values
during the passage of B2. ln addition, the cores in B2 were occurring during that part of the wave in
which the associated rising motions would be their maximum (Bosart and Saunders, 1986). The direction
of the propagation of the waves, the orientation of the cores and tl1eir 20 km horizontal spacing strongly
suggests the irregular coastline ofthe southern part of the Avalon Peninsula as the source of the gravity
waves. The nature of the MC2 model strongly suggests that it would be capable of resolving the motions
associated witl1 these waves ifthe resolution was increased to tl1e order of 1 km.

5. Summary
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The first simulation at 50 km horizontal resolution and using cloud parameterization similar to
that in current NWP models was able to accurately predict the path of the parent low and its central
pressure. However, the details of the associated precipitation were not well resolved. The intermediate
resolution simulation at 25 km was able to identify the area of the precipitation, not the details of its
stmcture. At a resolution of I 0 km with a fblly explicit microphysics scheme, most of the important
details of the warm front stmcture and the associated precipitation fields were resolved.
Although the precipitation amounts and the sequence of precipitation types observed were
realistically simulated in the high-resolution model mn, the timing of the transitions and the details of the
various precipitation types for these major winter storms are well beyond the capabilities of the current
microphysical packages. As a result, forecast parameters such as precipitation type, visibility and icing
will have limited success based on model predictions in these winter storms. Another aspect not well
simulated was the precipitation cores in B2. The observational evidence strongly suggests that these cores
were the manifestation of gravity waves generated by topography. As such, models like MC2 would be
able to identify these features given sufficient grid resolution.
The strategy employed in this study was to first gain confidence in the model dynamics by a
comparison of model results with the observations. The model was then able to extend the observations
by examining the time history of the system; something not possible with limited time set intensive
observations. The model output could be analyzed for derived fields to identify the important generating
mechanisms (SZO). As a result, the advancement of a more detailed conceptual model than that shown in
Figure 2 of the structure of the front and its associated cloud system can be made. But, without the
intensive observations, this whole approach would not be possible. ln addition, the implications of the
shortcomings in the model are readily identified by this approach.
Future investigations will include the diagnosis of large-scale impacts of these severe winter
storms with the model data. As a result, their implications in the GCM cloud parameterization problem
can be addressed.
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figure 3: The three grid domains used in the numerical simulations. A indicates the low-resolution domain, B the
medium~resolution

domain, and C the high-resolution domain.
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Figure 6: An Image ofphot()graphs of surface precipitation.
Tile scale is indicated at the top. (Original photo courtesy of
Bob Crawford.)
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Remote Measurement of LWC and Ph in Optically Thin Clouds : Possible Application of
Isosbestic Point
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1. Introduction
Bauman (1962) had shown that when two substances, in equilibrium with each other are
responsible for all absorption in a given wavelength region, then there exists at least one point (lsosbestic
point) in the spectmm where the absorption coefficient will be independent of the ratio of concentrations of
the two substances.
2. Computation
The Beer-Lambert equation for optical transmittance is given as
-In (~A) = a A . C . L

(1)

where tA is the optical transmittance at wavelength A (f.lm), a A is the mass extinction coefficient (m2
/gm), C is the mass concentration (gm/ m3 ), and L is the optical path length (m). It is straiglrtforward
(Carlon, 1977) to show that
(2)
a A = 3 QA I 2. D. p
where QA is the efficiency factor for extinction given by the Mic theory (Mie, 1908). QA depends on the
particle size D (f.lm) compared to the wavelength A (f.lm). pis the particle mass density (gm/ m3 ).
Using the complex index of refraction given as a function of wavelength for sulfuric, nitric,
hydrochloric and orthophosphoric acid ( Palmer and Williams, 1975; Rhine et al., 1974; Querry, 1980;
Qnerry and Tyler, 1978) the efficiency factor for extinction QA has been computed by using the Mie
subroutine given by Dave (1968). The extinction coefficient spectra has been detennined from Eq. (2)
using the particle mass density (p) given by Weast ( 1968) for different acids of various concentrations.

3. Results and Discussion
The Mie computation shows the occurrence of isosbestic point in the extinction spectra of liquid
droplets of sizes ranging from 0.01 f.llll to 10 f.Lrn, and comprising of several concentrations of
hydrochloric, nitric, sulfuric and mthophosphoric acid in water. Fig. 1 shows the extinl.tion spectra for 1
and 5 f1111 droplet sizes for several concentrations of the above acids in water.
We find that for droplet sizes in the range 0. 01 to 1 f.ll11 , which are typical of large nuclei and
haze droplets in the atmosphere, the isosbestic point is around 11.5 f1ID wavelength. For droplet of size 5
flll1 which is the average size found in fogs and different types of non-raining clouds ( Aufm Kampe and
Wickman 1957; Wallace and Hobbs, 1977) the isosbestic point occurs at 12.5 f.Lm wavelength.
It could be possible to find the Liquid Water Content (LWC) in haze, fogs and non-raining clouds
by operating a transmissometer at isosbestic wavelength and using Beer-Lambert law for optical
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transmittance (Eq. 1). Isosbestic point can also be used as a reference wavelength, and by making use of
the extinction coefficient measured at a second wavelength where the extinction is maximum would give the
pH of the fog or cloud.
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Abstmct

A parameterization for cloud liquid water content, as a function of cloud temperature, will
be described as well as its validation with the Special Sensor Microwave Jmager (SSM/1) data.
The impact of replacing fixed cloud optical properties for variable optical properties in terms of
diagnosed cloud water content in the numerical forecast model of the Bureau of Meteorology is
studied for three forecast experiments. The experiments are performed in two main spectral
regions; ultraviolet (<JJ.4pm) and shortwave-longwave (SW-LW).
In the first experiment derived cloud depth and trasmittance in the jiJYm of cloud attenuation
factor from surface ultraviolet (UVJ radiation observations are compared with model
simulations. The cloud attenuation factors are applied to forecast clear sky surface UV to
produce a simulared "cloudy" forecast UV for comparison with sw:face observations. The
implication for UV forecasts are discussed. In the second and third experiments the impact of
variable cloud properties on dijjerent atmospheric variables is examined in terms of two ten day
forecast experiments in which the results for fixed and variable cloud optical properties are
compared. Water cloud is considered in the second experiment and mixed (ice/water) cloud is
included in the third one. Significant changes in the model's January temperature and heating
rates are noted.

1. Introduction
Clouds have an important role in modulating the Earth's radiatiou fields, not only in the shortwave
and longwave radiation, but also in the ultraviolet (<0.4ftm). Their impact on the radiation fields are largely
modulated by the cloud optical properties. How cloud effects can be included in ultraviolet radiation (UV)
forecast and how different cloud optical properties (SW -LW) affect meteorological fields will be the subject
of this paper.
Variations of the UV reaching the earth's surface are important among other things due to the
associated human health effects. Uniformly overcast skies greatly reduce surface UV radiation however
partly cloud skies can either enhance or reduce UV. Hence it is important to include their effects in tl1e
model simulations. Several studies have shown that the impact of cloud on the surface UV radiation can be
considered through relationships between measured and modeled lN radiation and cloud amounts
(Frederick and Snell 1990; Ambach et al. 1995; Long et al. 1996) or via cloud transmittance determined
from measured and modeled IN irradiance (Frederick et al. 1993; Bodeker and McKenzie 1996). In this
work we follow the later philosophy.
Clouds also have a strong impact on the Earth's overall radiation balance. To indude their effects
numerical modelers have assumed cloud optical properties that vary from prescribed to more physically
based schemes in which the cloud water content is a prognostic variable (Del Genio et al. 1995). The latter
approach is more realistic but requires the parameterization of complex dynamical and radiativc processes
as well as assumptions about cloud microphysics (Tiedtke 1993). In a first attempt to replace the prescribed
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cloud optical properties in the Bureau of Meteorology medium range numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model (GASP) with more realistic ones a simpler technique has been adopted. In this scheme the cloud
water content is related to large scale temperature (Platt and Harshvardhan 1988; Harshvardhan et al. 1989;
Ou and Liou 1995) and is based on an empirical fit derived by Lemus et al. ( 1997) to observational studies
of individual clouds (Platt 1994, Platt 1997). The variable cloud optical properties are given in terms of the
paran1eterized cloud liquid water content as a function of cloud temperature (Lemus et al. !994; Platt 1994,
1997). While this approach lacks of a description for sinks and sources of cloud water content and
decreases in cloud physical thickness it is simple and offers a minimal increase in computational time.
The cloud liquid water content (W) parameterization and its validation with SSM/1 data are briefly
described in this paper. Full details of the validation can be found in Lemus et al. (1997), A simple
parameterizatiou of cloud optical properties (Lemus et al 1994; Platt 1994, 1997) is defined in tenus ofW
and applied to the public forecast UV radiation scheme and to GASP NWP model. The results for three
forecast experinlents are also presented here. In experiment one, the simulated clear sky surface ultraviolet
radiation is compared with observational data. A broadband (290-400nm) cloud transmittance or cloud
attenuation factor is derived by following a similar approach to that used by Frederick and Snell (1990)
and Bodeker and McKenzie ( 1996) with the difference that cloud optical depths calculated using the
diagnostic cloud water scheme are used to calculate UV transmittances. The comparison between the cloud
attenuation factor and optical depth derived from UV observations and those simulated by a two-stream
radiation scheme (Lemus et al. 1996) is presented. Its application to the surface UV forecast is also
discussed.
The second and third experiments examine the effect of variable cloud optical properties on
di.fferent atmospheric variables in 10 day forecast. The variable cloud optical propetties parameterization
are applied GASP (Bourke at al. 1995) and two ten day forecast experiments are performed. The results
assuming cloud optical properties for water clouds (Lemus et al. 1994 and Platt 1994, 1997) and for mixed
phase (ice/water) clouds (Sun and Shine, 1995) are presented. The temperature and radiative heating rates
for January conditions are compared with those obtained for fixed cloud properties and the results are
discussed.

2. Cloud liquid water content ami cloud optical properties parameterization
Previous studies have shown (Betts and Harshvardhan 1987; Platt and Harshvardahan 1988; Platt
1994, 1997; Ou and Lion 1995) that the cloud water content eau be related to the cloud temperature.
Considering this Lemus et al. (1994, 1997) derived a simple parameterization of cloud water content using
the data of cloud liquid!ice and cloud temperature from Platt (1994, 1997). The scatter of the points (Fig.!
from Lemus et al. 1997) (Not shown here) illustrates that there are obviously limitations to such
expressions but nonetheless the authors show tbat the derived global cloud water (LWP) agrees reasonably
well with the SSM/I measurements. The comparison between simulated and observed SSM/I LWP for
.January and the total zonal cloud cover are shown in Fig 1. The differences were shown to be related to
discrepancies of the low cloud amount diagnosed by GASP.
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Platt (!994, 1997) proposed a simple relationship between tbe cloud visible extinction coefficient
(cr ) and the cloud liquid water content (W) as; cr = aWb, where a and b were determined from
experimental data and depend on particle size distribution (Platt 1994, 1997). For water clouds a= 68.6
and b = 0.577 and for ice clouds a= 3.83 and b = 0.38. The shortwave optical depth is given by 0., = cr
dz where dz is tbe cloud deptb in km. The infrared optical depth is related to the shortwave optical deptb by
o, = c liv with c = 0.4 for water clouds and 0.5 for ice clouds. Cloud emissivity is computed using the
diffuse approximation (Platt 1989) as;

where K = 1.58 for Ov 2 0.4 and K= !.8 for iiv < 0.4 (Lemus et al. 1994, Platt 1994). As a first
approximation these experiments were considered adequate to replace the prescribed properties assumed in
tbe model. The shortwave optical deptb was used in tbe UV radiation scheme and tbe infrared optical deptb
and emittance were applied to the numerical forecast model GASP.
The results for three experiments are presented next. In experiment one (Section 3: Clouds and UV
:adiation) the parameterization of shortwave optical deptb given above was used to compute cloud
transmittances in tbe UV region and. In experiment two the above cloud optical properties are used a 10 day
forecast experiment and the results compared with the fixed optical properties case. Finally, in experiment
three a ten day forecast experiment using tbe mixed phase cloud optical properties from Sun and Shine
(1995) is perfom1ed and compared to the other two cases. In their parameterization mixed phase clouds are
considered, and the visible optical depth is given by assuming a probability of the phase of cloud as a
function of temperature. A detailed description of the paran1eterization can be found in Sun and Shine
(1995).
3. Experiment One: Clouds and ultraviolet radiation
To compute surface UV, infmmation about the solar zenitb angle, total ozone amount and optical
properties of cloud and haze are required. TI1e skin damage caused by UV radiation (erythemal dose-rate) is
obtained from tbe product of surface UV and the erythemal action spectrum integrated over wavelength.
This defines tbe erythemal weighted dose-rate and is given in terms of a dimensionless ultraviolet index
"UVI". One lNI is equal to 25 W/m2 Global fields of clear-sky UV! are computed in the Australian UV!
forecast system using a two stream delta-Eddington code (Lemus et al. 1997, 1996; Rikus et al. 1997) for
local solar noon in tbe wavelength interval from 2.90 to 340nm. From the daily global clear sky UVI fields
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the Australian region is extracted and interpolated to cities and towns for which 24 hr forecasts are issued.
In Fig 2. The clear sky UVI forecast for Melbourne from
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Fig. 2 Clear- sky UVI forecast (FORC) and ARL observations (ARLm) for Melbourne
July 1996 to March 1997.
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Fig. 4 Derived cloud attenuation factor and optical depth
from observations and model simulations

July 1996 to March 1997 is shown. Th<J smooth variation with solar zenith angle is modulated by variations
due to different ozone amounts from day to day. In the same Fig 2. The observations from the Australian
Radiation Laboratory (ARL) (P. Gies and C. Ray, personal communication) are shown for about the same
period of time. They correspond to the daily maximum UVJ measured near local noon time. The strong low
values in this record are clearly associated with the presence of clouds during the observations. This
suggests that it is only possible to compare and validate the clear sky UVI forecast, with UVI observations
for clear sky conditions. However, clear sky conditions are rare and cloud effects need to be accounted for.
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This is not a simple task, since cloud cover datasets are not always available, and clouds can either reduce
or enhance the UV reaching the Earth's surface. In tllis experiment the effect of elands on the erythemal
weighted dose-rate is exanlined by deriving a cloud transmittance or cloud attenuation factor (CAF) from
observed and simulated UVI. The objective is to obtain a CAF that is independent of the available cloud
amotmt data. 'The CAF can then be applied to a clear sky UVI forecast in order to simulate cloudy sky UVI.
Early works (Frederick and Snell 1990: Frederick et al. 1993) made use of fractional cloud cover
and measured and simulated clear sky UV to scale UV irradiances under cloudy skies. Bodeker and
McKenzie ( 1996) show that a semiempirical technique, making use of a simple single-layer spectral model,
can be use to estimate surface erythemal UV including cloud effects. Here we follow a sinlilar philosophy
and derive a daily broadband cloud transmission using the broadband observations and the simulated
broadband clear sky UVI. No allowance is made for aerosols and clouds in tl1e clear sky model simulations.
The effect of cloud on the UV can be quantified in terms of a Cloud Attenuation Factor (CAF)
which can be defined as the ratio of the daily UVI to the clear sky UV!.
CAF (I) = Obs (I ) I Mod ( l )
where Obs ( I ) is the maximum daily UVI measurement of the day ( I ), and Mod ( I ) is the clear sky
UVI simulated by the model for the san1e day. A det1nition based solely on observational data (denoted as
Tobs(I)) can be given assuming that clear sky value can be approximated by the maxinmm UVI observation
for the month. Fig. 3 compares these two definitions for Melbourne from July 1996 to March 1997. Clearly
the lowest CAF's values are associated with overcast conditions, the rest correspond to broken and/or
scattered clouds. The values of CAF > 1.0 show that in some cases clouds can enhance the UVI. A total
cloud optical depth (CDTH) can also be derived by assuming that the effective transmittance under cloudy
skies is given by the product of cloud transmission (Tc), ozone transmission (To) and aerosols (Ta)
integrated over wavelength (wv) and weighted by the air mass, i.e:
CDTH =In { [ Tobs (I) I air mass] [I/ Tmod (I)])
where Tmod ( I ) is the ratio of the daily UVI observations to the maximum UVI simulated for the
corresponding month. The broadband CDTH and CAF derived for Melbourne are shown in Fig. 4 , for
CAF's ::0 1.0. Clearly larger CDTH are associated with large total cloud cover, and low values of CDTH
(high values of CAF) to low total cloud cover. To compare the derived broadband CAF's and total
CDTH' s with sinmlations, a single atmospheric column radiative transfer code that can be for specific
latitude and longitudes for local noon time was developed. The scheme also included the cloud liquid water
content and shortwave cloud optical depth parameterizations described in Section 2 of this paper. The
computed brodband total cloud optical depth and CAF' s using the single column model are also shown in
Fig. 4. The results show that there is good agreement between the derived and modeled CAF's and
CDTH's. The results clearly carry the uncertainties associated with the observations and with the twostream radiative transfer calculations.
Currently the operational UVI forecast scheme produces clear sky values together with a table of
CAF's derived from observational data and which depend on the cloud fraction. The forecasters use the
appropriated CAF for the expected cloud conditions. An alternative scheme which is under investigation is
to use a methodology similar to the single colunm model presented above and produce forecast cloudy UVI
directly. This will be clearly dependent on the ability of the model to forecast total cloud cover distributions.
Currently research using tllis approach is underway.

4. Clouds Shortwave and Longwave Radiation
a. Experiment Two
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The effect of the variable cloud optical properties (in tenns of W, Section 2) on medium range
weather forecast, were examined with the medium range forecast model (GASP) of the Bureau of
Meteorology . The model was run for ten days with fixed cloud optical properties (CRT) and for variable
properties (LWP) respectively. Details of the model (GASP) can be found elsewhere (Bourke at al. 1995).
TI1e differences in heating rates and atmospheric temperature are shown in Fig. 5 (top) for 10 day forecast
run. Consideration of variable optics led to a wanner atmosphere in comparison witl1 fixed clouds. However
a small cooling is observed in the lower troposphere. A corresponding increase in heating rates is observed.
In Table 1 the differences i11 some of the meteorological fields are listed for day 5 and 10 of the forecast.
Precipitation and evaporation show small increases. OLR is higher for variable cloud optical properties
LWP compared to fixed optics. A decrease (DIFl) of surface (land) temperature is observed between CRT
and LWP for day 5. For day 10 the difference of temperature between CRT and LWP (DIFJ) is
considerable reduced (Table 1).
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b. !Jxperiment Three
In this experiment GASP was also run for a ten day forecast with variable mixed phase clouds
(MF) and compared to the control using fixed optical properties. 'TI1e mixed phase cloud is taken into
account by splitting the liquid water content into partially ice water and partially water according to a
probability temperature dependent function (Sun and Shine 1995). The differences in heating rates and
atmospheric temperature are shown in Fig. 5 (middle). The results show that allowing for mixed phase
clouds led to a wanner atmosphere in comparison with fixed cloud optical properties. A small cooling is
observed in the lower troposphere with corresponding i11creases in the heating rates. The differences in
heating rates and atmospheric temperature between the variable cloud optical properties (LWP) and mixed
phase clouds (MF) arc small as shown in Fig 5 (bottom). There was some warming at the top of the
atmosphere due to mixed phase olouds bnt elsewhere was slightly cooler.
Differences in some of the meteorological fields are listed in Table 1 for days 5 and 10 of the
forecast. The differences in land surface temperature between (CRT) and (MF) between day 5 and day 10
increase by about 70%. They are smaller to the differences between CRT and LWP for the 10 days run
(Table 1). The small changes in temperature show the greenhouse effect due to cirms clouds. As a
consequence a small mcrease in evaporation is observed. OLR is higher for (MF) than m (LWP) and the
differences between CRT and MF between day 5 and I 0 show also a small increase. High and middle cloud
cover show an increase for day 5 differences. It is almost 50% smaller than the one obtained for the LWP.
However the comparison between DIF I and D!F2 (day 10 run) show that when mixed phase clouds are
included high and middle cloud cover decreased. And low cloud cover increased.
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5. Final Remarks

It has been shown that the clond attenuation factors represent a reasonable simple way to include
clouds effects on surface radiation UV radiation forecast. They are independent of cloud cover datasets and
are function of clear-sky simulations and UV observations. It was also shown that the use of model cloud
optical depth defined in terms of cloud water content is a viable option to compute the CAF's and therefore
cloudy UVI. The results show reasonable agreement between simulated and derived CAF. In the global UV
forecast model they will be. connected to cloud distributions simulated by the model. This implies that
deficiencies in cloud cover simulations will affect global cloudy UV forecasts.
The ten day sensitivity test show that small perturbations in the ice paths and cloud amounts affect
the atmospheric and surface variables. The comparison between the variable clouds and mixed phase clouds
presented in this paper shows a small increase in atmospheric temperature. It is clear that improvements in
the diagnosed cloud distribution will have a positive effect on the model simulations. The use of diagnostic
cloud optical parameterizations is clearly limited by the dependence on temperature alone and the lack of
accounting for precipitation process and variations in the cloud physical thickness. However they represent
a more realistic computation of cloud optical properties compared to the fixed ones previously assumed in
the model. Although the inclusion of mixed phase clouds show only small impact on the ten day experiments
they represent a refinement to the model simulations. It is hope that as moisture advection in the model is
improved we can move to a prognostic scheme of cloud water content and distribution at some point in the
future.
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Fig 5. January Heating rates and temperature between: Top, fixed clouds opticaJ properties (CRT) and
variable water/ice properties (LWP). Middle, CRT and mixed phase clouds (MF), and bottom LWP and
MF.
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Abstract
Many algorithms have been developed to retrieve precipitation and cloud liquid water from
passive microwave measurement at mid-latitudes and in the tropics, but these algorithms do not
necessarily work well over the ice free oceans that surround the Antarctic continent where most
precipitation falls in the form of snow. It is known that the clouds which produce most of the
precipitation over the southern latitudes are thin stratiform clouds and the precipitation they give
is a_( slight intensity (less than 0.5mmlhr rain equivalent,!. In this paper the polarization corrected
temperature (PCT) method for detecting precipitation is applied and compared with a new
physical method which simultaneously retrieves both cloud liquid water and precipitation
amount. Both methods are compared with the few in-situ measurements available. The new
iterative physical method is found to give better results and does not need any empil1cally derived
parameters.

1. Introduction
TI1ere is a very small amount of in-situ precipitation data available over the Antarctic continent
and suiTounding oceans. Because of the scarcity of measurements, it is not possible to develop empirical
algorithms for the retrieval of a precipitation amount from passive microwave measurements, such as
have been carried out in mid-latitudes. It is also difficult to valick1.te any algorithms using in-situ data. For
this reason this paper tests two algorithms which are more physically based than other methods that have
been developed.
'This study starts by using the Polarization Corrected Temperature (PCT) method (Spencer et al.
\989) to determine areas of precipitation from passive microwave data. We then develop a physical
method for retrieving precipitation rates from the microwave data over the Southern Ocean. This method
does not rely on a calibration against in-situ measurements, but does assume some knowledge of the
structure and microphysical properties of Antarctic clouds.

2. In-situ measurements
In-situ measurements of precipitation are made at several manned research stations near the coast
of Antarctica and on board research vessels in the oceans around the continent. The measurement of
precipitation is very difficult and an accurate measurement of the precipitation is almost impossible to
obtain. The precipitation is normally in the form of snow and this is difficult to measure with
conventional rain gauges. Snow stakes to measure the total accumulation can be used, but they, are of
course, affected by blowing snow as well as by precipitation and measure the net accumulation (Turner et
al. 1995). Also, they cannot be used on board a ship. We have therefore to rely on visual observations.
Optical precipitation gauges can also be used.
3. Clouds
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A study of radiosonde measurements made at Faraday Station on the Antarctic Penisula have
shown that the clouds that produce snow tend to be around 1OOOm thick (Lachlan-Cope and Turner
1997), thinner than would be expected for mid latitude clouds.
4. Passive microwave data

This paper uses data from the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SS M/I) instrument which was
flown on the Defence Meteorological Satellite Programme spacecraft Fll (Wentz 1988). The SSM/I
instrument measures total power in seven channels. Dual frequency measurements are made at 19.35,
37.0 and 85.5 GHz and with vertical polarization only at 22.235 GHz. TI1e instmment has a conical scan
pattern, which means that the zenith angle of the observation is always the same (53.
The spatial
resolution of the instrument increases as the frequency increases from an along track footprint of 69km at
l9.35GHz to 15km at 85.5GHz. The data for this study were obtained from Remote Sensing Systems, of
Santa Rosa California, as tapes of antenna temperature.

n.

5. Selecting the case study

The case study was selected by examining the observations from the RRS Bransficld during 1993
when upper data was available. The area under study had to be free from sea ice and well away from land
and this somewhat limited the choice of data, especially as the BAS ships spend quite a lot of their tinle at
or close to the British stations on the coast. When the original selection of data was made, it had been
decided to try and look at well-developed bands of frontal type precipitation as it was thought that these
would give the best results. It was found that although the UKMO 'malyses often sbowed a developed
front close to the ship, the passive microwave data frequently indicated that the ship observation was
some way from any active front. The case selected was for the 21'' February !993 at 2300z. At this time
the ship was at latitude of 66.2° Sand a longitude of25.7°W.
6. Polarization corrected temperature

One way of detecting precipitation is to look at the decrease in the apparent brightness
temperature of the lower layers of the atmosphere caused by the scattering of the upwelling radiation by
ice-crystals. Spencer et al. (1989) have used a quantity they call polarization corrected temperature (PCT)
to remove the polarization effect of the surface and look at the decrease in temperature due to atmospheric
scatteting alone. The PCT is defined as follows:

PCT =

{(3 TBh TB)
( fJl)

where TBh and TB, are the horizontal and vertically polarized temperatures measured by the satellite for
real conditions and:

T Bho and TBvo refer to the horizontally and vertically polarized cioud free ocean brightness temperatures
while TBlto and T Bvo are the brightness temperatures of the ocean with no overlying atmosphere. This
means that $ represents the ratio of the wmming of TBv to the wanning of TBh resulting from the effect of
atmospheric gasses only. TI1e PCT can be looked upon as the effective radiating temperature of the lowest
part of the troposphere. Spencer et al. calculated $ to be around 0.38 using a transmission model, however
they used a value of 0.45 that was selected empirically to give PCT in the conect rm1ge when using
SSM/I data over cloud free ocean areas at mid latitudes. The equation above then becomes:
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where T13, is the 85Ghz vertical polarization brightness temperature and T13h is the 85Ghz horizontal
polarization brightness temperature. At high latitudes the value of $ calculated using a transmission
model will be a little different. However, Spencer et al. suggest that the absolute value of $ is not
important. Several values have been tried in this study but in the end it was decided to use Spencer's
value. The above equation was used to calculate values for the PCT for the 5 and 7 March 1992 and the
21 February 1992 and these can be seen in figures 1 to 3. Spencer found that PCTs less than 255K
indicated precipitation at the smface. Looking at these, and other cases not shown here, it was found that
snow was normally indicated by PCT's of less thm1 270K with very few PCTs being less than the 255k
threshold found by Spencer, although some low values were found near the obvious frontal band on the 5
March 1993. The threshold used by Spencer et aL is determined for rather deep mid-latitude systems
producing relatively heavy rainfalL The PCT method at mid-latitudes relies on observing ice crystals at
the top of deep clouds and inferring rainfull at the ground from this. It is not surprising that the threshold
is different at high latitudes where the clouds are rather thin and the ice crystals are present from the tap
of the cloud to ground. The results this method gives do seem reasonable for the few cases studied.
However, it does rely on a calibration against in-situ measurements.
7. Iterative physical retrieval

Because there are so few in-situ measurements in the high southern latitudes with which to
compare the satellite retrievals, it was decided to develop a more physical retrieval method. The results
could then be justified from an 1mderstanding of the physics of the problem as well as by comparison with
observations.
Several workers have developed physical-based retrieval method to determine precipitation from
SSM/1 data, notably Kununerow et a! (1994) and Olson (1989). Olson's method was developed primarily
to retrieve rainfall rates from tropical cyclones and he assumed a detailed knowledge of the clouds within
the system. Knl1ll1lerow's method is more advanced and attempts to retrieve the vertical stmcture of the
precipitation. His method uses a library of possible vertical profiles. This method has again been
developed for use at lower latitudes where the precipitation is heavier and so somewhat easier to retrieve
than the light precipitation found at high southern latitudes. From our study of the in-situ measurements
we have detennined that most, if not all, precipitation around Antarctica is slight (<0.5mrn/hr) and comes
from relatively thin clouds. The signal produced by the precipitation in the microwave data is small and
any attempts to retrieve the detailed ve1tical distribution from the microwave data is likely to be
frustrated.
In this study we have not attempted to retrieve information about the vertical structure of the
cloud or precipitation. We have assumed that we know the vertical structure of the clouds which we take
to be thin and the precipitation slight. A data set of the climatology of the clouds and their depth from insitu measurements has been built up. As there are no in-situ measurements of cloud microphysical
properties for Antarctic clouds we have had to assume the vertical profile of the precipitation and for this
study we have taken it as constant from the ground to the top ofthc cloud layer. For this case we have a
collocated radiosonde ascent and for this time we have used this ascent to determine the cloud height and
thickness, m1d the temperature and humidity profile. In this way we can constmct a profile of the cloud's
height and thickness, the temperature and the humidity profile with the cloud liquid water content (CLW)
and the precipitation amount being unknown. To stalt the process of retrieving values for the CLW and
precipitation rate from the passive microwave data we guess initial values for these two parmneters and
then use a radiative transfer code to determine the upwelling microwave radiation.
For this study we use the radiative transfer code developed by Kul1ll1lerow (Kummerow 1992 and
Ku=erow and Weinman 1988). The RMS error between the radiation calculated using the guessed
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values for precipitation rate and cloud liquid water and the radiation observed by the satellite can be
determined using the following equation:

Here RMS, is the RMS error, TBab is the observed brightness temperature, TiJ,,,, is the calculated
brightness temperature, R is the rain equivalent precipitation rate and CLW is the cloud liquid water
amount. The summation is over the two polarizations and over the m frequencies (four in this case). hl
tl:lls equation we are assuming we know everything but the rain equivalent of the snow fall and the cloud
liquid water. If we alter the values of the rain equivalent precipitation rate and cloud liquid water until the
RMS error is n:llnimised we should be close to the real quantities we want to find. This does assume that
the above equation only has one minimum and we really do know the other parameters that make up the
profile that is input into the transmission model. It is true that the outgoing microwave radiation at the top
of the atmosphere, will depend mostly on the temperature and type of surface and the clouds and
precipitation in the atmosphere. We know the surface type as we are only trying to retrieve precipitation
amounts over the ocean and at southern latitudes, south of the Antarctic Convergence, we know that the
sea surface temperature will be close to 0° C.
It would be too computationally expensive to plot out the entire surface to find the minimum of
the function for every satellite sounding. Instead, the equation is minimised using Powell's method for
multi dimensions (Press et a! 1986 p 299). Even using Powell's method to find the minimum each
sounding takes several minutes on a Sun SPARC 10. For this reason only the pixels within 200km of the
surface observation have been used.
The scheme as presented here will only work over the oceans and not over sea ice or land ice. The
scattering within the snowpack of land or sea ice will have a similar but greater effect to that caused by
the precipitation in the atmosphere. The land ice is easy to mask out as its position is known and we can
detect the presence of sea ice using the NASA sea ice algorithm (DMSP SSM/1 CD-ROM Users guide
1990 and Cavalien et al1984).

8. Results
Here we consider the results for both the PCT algorithm and the iterative physical scheme applied
to the dates given above. The results are shown in figures 1 ~md 2.A larger area has been used for the PCT
than for the physical retrieval because ofthc computational overheads for the physical scheme.
The PCT algorithm is not tuned sufficiently to give an actual precipitation rate. If enough in-situ
measurements could be found, it may be possible to correlate the depression of the PCT with an actual
rate. In this case, however we have few in-situ measurements and so we can only use the PCT to look at
the pattern of the precipitation. The observations we have are mostly of slight snow and at these locations
the PCT is just around the 270K threshold that we suggested for snow. The patterns shown up by the
PCT, in figures 1, indicates very clearly the strong scattering found due to heavy precipitation in cells on
frontal systems.
Figure 3 shows the PCT image for 21 Fcbmary at 2300z. For this tirne we have more inf01mation.
The ship flew a radiosonde at 2400 GMT and we have an AVHRR image from the HRPT receiving
station at Rothera (67°34'S 66'08'W). Also, we have the synoptic chart for 24 GMT from the UKMO (not
shown here). Scattering values near the ship's position agree well with the in-situ report of continuous
slight snow. Also visible in the image is an area of high scattering to the west of the ship's position and
this agrees well with the band of cloud visible in the AVHRR image and the front plotted on the synoptic
chart.
Figures 2 shows the precipitation rates obtained using the physical retrieval method. In these
images the coloured areas are centred on the observation and areas of white indicate sea ice or areas
outside the area retrieved. The meteorological chart for this time (not shown) shows a front just to west of
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the R.R.S. Bransfield when she reported continuous light snow. The SSMJI data are also for an hour
earlier that the surface observation. In the PCT image (figure 1) a strong scattering signal can be seen to
the west of the Bransfield, however it is further away than the surface analysis would indicate. A lot of
structure is visible in this image but we can tell very little about the surface precipitation rates. Looking at
the physical retrieval (figure 2) we can see very much the same structure, but this time we have a real rate
and we can see that in the northern cell the rain equivalent of snow rate reaches 2.0 mm.!hr. It is
interesting to note the areas of higher precipitation rates in figure 2 correlate very well with areas of
higher scattering in figure 1 .
Conclusions
The PCT images give a good idea of the position of the scattering of microwave energy by
particles in the atmosphere. 111is scattering should be strongly correlated with precipitation at the surface.
We have suggested that temperatures below 270K in high latitude PCT images indicate snow at the
ground. TI1e 270K threshold does seem to work for some of the cases we have in-situ data, but these are
not sufficient to allow the scheme to be used with confidence. Also, the scheme as it is used here, can
only give an indication of whether it is snowing or not, but cannot give a rate for the snowfall.
The iterative physical method developed in this paper seems to work well for the limited number
of examples presented. The physical scheme will retrieve precipitation rates and also cloud liquid water
an10unts. The cloud liquid water amounts have not been presented here as we have no way of validating
them. Because of its physical basis we feel that the physical scheme can be used at high southern latitudes
with more confidence than other schemes that rely more on collocated in-situ measurements to tune them.
The physical scheme does rely on having a knowledge of the temperature and humidity profile as well as
the cloud structure. The retrieved values of precipitation rate compare well with the frontal system
analysed in the surface chart. The stmcture of the precipitation on the frontal system is clearly visible in
the PCT image (figure 1) and in the physical retrieval (flgure 2) and this opens up the possibility of
studying the dynamics of frontal systems at high southern latitudes in a way previously impossible.
The ultimate goal of this project is to derive daily fields of precipitation over the ice free seas
around Antarctica. This is an area in which there are very few in-situ data that can be relied on. The
physical scheme as it is configured at the moment is too slow to be used for this, but work is pla1111ed to
speed up the scheme. Also, a project is tmderway to obtain more accurate in-situ observation by using a
present weather detector mounted on the R.R.S. Bransfield. This should allow the scheme to be accurately
calibrated.
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Fig. 1. Polarization corrected temperature for 23GMT on the 21 February 1993 for an area centred on the
position ofthe RRS Bransfield at 66.2S 25 .7W.
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Fig. 2. Precipitation rate in rain equivalent (mm/hr) from the iterative physical scheme for an area centred
on the position ofthe RRS Bransfield at 66.2S 25 .7W 23GMT on the 21 February 1993.
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1. Introduction
The representation of the number concentration of cloud droplets is an important factor for
indirect climate forcing. The theory describing the nucleation of cloud droplets has been well developed
(e.g. Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). Applications of the theory to observations have been done for
adiabatic air parcels, but the results have not been completely satisfa~iory (e.g. Warner 1969,
Fitzgerald 1974, Lemtch et al., 1986). Further, the detailed calculations required to describe this
process are not suitable for the application to a large-scale model that requires many repetitive
calculations. One of the greatest challenges of modelling cloud droplet nucleation at large scales is the
need to consider the chemical m1d physical properties of the aerosols as well as aspects of cloud
dynamics (e.g. large··scale vertical forcing, turbulence, radiative cooling, entraim11ent). We are
attempting to develop such a parameterization for use in the Canadian Northern Aerosols Regional
Climate Model (NARCM).
Two cloud droplet nucleation parameterizations developed by Ghan et al. (1993, 1995) and
Razzak et al. (1996) are considered here. These two parameterizations link the aerosol size distribution,
aerosol chemistry, vertical velocity and the cloud droplet number. Both of them are based on analysis of
the rate equations for the adiabatic air parcel's supersaturation and aerosol activation process and are
applied to the aerosol particles with a lognormal size distribution.
Ghan's parameterization is given as:

N

dwp-

Na!!___

w+d.N

(I)

a

where Nmap is the number of droplets nucleated, N, is aerosol number concentration, w is the vertical
velocity and d is a coefficient that depends on the aerosol properties. Ghan's parameterization can treat
multiple aerosol types with differing size distributions and compositions. However, it is encmnbered by
the need to use a lookup table to describe a coefficient that encompasses the details of the aerosol size
distribution and its chemical composition.
Razzak' s paran1eterization is given as:
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It is more general and combines the approaches of the Twomey (1959) and Ghan parameterizations.
The number of droplet nucleated relates to the aerosol number concentration and four dirnensionless
terms Sm, c;, 1'), and o. Sm is the critical supersaturation of an aerosol with radius rm (geomettic mean
radius of the aerosol size distribution), c; is related with vertical motion, 11 is related with vertical motion
and aerosol number concentration, and a is the standard deviation of aerosol size distribution. The
limitation is that the parameterization only applies to a single mode lognormal aerosol size distribution
and uniform chemical composition.
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Figure 1. Observed aerosol size distributions from flight 14 in NARE 1993 and their lognomal fitting
curve (solid line) with cF 1.5, dg= 1.8 f-lm and N,=500 cnf 3

2. Evaluation and development of parameterizations
Ghan and Razzak' s parameterization were evaluated against observations made over Gulf of
Maine and Bay ofFundy during the 1993 North Atlantic Regional Experiment (NARE). Leaitch et al.
(1996) described the relationship between aerosol particle and cloud droplet properties. In total, 14
flights were conducted in and around the marine stratus clouds that formed in the air over the cooler
waters of the Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy in August and September 1993. As an example, the
observed aerosol size distributions from Flight 14 is very close to part of a single mode lognormal
distribution with a standard deviation cr=l.5 1111d a mode diameter dgc~\.8 f-ltn. The aerosol size
distributions used in the evaluation of parameterizations are based on tl1e shape of the aerosol size
distribution given in Figure! bnt the number concentrations are adjusted for the broader size range of
the log-nonnal fit. The aerosol particles are assumed to be anm1onium sulfate. In comparison, tlre
NARE indicated a much lower snlfate fraction (Liu et al. 1996).
Vertical velocity is anotl1er key parameter for the paran1eterization. Conm1only, the vertical
velocity is given as w = w + w', where W is tl1e large-scale mean velocity, w' is the turbulent tenn
having standard deviation u w' and a mean "W' =0. The veriical velocities observed m NARE clouds are
studied and one example is given in Figure 2. From Figure 2 we can see that the observed w' in Flight
14 is randomly distributed. The velocity could be distinguished between a turbulent area (800-2000s)
and a smooth area. Two frequency distributions of w' relevant to the turbulent area and the smoothed
area are given in Figure 2 together with tbeir nmmal distribution curves. The frequency analysis has
shown thatw' follows a normal distribution. For a normal distributed w', there are about 96% of the
w located in the range of w ± 2 u w'.
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Ghan applied his parameterization to the large scale grid of a GCM using a sub-grid method.
This involves assuming the distribution of vertical guest velocity around the large grid. In comparing
the parameterized droplet number concentration with observations, this subgrid method is used. The
vertical velocity is assumed to follow a nonnal distribution with a standard deviation u w', a large-scale
velocityW and a density function q'>(w;). Then the droplet number concentration is a summary of
droplet number concentration in each subgrid box with a density q'>(w;) where the ve1tical velocity is
given by w;

=w +w;. (i.e. Nd

=

I'.Nd.;(w;)q'>(w;)).
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Figure 3. Comparison of para.meterized droplet number concentration with observed droplet number
contraction for all flights in NARE 1993.
By coupling observed aerosol number concentration and other meteorological data such as
temperature and pressnre with vertical velocity, we simulated the droplet number concentration for all
flights in NARB clouds. Since the NARB clouds were the result of the advection of wanner air over
cooler water, the w is low and assumed to be zero here. The comparison of observed <md
parameterized droplet number concentrations for all flights in NARE are shown in Figure 3. The line in
fis;ure 3 is the l: l line. Differences between Ghan's results and the obse.rvations are less than 58% and
differences between Razzak's results and tbe observations are less than 66% for all data points.
Razzak's parameterization prodnced lower droplet number concentrations than Ghan's
parameterization. Difference between these two paran1eterizations a.re less than 47%. In general, both
parameterizations m1derestimate the droplet number concentration.
As we mentioned previously, aerosol particles are assumed to be hundred percent soluble in our
discussion. But observations indicate that NARE aerosols have a much lower soluble fraction. When
aerosol's solubility is considered, the parameterization will predict even lower droplet number
concentration.
Three possible reasons were considered for the underestimation of the average droplet number
conccntraion. First, the underestimation could be caused by the aerosol size distribution we used in the
calculation. As multirnode distributed aerosols are often observed in the atmosphere. Single mode
aerosol size distribution may not appropriate for the NARE observation.
The increase of large-scale vertical ve.locity could increase the droplet number concentration.
Several different
have been tested. For Ghan' s parameterization, will w is higher then 5cmls, the
predictions become closer to the observations. For Razzak's parameterization, w higher than 10 cm/s
is needed for agreement. It is not possible to determine the equivalent w from these data.
The third possible reason could be that tbe sub-grid representation of the w' is not suitable to
predict the average droplet number concentration. As we mentioned before, these two parameterizations
were developed based on the cloud formation processes in an adiabatic air parcel. Other processes such

w
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as entrainment, are not considered. These processes can have a large affect on the droplet populations.
For such reason, Ghan and Razzak' s parameterizations might only be appropriate for estimate the
maximum droplet number concentration in the clouds. This is tested next.
It is assumed that the maximum vertical velocity wm" is related to the maximum droplet
number concentration observed in the experiment. For a normal distributed w' , there are 96% of the
w located in the range of w ± 2 CJ w'. So, it is set equal to wm" =W + 2 CJ w' • Using w m~ , the
maximum droplet number concentrations are calculated and shown in Figure 4 together observed
maximum droplet number concentration. The parameterized droplet number concentrations are close to
the observations for most of the flights. There are three cases in Figure 4 for which the parameterized
maximum droplet number concentrations are much higher than the observation. For all three points,
both N, and CJ w' are found to be much higher than the average in the NARE clouds. Comparing the
results of Figure 4 with those of Figure 3, it appears tlmt the maximum droplet munber concentrations
are better predicated then the average values by both of the parameterization.
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However, the purpose of the parameterization should eventually present the average cloud
droplet number concentration instead of the maximum droplet number concentration. Using the
relationship between the average and the maximum droplet number concentration reported by Leaitch et
al. 1996 and shown in Figure 5, the average droplet number concentration can be calculated from the
maximum droplet number concentration. The curve fit from the predicted maximum Nd from Figure 4
are compared with the average Nct are shown in Figure 6. The predicted droplet number concentrations
are closer to the observed average droplet number concentrations, with the exception of the three cases
mentioned above. Also, droplet number concentrations predicted by Razzak's parameterization are
closer to the observations than that from Ghan's parameterization. Generally, the results have a better
agreement with observation than the predication presented in Figure 3.
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·fh e accuracy of predrct:ion,
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A = --=·
Nd 'b"w'd
. d "10r both sub- -- , was a Iso exannne
11

grid method and peak value method for two parameterizations. For all cases discussed in Figure 3, A is
close to 0.6. For all the simulation in Figure 6, A is close to !.!.
3, Summary
Two paran1eterizations developed by Ghan et aL (1993, 1995) and Razzak et aL (1996) have
been examined against observations. As applied, both Ghan and Razzak' s parameterization of the subgrid method for specifying vertical velocity underestimated the average droplet number concentration
for stratiform clouds. A peal< value method has been developed using empirical results to improve the
parameterization for the large-scale model. By using peak value methods, average droplet number
concentrations in stratifonn clouds could be predicted with an average accuracy close to 1.1.
Aerosol properties are important to the droplet nucleation. For the further study, we will
continue our study by examine the affect of the aerosol's chemical properties, solubility's and multimode distribution on the cloud nucleation parameterization.
In addition, we will test the
paran1eterizations, including the sub-grid method for the vertical velocity in the framework of a GCM
colunm modeL
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1. Introduction
A better knowledge of the distribution and characteristics of cloud and precipitation is very
important to understanding and modeling the Earth's environment. Remote sensing from space provides a
powerful tool for measuring these parameters because it covers not only land but ocean as well, over which
observational data arc difficult to be obtained otherwise. Because the atmosphere and cloud are relatively
transparent under its frequencies, microwave radiometry has been widely used for remote sensing of precipitation and surface properties.
We have developed algorithms for retrieving liquid water path, ice water path, rainfall rate and
snowfall rate over open ocean from satellite SSM/l and SSMff-2 data in the past several years. In this
report we present the basic ideas of these algmithms as well as their applications. We mainly focus on two
regions: tropical westem Pacific during TOGA COARE and North Atlantic during 1992-1993 wiuter.

2. Retrieval Algorithms
A 32-strearn radiative transfer model was developed for calculating polarized brightness
temperatures at the top of the atmosphere. The model was first published in Liu and Curry ( 1992) and
recently was refined· by solving the differential equations using discrete ordinate method. Although
algorithms developed for retrieving geophysical parameters are much simpler than the radiative transfer
model, the model results were used as a guidance for algoritlm1 development.

a. Liquid Water Path
Tilis is a physically based algorithm that retrieves liquid water path for both nonprecipitating
(cloud water) and precipitating clouds (sum of cloud and rain water) using SSM/l data. We have incorporated cloud temperature into this algorithm using ancillary infrared satellite data (e.g., !SCCP doud top
temperature data). A threshold is used to determine whether there is auy precipitation in the satellite field of
view. Separate retrieval schemes arc derived for nonprecipitating and precipitating clouds. A tunable clear··
sky radiation scheme is developed to separate radiation of atmosphere and ocean from that of liquid water.
A full description of this algorithm can be found in Liu and Curry ( 1993). Fig. 1 shows a comparison of
the retrieved and aircraft in situ measured liquid water path for 10 cases during CASP II. The correlation
2
coefficient is 0. 8, bias is 6 g nf with satellite underestimating relative to the aircraft, and the nns error is
41 gm·'

b. Ice Water Path
The ice water path algoritlun uses 92 and 150 GHz data from SSM/T-2 (Liu and Curry, 1996).
First, it calculates the depression at !50 GI-Iz caused by ice scattering while using 92 GI-Iz data to assess
the non-ice background radiation. A series of radiative transfer model simulations are then done to establish
a relationship between the 150 GHz brightness temperature depression and ice water path. The ice water
336

path is calculated from the model--derived formula. A version of this algorithm using airborne MillimeterWave Imaging Radiometer (MIR) 89, !50, aud 220 GHz data was validated by in situ data obtained during
TOGA COARE (Liu and Curry, 1997a). Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the retrieved aud in situ measured
ice water path for 7 cases. The correlation coefficient is 0.9 aud the bias is I 14 gm·' with the retrievals
underestimating. But the bias is caused mainly by one case (case d) which is for an eyewall of a tropical
storm and has a large horizontal inhomogeneity.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of ice water path retrieved
airborne MIR with in situ measured values
during TOGA COARE.

Fig 1 Comparison of satellite retrieved and
aircroftfrom in situ measured liquid water path
during CASP 11.
c. Rainfall

The rainfall retrieval algorithm, that was originally developed by Liu and Curry (1992) aud then
modified by Liu and Cuny (1996}, uses both emission aud scattering signals from SS M/I data. lt also has
a correction of beam-filling problem due to the inhomogeneity of the rain field in a satellite pixel. This
algorithm participated the First aud the Third GPCP Algorithm lntercomparison Project (AIP-1 aud AIP-3)
and the Second and the Third NASA's WetNet Precipitation Intercomparison Project (PIP-2 aud P!P-3). In
addition to rairlfail rate, a cloud and precipitation classification technique was proposed by Liu et al.
(1995). This teclmique uses both microwave aud infrared data to classifY cloud aud precipitation into 8
types as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, not only rainfall rate but also type can be determined from satellite
data.

d. Snowfi;dl
The snowfall retrieval algorithm is based on a similar approach to that of ice water path algorithm.
A full description eau be found in Liu and Curry (1997b). 92 and 150 GHz SSM/T-2 data are used in this
algorithm. There is no in situ snowfall measurement over ocean for the algorithm validation. To
qualitatively verify the retrieval we instead compared mean snowfall rate with snowfall frequency derived
from COADS ship weather reports. Fig. 4 shows that rainfall rate from SSM/I, snowfall rate from SSM/T2, rainfall and snowfall fractions from COADS for January and February, 1993. It is seen that the pattern
of snowfall distribution is similar to that of snowfall fraction with the greater values showing near the
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coasts of Canada and Greenland while rainfall rate and fraction appear to be larger along the Gulf Stream.
This comparison indirectly validates the snowfall retrieval.
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3. Meteorological Applications
a. TOGA COARE

Cloud aud rain statistics in the region of !5°S- l5°N, 130°- 180°E from Nov. 1992 to Feb. 1993
are calculated using algorithms described above and listed in Table I. Note that these results are based on
SSM/1 retrievals which have a horizontal resolution of about 50 km. The analysis shows that most of the
cloudiness in this region is associated with wam1 nonprecipitating clouds. Precipitating pixels comprised
only about 15% of total cloud pixels. Of the precipitating pixels, about 50% have cloud top temperatures
warmer than -40°C. It is also shown that these warmer precipitating clouds contribute about 23% of the
total rain amount, while the remaining 77% of total precipitation is divided almost equally by stratifonn
and deep convective precipitating clouds.
Table 1 Cloud aud Rain Statistics
area coverage
mean rain rate
percent of total
cloud type
-------~%) ______(nnulb) · - - - - rain,(%) __
1
0
0
thin Cirrus
2
0
0
thick Cirrus
5.3
1.6
36
stratiform rain
deep convective rain
9.4
41
I
21
0
0
mid nonprecipitating cloud
6.6
0.7
19
mid precipitating cloud
61
0
0
warm nonprecipitating cloud
watm precipitating cloud
2.1
0.3
4
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Fig. 5 shows the mean relationship between ice water path and cloud top temperature for non-,
light- and heavy-precipitating elands derived from MIR and MODIS data in 12 ER-2 flights during TOGA
CO ARE. It is seen that on average ice water path and cloud top temperature are well correlated although
the relationship is noisier for light-precipitating clouds when their cloud top temperatures are relatively
warm. That is, on average clouds containing more ice water tend to have higher cloud tops.
Similar to Fig. 5, Fig. 6 shows the mean relationship of liquid water path and cloud top
temperature, the former is retrieved from SSM/l and the latter from GMS lR data. It is seen that except for
light-precipitating cloud there is no clear correlation between liquid water path and cloud top temperature.
This result illustrates that the different formation and growth mechanisms of liquid and ice water in the
clouds.
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Fig 6Mean relationship between liquid water path and cloud top temperature.
b. North Atlantic Ocean
The North Atlantic Ocean is one of the most persistently cloudy region. During winter in
Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Seas, a substantial amount of precipitation falls as snow. Snowfall over
open ocean may be particularly important to the ocean surface buoyancy because in addition to the
freshwater flux associated with snowfall, snow also needs ·extra heat to melt as it reaches the ocean surface
(Curry et al., 1996). Fig. 7 shows the mean precipitation rate and the snowfall percentage in the GIN Seas
during Jan. and Feb. 1993. It is seen that more than half of the precipitation falls as snow. From Fig. 3 it is
also shown that the horizontal distributions of rain and snow have different pattems. By examining the
relationship between surface wind and precipitation and conducting case studies, it is found that rainfall
and snowfall are associated with different weather types. Rainfall occurs mainly along Gulf Stream ··North
Atlantic Drift, caused by the passage of low pressure systems. Snowfall is usually associated with cold air
advection from the north or northwest. It is thought that the snowfall is produced by the convective clouds
under unstable conditions of cold air advecting over wanner water. As a results of the different causes of
340

the two precipitation types, the mean rainfall and snowfall display different distributions: rainfall is higher
along Gulf Stream -North Atlantic Drift while snowfall is higher near the coasts of Canada and Greenland .
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Abstract
We measured solar spectral irradiance from 290 nm to 400 nm for a variety of cloud
conditions in San Antonio, Texas (29. 5o N). Comparing the results of these measurements to
computer calculations reveals no wavelength dependence of' UV transmission through clouds
which can not be accounted for by assuming a constant value of single scattering albedo for
clouds. However, these results also indicate that partly cloudy conditions can produce complex
spectral effects which are not included in models which assume a uniform cloud cover.

1. Measurement of Spectral Irradiance
Using an Optronic Laboratories Model 01752 spectroradiometer, we routinely acquire solar UV
spectral irradiance data with I run resolution at I 0 minuted intervals in San Antonio, Texas. The intensity
calibration of this instnuncnt is checked daily against a NIST traceable standard lump which is powered by
a high precision current supply. Tbe optics head ofthe instrument is kept in a temperature controlled
enclosure in order to minimize calibration changes due to cnvirorunental temperature variations. The
wavelength calibration is checked by comparison to standard mercury emission lines and by comparison of
the position of spectral lines in the measured solar irradiance spectrum with a standard solar spectrum We
have measured the slit function for the spectroradiometer and have assessed the effect of this slit function
on our measured data. Based on the measured system characteristics and our calibration procedures, we
can demonstrate a wavelength accuracy better than 0.3 run and an absolute intensity measurement better
than 10% between 290 run and 400 11111 (Loxsom et al., 1994). We also use a computer-controlled shade
disk in order to measure the direct and diffhse components of total solar spectral irradiance on the
hmizontal (Loxsom, eta!., 1996).
Since a scan of the solar spectrum from 290 11111 to 400 11111 requires about six minutes, we
simultaneously monitor both the total and the diffuse solar lNB inadiance with a pair of broadband UVB
radiometers (Yankee Environmental Systems UVB-1). If the broadband instmments measures a significant
change in either the total or the diffuse solar UVB radiation over the scan acquisition period, the measured
solar irradiance spectrum acquired by the spectroradiometer is not considered to be a true spectmm and is
rejected.
Under cloudy conditions, the solar irradiance rarely remains constant for the duration of the six minute
interval required for a complete scan from 290 mn to 400 mn; therefore, tmder these conditions we
measured irradiance at 7 discrete wavelengths distributed through the UV spectmm (300, 309, 330, 344,
358, 368, and 388 run). Since the acquisition of these 7 measurements required about 20 seconds, this data
was much more likely to represent the actual solar spectrum under cloudy conditions.
2. Calculation of Spectral Irradiance.
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We have calculated spectral irradiance using an atmospheri1; radiation transfer model developed by
Sasha Madronich et al. (Madronich et al., 1997). This model is ba>;ed on the discrete ordinateN program
developed by Stamnes (Stamnes and Swanson, 1981 ). The calculation&· repotted here are based on <I single
layer of clouds at 5 km. The single scattering albedo of the cloud is ·1aken to be 0.9999 and the cloud
scattering asymmetry factor is taken to be 0.85. Aerosol optical depth wa.' set at 0.15 at 340 mn ana' total
column ozone value was chosen to match the measured clear sky data. The surface albedo was taken to be
0.
3. Clear Sky Comparisons.
Figures I and 2 display typical clear sky calculated and measured irradiance spectra. These results
indicate that the computer model can accurately predict both the direct and diffirstl components of the
spectrum as well as the total spectra£ irradiance. Figure 3 presents this clear sky do:ta as the ratio of the
measured total spectral irradiance to the calculated total spectral irradiance. The fact that the line has
negligible slope indicates that the computer model accurately accounts for the spectral ,eflects of scattering
from aerosols and gases for clear sky conditions.
4. Initial Cloudy Sky Comp11risons
For cloudy sky conditions, we calculate cloud transmission to detem1ine the effect of clouds on UV
irradiance. Measured cloud transmission is defined as the ratio of the measured irradiance divided by the
cafculated clear sky irradiance. Calculated cloud transmission is the ratio of calculated cloudy sky
irradiance to calculated clear sky irradiance; cloud optical depth is chosen so that the average cah~ulated
cloud transmission agrees with the measured value.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of measured cloud transmission to calculated cloud transmission for three
different cloudy sky conditions. This graph seems to indicate cloud transmission includes a wavelengthdependence which is not accounted for by the computer model.
1bese anomalous results may be au artifact due to the long time (six minutes) required to acquire a
measurement of the solar spectmm. TI1e apparent spectral dependence of the relative transmission may L'C
the result of gradual changes in cloud transmission during this acquisition period.
In order to remove this potential error in the cloud transmission data, we modified our data-acquisition
programming so that we acquired irradiance data at a small number of specific wavelengths; this approach
allows much more rapid acquisition of data. !u the rest of this paper, we display data taken at 330 nm and
388 nm; the time between these readings was less than 15 seconds.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of the measured transmission at 330 nm to the measured transmission at
388 nm for data taken during June 1997. This figure seems to reinforce the results shown in Figure 4: there
seems to be an anomalous spectral dependence which may result in either greater or less transmission at
shorter wavelengths than longer wavelengths. However, as we will show in the next section, this apparent
anomaly can be easily explained.

5. Overcast Sky Conditions
Figure 6 shows the ratio of the measured transmission at 330 mn to the measured transmission at 388
nm for overcast sky conditions. "Overcast sky conditions" is defined as transmission values at 388 mn less
than 0.6. Also shown on this graph are the corresponding cafculated values of the relative transmission for
cloudy conditions. The close agreement between the measured aud calculated values indicates that the
computer model accurately predicts the spectral composition of transmitted UV irradiance. As indicated by
this figure, the transmission at 330 is about 15% higher than the transmission at 380 nm. This result is a
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consequence of the relative reduction in short wavelength scattering when cloud scattering replaces
Rayleigh scattering; the cloud allows relatively more short wavelength light to get to the surface.
6. Partly Cloudy Conditions
Figure 7 shows the results for partly cloudy and clear conditions. The points which lie above the clear
sky line correspond to conditions where the sun is blocked by clouds while the sky remains at least partly
cloud free. In this situation, Rayleigh scattering dominates and causes as much as a 60% relative increase
in apparent transmission at 330 nm compared to the apparent tnmsmission at 388 1m1. Model calculations
confirm these results. It is important to realize that this phenomena is not a cloud transmission effect, but is
a result of the non-uniformity of the cloud cover.
The points which lie belo~ this line can be explained by the sun shining through a break in a nearly
unifom1 cloud cover. This effect causes the measured spectrum to shift toward the longer wavelength end
ofthe spectrum; direct irradiance dominates.
A somewhat different sky condition explains the data displayed in. Figure 8. In this case, the sun is at a
low elevation angle so that direct inadiance, striking clouds from the bottom and sides, scatters downward.
11Iis conditions leads to transmission values greater than I. For this condition scattered (diffuse) radiation
rather than direct irradiance dominates.
Conclusions
Comparing the results of UV measurements and computer calculations reveals no wavelength
dependence of UV transmission through clouds which can not be accounted for assuming a single value of
single scattering albedo for clouds. However, these results also indicate that partly cloudy conditions can
produce complex spectral effects which are not included in models which assume a urutorm cloud layer
covering the sky from horizon to horizon. These results suggest that accurate prediction and forecasting of
ground level UV irradiance will require careful consideration ofthis effect.
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Figure 1,

Measured and Calculated Total Spectral Irradiance

for Clear Sky Condtions.
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Satellite Derived Cloud Properties and Precipitation
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Satellite data obtained from the mcteosat geo-stationary and NOAA I AVHRR which orbit from
South to the North, provides two kinds of atmospheric products in an operational way:

*

•

Cloud tracking, cloud temperatures
Winds, temperature and humidity profiles .

These products have a limited accuracy. Nevertheless, they have been an impmtant component in
improving the quality of short and medium weather forecasts, rainfall estimates, vegetation monitoring,
flood monitoring, study the geophysical parameters such as the elements of radiative budget, just to
mention some few products. The contents of the satellites' infommtion is much more rich, allowing us to
have more confidence in using tllis data.
Zambia's rainfall is mostly Monsoon and exhibits low frequency inter-mmual variability. The rain
season starts at the end of October or beginning of November and ends during the month of March or
April. This rainfall is typically associated with the Southern Inter- tropical convergence Zone (SITCZ) or
Zaire Air Boundary ( ZAB) and is characterized by heavy thunderstorms with intense rainfall.
At Zambia Meteorological Department, one of the application of the satellite infmmation is in
rainfall estimation by correlating Cold Cloud Duration (CCD) information at a given threshold temperature
on daily or 10 days basis with observed rainfall measured using standard rain gauge. This is more usefiil in
areas which are not accessible or the density of the standard rain gauge is very low.
This paper presents a statistical analysis of the relationship between CCD values in hours and
measured rainfall at ten (I 0) meteorological stations in Zambia. The data studied is from November to
April for a period of four years (1992 - 1996).
The regression method employed in this study gave me a significant positive correlation of 0.99 (r
~ 0.99) for all the stations. This shows that the increase in the amount of CCD values at a given
temperature threshold corresponds to an increase in rainfall. And this was more evident during the months
of December, Jmmary and Febnmry when the incursion of Zaire airflow is over Zambia and S!TCZ is to
the south of the country.
The method applied has been over Zmnbia only it has yet to be proved SADC or any part of the
world.
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Theoretical problems of weather modilication by iom
Lev A Pokhemlnykh
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1. Introduction

In !989 near Moscow, the first positive results were obtained in the action with ions on
meteorological processes by means of a ground-based installation. Data and experience of previous
experimental work, [1], [2] and others, were utilized for that task. Experiments were made with the purpose
of verifying one of the consequences of an atmospheric electricity model build before, in which the reality of
electrostatic field screening by neutral matter was considered [3]. According to the model, the courses of
meteorological processes have to be sensitive to the electric state ofthe atmosphere.
From further years of experimentation, the theoretical conception of ions actions mechanism on
meteorological objects and processes took the following outlook
1. A meteorological process is mainly a result of temperature distribution variability in space and time.
2. About half of the heat (Poooct=88 W/m2 ) that gets into the atmosphere comes as water vapor heat
condensing on aerosol pmticles.
3. Aerosol particles appear and grow in the atmosphere only on centers (nuclei) of condensation.
4. The main centers of condensation in the atmosphere are ions from vertical electric current of the
conductivity. (This assertion is based on experiments showing that during the first 0.1 see of appearance
in the atmosphere, and ion aerosol particle with a radius of up to IO~'m (4]; hence, the theoretical
prohibition stated by Thomson equation for aerosol growth in ambient of common relative hmnidity,
between radii froml0~ 10 to I o~'m is not valid).
5. Aerosol particles can grow by a consideration mechanism up to radii of r, m.x'=l0~ 5 m [5].
6. Mentioned above data let to establish the relation between the power of condensation, Pcood, heat in a
vertical atmospheric post. of unit cross section and the natural vertical electric ctm·ent density j, as

p cond

=.:

k. ffiarnax Qe. jJ
.

where:
m,m..x=4/3nr\moxP - maxin1al mass of aerosol particle grown by condensation process;
p - mass density of water;
Q - latent heat of water condensation;
e - charge of ion;
In equation (l) the values of all tenus are known from independent measmements, with the exception of
coefficient K. In order to equalize both members of (1) it is necessary to make K~0.5 for above mentioned r,
max·

7.

Equation (I) may he one of the important dependance in forecast models and practice of weather
modification by ions. lt shows that the natural or artificial variation of j has to lead to the change of air
temperature T.
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_j__ Pcond_T
For example, whenj=O, the temperature drop must be about 100°C.
One ELA T (Electrification of Local Atmosphere) ground based installation created an electric
current in atmosphere of B:4mA. It is equal to the natural electric current of conductivity in a circle of radius
ro'020km (at j=3xl0.12 Nm2). Horizontal air movement did not allowed us to create the condition j=O. The
temperature drop that we got was about 5 to I O"C. At the same time , the territory S of influence was bigger.

s_pcm;d_const
The possible relation between _P and S is
8.

It follows from (1), that the relationship between the average change of heat power

~Pcond

created

S'- P cond_ = Kmamax Qw.J
Ptnst

artificially in a territory S, and the outlay of electric power Pi""' creating this change is
where: w=eu- energy of ionization of molecules
(' - 1.J __ cone/_]

p

0

12

Ptnst

Using the known values of terms in (4 ), one gets
That is, the gain of energy is about 10 12 times. For example, one ELAT installation of P1,,=6xl0 2Watt is
14
capable to provoke the change S_P conct= 10 Watt, comparable with the power of a meteorological process.
9.

To build the whole scheme of natural and artificial actions by ions on meteorological processes, we have
to take the following into consideration:
- The vertical electric current density j depends (besides other parameters) on ion concentration n1, in the
troposphere;
- There exist three mechanisms of ions appearance in the troposphere:
!.Arrival of negative ions from the earth surface.
2.Affluence of positive ions from upper atmosphere (both tmder electric potential difference between the
earth surface and ionosphere).
3. Appearance of ion couples in the nether atmosphere (as a result of cosmic rays passage).

- Ion concentration in the upper atmosphere n1u depends on intensity of short wave solar radiation
(ultraviolet and X-rays) j,w which in average is a function of the sun cycle phase~,.
In view of that, relation (I) allows us to constmct the next change of dependance between power changes of

natural or artificial ions sources and the weather and/or climate variations:
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The only new element in the chain is the link j=> _Pcoed.
2. Conclusions
It follows the imp01tance of verifying the validity of relationship (I) for its utilization in forecast models
for weather and climate, as well as for jobs in weather modification.
2. Utilization of a technology based on action by ions makes it possible, with the help of an installation
network to modify atmosphere conditions in arbitrary scales with negligible outlay of energy.
At present time limited knowledge about all details of ion action mechanism requires further investigation.
I.
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Abstract
Expressions of the warm cloud droplet effective radius and of the cloud optical thickness
have been derived by using theoretical arguments. These expressions depend either upon the
cloud thickness or upon the liquid water path. They have been used in relation to SSM!I images
(extraction of the liquid water path) and collocated METEOSAT3 IR high resolution images in
order to determine algorithms allowing the determination of the effective radius and of the cloud
optical thickness of maritime layer clouds developing in the tropical Atlantic regions.

1. Introduction
The cloud radiative properties depend upon the cloud optical characteristics (i.e. optical thiclmess t
and single scattering albedo w), that are expressed in terms of the droplet effective radius Re. By means of
theoretical arguments, Pontikis (1993, 1996) and Pontikis and Hicks (1996) have derived parameterized
expressions of Re and t tlmt are function of either the liquid water path L or the cloud thickness H. TI1ese
pararneterized expressions that were initially obtained for their introduction in the radiative scheme of a
global climate model (Dandin et al., 1996) may also provide another way of obtaining algorithms allowing
the retrieval of the cloud droplet effective radius and/or the cloud optical thickness, by using high resolution
infrared satellite and Specific Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/1) data. Note that the SSM/1 data have
already been used in order to infer R< and t values (Drusch et al., 1995).
The main goal of this work is to establish a methodology that allows the determination of such
algorithms and to illustrate this methodology in terms of a selected example.
2. Methodology
The following methodology has been used : The tropical Atlantic region has been divided into
quadratic boxes. The average Re and t values corresponding to the same grid area have been determined by
using respectively METEOSAT3 high resolution IR images associated to the maritime cloud droplet
effective radius expression presented by Pontikis (1995) and SSMI/l data associated to the maritime cloud
optical thickness expression (Pontikis, 1993). The above mentioned R, and t expressions may be written as
follows:

(l)
t=0.361L 516

(2)

where Re is expressed in mm and L in gnf2 . Expressions (I) and (2) may be used in order to determine tl1e
average Re and t values, once an average H value has been determined by using the IR imagery dat<1 and an
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average L value has been determined from the corresponding SSM/I data associated to the liquid water
path algorithm presented by Petty (1990), L=-0.339ln(P 85 ), where P85 is the depolarisation ratio of the
85Mhz SSM/I channel in presence and absence of clouds. The Re and t series of values are then related to
the brightness temperatures of the seven SSM/1 channels (hereafter refered to as H 1o, H 3,, H 85 , V19 , Vz2, V3,
and V85 ) by using multiregressional analysis teclmiques.
3. Experimental study

(a)
Figure I. (a) : SSM/1 H" tropical Atlantic image (considered region). (b) : Same as for la, but for the !R
METEOSAT 3 image.
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Figure 2. Correlation between IR and corresponding SSM/I Hl9 channel brightness.
Figures l(a,b) present respectively the SSM/1 HI9 channel image and the METEOSAT3 IR image
of the considered tropical Atlantic region. In Fig. 2, the IR brightness values have been plotted against the
corresponding SSM/1 Hl9 brightness values. These values represent 2.5°x2.5° grid averages. The
correlation coefficient of the corresponding linear regression is equal to 0.63. Similar correlation coefficient
values are obtained between the other SSM/I chrumel brightnesses and the IR image brightness, thus
attesting for the rough collocation of the SSM/I and IR images at that grid scale.
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4. Effective radius and cloud optical thickness algorithms
The use of multiple regression techniques leads to two algorithms that allow respectively the
determination of R, and t as a function of the temperatures of the seven SS M/I charu1els. These algorithms
may be written as follows :
(3)
(4)

where

~is

_l_ _ _ _

0
l
2
0

0

4
5
6

7

obtained in mm. Table 1 contains the A and B coefficient values.

A__ ______ __!i_ _____ _

585.073796
3.023110
3.566835
2.435649
- 4.530381
0.191799
5.417010
- 4.995044

- 98.389405
- 2.977843
3.144148
0.020266
4.033138
0.603341
- 4.554454
1.287058

Table I : Multi-regression coefficients for Re and t expressions.
In figure 3a, the effective radius values pn)dicted by using algorithm (3) are plotted against the
effective radius values calculated by using expression (I) and the corresponding !R detennined cloud
thicknesses for the example presented in section 3.
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Figure 3 (a,b). (a) : Algorithm predicted effective radii plotted against theIR determined effective radii (a).
(b) : Same as for (a), but for the cloud optical thickness.
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Similarly, figure 3b presents the algoritlun predicted t values (equ. 4) plotted against the
corresponding t values obtained by using expression (2) and the SSM/1 derived L values. There is a good
agreement between the algorithm predicted R, or t values and the corresponding satellite derived R, or t
values. However, since the data set used to infer these algorithms is limited, further validation of the above
algorithms is necessary.
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Question:
Effective radius is a function of droplet concentration and liquid water content. How do you make
Re a function only of liquid water path? What about Nd (droplet concentration? Is Re a function of
pressure?
Reply:
We start with a theoretical expression that relates tl1e effective radius to the liquid water content,
the droplet concentration and the droplet spectral dispersion. Two different "standard" droplet
concentrations are used to infer two different effective radius parameterizations valid respectively in
maritime and continental clouds.
The effective radius parameterization used in the reference model version (Mourrettes's
parameterization) is pressure dependent. Timt only reflects the fact that in most clouds the droplet size is an
increasing function of height above cloud base.
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1. Introduction
An accurate representation of cloudy processes in general circulation models is one of the most
challenging problems of weather forecasting and climate research. For this purpose, large scale budgets
derived from observations are extremely useful, allowing to test existing pararnetrization schemes against
real data. In tbe present study, we use large scale budgets issued from the TOGA-CO ARE experiment (Lin
and Jolmson, 1996) together with a Cloud Resolving Model (CRM). These data are used botb to force the
model and to evaluate its performances. This is a widely used approach for testing convection shemes
(Bougeault 1985, Betts and Miller 1986). However, until recently (Grabowsky et al. 1996, Xu and Randa\1
1996), computing resources did not allow to perfonn this type of numerical simulations with a CRM. TI1e
major interest of this approach is that CRMs allow an explicit treatment of convection-microphysicsradiation interactions and give a complete data set of involved processes and cloud statistics (e.g. Guichard
et al. 1996), which cannot be derived from large scale observations alone.

2. Simulations
Several simulations have been pe1formed in 2D on a 512 km (or 256 kru) periodic domain with the
model of Redelsperger and Sonm1eria (1986),over 2 different periods of strong convective activity. The
first period Pl extents from the 12/ll/92 to the 12117/92, i.e. prior to the westerly wind burst (WWB) of
December, and the second one P2 from tbe 12/20/92 to the 12/26/92, during tbe WWB. This framework is
also used to evaluate and inter-compare CRMs in the context of GCSS WG4, for period P2 (Krueger et al.
1996). The simnlation is initialized and forced with the observed large scale fields, with a technique similar
to Grabowski et al. (1996). For botb cases, precipitation rates (Fig. 1) as well as apparent heat source Ql
and moisture sink Q2 are in good agreement with observations (Fig 2). However, simulated temperatures
are usually too cold (1-2 K) in the low aud middle troposphere, and exhibit some warm cores (1·2 K) at
high levels (Figs. 3 aud 4). Diffewnces between modelled and' observed moisture fields exhibit different
structures for the 2 periods, possibly related to differences in moisture and/or large scale forcing structures.
Simulated Outgoing Longwave Radiation agrees reasonably well witb observed, although weaker, and
exhibiting some phase delay (Fig. 5).

3. Sensitivity Tests
Several sensitivity tests to different features of physical parameterizations have been perfom1ed. In
this part, we focus on tests involving the high cloud cover, which was fom1d to be an important feature of
the simulation, directly interacting witb radiation and modulating the mean radiative heating rate of the
system. Results shown hereafter have been perfonned on the second period P2, over 256 km width
domains. Three simulations are used, respectively called REF, HIGHSED and CLDLW.
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a. Sensitivity to high cloud cover
REF and illGHSED are used to analyse the sensitivity of the results to the high cloud cover. A
representation of cloud ice sedimentation has been introduced in the microphysical scheme of Caniaux et al.
(1994), partly based on Starr and Cox (1985). In illGHSED, cloud ice terminal velocities are increased by
50%, leading to a decrease of the high cloud cover (compare Fig. 6a and 6b). In pmticular, cloud ice tends
to last longer at higher levels above 12 km in REF than in HIGHSED. The impact of this strong
modification on the average temperature field is quite significant, and leads to an increase of tl1e cold biais
noted previously, reaching now 5 K around 12 km during the 6th day. This crude example illustrates the
impact of microphysical processes involving cloud ice on the resulting temperature fields, over a time scale
of the order of the week.

b. Sensitivity to cloud radiative properties
Radiative properties of clouds are parameterized in the model as a function of the cloud liquid
and/or ice water path and of an effective radius -we use the radiation scheme of the ECMWF (Morcrette
1991), and cloud ice radiative properties are based on Ebert and Curry (1992) and Smith and Shi (1992).
The simulation CLDLW is identical to REF except that is is perfonned with a different formulation of the
longwave emissivity of cloud (see Sui et al. 1994). Basically, it is weaker for a given cloud ice water path
in CLDLM, leading to a weaker cloud top infrared cooling. As in HIGHSED, but through! another process,
the high cloud cover is weaker in CLDLW that1 in REF (Fig. Sa), and temperature above 8 km is
significantly colder than in REF (Fig. 8b) (by 1-2 K at the beginning of the 6th day above 8 km).
Differences between the 3 simulations REF, illGHSED and CLDLW happened through coupled
modifications of both radiative and moist convective processes that will be shown at the workshop.
4, Summary
These results show that the CRM is able to reproduce, with a reasonably good agreement, mean
observed convective features over a time period of the order of 1 week It allows to fu1ther analyze
themodynamical budgets derived from the simulation (Redelperger and Guichard 1996). Sensitivity tests
presented in 3. point out the importance of high level cloudiness on the temporal evolution of temperature
(at this time scale). They also show the sensitivity of its prediction, both to microphysical processes
involved in cloud ice sources and sinks, and to radiative properties of these clouds. Finally, these results
illustrate our need for advanced parameterizations of these processes for anvils and stratifonn parts of
tropical convective systems, pm1icules type, size distribution and fall speed as well particulate optical
properties appear as very importm1t pard111eters. A better knowledge and representation of them are now
required in order to go further into the explicit simulation of these systems.
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Scale Effects On The Relationship Between Cloud Droplet And Aerosol Number
Concentrations: Observations And Climate Models
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1. Introduction
Clouds in the atmosphere play an important role in weather and climate studies. Size, nwnber
concentration (Nd), and the distribution of the cloud droplets are influenced by aerosols (Isaac et al., 1990;
Twomey, 1991; Leaitch et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1994; Gultepe et al., 1996). Aerosols, which have a net
cooling effect, can play two important roles: 1.) a direct effect where they scatter solar radiation back to
space, and 2.) an indirect effect where they change the number density and concentration of cloud droplets
and thus affect cloud albedo.
In the present study, observations collected by aircraft during Canadian field projects are used to
study the effect of the averaging scale on the relationship between droplet and aerosol number
concentrations.
2. ObservatiQns

Observations during five tleld projects were collected by the National Research Council of Canada
DHC-6 Twin Otter. Table I denotes the project name, date, location, cloud type, and temperature. The
Syracuse project was performed in New York State during 1984. The Eulelian Model Evaluation Field
Study was conducted in southern Ontario during 1988 (EMEFS I) and 1990 (EMEFS !I). The North
Atlantic Regional Experiment (NARE) was conducted in Nova Scotia during 1993. TI1e Radiation,
Aerosol, and Cloud Experiment (RACE) took place over the Bay of Fundy and Central Ontario during
1995. Observations were obtained from mainly stratus and stratocumulus cloud types. Some of the
observations during EMEFS I were collected in cumuliform clouds (Leaitch et al., 1992). Cumulus clouds
have been taken out of the analysis, because their size is too small when analysis lengths greater than
about 10-15 km are considered.

Project

'

Syracuse
EMEFS I

Table 1: Shows the locations of field proiects
Year
Month
Location
Cloud

I
I

type

T !oC]

1984

17 Oct. - 14 Nov.

43 :04N ;76: 11 W

Land

[-15;15]

1988

21 Jul. .. 29 Aug.

44:58N;79:18W

Land

[-1 0;20]

1990

20 Mar. - 29 Apr.

46:20N;79:30W

Land

[-I 0; I 0]

1993

6 Aug. - 8 Sept.

43:50N;65:30W

Ocean

[0;20]

1995

15 Aug.- 4 Oct.

1--·
43:00N:67 OOW

Ocean

[0;30]

i

EMEFS I!

flat; Ion]

'

NARE

.J
I
I
I

I
I

·-~~-

RACE
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Cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) and diameter were obtained from a Particle Measuring
System (PMS) Forward Scattering Spectrorneter Probe (FSSP-100) operated in 15 cham1els in the 1.4-35.2
~-tm diameter range. FSSP measurements are corrected for probe dead time and coincidence as
reco111111ended by Baumgardner et al (1985).
Interstitial aerosol number concentrations (N;) during EMEFS I, NARE, and RACE were obtained
with a PMS Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP-lOOX) which samples in 15 channels in
the 0.13-2 ~-tm diam.eter range (Liu et al., 1993). Outside cloud, this instrument measures the dry aerosol
number concentration (N,) in the given size interval. Inside cloud, there is an uncertainty in N; due to
incomplete evaporation of cloud droplets which cam10t be completely separated from the d1y aerosols. Due
to the generally lower droplet number concentration seen after evaporation, this nncertainty will not be
significant. The PCASP probe had an internal flow problem for most of the time during EMEFS Il and this
may affect the scatter of the data but not the mean N,.
The data from the Syracuse and EMEFS I field projects were collected by an ASASP probe which
operated in the diameter range from 0.17 to 2 ~-tm (Liu et al., 1993). Because of a lower size lirnit in the
PCASP, N, from tlus probe can be larger than that of the ASASP. The ratio of the lowest two channels
(0.135 ~-tm to 0.165 ~-tm) of the PCASP to total N, was found to be from 8 to 30% for NARE and EMEFS
II. There is no way to estimate the particle concentration for sizes less than 0.17 1-'111 when using the
ASASP probe. Therefore, based on the other field data, N, during Syracuse and EMEFS l is
underestinmted by approximately 8-30%. The uncertainty in counting is about 12% for both the ASASP
and the PCASP.
3. Method .
Earlier methods used entire clouds (Jonas et al, 1994; Leaitch et al., 1992) to obtain a relationship
between droplet and aerosol number concentrations. Gultepe and lsaac (1996) used an averaging scale of
about 10 km to get a relationship between Nd and N,. Total aerosol number concentration (N,) within a
cloud is obtained by adding interstitial aerosol number concentration N; to total droplet number
concentration N,t:
(I)
In this section, data were handled using three different methods. In method I, I sec data obtained
from aircraft observations were directly used to obtain a relationship between N, and N,. Mean and sd
values for a given /:J.y interval were obtained. In method 2, cloudy segments were averaged on
approxin1ately a 10 km scale (200 s) for constant altitude flight legs for each field experiment , and the
mean and sd were calculated. The best fit applied to the mean values and sd valnes are shown in the scatter
plots. Nct and N, observations for the clouds are averaged over 200 s (about 10 km) constant altitude flight
legs for each field experiment.) Based on methods I and 2, relationships for each experiment were obtained,
and were then combined to get a relationship for clouds over ocean and land. h1 method 3, ctmmlative
probability (cp) and probability (p) values obtained from observations for all projects were calculated for
averaging intervals of 10, 50, 100, 300 and 500 sec. Median and 80% values of Nct and N, were
estimated for each averaging interval. From these values, relationships between median values and length
scales (1,) were obtained for the solely in-cloud regions (case l) and for both cloudy and clear air segments
(case !I).
4. Results

a. Relationships using 1 sec data (method 1)
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Observations of N, versus N, from each field project are shown in Figs. la-e. Results from the
Syracuse field project are shown in Fig. la where the bars represent variability inN, for a given N, value.
Nd increases with N,. The variability inN, is about ±350 cm· 3 for larger values ofN,. Fig. lb shows Nd
versus N, from the EMEFS I field project. The variability in N, for this case is about 200 cm·3 for a given
Nd value. The results from Syracuse, EMEFS I, and EMEFS 2 (Fig. le) case are found to be similar.
Fig. Id for NARE and Fig. le for RACE, representing mostly maritime clouds, show tlmt tlte variability in
N, for a given N, is larger than those of other plots, which represent clouds over land. The solid lines in
Figs. la-e represents the best fit and the equations (2 to 6) are given in Table 2, along with the nnmber of
data points used in the plots. The best fit types are chosen to obtain the maximum correlation coefficient
(R).

T a Ille 2 : R e IatiOIIS
.
h"i!pS b ase d

PROJECT

1 sec on d d at a

011

RELATIONSHIP

#

R

Eq.

Syracuse

N,= -3332+ 1362 log(N,)

46257

0.96

2

'EMEFSI

N,= -3476+ 1403 log(N,)

30355

0.98

~MEF-SII

N,= -5803+2096log(N,)

81039

0.92

------- ..,.,-NARE

rucE

-- 1-------

"

N,= -3129+ 1198 log(N,)

49878

N,= 0.00564(N,) 1612

81896

-

-

3
4

0.97

5

0.98

6

Relationships between N, and N,, representing clouds over land (Fig. la,b,c) and ocean (Fig. ld,e) were
obtained averaging data in the same intervals. These relationships for clouds over land and ocean are:

Nd

~

-4204 + 16201og(N,) .. R=0.95

(7)

and
Na = 2314+ 907log(N,) .. R=0.98,

(8)

respectively. R is the correlation coefficient. The number of points used for clouds over ocean and land
was 130,000 and 160,000, respectively.

b. Relationships using 200 sec data (method 2)
Relationships between Nd and N, from 5 different field projects, averaged over approxin1ately l 0
km segments are shown in Fig. 2. Figs 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d and 2e are for Syracuse, EMEFS I, EMEFS II,
NARE and RACE, respectively. Each figure shows all the data points with the associated error bars. Titc
solid lines represent the best fit, and their equations were chosen based on higher R values. Table 3 shows
the best fit and R values for each field project, along with the number of data points.
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PROJECT

T abl e 3 : R ~~ Iaf mns h'nps b ase d on 200 secon d d at a
Eq.
RELATIONSHIP
#
R

Syracuse

N,= -673+3631og(N,)

115

0.66

9

EMEFS I

N,= -766+ 396 1og(N,)

151

0.76

10

EMEFS li

N,= -698+357log(N,)

202

0.60

11

-::'NARE

Nr -382+2161og(N,)

249

0.59

12

RACE

N,= -213+ 1661og(N,)

204

0.62

13

--

..

..

-

Fig. 3 shows the N, versus N, based on the equations given in Table 3. The upper limit for N, for
Eq. 9 to 13 is 1000, 800, 1500, 1500, and 1200, respectively. The light dashed lines represent the best
fits. TI1e solid line is for clouds over land, and the dashed dark line is for clouds over ocean. The equations
of the best fit for clouds over land and ocean are:
(14)

Nd = -712+372log(N,) .. R = 0.67,

and
( 15)

N, = -297 +19llog(N,) .R = 0.61,

respectively.
c. Relationship between Nd and averaging length scales (method 3)

The cumulative probability and probability of 1 sec N cl and N, observations for clouds over ocean
and laud are sh0'>'11 in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In Fig. 4a, the cumulative probability (cp) ofN, reaches
a maximum value at about N,=500 cm·3 The median value is approximately 140 cnf3 . In the calculations,
N,>0.05 cm-3 were considered. In Fig. 4b, the probability values of Ne~ at dx=5 cnf3 intervals were
obtained. This figure indicates that the largest probability occurs when Nct is less than l 0 cm·'. The cp for
N, is shown in Fig. 4c. The median value for N, is about 350 cm-3 . Large probability values are seen when
N, is less than 1000 cm- 3 in Fig. 4d The dx values are 50 cnf 3 • Fig. 5 for clouds over land is obtained in a
similar way used for Fig. 4. The median value in Fig. Sa is found at about 150 cm-3: The cp reaches a
maximum of about 600 cm-3 . Fig. 5b shows that probability (p) of number concentration at Nct<10 cm'3 is
·much higher compared to that for clouds over the ocean. The cp for N, (Fig. 5c) in this case is found to be
similar to the ocean case. The median value ofN, is about 350 cm· 3. The probability of occurrence for N,
less than 50 cm-3 is found higher over land than for clouds over ocean.
In addition to the 1 sec data analysis, observations ofNct and N,are grouped into several segments.
Data are averaged over each segment, representing various time scales with 10, 50, I 00, 300, and 500
sec. The 1 second data from the Twin Otter describe approximately a 60 m space scale. Averaged values
represent either entirely homogeneous in-cloud regions (case!) or both cloudy and cloud free parts (case H)
along segments. Averaged values of Nct and N, less than 0.05 cnf3 and 1 cm·3 , respectively, over
averaging tinles were taken out from the analysis, because these values represent entirely clear air
segments. Data along 1 sec and 10 sec segments represent mostly cloudy regions. Then, median and 80%
cp values of Nct and N, were obtained as a function of space scale (L,). Fig. 6a shows the best fit (solid
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line) to data (circles) for case I obtained from median (50%) and 80% values ofNd for six different scales
for clouds over the ocean. Connected lines through the triangles are for the segments with clear air regions
along the flight path (case I!). Fig. 6b for clouds over land is obtained similar to Fig. 6a. It is seen that
averaging ofNct for both cases strongly depends on scales when L, is less than about 10 km. Nct values for
clouds over land are slightly larger than those over ocean. The best fits for the median and 80% values of
N, for clouds over ocean (case I) in Fig. 6a were obtained as:
Nct 50 %~ 103-30log(L,) .. R ~-0. 95

(16)

Nct 80 %~277-46log(L,) .. R~-0.89,

(17)

and

respectively. Similar equations for best fits shown in Fig. 6b for clouds over land (case I) are obtained as :
Nct' 0 %~ 126-30log(L,) .. R~-0. 95

( 18)

Nct 80 o/o~268-46log(L,) .. R~-0.89.

(19)

and

TI1ese equations were obtained based on an assumption that there are no clear regious (or break) within the
clouds. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 show the results if there are breaks within the cloud (case II). The
difference between the solid and dashed lines represents the effect of clear sections on averaged Nd. For
modelers, the use of the case II flt as shown with triangles, which includes clear air segments, is usefhl;
because a grid square area within a climate model is not always l 00% covered by cloud.

5. Discussions
a. General characteristics of the parameterized equations and averaging scale
Earlier suggested parameterized equations are shown in Table 4. In this table, the correlation
coefficient is only known for Eq. 22. This equation is suggested for cnmulus clouds over the ocean. The
curves obtained from the equations given in Table 4 are shown in Fig. 7. along with the other curves
suggested from the data presented in this paper. Curves with equation numbers 7 and 8 represent 1 sec
data for clouds over land and ocean, respectively. Curves 14 (land) and 15 (ocean) are for 200 sec data
used in obtaining Eqs. 14 and 15. TI1e differences between curves 7 and 8, or curves 14 and 15, suggests
that the relationship between Nct and N, is different for maritime and continental locations. Based on these
results, it would be difficult to use only one curve (e.g. 20 or 21), as suggested by Jones et al. (1994). The
results fl·om the present study were different in details but remarkably similar to Eqs. 20, 21, 23, and 24.
Only Eq. 22 from Raga and Jonas ( 1993) showed a substantial deviation from the other results. The reason
for this can be attributed to the use of observations from cumuliform clouds in their study, as opposed to
stratiform cloud data used in this study. It is also important to note that the curve ofEq. 21 is cUJtailed at
approximately Nd~200 cm·', and this lower limit is chosen to stop predicting more droplets than aerosol
particles (possibly an artifact of the equation being based on just sulphate concentrations). Curves
obtained by using 1 sec observations showed much steeper slopes compared to 200 sec averaged data and
earlier studies. This suggests that a large bias occurs if scale effects are not considered.
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Table 4: Relationsbios from the earlier stu d'IeS

AUTHORS

RELATIONSHIP
Nd~ 375(1-exp(-2.5 x 10"3N,))

Jones et al. (1994)
Jones et aL (1994)

-·- 1-----·

log(N,)~

·- 1--

0.257 log(OJ22N,)+ 1.95

-

Raga and Jonas (1993)

N,~ 14.0N,026

Martin et aL (1994)

N,~ 5.30+0.963N,-U5
0

Martin et al. (1994)

X

10'3N,'

N,~ -27.9+0.568N,-2. 10 X 10'4N,2

R
~--~

Eq.
20

... _......

21

0.95

22

----

23

--~M

24

b. Comparisons with earlier studies
Based on the studies of Martin and Jolmson (1992), and Ma1tin et al. (1994); Jones et al. (1994)
study used a relationship between N, and N" (Table 4 ), representing clouds over the entire earth. They also
compared Eq. 20 with one obtained from the study ofLeaitch et aL (1992) (Eq. 21 in Table 4). Eq. 21 in
this table is obtained assuming the same aerosol composition and size distribution as in Leaitch et al.
(1992), and that cloud water and particulate sulphate concentrations are equal; the original equations relate
N, to sulphate concentration. TI1e difference between Eq. 20 and 21 is significant, bl)t the trend is in the
same direction for both lines.
Martin et al. (1994) suggested equations 23 and 24 for. over land and ocean (Table 4),
respectively. N, for continental clouds ranges between 375 and 1500 cm- 3 For maritime clouds, its value is
between 36 and 280 cm·3 . TI1e standard deviation of the points from the best fit line is ±19 cm·' for
maritinle clouds and ±68 cm·' for continental clouds. Best fits for Eqs. 23 and 24 shows that they reach a
maximum value and then decrease This trend is not seen in the other cases in Fig. 7. lt is important to note
that, except for the Raga and Jonas (1993) study, all other studies, including this study, used observations
from mainly stratus and stratocumulus cloud types.

c. Effects ofNa lower cut-off on averaging Nd
The use of a lower limit in the calculation of Nct can affect the average or median concentration
values. The lower this limit, the lower the concentration values. This indicates that a good definition of
cloud boundaries ts required before making any type of averages.
6. Conclusions
The results suggest that parameterized equations between N, and N_, obtained from five field
projects, representing scales froni about 0.1 km up to about 50 km in stratifom1 clouds formed over land
and ocean, have significant differences in their slopes. Earlier studies did not consider the scale effects on
the relationships between N, and N,. Micro· and rneso-scale processes less than 10 km is the major source
of uncertainty in the parameterized equations. Also, breaks in the clouds (clear parts) can be very
inlportant in reducing Nd values. Therefore, the energy bndget of climate models, which use microphysical
parameterized equations. may have large uncertainties if scale averaging is not considered properly.
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Abstract
A series of numerical expenments simulating the January and July climatologzes have been
drawn by means of the French Community Climate Model (ARPEGE-climat) in relation to the
« standard » warm cloud droplet effective radius parameterization used in this model and to a
new theoretically based effective radius parameterization that depends upon the cloud character
/maritime or continental). The comparison between the results of these experiments reveals that
the model is very' sensitive to the ejf'ective radius parameterization change. This change qff'ects
mamly the shor/-lvave flux values and results in differences up to 25Wm-2 in the global shortwave jlux values at the top of the atmosphere. At smaller scales, non negligible precipitation and
suzji1ce temperature changes are also observed Another important ejfect of the parameterization
change is the destruction of the annual radiative flux equilibrium at the top of the atmosphere,
roughly estimated to -51 Wm· 2 Tuning the model version containing the new parameterization. in
order to ensure the above mentioned equilibrium, shows that this parameterization considerably
improves the agreement between model and cltmatologtcal cloudiness.

L Introduction
General circulation models (GCMs) are very sensitive to the parameterizations used to detennine
the warm cloud optical characteristics (i.e. cloud optical thickness t and single-scatter albedo ro) that are
usually expressed as functions of the cloud droplet effective radius Re. The latter represents the ratio of the
third to the second moment of the droplet spectral distribution. Slingo (1990) has shown that relatively
small changes in the R, values may offset the greenhouse effect corresponding to a doubling of the C02
concentration in the atmosphere.
Most pararneterizations used in GCMs in order to represent the warm cloud droplet effective radius
(Stephens, 1978b; Fouquart et al., 1989; Ingran1, 1990; Morcrette, 1989) have been deduced from intuitive
arguments combined to the behavior of limited observational data sets, thus not allowing a pertinent choice
of one of them. Pontikis ( 1996) has presented a parameterization that has been deduced from theoretical
arguments.
The main goal of this work is to test the sensitivity of the French Connnunity GCM "ARPEGEclimat" to the Pontikis' (1996) parameterization and to verify whether this more physically based
parameterization improves the agreement between the model results and the corresponding climatological
data. It has been introduced into the radiative scheme of the model and the results of the corresponding
numerical simulations for January and July have been compared to both the results of the reference model
version (that uses Morcrette's (1989) effective radius parameterization), and the January and July
climatological values.
2. Model description
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The "ARPEGE-IFS" GCM has been developed jointly by Meteo-France and the European Center
for Medinm Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and has been adapted by Deque et aL (1994) for climate
purposes. The model uses truncated spherical hannonics to represent fields in the horizontal and a hybrid
coordinate following tbe orography for tbe vertical discretization. The ECMWF radiative scheme (hereafter
referred to as FMR) has been recently introduced in the climate version (Dandin and Morcrette, 1996). In
FMR, the short-wave part derives from Fouquart and Bonnel (1980), while the infi·a-red part has been
formulated by Morcrette et aL (1986). Botb parts as well as clear and cloudy sky are treated separately.
Due to its cost, the radiation scheme is only called evety 3 hours and flnxes are computed at each time step
(!5 mu) considering that the emissivity and the transmissivity are kept constant. The model is tuned by
modifying the cloudiness in order to ensure the equilibrium of incoming and outgoing total radiation at tbe
top of tbe atmosphere on an atmual basis. This is achieved by modifying the relative humidity critical
vertical profile tbat allows tbe diagnostic of cloudiness. ARPEGE-climat has been validated at various
horizontal resolutions in 10-year integrations using prescribed monthly meatJ sea-sutface temperatures
observed between 1979 and 1988 (Deque et al., 1994). In the present work, the triangular truncation was
set at T42, thus implying a roughly 2.8 degrees gaussiatl grid for the non-linear and physics calculations. In
FMR, the warm cloud droplet effective radius is expressed as an empirical fimction of the atmospheric
level pressure p and varies between lOftlll and 45~-tm according to R,~lO.+ 0.035(1000.-p). The cloud
optical thickness ' is calculated by using the approximate relation F3L/2p1R,, where Lis the liquid water
path and p1 tbe liquid water density. No distinction is made between maritime and continental clouds. The
model version containing this paratneterization has been used as reference (hereafter referred to as REP).
Pontikis' parmneterization (Pontikis, 1996; Pontikis and Hicks, 1996) represents R, as simple power
fimction oftbe liquid water path, R,=AL 116 , atld also makes a distinction between maritime (A~4.15).aud
continental warm clouds (A=2..46). The model version that results when the FMR effective radius
parameterization is replaced by Pontikis' parameterization in the REF version is referred hereafter to as
NEW.

3. Numerical experiment
In order to check if a 35 day experiment was long enough to test the considered parameterization,
one simulation (January) has been mn for a longer time period (65 days). The comparison between the
results of these experiments shown in Table 1 reveals that tbe change in tbe differences of the global
parameter average values calculated by NEW and REF is negligible. A similar behavior is observed for tbe
zonally averaged parameter values, thus attesting that tbe 35 day simulations are long enough to study the
impact of the considered parameterization.
~ararneters(Jannarv~)------~------·
SW Top of Atmosphere ( Wm-2 )
2
SW Smface
( Wnf )
2
LW Top of Atmosphere ( Wm' )
LW Surface
( Wm-2 )
Cloudiness
( % )
Evaporation
(mm/day)
Precipitable Water
( kgm- 2 )
Latent heat
( wm·' )

NEW-REF 35
25.07
28.03
1.69
1.32
!.87
0.16
0.03
4.59

019
Sensible heat
_l_wm·')
-·------------Table 1 : Change in tbe Global Paran1eter Values
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NEW-REF 65
- 22.98
- 25.46
1.68
0.51
1.35
0.!!
0.26
3.36
0.46

The impact of the parameterization change on the global short and long-wave radiative flux values
at the top of the atmosphere and at the surface level (respectively referred to as SWTOA, SWSURF,
LWTOA and LWSURF) is shown in Table 2.
..

-

Global Averages (Jan.)
REF
-----·-(Wnf2)
SWTOA
247.47
(Wm-')
SW SURF
164.81
(Wm.')
LWTOA
-240.49
LWSURF (Wm'')
- 55.06
Global ;:\verages (Jul~)
REF
SWTOA (Wm-')
234.71
2
(Wm)
15337
SW SURF
-246.84
LWTOA (Wm-')
- 55.32
LWSURF (Wm-')
Table 2 : Global Short and Long-Wave Flux Values

NEW
222.40
136.78

-238.80
- 53.74
NEW
210.18
126.64
-245.05
- 55.25

It appears that the parameterization change influences mainly the global short-wave flux values. The REF
simulation leads to the highest SWTOA and SWSURF values. This may be easily related to the effective
radius behavior.ln Fig. 1, R, is plotted as a function ofL for both parameterizations.

......... -·-·-·-·-·-··--~-~·-·--~--·

o'------;t·----.fiijk--·

·-'*2o-;r-~---nl60,------;d.2oo

L(gm-2)

Figure 1 : Cloud droplet effective radius values detennined by using FMR's and Pontikis'
parameterizations as a function of the liquid water path L.
This figure has been established for low layer clouds for which the adiabaticity assumption may be made
(Bower and Choularton, 1992). In this case, the R, parameterization used in REF may also be easily
approximated as a function of L. It appears that, for all L values, the highest R, values correspond to the
REF effective radiu~ parameterization. Consequently, in REF, the interaction between clouds and solar
radiation is minimum, thus resulting in the maximum global short-wave flux values, while this interaction
becomes maximum in NEW, thus leading to the lowest SWTOA and SWSURF values. The influence of
clouds on the radiativc budget at the top of the atmosphere may also be illustrated in tenns of the shortwave cloud radiative forcing (SWCRF)_ This parameter represents the difference between the absorbed
short-wave fluxes in absence and presence of clouds and is also strongly affected by the parameterization
change. As an example, Fig. 2 presents the latitudinal variation of tbe zonally averaged SWCRFs
corresponding to the above mentioned January simulations and the comparison with the January Earth
Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) SWCRF latitudinal variation.
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Figure 2: Behavior of the latitudinal SWCRF profile for January REF (dash) and NEW (solid) simulations
and comparison with the corresponding ERBE profile (dots).
Both R, parameterizations tend to overestimate the SWCRF, whereby the largest SWCRF
overestimation is produced by NEW. For both R, parameterizations, the changes induced in the global total
precipitation value are negligible. Further, a decrease of the global temperature value is observed. At
smaller scales, the precipitation increases over the oceans and decreases over the continents. A similar
dipole response has been reported by Kiehl ( 1994).
Another important effect of the parameterization change is the destmction of the annual radiative
flux equilibrium at the top of the atmosphere. It has been roughly estimated to -51.27Wm'2 by
comparing the sum of the January and July SWTOA to the sum of the January and July LWTOA. Note
that the corresponding values for REF and the climatology do not exceed -6Wm·2 In order to determine if
the more physically based parameterization (Pontikis, 1996) is more appropriate than the other, it is
necessary to proceed first to a new model tuning in order to ensure for NEW, similarly to REF, the
radiative equilibrium at the top of the atmosphere on an annual basis. The tuned NEW model version is
hereafter referred to as NEWC.
4. Results of !be tuned model simulations
Table 3 presents the comparison between the global SWTOA, LWTOA, SWSURF, LWSURF of
the ECMWF (SURF) ~md the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (TOA) climatologics and the values
resulting from the REF, and NEWC simulations respectively for January and July. It appears that most of
the global radiative flux values obtained with NEWC are slightly closer to the ECMWF clirnatological
values than the corresponding REF simulation values. Nevertheless, at smaller scales, over oceanic regions,
the REF simulation leads to SWCRF values that are closer to the corresponding clin1atological values.
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January
SWTOA
SW SURF
LWTOA
LWSURF

---------------·--·-----------·
--------REF
CLIM
NEWC
--·-----------------------

(Wm-')
(Wnf2)
(Wm-')
(Wm-')

24747
247.27
164.81
164.74
-240.49
-243.93
- 55.06
- 61.20
REF
NEWC
_!_l!})'
-------·(Wm-')
SWTOA
234.71
233.23
SWSURF (Wm"')
153.37
151.79
(Wm"')
LWTOA
-246.84
-250.60
LWSURF (Wm-')
- 5532
- 61.65
------Table 3 : Comparison between Global Radiative Flux Values

247.00
163.57
-238.94
- 63.44
CLIM
230.06
151.50
-244.04
- 6338

In Figures 3(a,b) the latitudinal variation of the zonally averaged SWCRFs obtained from NEWC
respectively for January and July is compared to the corresponding ERBE SWCRF latitudinal variation.
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Figures 3 (a, b) :Zonally averaged SWCRF values as a function of latitude respectively for REF (dash),
NEWC (solid) simulations and ERBE (dots) for January (a) and July (b).
There are no important differences between REF and NEWC SWCRF values, except in the regions
0°-l5°S for the January simulation (Fig. 3a) and 50°N-70°N for the July simulation (Fig. 3b). In these
regions, the REF values are slightly closer to the corresponding climatological values (note however the
improvement in the 30'S-60°S region for the January NEWC simulation). For both simulations, most of
the zonally averaged SWCRFs are larger than the corresponding climatological values. This is most
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probably due to internal model bias that lead to an tmderestimation of the liquid water contribution of layer
clouds and consequently to underestimated effective radius values, thus enhancing the cloud radiative
forcing. In contrast to the SWCRF behavior, a marked improvement may be observed in the latitudinal
behavior of the zonally averaged cloudiness obtained from the NEWC simulation. This is shown in Figs.
4(a,b).
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Figures 4 (a, b) Zonal average of the total cloudiness REF (dash), NEWC (solid) and the ISCCP
climatology (dots) for January (a) and July (b)
For both cases, the NEWC simulation remains closer to the corresponding ISCCP (International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) values and lead to lower cloudiness values than the REF simulation.
As for the untuned sirnulations, the change in the global total precipitation value is negligible. However,
important differences are observed at smaller scales confirming the dipole effect observed previously. This
is more marked in the tropical regions with a maximum value of+ 13mrnlday in the Indian monsoon (July)
and a minimum value of -21 mm/day over Asia (July) and -17nmvday over Amazonia (January). Further, a
-l°C change in the the global temperature value is observed, with local changes of -6°C and -8°over
central Asia and east Asia.
5. Conclusion
The sensitivity of the French Community Climate Model "ARPEGE-climat" to changes in the
droplet effective radius parameterization has been studied. The simulations reveal that the model is very
sensitive to these changes. This result is consistent with previous results reported by Slingo (1990) and by
Ki.ehl (1994). The slightly better agreement of the global SWCRF as well as the fairly good agreement of
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the zonally averaged cloudiness values with the corresponding climatological values suggests that the model
version containing a more physically based R, parameterization conld improve the behavior of this GCM.
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Abstract
Passive Microwave data obtained from satellites have been used to study various cloud
regimes at the University of Washington. The salient conclusions from several studies employing
the decade old Special Sensor Microwave/ Imager (SSM/1) are presented. In addition, active
microwave data obtained by radars on the European Remote Sensing Satellites numbers 1 and 2
since 1991 (Jo,~S 1) and 1995 (ERS2), and by the altimeter in the Topographic Experiment
(TOPEX), since 1992, provide additional information on surface winds and precipitation.
The general conclusion of importance for planning of cloud system studies and satellite
missions is thal remote sensing capabilities now exist to do more holistic, concrete studies, which
require combination of a multitude of satellite sensors (wide range offrequencies) as well as in
situ and model data.
The ·new insights and the improved accuracies that are obtainable with the increase in
sophistication and complexity, that such multiple approaches provide, are indeed worth the
ejfort, as will be illustrated mth a stratus cloud study and a two frequency aliimeter
determination ofprecipitation.

1. Introduction
This presentation relates some experiences with several satellite signals for obtaining clond type
and precipitation intensity, storm development and surface wind patterns including:
• Combining visible and infrared data to determine cloud structure on a 5km scale and combining that
information with microwave radiometer data to improve cloud liquid water path estimates (at 35 km
scale).
• Using two frequency radar altimeter data and simultaneous multifrequency microwave radiometer data
obtained on the same satellite to infer rain rate. Combining the two pieces of information allows a new
kind of probability based rain index.
• Using microwave radiometer data from mid- latitude cyclones to predict fhture development of midlatitude cyclones.
• Blending microwave radar and radiometer data to obtain well sampled wind fields, and
• IdentifYing polar lows and frontal zones over the ocean by microwave radiometer, altimeter and
atmospheric profiler data.
The role of dynamics, convergence, surface evaporation, and their relationship to cloud systems
can also be studied with microwave data from satellites. Work with high resolution scatterometer data
illustrates the former and work on tropical Pacific Ocean relationships by W. T. Liu and eo- workers
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illustrates the complex relationships that exist between all the foreing functions with lags both in time and
space (e.g. Liu et a! 1994).
Since most of these projects are completed and several are already published, I will only highlight
here the aspects relevant to this conference and provide a reference list.
2. Combining Visible, Infrared, and Microwave Radiometric Data for Cloud Studies:
Overview of an article by Jennifer Miletta Adams and Kristina B. Katsaros, entitled; Using coincident
mnltispectral satellite data to assess the accuracy of Special Sensor Microwave lmager liquid water path
measurements. (Miletta Adan1s and Katsaros (1995) has been excerpted below).
Abstract: We present techniques to identify and reduce the sources of error in the liquid water path
(LWP) ofmmine stratocumulus clouds retrieved from the special sensor microwave inmger (SSM/I), using
coincident high- resolution visible and infrared data provided by the operational linescan system (OLS).
The OLS data are used to identify cloud- free areas in order to detennine the degree of error in the
estimated clear sky polarization difference, an important parameter in the SS M/I retrieval algoritlnn. The
retrieval algorithm is refined by including the cloud top temperature derived from the OLS infrared data.
Errors in the LWP measurements owing to broken or inhomogeneous clouds are difficult to quantify, but a
subpixel analysis of cloud type and spatial variability reveals which measurements are more likely to be
biased. The application of these techniques on a set of sample images confirms that the relationships
between the liquid water path and other cloud parameters are most robust in overcast conditions.
Method: The problem with microwave estimates from satellites of liquid water path (LWP) in clouds
or precipitation is that the footprint of the current satellite instruments is too large for the scale of the
phenomenon .of interest. Because the microwave algorithms are typically not linear a so called "bean1
filling" bias results. lf the distribution of and !Yru< of cloud in the microwave radiometer beam could be
assessed with sinmlta11eous high resolution visible and/ or infrared data, then appropriate corrections or
algorithm selections could be made. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites did
carry instruments to allow these simultalteous observations with the Operational Line Scan System (OLS)
and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/l). The OLS data were used in a manner proposed by Liu
and Coakley (1993) to separate scenes of broken strata- cumulus, semi- transparent overcast, and opaque
overcast. Exan1ples from the strato- cumulus cloud regime in the Azores Region show the coherence
between the visible infrared cloud type determination and the errors in the microwave liquid water path
(LWP) estimates.
Results: Figure I illtJstrates what is expected. Figure 2 shows the typical so called "Golden Arches"
in the data distribution (as defined by Coaklcy a11d Bretherton, 1982, and also Coakley and Baldwin,
1984), with visible and infrared data from the OLS observed inside an 85GHz pixel of the SSM/l. Semitransparent and overcast pixels are clearly identified.
The effect of the structure of the cloud on the LWP estimate is seen in the larger values and larger
scatter of broken opaque vs. semi- transparent overcast plots, (Figure 3).
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3. Synopsis ofthe Two Instrument Mul!ifrequency Rain Determination Method:
Overview of an article by; Ge Chen, Bertrand Chapron, Jean Tournadre, Kristina Katsaros, and
Douglas Vandernark, entitled; Global Oceanic Precipitation: A Joint View by TOPEX and TMR. (Chen et
al (1997) has been excerpted below).
Abstract: The TOPEX/ Poseidon mission offers the first opportunity to observe rain cells over the
ocean by a dual- frequency radiometer (TOPEX Microwave Radiometer, TMR). This paper presents the
results of a feasibility study aimed at understanding the capability and potential of the active/ passive
TOPEX/ TMR system for oceanic rainfall detection. Based on past experiences in rain flagging, a joint
TOPEX/ TMR rain probability index is proposed. This index integrates the complementary advantages of
the two sensors and therefore provides a more reliable rain estimate than the radiometer alone. One year's
TOPEX/ TMR data are used to test the performance of tl1e index. The resulting rain frequency statistics
show quantitative agreement with those obtained from COADS (Comprehensive Ocean- Atmosphere Data
Set, Woodruff et al., 1987) in the lntertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) while qualitative agreement is
found for otl1er regions of the world ocean. A recent finding by Petty (1995) that the latitudinal frequency
of precipitation over the Southern Ocean increases steadily towards the Antarctic continent is confirn1ed by
our result. Annual and seasonal precipitation maps are derived from the index. Notable features revealed
include an overall similarity in rainfall pattern fi·om the Pacific, the Atlantic and the Indian Oceans; a
general phase reversal between the two hemispheres; as well as a number of regional anomalies in terms of
rain intensity. Comparisons with simultaneous GPCP (the Global Precipitation Climatology Project) multisatellite precipitation maps and COADS rain climatology suggest that systematic differences also exist.
One example is that tl1e maximum rainfall in the !TCZ of the Indian Ocean appears to be more intensive
and concent~ated in our result compared to that of the GPCP. Another example is that tl1e ammal
precipitation produced by TOPEX/ TMR is constantly higher than those from GPCP and COADS in the
extratropical regions of the northern hemisphere, especially in the northwest Pacific Ocean. Analyses of
the seasonal variations of prominent rainy and dry zones in the tropics and subtropics show various
behaviors such as systematic migration, expansion and contraction, merging and breaking up, to pure
intensity variations. The seasonality of regional features is largely influenced by local atmospheric events
such as the monsoon, stonn or snow activities. The results oftl1is study suggest the TOPEX and its followon a serve as a complementary sensor to SSM/I (the Special Sensor Microwave/ hnager) in observing
global oceanic precipitation.
Method: In order to examine the contribution and effectiveness of each sensor in rain detection, we
first define two separate probability indexes, P A and PR, corresponding to the TOPEX altimeter and
radiometer, respectively,

(I)

(2)
where crO is tl1e normalized radar cross section,

f

is the expected Ku/C crO relationship for non-

precipitating areas, s is the standard deviation of cr<1<u, N 1 ~ 2.5 and N2 ~ 1000 are nonnalization fac.tors,

1 2 (in J.tm) is the atmospheric liquid water content expressed as a quadratic polynomial of the three TMR
brightness temperatures Th]g, Tb21 and Tb37 (in °K) (Keihm et al., 1995; S. J. Keihm, personal
cormnunication, 1995), where tl1e subscripts refer to the tl1ree microwave frequencies on TMR.
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(3a)

Lz = A+B

A

=

-2280.4 - 12.24 TbJ8 - 5.128 Tb21 + 28.964 Tb37

B = 0.43 (A-600) + 0.00035(A-600)2
B = 0

(if A> 600)
(if A-:2 600)

(3b)
(3c)
(3d)

In equation (I), it is assumed that rain probability is proportional to the discrepancy of er~ and is
inversely proportional to the standard deviation: while in Equation (2), rain probability is considered as a
linear function of the atmospheric liquid water content, and PR= 1 is equivalent to the rain flag used liy
AVISO (1992). A joint TOPEX{fMR rain probability index is subsequently defined as a linear
combination of PA and PR.,
PJ=wJPA+wzPR

(4)

where, w)=0.75 and w2=0.25 are nommlized weights. The choice of wj and w2 is largely a geometric
ratio based on the footprint sizes of the two sensors (42km for TMR and 5.8km for TOPEX), assuming
that rain probability is uniformly distributed within a TMR footprint and taking into account that a fivepoint running mean is applied to the altimeter data (i.e., five successive altimeter measurements are used to
compute a weighting average within a TMR footprint). In order to fully normalize the three indexes, two
cut-off constraints are also applied, i.e., probabilities less than 0 or greater than I are set to 0 and I,
respectively.
Resu}ts: The rain index averaged over a full year, cyc.les 8- 44 of the TOPEX satellite readings, is
illustrated in Figure 4a. Another rain index produced by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) is seen in Figures 4b (Huffinan et al 1996). The seasonal variability of the precipitation
probability is illustrated in Figures 5a- d.
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4. Study of Rapid Deepening of North Atlantic Cyclones:
Overview of an article by; Lynn A McMurdie and Kristina B. Katsaros, entitled; Satellite- Derived
Integrated Water Vapor and Rain Intensity Patterns: Indicators for Rapid Cyclogenesis. (McMurdie and
Katsaros (!996) has been excerpted below).
Abstract: Rapidly deepening cyclones in midlatitudes are characterized by large cloud shields and
abundant condensation qualitatively evident in infrared and visible satellite images. With the availability of
passive microwave measurements from polar- orbiting satellites, it is now possible to characterize rapidly
deepening cyclones quantitatively in tenus of integrated water vapor anomaly (defined as the observed
water vapor content minus the monthly mean water vapor content at the particular location), and the
rainfall intensity index derived from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSMII) on the F- 8 satellite of
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program are exan1ined for 12 North Atlantic rapidly deepening and 11
North Atlantic non-rapidly deepening stom1s that occurred during the 1988 and 1989 winter months. By
correlating concurrent 6- h deepening rates with the satellite- derived parameters for a region within 550
km of the surface low pressure center, signatures of rapid cyclogenesis are identified in the SS M/I fields.
Maximum water vapor anomaly and average precipitation index have correlations with concurrent 6- h
deepening rates of0.56 and 0.55, respectively. These results indicate that, although most rapidly deepening
cyclones have high water vapor anomaly and stronger precipitation index than non- rapidly deepening
cyclones, there are stonn.s that deepen rapidly in the absence of high water vapor anomaly or heavy
precipitation. In addition, occasionally there are stom1s that have exceptionally high water vapor anomalies
yet do not deepen rapidly. In these unusual cases, it is suggested that atmospheric water vapor and
condensation play a secondary role and that dynamical processes are dominant. A similar study by Petty
and Miller ( 1995) also showed the relationship between estimated rain intensity, release of latent heat, and
deepening rate. Katsaros et al ( 1994, 1996) studied frontal systems and hurricane development with

SSM/1.
Method: The SSM/I derived integrated water vapor content and precipitation intensity of Notth
Atlantic deepening were studied in relation to their 6 and 12 hour deepening rate. The water vapor
anomaly wrt typical latitudinal variations as a function of season had to be used to obtain significant
correlations. The predictive value was best for 6 hour lead time.
Results: Figure 6 shows the predictive skills of the precipitation index based on the Polarization at

19GHz.
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deepening cases, respectively. The sloping solid .line is the least squares regression line fitted to the full set of 39
passes.

5,

Multiple Surface Wind Sensors for Better Sampling:

Overview of an article by Adberrahim Bentamy, Pierre Queffeulou, Yves Quilfen, and Kristina
Katsaros, entitled; Ocean surface wind fields estimated from satellite active and passive microwave
instmments. (Abstract from Bentamy et al ( 1997) follows, article for submission to IEEE).
Abstract. This study examines the consistency of the surface wind speeds estimated from the
European Remote Sensing satellite (ERS 1) scatterometer, ERS 1 altimeter, and the Special Sensor
Microwave/ Imager (SSM/I). The aim is to combine these wind estimates when producing surface wind
fields. With this objective in mind, comparison witl1 buoy wind measurements and intercomparison
between the three sensors are performed. According to tl1e in situ data, ilie rms errors of the three wind
estinmtes are all wiiliin 2 mls. The differences between the remotely sensed and buoy wind speeds are
studied according to atmospheric and oceanic variables and their impact is shown. A large comparison
data base is obtained from the intercomparisons between the three sensor winds. The nns values of the
differences between the scatterometer and the SSM/I are 1.67 m/sand 1.45 m/s, respectively. There is no
global bias between the scatterometer and tl1e SSM/I, but between tl1e scatterometer and tl1e altimeter wind
speeds the bias is about .30 m/s. Furtl1em1ore, it is shown that ilie difference between tl1e scatterometer and
ilie altinleter wind estimates is dependent on the significant wave height while the difference between tl1e
scatterometer and tl1e SS M/I winds is dependent on ilie integrated water vapor content. Even though each
satellite instrument has been independently calibrated against in situ data from buoys, their error stmctures
and tbeir error sources are different, so further refinements taking them into account are necessary and
substantially' improve the final product (Bentamy et al 1997, work performed at h1stitut Franc;ais de
Recherche pour !'Exploitation de la Mer). Forcing an ocean circulation model with the wind tield obtained
wiili data from the three sensors give more realistic results than are obtained using wind fields based on
scatterometer data alone. Related work combing ERS- 1 scatterometer and SSM/1 winds reported by
Dickinson and BroWll (1996).

6. Detection and Analysis of Polar Lows:
Overview of an article by; Chantal Claud, Kristina Katsaros, Nelly M. Mognard, and Noelle A. Sco!t,
entitled; Synergetic satellite study of a rapidly deepening cyclone over the Norwegian sea: 13- 16 February
1989. (Abstract from Claud et a! (1995) follows).
Abstract: In oceanic regions, conventional meteorological observations are often insufficient for
following the progression of atmospheric depressions, which generally leads to poor prediction in terms of
strength and location. Since observations from polar- orbiting satellites probe nearly every region of the
earth abont twice a day, iliey can be used to track the propagation ru1d evolution of weather systems and
potentially improve the forecasts. The synoptic and mesoscale aspects of a rapidly intensifying cyclone,
which persisted over the northern Atlantic Ocem1 and the Norwegim1 Sea for four days in Febrnary !989,
are presented. A combination of three instmmcnts was used: the TIROS- N Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOYS; 19 infrared, 1 visible, and 4 microwave channels}, and an active radar altimeter (Genosat).
Atmospheric temperature and humidity protiles along with cloud information cru1 be derived from the
TOYS while SS M/I provides oceanic estimates of integrated water vapor content, integrated cloud liquid
water content, rain occurrence, m1d smface wind speed; the Geosat radar altimeter measures marine surface
wind speed and significant wave height. All sensors show the strong gradients in marine weather variables
(surface wind speed, water vapor and clond liqnid water content) associated wiili the storm. The TOVS
observations reveal tlmt ilie disturbance occurred in a predominantly baroclinic environment. Furthermore,
the lower stratospheric temperature fields derived differential from TOVS show the rapid intensification
took place when an upper-level trough with associated differential advection approached the surface low.
The combination of TOYS and SS M/I provides a rough estimation of the air- sea fluxes, which are of the
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same order of magnitude as for rapidly intensifying stom1s found previously over other maritime areas.
This case study confirms the value of using a combination of satellite instnunents for studying weather
systems in data- sparse maritime areas. A similar study has been carried out for the Southern Hemisphere
meso- cyclones by (Carleton et al 1993).
7. Summary
Combining signals in several frequency bands (visible, infrared, microwave) or data from
completely different techniques (radar and microwave radiometers) have been shown to enhance the
information and accuracy of the derived quantities.
Many marvelous things are possible today, but the combination of data from several sensors is still
very difficult. High quality calibrations, accurate geographical navigation and physically based algorithms
are the basis of success in this endeavor. Much work is still required and the opportunities abound. To
arrive at a solid footing for the results, we will, however, need to process rather large volumes of data in a
systematic fashion and we need to be prepared to do some re- processing to produce valid data results for
climate studies. (An example from surface wind studies was referenced above). The now famous
InternationalS. Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), GPCP and all the other pathfmder projects are efforts
ofthe sort. This presentation was intended to point to additional opportunities.
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Abstract
A series of regional weatherforecasting models with explicit cloud scheme (cloud resolving
model) were developed and tested. measurement of cloud properties was used to verifY the
models. Its application to initializatwn of cloud variables were also discussed.

1. Introduction

A series of hydrostatic regional weather forecasting models with explicit cloud scheme have been
developed and tested, which may resolve the stratifonmn cloud system with Dx less than 50-100 km and
calculate the cloud properties explicitly. Stratifom1 cloud system is very important in mid-latitude, which
produces significant precipitation in northern and central China and is the main object of rain enhancement
in the region. The following problems are discussed in this paper:
a), What cloud properties are predic.'ted in explicit clond models?
b), How to use the in-situ and remote measurements of cloud properties for verification of the explicit
cloud models?
c), What is the skill of explicit cloud model for forecasting the regional precipitation and potential of
rain enhancement nowadays?
d), Is the precipitation forecasting sensitive to the initial values of cloud properties ? What is the
prospect ofthe combination of cloud measurement and explicit cloud model?
2. Cloud properties predicted in our models

In our series there are 4 types of cloud schemes (models):
a), Mixed-phase cloud scheme (I), in which 12 cloud properties are predicted, They are: cloud water
content, mass contents of ice, snow flake, granpds, rain and their number concentration (Qc, Qi, Qs, Qg,
Qr, Ni, Ns, Ng, Nr), the breath index of cloud droplet spectrum and the riming indexes of ice and snow (
Fc, Fi, Fs ). 19 microphysical processes are considered. (See Hu 1986)
b),Mixed-phase cloud scheme (!I), in which 7 cloud properties are predicted, namely Qc, Qi, Qs, Qr,
Ni, Ns, Nr. 12 1nicroprocesses are considered. (See Liu 1993)
c), simplified mixed-phase cloud scheme, 2 clond properties are predicted, namely Qc and Qp,mass
content of precipitation particles, including Qr in warm part and Qi+Qs in cold part of the cloud. I 0
microprocesses are considered.
d), Water cloud scheme, in which Qc ,Qr are predicted and 4 microprocesses are considered. (See Hu
1983) Size distribution of various kinds of hydrometers are assumed to have the form of gamma function
,which parameters may be detenni1ied by both number concentration and mass content for schemes(a) (b)
and by mass content only for schemes© (d). Inf01mation of IN is needed for models (a)(b) 11:), and that of
CCN is needed for scheme (a).
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3. Cloud measurements used for verification ofthe cloud models
a. Verification

~f cloud

model in one-dimensionalframework

P.V.Hobbs et al ( 1980) and Herzegh et al (1980) made a comprehensive measurements in mid-latitude
cyclones and get the vertical distributions of cloud properties in various rai:nbands, which were used to
verifY the cloud scheme in one dimensional fran1e work. (See Hu 1987). 'TI1e measured temperature , cloud
height and updraft were used as input for 6 observed cases, including rainbands of warm sector, wide cold
front, wann front and shallow water cloud. Calculated vertical distribution of various cloud properties were
compared with observations , which showed that (a) mass contents of precipitation particles and
precipitation intensities were in good agreement with observations for all 6 cases ; (b) Nnmber
concentration of ic.e particles were agree for 3 cases , and obsexved greater than calculated in the lower part
of the cloud for 2 warm front cases. (See Hu 1987) comparison in case of wide cold front rainband 2 is
shown in fig.!, for example.
Calculation also showed that the cloud microphysical stmctnre and precipitation rate were very
sensitive to updraft, cloud height and temperature.

b. Verification of cloud model in 3-dimension
A cold front case in Northern China in 23 Sept. 1989 was obse1ved and simulated by 3-dimensional
cloud model (See W ang 1995) Comparison of the IR image from satellite with calculated distribution of
total mass content of hydrometers at height near -40C at the same time showed coincidence of their area
and orientation. In-sitn aircraft measurements with PMS were compared with the model output at the flight
time and height. The calculated value of cloud water content and its distribution along the air track were in
general agreement with the FSSP record. The predicted mass content and number concentration of snow
particles were also coincide with 2D-P measurement. Therefore the predicted potential area of rainenhancement, where existed more cloud water and less ice particles, was verified by cloud measurement in
this case.

4. Test ofthe explicit model
a. Forecasting the torrential rain in central China.
The 3D cloud model with horizontal resolution of 70 km was used to forecast the torrential rain in
July 1991. (See Hu 1996) 19 heavy rain centers were observed in 5 days. PSV/NCAR MM4 model with
convective parameterization scheme (MM4C) and that with water cloud scheme (MM4C) were also nsed
for comparison , using the same resolution. Although model is stronger only in cloud physics and weaker in
the other aspects and takes less computer time, its TS mark is better than MM4 models, but the average
rainfall in centers is smaller than other models and observation (Please See Table).

b. Forecasting the potential of rain-enhancement
A regional model was developed recently based on MM4 and cloud scheme(a), in which the horizontal
resolution was 90km for coarse mesh and 30km for fine mesh. The natural development of cloud, rain and
the effects of ice-seeding in certain cloud area on cloud properties, thermo-dynamics and rainfall were
predicted, For example the predicted increase of rainfall during 3 hours after seeding in 14.Jun. 1996 in
northern China was shown in fig.2.
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Table l. Skill of different models for predicting heavy rain events
scenarios

___

,

I

averaged
rainfall
(nup/day)

--

observed
_s;:M(b)
MM4E
_MM4C

·---·-..·---------number of heavy rain centers
-~-----~----

110

37

49
61

------·-·-

predicted
predicted but observed but
skill of prediction
not observed not predicted Ts~N1/(Nl+N2+
and
observed NI ___N_2__--I___l'!L_-t-- n3),_ __---1
19
--------1--6
3
13
27
1----+--..- --·--·--+-·---~'------!
5
7
14
19
7
25
9
12

5. Combination of cloud measurement and explicit cloud model
a. Initialization and FDDA of the explicit cloud model

In explicit cloud model zero was usually set initially for all cloud variables, which leads to a
significant delay and under-estimation of the rainfall, esp. in the first 6 hours. Initialization of cloud
variables was tested by running the model without change of the thermo-dynamic properties for a period of
time, which showed significant improvement ofthe rainfall prediction. The observed rainfall during the first
6 hours and that predicted by model with initialization for 0 , 1, 3 hours were 48, 11, 19,21 mm respectively.
TI1erefore the rainfall prediction was sensitive to the initial values of vapor and cloud properties. It is
hopeful to improve the forecasting hy using the measurement of cloud properties in initialization of the
explicit cloud model. Besides, the cloud properties strongly depend on the npdraft, so the cloud
measurement may also be useful for initialization and four dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) of the
whole model.

b. Prospect of combination of cloud measurement and explicit cloud model
Stratiform cloud system could be described explicitly with model resolution less than 50-1 OOkrn when
the convective cloud system could be resolved with Ox less 2-Skm. With the rapid growth of the computer
capacity explicit cloud model becomes a reality for mesoscale weather forecasting. In-sitn and remote
observations of cloud and precipitation properties usually have good temporal and spatial resolution, which
may used directly in initialization and FDDA of the explicit cloud model. Combination of cloud
measurement and explicit cloud model has better prospects in mesoseale weather forecasting and weather
modification. It may also be very usen1l for research in atmospheric radiation , chemistry , aircraft icing,
etc.
6. Conclusions
a) Regional weather forecasting model with explicit cloud scheme is able to predict the properties of
stratifonn cloud systems explicitly m1d has cMain skill in predicting the rainfall and potential of rainenhancement nowadays.
b) Cloud measurement can be used directly for varification of explicit cloud model and for its
initialization and FDDA to improve tl1e precipitation forecasting .
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c) Combination of cloud measurement and explicit cloud model has good prospect with the rapid
growth of computer capacity and cloud measurement ability.
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9.

Workshop Agenda

Sunday June 22"d
18:00 to 21:00 Registration and Cash Bar at Calinda Geneve (Salon Michoacano)

Monday June 23''
8:15
9:00 to 9:30

Bus pickup for conference Center
Opening Remarks
Frederic DelSol - WMO
Fernando Garcia Garcia- UNAM
Darrel Baumgardner - Workshop Co-Chairman
Rit Carbone
- Workshop Co-Chairman
9:30 to 10:30 Bill Cotton (Invited presentation)
"Mesoscale Numerical Predictions of Clouds and Cloud Effects"
10:30 to 11:30 Gabor Vali (Invited presentation)
"Cloud properties measured from aircraft - An assessment"
11:30 to 12:00 Break
12:00 to 13:00 Tony DeiGenio (Invited presentation)
"Observational Requirements for Modeling of Cloud Feedbacks in Global
Climate Models"
13:00 to 15:00 Lunch
15:00 to 16:00 Pat Minnis (Invited presentation)
"Current and Future Satellite Remote Sensing of Clouds: A Resource for Both
Climate and Weather Forecasts?"
16:00 to !7:00 Anthony Illingworth (Invited presentation)
"The Use of Active Remote Sensors to Infer Cloud Properties"
17:00 to 18:00 Defining the working group topics and working group constituents.

Tuesday June 24"'
8:00-3:00

Tour of the pyramids. Bus picks up participants at the hotel at 8:00 and
returns them at 3 :00.
16:30
Bus pickup for conference Center
17:00-20:00 Poster Set-up and review, Finger food and liquid refresl1111ents

Wednesday Jtme 251h
8:15
9:00- 11:00
11:00-11:20

!1:30- 13:00
13:00- 15:00
15:00- 17:00
17:00- 18:00

Thursday June 26'h
8:15
9:00- 10:30

Bus pickup for conference Center
Working Group Sessions/Poster Discussions
Break
Working Group Sessions/Poster Discussions
Lunch
Working Group Sessions/Poster Discussions
Working Group Summaries

Bus pickup for conference Center
Working Group Sessions
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10:30- 10:50
11:00- 13:00
16:30 - 20:00
20:00-?

Friday June 27"'
8:15
9:00- 10:30
10:30- 10:50
11:00-13:00

Break
Working Group Sessions or Panel Discussions, Working group
sul11111anes
Tour of Museum
Supper and Program committee meeting.

Bus pickup for conference Center
Plenary Session
Break
Wrap-up and Closing Remarks
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Addendum

The following question was posed to the poster by Twohy et al., on page 212.
Question:
Some information about the size range of particles that the CV! can measure should be useful.
Can the ice/water distribution in mixed clouds be measured with the CV!?
Reply:
The minimum aerodynamic particle diameter that the CV! measures is a function of probe
diameter, airspeed, and air density, and is about 5 microns on a medium altitude, high speed jet aircraft
(200 m/s) and about 8 microns for a low altitude, turboprop-type aircraft (lOO m/s). There is effectively
no upper size limit for the condensed water content measurement, since this is only limited by the inlet
diameter (6 mm). The sample volume is a few hundred liters per minute.
Since the CV! samples particles based on aerodynamic diameter and evaporates both liquid water
and ice before the water vapor density is measured, it cannot distinguish between water and ice. This has
to be inferred by comparison with other instruments (i.e., a hot-wire probe for measurement of liquid
water.).
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